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G. D. J. Smith1 

N. A. Cumpsty 

Whittle Laboratory, 
Department of Engineering, 

University of Cambridge, 
Cambridge CB3 0EL, England 

Flow Phenomena in Compressor 
Casing Treatment 
An axial skewed slot casing treatment has been tested over the tips of an isolated 
low-speed rotor with a hub-tip ratio of 0.4. An improvement in stall margin of 22 
percent at nominal clearance was obtained. Detailed measurements of the loss 
pattern downstream of the rotor were made with a hot wire. Measurements were 
also made in the blade passage with a traversing gear moving with the rotor and in 
the treatment slots themselves using hot wires. The tentative conclusion is that 
unsteady effects in the slot are of secondary importance. Of primary importance is 
the selective removal of high absolute swirl, high loss fluid from the endwall near 
the trailing edge of the pressure surface of the blade, and reintroduction of this, 
with absolute swirl direction reversed, near the blade leading edge. 

Introduction 
In the late 1960s, it was discovered that the stall of a 

compressor could be delayed to smaller mass flows by having 
treatment over the rotor tips. Since then, many different 
geometries of treatmant have been tested, for example [1-12]. 
Such treatments can only be useful if the compressor is taken 
into stall by the rotor tips (i.e., is "tip critical") or stator hub, 
but with this proviso a large number of different treatment 
geometries have been found to be effective. It also appears 
from these tests that the flow Mach number is not critical to 
the behavior of the treatment, similar improvements in stall 
margin being produced by a given treatment at tip Mach 
number of, for example, 1.5 and 0.15. 

The different treatments are not all equally effective. 
Perhaps the most successful treatment for reducing the mass 
flow at stall is the axial skewed slot, and this is the treatment 
used for the experiments described here. (The geometry is 
shown in Fig 1 and described more fully in section on the axial 
flow compressor rig.) An essential feature of the design is the 
inclination of the slots so that flow emerging from them 
would possess swirl in the opposite sense to the rotor motion. 
Tests by Takata and Tsukuda [2] showed that if the in
clination was reversed (so that flow emerged from the slots in 
the rotor direction) the compressor actually stalled at a higher 
mass flow rate than with a solid wall. 

Despite the usefulness of casing treatment for extending the 
unstalled operating range of compressors, it has so far found 
fairly limited application. One major reason for this is that 
the treatments most effective in extending the range usually 
degrade the efficiency significantly. 

A treatment that will break away from this constraint 
would be most valuable, but a systematic approach to ob
taining this requires that there should first be a good un
derstanding of the way in which existing casing treatments 

Present address: Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of 
Natal, Durban, South Africa 
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Turbine Division July 11, 1983. 

operate. Most of the many past tests on treatments have 
looked at the effect of the treatment on the flow leaving the 
rotor without investigating the flow phenomena occurring in 
and just above the treatment, but a few, notably by Prince et 
al. [1], Camarata et al. [3], and Takata and Tsukuda [2], did 
examine the flow inside the slots grooves of the treatment. As 
expected, flow entered the slots near their rear and reemerged 
near the front where the static pressure was low. Greitzer et al. 
[4] showed detailed i downstream profiles of relative total 
pressure that allowed some interpretation of the processes. 
The present paper describes measurements taken behind the 
rotor, inside the slots, and between the moving blades. From 
this base, most of the processes occuring can be regarded as 
well determined, but it must be admitted that there are aspects 
of the flow behavior which are not properly understood. 

Part of the difficulty in understanding the operation of the 
treatment is the ignorance surrounding the cause of stall in 
even a smooth wall (i.e., no casing treatment) compressor. 
The most conventional view is that rotating stall is initiated by 
a separation from the surface of the blades; because of the 
high-incidence into the rotor in the annulus boundary layer 
separation is likely to occur first for the rotor near the casing. 
This view of the process of stall underpins the tentative ex
planation of casing treatment behavior presented by 
Mikoljczak and Pfeffer [5]. This was based on flow 
visualization experiments using a linear cascade in water with 
a grooved belt moving past the blade tips. 

The experimental data obtained with the smooth walled 
build of the compressor used for the tests described here do 
not show any tendency for stall to be initiated on the suction 
side, but on the contrary, the region of low relative total 
pressure fluid collects by the pressure surface. This tendency, 
which is explainable in terms of the inlet skew and the tip 
clearance flow, is demonstrated below but is mentioned here 
to draw attention to the difference of opinion regarding stall 
inception. 

Greitzer et al. [4] conducted a carefully thought-out ex
periment based on the hypothesis that stall could be initiated 
either on the annulus wall or on the blade. It was postulated 
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FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW 

Fig. 1 Axial skewed slot treatment 

that casing treatment would be effective in improving the 
range for the former but not the latter. The blade loading was 
increased (in order to produce blade stall) by removing every 
other blade so that the diffusion factor exceeded the normally 
permitted value. The hypothesis was apparently borne out 
very closely; a large improvement in range was produced for 
the high solidity blades for which the cascade diffusion factor 
limits were not exceeded, but no effect on stall margin was 
produced for the more highly loaded blades. It should be 
remarked that these blades were quite highly cambered (49 
deg at the tip) and different behavior to that observed with 
low camber, high-stagger fan tip sections might be expected. 
The smooth walled build of low solidity showed no ac
cumulation of loss near the pressure face of the blades but a 
large accumulation near the suction side. The high-solidity 
smooth walled build does show the loss towards the pressure 
side in a manner not very dissimilar to that on the present fan 
tip. 

A recent paper by Koch [13] has succeeded in correlating 
stalling pressure rise for a very wide range of compressors 
assuming that the stalling process occurs on the endwall. 
Blade stall in the sense of the paper by Greitzer et al. [4] is also 
likely to occur close to the endwall where the incidence is high. 
The failure of the casing treatment to delay stall in this case 
appears to be contrary to the ideas presented by Mikoljczak 
and Pfeffer [5], who suggested that the casing treatment has 
its beneficial effect by drawing flow from the suction surface 
corner. 

The confusion surrounding the process of stalling will help 
to explain the difficulty encountered in explaining the process 
even with the detailed and interlocking sets of measurements 
described in the present paper. 

The Axial Flow Compressor Rig 

An existing low-speed compressor of 1.52-m tip diameter 
and 0.4 hub/tip ratio was used throughout the experimental 
program. The research rotor was fitted with 22 blades of 
constant chord length 152.4 mm, giving hub and tip solidities 

of 1.43 and 0.47, respectively. The overall features of the rig 
and blading have already been described by Gregory-Smith 
[14]. The rotor is designed for a free-vortex flow at a flow 
coefficient of 0.70. The rotor tips are staggered at 60.7 deg 
with 7.8 deg of camber, C4 section and 8 percent 
thickness/chord ratio. 

A 4:1 contraction ratio bellmouth formed the entry to the 
compressor, and this housed screens and an aluminum 
honeycomb flow straightener to minimize large scale flow 
nonuniformities. Inlet guide vanes and stators were not used, 
but the research rotor was run in series with an auxiliary fan 
positioned far downstream of the working area. Speed 
control on both rotors and a variable position throttle in the 
exhaust permitted a wide range of flow conditions to be 
obtained. 

The treatment was the same design that Prince et al. [1] had 
tested, which in turn had been based on data gathered from 
early NASA work [6, 9], The treatment, shown in Fig. 1, had 
rectangular cavities that extended axially over the middle 73 
percent of the axial chord. The length of the slot, 55 mm, was 
five times greater than its breadth, and the depth was half the 
length. Like Prince's design, the depth of the slot was inclined 
at 60 deg to the radial in such a way that flow emerging from 
the slot would do so with swirl contrary to the blade direction. 
The slot design gave an open area to total area ratio of ap
proximately 0.70. 

Flow Measuring Equipment 

A full description of the instrumentation and the 
measurement technique is given by Smith [15]. Radial 
traverses were made downstream of the rotor blades (and in a 
few cases upstream) using a conventional three-hole cobra 
probe. The probe was operated in the null-yaw mode to give 
flow angle and total pressure. High-frequency response 
measurements were taken with constant temperature hot wires 
and flush mounted transducers. An angled hot-wire 
technique, as employed by Whitfield et al. [16], was used 
downstream of the blade row, where the three-dimensional 
character of the flow was of interest. This technique can only 
be used in situations where the range of flow angle is known 
to fall within the calibration of the probe; the calibration 
cannot be extended to cover all flow angles, as the support 
pins then fall upstream of the hot wire introducing errors due 
to shielding. The angled hot wire was therefore not suited to 
flow measurements inside the treatment slots where the flow 
direction could vary by 180 deg. Instead a shielded hot wire, 
entering through the side of the slot, was used to find the 
velocity direction and sense, and a separate conventional hot 
wire, entering through the bottom of the slot, was used to 
measure the flow velocity. This latter probe had 20-mm-long 
pins supporting the wire to minimize the effects of flow 
blockage. The wire was aligned normal to the slot length and 
normal to the compressor axis. 

A computerized data acquisition system was used for all the 
hot wire and high-response pressure transducer tests. With 
this system, the rapidly varying input signals could be phase 
locked to a physical event, in this case determined by a 
particular blade passing over a magnetic trigger. 

For an understanding of how the treatment improved flow 
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stability, it was important to measure the velocity and 
pressure in between the rotor blades and close to the casing 
treatment. These measurements were taken with a 5-hole 
probe rotating with the rotor. The probe was operated in the 
fixed direction mode and probe pressures were transferred to 
the stationary frame via a sealed-bearing, pressure-transfer 
device. These data were processed using a technique 
developed by Lewis [17] to give the total and static pressures 
and the three velocity components. This rotating frame probe 
traversed a surface bordered by the blade pressure and suction 
surfaces and by the passage leading and trailing edges. After 
such a surface had been traversed, it was necessary to stop the 
rig in order to move the probe to a new radial position. By 
repeating this process, a three-dimensional picture of the flow 
in the rotating passage of the blade could be developed; 
traverses taken at five different radial surfaces gave an 
adequate definition of the flow. 

% 

.8 

S,S 

6 

t/c = l% 

t/c = 3.5% 
t/c = 6 % 
t / c= l l% 

0 
Fig. 2 Static pressure rise characteristics at various tip clearances for 
the solid wall and treated builds 

Compressor Characteristics 

Figure 2 shows nondimensional static-to-static pressure rise 
against nondimensional flow rate for smooth wall (sw) and 
casing treatment (ct) builds at a range of tip clearances ex
pressed as a percentage of blade chord. In low-speed tests, 
stall margin improvement is commonly expressed as the 
percentage reduction in the mass flow rate just prior to stall 
which accompanies the fitting of the treatment. With this 
definition, a stall margin improvement of 21.7 percent is 
obtained at nominal clearance, i.e., tic = 1 percent. 

It is well known that increasing the blade tip clearance 
reduces the pressure rise and prematurely precipitates the 
stall. From this point of view the increase in flow area beneath 
the blade tips that is associated with the geometry of the 
treatment slots might be expected to exacerbate this loss in 
performance. In practice, this was not the case and sub
stantial improvements in flow range were achieved in high tip 
clearance builds. The results presented in Fig. 2 show stall 
margin improvement to increase with tip clearance from a 
value of 21.7 percent at nominal clearance to 28 percent at 6 
percent clearance. (The absence of a pressure discontinuity on 
the curve for the build of largest clearance, tic = 11 percent, 
precludes an exact calculation of stall margin improvement, 
but an improvement of 20 percent is obtained at peak pressure 
rise.) It is noteworthy that the tip clearance of the treated rig 
could be increased by 5 mm (to tic = 3.5 percent) without the 
outlet pressure dropping below the peak value realized with 
the solid wall compressor. It seems possible that the ability of 
the casing treatment to minimize the deleterious effects of tip 
clearance may recommend its use even more than its ability to 
reduce the flow at stall with nominal clearance. 

The results in Fig. 2 indicate that treating the compressor 
has lead to a significant increase in the pressure rise just prior 
to the stall, but it can also be seen that the treatment has little 
effect on the characteristic at high flow rates near the free 
vortex design point. In addition, the Reynolds number 
dependence of the compressor unstalled behavior is slight, 
with the nondimensional pressure rise characteristics being 
almost independent of rotor speed over a factor of two. All 
subsequent results shown in this paper are therefore only for a 
single rotational speed of 450 rev/min, and these results 
always apply to the nominal clearance of 1 percent. 

The flow behavior just prior to stall in the untreated build 
(4> = 0.4) differed markedly from that found in the treated 
case at the same flow rate. The untreated rig showed a large 
increase in blockage near the tip critical whereas in the treated 
rig the only evidence of markedly increased flow blockage 
occurred near the hub. This information was obtained by 

A-A-A SW 
CT 

0 .2 .4.2 .4 .3 ,5 .7 .9 40 60 80 100 deg 
Fig. 3 Outlet flow field for the solid wall and treated builds, 0 = 0.4 
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Fig. 4 Axial velocity measured in the radial-tangential plane down
stream of the solid wall rotor and nondimensionalized by Um. 0 = 0.32 

Fig. 5 Axial velocity measured in the radial-tangential plane down
stream of the treated rotor and nondimensionalized by Um. <j> = 0.32 

simultaneously recording the output from two hot wire probes 
attached near the hub and tip at identical axial and cir
cumferential stations one axial chord downstream of the 
rotor. In all cases with the treated outer wall, the hot wire 
signals showed that a large-scale stalled region completely 
encircled the hub and covered approximately 10 percent of the 
span. 

Near stall for the treated rig (0 = 0.32) a low-frequency 
rumble normally characteristic of the presence of rotating 
stall was emitted, but the hot wire mounted at the hub still 
showed an axisymmetric pattern of unsteadiness similar to 
that found at </> = 0.4, although the unsteady flow now ex
tended further along the span. Even though the flow near the 
hub was unsteady and, close to the hub, even reversed in the 
axial sense, it should be stressed that the compressor was still 
operating stably on the unstalled part of the characteristic. 
Further throttling led to a conventional stall in which the 
pressure across the rotor dropped abruptly. The reversed or 
stalled flow that girdled the hub prior to this breakdown was 
then replaced by a single full-span rotating stall cell and a 
region of apparently normal flow. The stall cell speed of 0.56 
times the rotor speed was unchanged by the presence of the 
treatment. 

It was found that at any given Reynolds number the treated 
compressor always entered stall at a lower mass flow rate than 
the untreated build and the mass flow rate at the point of stall 
recovery was also lower. However, the treated rotor took 
more time to recover from a rotating stall and the noise from 
the stalled compressor was more severe than that heard during 
the stall of the solid wall build. The severity of the stall was 
difficult to quantify because stall appears over different 
regions of the pressure rise characteristic of the two builds. 
Nevertheless, the output from a hot wire showed that the 
greatest excursions in flow velocity were found during the 
stall of the treated build. 

Downstream Flow Surveys 

The results in Fig. 3 were measured one axial chord 
downstream of the blade trailing edge using the three hole 
cobra probe. The two sets of curves in this figure, one for the 
smooth wall rig and one for the compressor with treatment, 
were both obtained at a flow coefficient of 0.4, which 
corresponds to the flow rate marginally greater than that for 

stall of the untreated build. Considering the plot of axial 
velocity, the treatment had the effect of increasing the 
throughflow in the tip region and decreasing it elsewhere. 
(This decrease is an indirect influence of the treatment and 
occurs because treated and solid wall tests were performed at 
equal overall mass flow rates.) For the treated build, a small 
region of reversed flow occured near the hub, and flow is 
probably drawn through the blade passage into the upstream 
flow field. On this low hub/tip ratio machine the blade outlet 
angle at the hub is only 1 deg from the axial, and this feature 
of the free vortex design would make it easier for the direction 
of flow in the passage to reverse. The reversed flow encircled 
the hub and reduced the effective annulus through flow area 
by 1 percent. A conventional hot wire placed 6 mm from the 
hub and 10 mm downstream of the rotor revealed no clearly 
defined rotating stall as such, although the flow varied 
randomly from pitch-to-pitch as if the blades were severely 
stalled. This axisymmetric unsteadiness covered the first 10 
percent of the span but further out the repetitive blade wakes 
of the normal unstalled flow were found. The extent of the 
unsteady reversed flow decreased as the throttle was opened 
until eventually clearly defined blade wakes were found down 
to the hub. The casing treatment results in Fig. 3 also show a 
marked reduction in swirl velocity and flow angle in the tip 
region but remarkably little alteration in total pressure rise. 

At the lightly loaded free vortex condition of </> = 0.7 (the 
flow coefficient for which the rotor was designed), the radial 
traverse results of the treated and solid wall builds could not 
be separated, indicating that the treatment is not effective at 
low-pressure rise conditions. This result may indicate that the 
efficiency penalty when using treatment as high flow rates is 
insignificant, but this idea has not been checked. 

The velocity surveys made in the tip region with an angled 
hot wire covered a radial/tangential plane 10 mm downstream 
of the blade trailing edges. These data are presented as 
contours of axial velocity for the untreated and treated builds 
in Fig. 4 and 5 for a flow coefficient of 0.40, the value close to 
stall for the untreated build. These results were phase locked 
to the passing blades and slightly more than one blade pitch is 
shown. For the smooth walled compressor a buildup of low 
velocity fluid near the blade pressure face is very apparent in 
Fig. 4. This collection of low axial velocity (and also low 
velocity relative to the moving blades (Fig. 6)) is attributable 
to both the effect of inlet skew and, perhaps predominantly, 
to the flow through the tip clearance. This retarded flow 
coalesces with a well-defined wake from the blade pressure 
face. The retarded zone extends over half the blade pitch, but 
there is no evidence of a buildup of low-velocity fluid near the 
suction surface. 

The traverse for the treated compressor at the same flow 
rate, Fig. 5, shows completely different features to the solid 
wall build. Differences are noticed in the pressure face corner, 
where high axial velocity flow replaces the blockage; in the 
suction face corner, which is deeply scoured by the free-
stream; and all along the annulus wall, where the closely 
spaced velocity contours show that the boundary layer has 
been thinned. 

Contours of relative dynamic head are shown in Figs. 6 and 
7 for the solid wall and treated builds. The low dynamic head 
region near to the pressure surface is very clear in the un
treated compressor but replaced by a region of higher relative 
total pressure in the treated case. 

The cobra probe and the angled hot wire were also used to 
measure the outlet flow field of the treated compressor at a 
flow rate just above its stall point. In Fig. 8, cobra probe 
results of the smooth wall and treated builds are superim
posed at flow rates just above their respective stall points ($ 
= 0.4 and <j> = 0.32, respectively). Close to the outer wall the 
axial velocity profile is very similar in each case and indeed a 
separate investigation has shown that the axial displacement 
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thickness is very nearly equal for the two cases. Decreasing the 
mass flow rate from $ = 0.4 to </> = 0.32 leads to an increase 
in total pressure, outlet flow angle, and swirl. The increased 
swirl without significantly increased losses over much of the 
annulus leads to an increase in the outer wall static pressure, a 
result consistent with the performance curve shown in Fig. 2, 
where the static pressure on the outer wall of the treated 
compressor is seen to increase as the compressor is throttled 
from 4> = 0.4 to <j> = 0.32. The reversal of flow near the hub, 
where the outlet flow angles are in excess of 90 deg, is more 
pronounced and covers the first 5 percent of the span. The 
lower values of swirl velocity near the hub follow from the 
low speed of the reversed flow. The total pressure curve shows 
that losses have increased in the hub region of the treated 
build. 

Traversing the tip region with an angled hot wire when the 
treated compressor was operating near to its stalling mass 
flow,rate shows up considerable change in the position of the 
passage blockage, Fig. 9. This region of low axial velocity is 
not on the pressure side, as was the case in the smooth wall 
build, but appears toward the suction side, where it blends in 

Fig. 6 Relative dynamic head measured in a radial-tangential plane 
downstream of the solid wall rotor and nondimensionalized by Um? <t> 
= 0.4 

Fig. 7 Relative dynamic head measured in a radial-tangential plane 
downstream of the treated rotor and nondimensionalized by Um2. <t> = 
0.32 

with the collosal blade wakes. Considering that stable 
operation is still maintained in the treated build with this 
amount of blockage, it is surprising that a lesser blockage on 
the pressure face of the untreated compressor precipitates its 
stall. It thus seems that it is the position of the blockage, 
rather than its magnitude, that is the more crucial precursor to 
the stall. 

The blockage close to the suction surface originates, in 
part, from blade boundary layer flow on the suction surface 
streaming down toward the blade tip. This is shown by 
plotting the hot-wire data in vector form for a flow condition 
near the stall of the treated compressor, Fig. 10. The vectors 
represent the resultant of the radial velocity and the 
projection of axial and tangential velocity components on a 
plane perpendicular to the blade stagger angle. The blade 
wakes show up as regions of radial flow streaming down the 
blade to the outer wall where the flow either integrates with 
the wall boundary layer or is turned back towards the hub. 
Flow in the midpitch region is directed towards the hub and 
vortex like flow patterns are now observed in both blade 
corners. There is no evidence in the vector plots of flow 
having moved beneath the blade tip from the pressure face to 
the suction face. This appears to indicate that the treatment 
has somehow counteracted the tip leakage flow. This fact 
could perhaps be inferred from Fig. 2 where the treated 
compressor performance showed far less degradation because 
of tip clearance effects than the solid wall compressor. Just to 
the left of the blade pressure face, the flow shown in Fig. 10 is 
seen to ride up the blade surfaces as if the blade trailing edge 
region was performing like a snow plough that scoops up low 
absolute whirl passage flow. It must be remembered,however, 
that these measurements were made downstream of the rotor, 
and as such, they represent the aftermath of the treatment 
flow. 

A vector plot of the outlet flow from the solid wall rig 
operating near its stall condition is not presented here but 
these results, [15], showed that the mass flow of boundary 
layer fluid streaming down the blades was only about a third 
of that found in the treated build near its stall point. At <?!> = 
0.40, the proportion of the total blockage in the endwall 
boundary layer that comes from radial flow along the suction 
surface was calculated by an approximate method in [15] to be 
less than 4 percent. 

Even though the hot-wire technique produced detailed 
maps of the velocity field downstream of the tip and revealed 
considerable change in the flow field, it was not possible to 
explain the high-velocity core in the pressure face corner of 

O .2 4.2 .4 .5 .7 
Fig. 8 Outlet flow field for the solid wall and treated builds, 0 
and i> = 0.32 respectively 

9 50 70 90 110 deg 
0,4 
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Fig. 9 Axial velocity measured in a radial-tangential plane down
stream of the treated rotor and nondimensionalized by Urn. 0 = 0.32 
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Fig. 10 Relative velocity presented in vectored form for the flow in a 
radial-tangential plane downstream of the treated rotor, 0 = 0.32 

Fig. 11 Relative velocity measured in the blade passage 6 mm above 
the solid wall, o = 0.42 

the treated compressor. The interaction of the flow entering 
and leaving the slot with the flow in the blade passage also 
remained unknown at this stage. 

Flow in the Rotor Blade Passage 

Measurements taken in between the rotor blades with the 
rotating probe were recorded at flow rates near stall, which 
were slightly higher than those used in previous tests, since the 
presence of the rotating probe increased the flow rate at which 
the compressor stalled. 

The first set of results apply to the smooth wall build 
operating near its stall mass flow, <f> = 0.42, with the traverse 
plane of the probe being 6 mm above the outer annulus wall. 
These results are presented in Fig. 11 as a plot of relative flow 
vectors on a developed plan view of the blade passage. The 
skewed inlet flow may be seen crossing the blade passage to 
the pressure face corner as a flow of low relative velocity. This 
region of flow is shown in Fig. 12 to be part of a stream of low 
relative dynamic pressure fluid that migrates diagonally 
across the passage from the vicinity of the suction surface 
leading edge to approximately the midchord region of the 
pressure face. It is this cross-passage flow that therefore 
accounts for the pressure face blockage that was shown in the 
downstream results, Figs. 4 and 6. The velocity deficit of the 
inlet annulus wall boundary layers is not in itself the cause of 
the retarded flow that accumulates in the pressure face corner. 
In fact, this boundary layer flow enters the blade passage with 
a relative velocity magnitude no more than a few percent 
below that of the flow in the freestream. (A simple calculation 
for a particle entering with vanishingly small axial velocity 
shows that the relative dynamic pressure cannot be more than 
8 percent below that of the freestream.) The boundary layer 
fluid is thus apparently reenergized by moving into the 
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Fig. 12 Relative dynamic head measured in the blade passage 6 mm 
above the solid wall, </> = 0.42 

Fig. 13 Absolute velocity field in the blade passage 6 mm above the 
solid wall, <j> = 0.42 

rotating frame. The major cause of the low relative total 
pressure fluid is probably the tip clearance flow, which is 
likely to be discharged approximately normal to the blade 
chord, that is at about 30 deg from the upstream axial 
direction. In addition, the high skew of the flow increases the 
blade loading to the extent that there may be flow separation 
in the blade suction surface/annulus wall corner. 

The process becomes clearer when the blade passage results 
are referred to the absolute frame. Figure 13 is a plot of 
absolute velocity for the passage flow measured 6 mm from 
the smooth outer wall at a flow rate of <j> = 0.42. It is noted 
that the flow always has an absolute swirl component in the 
same direction as the blade rotation, with the areas of highest 
swirl appearing at the suction trailing edge and at midpitch 
position 10 percent of the axial chord from the blade leading 
edge. The pitch-averaged swirl at the latter position is 0.53 
times the blade tip speed and spatially this region of the flow 
would correspond in the treated compressor to a position 
directly above the leading edge of the slot. 

Measurements taken in the blade passage 6 mm above the 
treatment at the same flow rate, </> = 0.42, revealed con
siderable change in the flow velocity and magnitude. As Fig. 
14 shows, the flow near the leading edge of the slot is seen to 
be pointing 13 deg upstream (measured relative to the 
tangential direction and averaged over the pitch), and the 
relative velocity measured in the midpassage above the leading 
edge of the slot is roughly double that found in the same area 
of the smooth wall flow. This increase in velocity is most 
noticeable in the midpassage region where the flow has gained 
considerably in relative swirl. This flow is toward the pressure 
surface of the blade where the flow is turned and finally leaves 
the passage with a velocity 1.5 times greater than that 
measured in the solid wall build. The high-velocity core 
previously evident near the pressure surface in Fig. 5 and 7 
can be tracked upstream along a roughly diagonal path from 
the blade pressure face corner at the trailing edge to a region 
above the leading edge of the slot. It is here that the treatment 
is ejecting a flow of considerable relative swirl into the blade 
passage. Figure 14 also shows that the flow in the treated 
build has the greatest relative swirl just above the leading edge 
of the slot. The swirl in this region is approximately equal to 
the blade tip speed of 24 m/s. This is an unexpected result, 
because flow in the absolute frame above the leading edge of 
the slots must therefore be almost stationary, see Fig. 16. 

The results of the blade passage surveys for the treated wall 
in absolute coordinates, Fig. 16, show regions of high ab
solute velocity all along the blade suction surfaces. The flow 
near the trailing edge of the suction surface has a high ab
solute velocity because this flow, perhaps a region of 
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separated flow, has a low relative velocity and therefore a 
high absolute swirl. It is significant that the region towards 
the trailing edge of the blades has an absolute flow direction 
which favors flow entering the skewed axial slots. 

The contours of relative dynamic head for the treated build, 
Fig. 15, do not show the extensive low head region fanning 
across the passage as they did for the solid wall build, Fig. 12, 
but towards the trailing edge conditions are comparatively 
uniform. Near the front of the slot, where flow emerges from 
it, the contours of dynamic head are more complicated. 

The region of almost stagnant flow in the absolute frame is 
quite extraordinary, since the same region of the flow in the 
smooth wall build, Fig. 13, has an extremely high absolute 
swirl (0.5 times the blade tip speed) in the direction of blade 
rotation. Seemingly the effect of the treatment has been to 
bring this high absolute flow to a standsill, a result which is 
expected if flow leaves the leading edge region of the slot with 
equal and opposite momentum to the flow formerly found in 
the same region of the smooth wall build. Measurements of 
static pressure on the annulus walls are presented in Fig. 23 
and show that a considerable and localized pressure rise is 
associated with this deceleration of the flow. 

The previous sections considered the data from the blade 
passage surveys in a surface parallel to the outer annulus wall. 
Since a number of these surveys were taken at different 
distances from the outer wall, it is possible to plot these data 

EXTENT OF 
TREATMENT 

• (to scale) 

Fig. 14 Relative velocity measured in the blade passage 6 mm above 
the treated wall, <i> = 0.34 

EXTENT OF 
TREATMENT 

Fig. 15 Relative dynamic head measured in the blade passage 6 mm 
from the treated wall, * = 0.34 

EXTENT OF 
TREATMENT 

I 

in planes parallel to the stagger of the blade to show the 
nature of the spanwise flows. An example of this is shown in 
Fig. 17, where vectors are superimposed on a sketch of the 
blade and treatment. This is for <j> = 0.42 and on a plane 
approximately 25 percent of the pitch from the pressure 
surface. (Results for the smooth wall build are not shown 
because the spanwise flows were minimal for this build.) It is 
apparent that flow is directed towards the treatment over 
roughly the downstream 60 percent of the passage and away 
from the treatment over the remaining upstream part of the 
slot. In fact, these plots show flow directed away from the 
wall well upstream of the area actually covered by the 
treatment. It seems that as flow enters the blade passage it is 
forced to move away from the wall before passing over the jet 
of fluid emerging from the treatment. Above the downstream 
half of the treatment slot the flow is drawn towards the 
treatment; this radial flow direction is maintained down
stream of the trailing edge of the treatment slot although the 
velocity magnitude is then greatly diminished. The flow 
pattern is only slightly different at other stations in the blade 
passage, except that in a small area (roughly 5 percent of the 
passage area) near the leading edge of the suction surface the 
measurements suggest that flow is directed towards the an
nulus wall. This finding is examined in detail in [15], where it 
is concluded that the extremely high shear of the flow in this 
region leads to unreliable measurement of the radial com
ponent of velocity. 

When the treated build was operated near to its stall mass 
flow rate, <j> = 0.36, the aforementioned flow features 
changed in magnitude, but the trends were essentially 
unaltered. 

Flow Direction and Velocity Within the Slots 

An instantaneous picture of the direction and sense of the 

treatment] 
slot 

Fig. 16 Absolute velocity field in the blade passage 6 mm above the Fig. 17 Spanwise flows in the treated build 20 percent of the pitch 
treated wall, <j> = 0.34 from the pressure surface, <i> = 0.34 

flow leaving slot 
flow entering slot 
Fig. 18 Flow direction at middepth in the treatment slots, 0 = 0.42 
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PITCH 
5 mm downstream of slot 

leading edge 
Fig. 19 Flow velocity in the treatment slot 5 mm downstream of the 
slot leading edge, <•> = 0.42. Trace 1 is for flow at the treatment lip. 
Traces 2-5 are at greater depths (i.e., increments of 6.5 mm). 

PITCH 
5 m m upstream of slot 

trailing edge 
Fig. 20 Flow velocity in the treatment slot 5 mm upstream of the slot 
trailing edge, 0 = 42. Trace 1 is for flow at the treatment lip. Traces 2-5 
are at greater depths (i.e., increments of 6.5 m). 

i ! . 6 5 s C s s . 7 5 U t 
• Cs<.65U t 

Fig. 21 Qualitative representation of the velocity of the flow in the 
treatment slots, </> = 0.42 

flow in the slot was obtained with a shielded hot-wire 
technique, described in [15], and these results are shown in 
Fig. 18 on a developed plant view of the treated outer annulus 
wall. Slightly more than one blade pitch is shown and the data 
refer to a position at mid-depth within the slot. Flow is seen to 
enter the cavities over approximately the downstream 60 
percent of the slot and to leave the slot over approximately the 
upstream 20 percent of the slot. Both these findings apply to 
the entire blade passage. Some change in flow direction with 
time was detected using the hot-wire technique. The un
steadiness in flow angle was determined qualitatively and in 
the most extreme case was estimated at 15 deg. It must be 
stressed that the flow was therefore never observed to change 
sense, i.e., to enter the slot from a point where it had 
previously been emerging. The unsteadiness in direction was 
greatest near the front of the slot as the suction surface of the 
blade passed over it and near the rear at approximately blade 
midpassage. The magnitude of the velocity in the slot was 

Fig. 22 Steady-state static pressure on the lip and at the base of the 
treatment slots, <j> = 0.42 

measured at 24 percent (6.5 mm) depthwise intervals within 
the slot and ensemble averaged over 80 rotor revolutions. The 
last measurement station was 1 mm from the base of the slot. 
The results of Fig. 19 were measured 5 mm downstream from 
the leading edge of the slot, whilst Fig. 20 were measured 5 
mm upstream from the trailing edge of the slot, both at <t> = 
0.42. It will be recalled that these positions correspond to 
areas where flow emerges from and enters the slot, respec
tively. In both cases six vertical lines have been overlaid to 
indicate the position of the pressure and suction surfaces of 
the blades of just over two blade passages. The shading 
represents the blade thickness. The largest velocities with the 
greatest level of fluctuation are found on the lip, but this 
reflects the movement of the blade more than transport inside 
the passage and is therefore less interesting. At the front and 
back of the treatment the flow has a nonzero mean, 
superimposed on which is a fluctuating velocity component at 
blade passing frequency. The velocity pattern does not vary 
significantly from one passage to another. Both the steady 
and unsteady components diminish rapidly as the base of the 
slot is approached. 

The velocity fluctuation inside the slot shown in Figs. 19 
and 20 is complicated and not fully explainable. It seems very 
probable that it is not of first importance, the main effect 
being the mean transport of the fluid from the back to the 
front. Near the rear of the slot the flow into the slot 6.5 mm 
below the tip shows a pronounced peak just before the 
pressure side of the blade crosses it. There is, however, no 
corresponding peak near the front of the slot, yet being a low 
Mach number flow one might expect the effects to travel with 
negligible delay. The explanation is that much of the fluc
tuation observed is rotational in nature and is, to first order, 
convected by the mean flow. This is made rather clearer in 
Fig. 21 where shading is used to indicate levels of velocity 6.5 
mm below the lip. The peaks in the velocity drift to the right, 
relative to the blades, so that a line joining the peaks would be 
at about 55 deg to the axial. This angle is in fact calculated if 
the flow inside the slots that carries the disturbance upstream 
is equal to 0.7 times blade speed. 

At 4> = 0.36, close to stall for the treated compressor, the 
velocity pattern inside the slots was basically the same, but 
rather larger in magnitude. 

The time-mean static pressure at the lip and base of the slot 
are shown in Fig. 22 superimposed on a sketch of an axial 
section through the blade and the casing treatment. The case 
shown is for 0 = 0.42, but the results for other flow rates are 
similar. The pressure on the lip reflects a local pitchwise 
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PITCH 
CT ON LIP NEAR LEADING 

EDGE 
CT ON LIP NEAR TRAILING 

EDGE 
Fig. 23 Transient static pressure distribution on the lip of the treat
ment, (/> = 0.42 

Fig. 24 Static pressure distribution on the rotor blades surface 6 mm 
from the outer annuius wall of the solid wall and treated rotors 

average of the blade pressure field and consequently rises 
fairly uniformly from front to back. The pressure at the base 
of the slot is almost uniform and consistently higher than that 
at the tip. Thus where the flow enters the slot (over the rear 60 
percent), the flow enters against an adverse pressure gradient. 
The process could, of course, be described differently by 
saying that the flow entering and being decelerated establishes 
a pressure gradient. The flow leaving near the front of the slot 
is accelerated out by a quite large pressure difference. The 
pressure difference does not help one to decide whether flow 
should be entering or leaving the slot and one therefore is 
forced to conclude that it is the direction of the flow near to 
the wall which determines this. As Fig. 15 shows, the absolute 
flow direction over the rear part of the treatment favors the 
flow entering. Without casing treatment, Fig. 13, the flow 
inclination close to the wall is such that it would enter 
treatment slots, if they were installed, at all axial stations. 
This raises the questions of why the flow configuration 
establishes itself in the way it does. One could imagine a 

casing treatment gradually opening up under a flow 
previously established as in Fig. 13. In this case, one would 
expect the flow to be less successful at entering near the front, 
because of the much larger pressure difference between lip 
and base. From this, a circulatory pattern could be established 
with flow entering at the back and leaving, with rather higher 
absolute velocity, near the front. This has accepted a more or 
less constant pressure along the base of the slot, which is 
feasible since the geometry does not lend itself to large ac
celerations in the axial direction. The discussion of the 
pressure distribution in the slot is necessarily rather intuitive 
because of the complicated flow, even on a mean or steady 
basis. In addition, the velocity measurements have shown the 
flow to be strongly nonuniform and rotational and one side of 
the passage is exposed to a nonuniform pressure across which 
is a high velocity nonuniform flow. 

The nonsteady pressure measurements in the treatment 
show varying pressure with time but with the base pressure 
generally higher than on the lip, see [15]. Near the rear of the 
treatment the lip pressure was found to be briefly higher than 
that at the base just before the blade pressure face passes over 
the slot. Under such circumstances the flow can enter the slots 
particularly easily and the observed peak in velocity can be 
seen in Fig. 20. 

Figure 23 shows the pressure traces of the casing treatment 
lip near the leading and trailing edges. The comparative 
uniformity of the pressure near the rear of the treatment is 
striking. The pressure varies strongly near the treatment 
leading edge and in overall terms this variation is similar with 
and without casing treatment. The most interesting difference 
that the casing treatment produces is the peak in pressure 
evident just past the blade suction surface. It is conjectured 
that this is where the swirl induced by the rotor interacts with 
the swirl from the casing treatment with the consequent net 
deceleration producing a rise in pressure. Although of general 
interest, this does not appear to be of importance. 

The pressure distributions around the tips of the rotor are 
shown in Fig. 24 for three different cases. There is the smooth 
wall and the casing treatment builds at (j> = 0.42 and the 
casing treatment close to its stall point at <j> = 0.36. The 
general shape and included area are very similar to that 
further from the tip, i.e., outside the annuius boundary layer, 
except for the high pressure near to the pressure side leading 
edge. This effect is produced by the flow leaving the treatment 
slots and is therefore fairly local to the tip. The suction side 
does show abrupt changes in slope, with flat regions of low 
gradient, suggesting separation and reattachment. This is 
most clear about 10 percent chord for the casing treatment at 
4> = 0.42, but a similar effect may be present at about 50 
percent. There does not appear to be any evidence of sub
stantial separation or blade stall, consistent with the velocity 
vectors in Fig. 11 and Fig. 14. 

Concluding Remarks 

Despite the measurements made it must be admitted that 
the reason for the effectiveness of casing treatment is not 
really understood. Fundamentally it is the ignorance regard
ing the precise flow mechanism leading to stall that makes this 
impossible. One can easily see that the rapid growth of 
blockage is enough to reduce the pressure rise-flow rate 
gradient and initiate instability, but the significance of this 
blockage occurring near the pressure surface is not clear. 

At one level, the behavior of casing treatment seems very 
simple. A route is provided for flow to pass from the pressure 
surface to the suction surface so that a small proportion of the 
flow can be recirculated. The subtlety of a successful treat
ment like the axial skewed slot appears twofold. The bound
ary layer fluid tends to have high absolute swirl and therefore 
is suitably oriented to enter the treatment. Whereas the high 
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swirl velocity would be wasted in a normal smooth walled 
compressor, the casing treatment is capable of turning it and 
reintroducing it in a way which is utilizable. The casing 
treatment therefore selects the flow that is contributing to the 
blockage and then makes what would be a waste, useful. 
There does not seem to be any evidence other than the linear 
cascade flow visualization experiment described by 
Mikoljczak and Pfeffer [5] to suggest that aspirating the 
incipient or actual separation on the suction side contributes 
to the stall margin improvement. One can go further and say 
that the overwhelming trend for those casing treatments that 
do bring about stall margin improvement is the provision of a 
flow path between the pressure and suction surface. This 
would include circumferential grooves and blade angle slots. 

The experiment by Greitzer et al. [4] can be interpreted in 
terms of our present tentative model. According to this, a stall 
margin improvement (and indeed improvement in pressure 
rise) due to casing treatment is only to be expected if the 
blading is such as to cause flow blockage to collect on the 
pressure surface. The high solidity blading used by Greitzer 
does this (see Fig. 8 of [4]) but the low solidity build does not 
since the low relative total pressure flow then collects in the 
suction surface/endwall corner. Within the usual meaning of 
the term the separation or stall is in the tip region for both 
solidities. 

The present measurements have brought us to the tentative 
conclusion that unsteady effect in the slots are of minor 
importance: it is the steady or mean flow which matters. The 
processes in the region where the flow leaves the slot and 
interacts with the flow in the blade passage seems to be im
portant, interesting, and poorly understood. One would like 
to know what is the optimum direction for the flow to leave 
the slots; it is certainly not clear that zero axial velocity and 
inclined to the radial at 60 deg is ideal. Short of an extensive 
"cut and try" exercise, this requires an understanding of the 
processes after the flow leaves the slot. The most obvious 
requirement appears to be more and better measurements in 
the blade passage, perhaps using rotating probes, laser 
measurement techniques or keeping the blade passage 
stationary and rotating the treatment. The latter approach 
was used by Takata and Tsukuda [2] and greatly simplifies the 
instrumentation for a minor sacrifice in flow realism. 

If the axial skewed slot serves to remove blockage from the 
pressure surface/endwall corner and return it, turned through 
180 deg, near the blade leading edge, one must remark that 
the rectangular geometry of the slots used is most peculiar. It 
is our belief that a continuously curved passage, perhaps 
semicircular, could be both more effective and easy to 
manufacture. 

Because the rig used for these tests was not fitted with a 
torque meter it was impossible to find the loss in efficiency 
with casing treatment. The present experiments were unable 
to allow any useful conclusions to be drawn about the reasons 
for the loss of efficiency measured elsewhere when casing 
treatment has been used. It is proper to add that the cause of 
inefficiency in even smooth walled compressors is not un
derstood; the sum of the profile loss, endwall boundary layer, 
and secondary flow is not sufficient to explain the ob
servations, and improperly understood processes, notably 
those related to tip clearance flow, are probably crucial. The 
casing treatment might be expected to reduce the loss, by 
selectively removing the high loss fluid, but for reasons not 
explained this appears to be overwhelmed by one or more 
other effects. 

It has been found [1] that the inclusion of a baffle half the 
axial distance along the casing treatment reduces the ef
ficiency penalty whilst retaining most of the stall margin 
improvement. At first sight, this appears to conflict with the 
present conclusion that it is mean flow from the rear to the 
front that is basis of the stall margin improvement. This is 
not, however, the case. With highly staggered thin blades, 
such as those used in most modern compressors, and with 
casing treatment of typical axial length, there is ample op
portunity for axial flow to occur from the pressure surface to 
the suction surface of the blades. The smaller efficiency 
penalty with this geometry probably points to undesirable 
levels of axial flow, or the inclusion of fluid which does not 
have high losses, when a baffle is absent. Still there remain 
many aspects that are either poorly understood or not un
derstood at all. 
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An Experimental Study of Rotating 
Stall in a Multistage Axial-Flow 
Compressor 
The flow field and the distribution of the flow parameters in the rotating stall 
regime in a three stage axial flow compressor were obtained in detail using three-
hole cylindrical probes containing fast response transducers in association with a 
digital data acquisition system and an ensemble averaging technique. An ap
preciable amount of experimental data are presented in this paper with a critical 
discussion on those. 

Introduction 

The intriguing phenomenon of rotating stall in axial flow 
compressors has been studied extensively, both ex
perimentally and theoretically, by various investigators. A 
brief review of the latest publications on this field has been 
given in [1]. In spite of all these efforts, however, it is 
recognized that the amount of information available on the 
stall cell structure is rather limited. Earlier Dunham [2] and 
later Tanaka and Murata [3] studied rotating stall cell in 
single stage compressors, and they were followed by an ex
tensive investigation by Day [4] and Day and Cumpsty [5] on 
a multistage compressor, in which a number of excellent 
unconventional observations and ideas on the structure of the 
stall cell were put forward. However, the need for further 
detailed experimental investigation to understand fully the 
intricacies of the structure of the stall cell still exists. 

This paper presents, in response to this need, finer and 
detailed measurements of the flow parameters in the rotating 
stall regime in a three-stage, low-speed axial flow compressor. 
The substantial amount of information provided in the paper 
includes information on the flow parameters at the edges of 
the stall cell as well as the effect of varying the axial gap 
between the blade rows on the stalled flow. 

Test Rig and Measuring Technique 

The present investigation was carried out on a three-stage 
axial flow compressor rig, using three-hole cylindrical probes 
containing fast response transducers in association with a 
digital data acquisition system and an ensemble averaging 
technique. A brief description of the test rig, the in
strumentation and the data acquisition technique is given 
below. 

Test Compressor 

A schematic layout of the experimental rig is shown in Fig. 
1. The compressor comprised of three identical stages and 
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inlet guide vanes (IGV). Some of the geometric data of the 
compressor rig are given in Table 1. 

The compressor blades were of free vortex design with the 
degree of reaction varying from 0.66 at the tip to 0.31 at the 
hub. The blade midheight reaction was 0.5. This con
figuration gave a design flow coefficient of cx/U = 0.5. The 
axial gap between the blade rows was changeable and the 
present tests were carried out with gaps of 0.4 and 0.7 chord 
length. The flow through the system was controlled by a 
manually operated wooden disk mounted at the entrance of a 
large plenum chamber. A venturi meter was used to measure 
the air mass flow through the compressor, which was driven 
by a d-c electric motor. Most of the tests were performed at a 

Table 1 

Blade tip diameter 
Hub-tip ratio 
No. of blades on each rotor 
No. of blades on each stator 
Blade chord 
Aspect ratio 
Blade camber at midheight 
Blade stagger at midheight 
Blade cross-sectional profile 
Design speed 
Bell mouth length 
Compressor length 
Downstream duct length 
Downstream duct diameter 
Exit duct length 
Venturi throat diameter 

406 mm 
0.7 
38 
37 

30.5 mm 
2 

27 deg 
38 deg 
C4 
50 rev/s 

160 mm 
310 mm 

1000 mm 
406 mm 

1800 mm 
254 mm 

Fig. 1 Layout of compressor rig 
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compressor speed of 50 rev/s, which gave a Reynolds number 
of 105 based on the chord length of the blade. 

Instrumentation 

The rig was equipped with conventional low-response 
instrumentation at the inlet, the interrow gaps, and the outlet 
of the compressor. The data acquired from these were used to 
obtain the steady state overall and stage characteristics of the 
compressor. 

The flow measurements in the rotating stall regime relied on 
two cylindrical three-hole probes of 4 mm dia, each con
taining three Kulite miniature silicon bonded pressure 
transducers (XCQ-080-1G) specially designed and developed 
for this investigation. Their construction and calibration are 

shown in Fig. 2. Each hole of these probes was individually 
connected to a transducer, the measuring range of which was 
7 x 103 Pa and the natural frequency 100 KHZ. The length of 
the tube connecting each hole to the corresponding transducer 
was kept to a minimum (the maximum length being 33 mm, 
giving a cavity resonance frequency of about 2.5 KHZ). The 
frequency response of the system was found to be satisfactory 
for the present investigation, since the frequency of the 
rotating stall cell was never expected to be more than 25 HZ. 

The calibration of these probes is given in the form of the 
coefficients A, B, and C against the flow angle a (Fig. 2), 
where Px, P2, and P 3 are the readings corresponding to the 
measuring holes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Using these 
calibration curves as computer input, the flow angle a, the 
static pressure Ps, and the stagnation pressure PT in a plane 
perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder of the probes were 
calculated. The fact that the radial component was not in
cluded in these calculations, could introduce some error into 
the velocity measurement. Although the centrifugal effect 
might be rather strong in the stalled regions, the radial 
component of the velocity was still fairly small as compared 
to the other two components. Hence the error due to the 
radial component would be negligible. 

The calibration of the probes was carried out in a steady 
flow rig with a wide range of velocity (the Reynolds number 
range simulated was 0.2 x 104 to 1 x 104 based on the probe 
diameter). It was seen that the effect of varying the Reynolds 
number over this range on the probe calibration was small for 
an angle variation of ± 60 deg. 

The velocity distribution obtained with the three-hole probe 
was compared with that obtained with a hot-wire probe (the 
wire being placed radially) in a real rotating stall condition. 
This is shown in Fig. 3, where it is obvious that the two are in 
reasonable agreement. 

Nomenclature 

a = sonic velocity, m/s 
A,B,C = calibration coefficients Pt,P2,Pi = 

c = absolute flow velocity, 
m/s PT = 

cx = axial velocity com
ponent, m/s Ps = 

cx = axial velocity com
ponent averaged over &PT-S = 
annulus, m/s 

cg = absolute circum- T = 

ferential velocity com
ponent, m/s 
three-hole pressure 
probe readings 
stagnation pressure 
(gauge pressure), Pa 
static pressure (gauge 
pressure), Pa 
inlet stagnation to exit 
static pressure rise, Pa 
time, s 

T0 = time period of stall cell, 
s 

U = blade speed at mean 
radius, m/s 

p = air density, Kg/m3 

a = absolute flow angle, 
degree 

OJC = angular velocity of stall 
cell propagation, rad/s 

uR = angular velocity of 
rotor, rad/s 
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Table 2 
Operation points on compressor 
characteristics 

Flow coefficient C,/<7 0.405 0.31 0.215 0.215 

Stall cell 
speed (in 
percentage 
of rotor 
speed) 

Gap: 0.4 chord 
length 

Gap: 0.7 chord 
length 

35% 32.5% 

41.5% 38.5% 

30.9% 28.6% 

37% 

PHOTO/ELECTRIC 
PULSE PICKUP 

3-H0LE 3-H0LE WALL STATIC 
PROBE 1 PROBE 2 PRESSURE 

_ ^ ^ _ J W , PROBE 

AMPLIFIER 

DATA SAMPLE 
TRIGGER FILTERS 

MICROPROCESSOR 

TAC 

V.D.U. 

CARTRIDGE 
RECORDER 

VAX 11/780 
COMPUTER 

Fig. 4 Layout of data acquisition system 

Fig. 5 Inlet total to exit static pressure rise characteristic of the three-
stage compressor 

In addition, the wall static pressure was measured by means 
of a probe containing a Kulite transducer (XCQ-080-1G). 

Data Acquisition Technique 

The flow through the compressor in the rotating stall 
regime is known to be time unsteady. However, most of the 
tests in the present investigation were performed in the single 
cell, full-span rotating stall regime, leading to highly periodic 
signals, which were analyzed by means of an ensemble 

averaging technique. This required a reference signal for 
defining the stall cell period. Initially, the wall static pressure 
probe was used for this purpose. However, the results ob
tained were not satisfactory and because of this a series of 
preliminary experiments were performed, and it was found 
that in the rotating stall regime, the flow angle ahead of the 
rotors specially near the tip had a sudden change at the edges 
of the stall cell. Hence one of the three-hole probes fixed 
immediately ahead of one of the rotors near the tip was used 
for the purpose of reference. 

The data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 4. The output 
from the probes, passed through an amplifier and low-pass 
filters, were sampled by a microprocessor and initially 
recorded in a digital cartridge and then transferred to a 
mainframe computer via a terminal access controller for 
further analysis and graphical presentation. During the 
recording, the microprocessor was initiated by a trigger unit, 
which consisted of a slotted disk (mounted on the compressor 
shaft), a photo/electric pick-up, and a square constant pulse 
width generator. The output from the probes was sampled 36 
times (every 10 deg) in each cycle of the compressor. Using the 
mainframe computer, at least 100 cycles of the data for each 
measuring point were averaged, each period of the stall cell 
containing 50 to 100 averaged data. 

From the preliminary results, it was found that in the 
present tests, variations in the flow angle in the stalled region 
were always within a range of approximately 100 deg. 
Therefore, it was possible to use the probes with a fixed 
orientation (0 deg from axial ahead of IGV, 70 deg at other 
measuring planes). This helped to avoid any rotation of the 
probe about its axis, which made the measuring procedure 
very convenient. 

Experimental Results 

Compressor Characteristics and Stall Pattern. The 
steady-state (time-mean) overall characteristic of the com
pressor is_shown in Fig. 5 in the nondimensional form of 
kPr-s/pU1 versus the mean flow coefficient Cx/0. 
Throttling from the fully open condition to the point of peak 
pressure resulted only in stronger turbulence but no stall cell. 
Beyond this point, however, the pressure rise as well as the 
flow rate fell abruptly and a single stall cell occupying about 
one third of the annulus covering the full blade height (full 
span stall) appeared. On throttling further, the pattern of the 
stall cell remained almost unchanged but increased in size, 
while the pressure rise remained more or less constant. 
Finally, for flow rates less than approximately 0.1, the stall 
cell fills up the entire annulus and the flow can then be 
described as axisymmetric. On opening the throttle, the 
characteristic maintained its original shape with the exception 
that the point of cessation of the stall shifted from that of its 
onset resulting in a hysteresis loop, as shown in Fig. 5. At the 
cessation of the stall cell, the stall pattern remained full-span 
single cell while the amplitude of fluctuation became smaller. 

Tests were carried out in two builds with different axial 
gaps, 0.4 and 0.7 chord length, respectively. The results 
showed that changes in the axial gap left the compressor 
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characteristic unaltered, but led to certain changes in some 
features of the stall cell, which are discussed later. 

It was also found that the stall cell speed varied with 
changes in the flow rate and the axial gap. Table 2 shows the 
stall cell speeds at different throttling positions for the two 
builds. 
It is seen that the speed of the stall cell decreases with 
reduction in the flow rate and the axial gap. 

Unsteady Flow Measurements 

Flow measurements in the rotating stall regime were taken 
for the aforementioned two builds at five radial positions (90, 
70, 50, 30, and 10 percent of blade height) in each of the eight 
axial measuring planes (six interrow gaps and another two: 
one ahead of the IGV and the other behind the third stator). 
For the build with the relatively wider gap, each interrow gap 
has two axial measuring planes (near rotor and near stator). 
Detailed measurements were obtained at the operation point 
A (Fig. 5) on the compressor characteristic with a flow 
coefficient of 0.31. Flow parameters were measured also at 
the points B, C, and D on the characteristic limiting the same 
to a fixed radius in each measuring plane with the exception 
that radial traverses were performed for the second stage. 

The variations in the flow parameters, namely, the absolute 
flow angle a, the axial velocity coefficient Cx/U, the absolute 
circumferential velocity coefficient Ce/U, the absolute 
velocity coefficient C/U, the stagnation pressure coefficient 
Pj/VipU1 and the static pressure coefficient Pg/VipO2 are 
presented in Figs. 6-10. In these plots, the flow parameters 
are plotted against T/T0, the fraction of the stall cell time 
period. These plots are all directly from the computer and 
each plot shows two periods of the stall cell. Since all the 
traces in the present tests were triggered by the same fixed 
reference probe, the various parameters in the figures are all 
with one to one correspondence between the points in their 
plots. 

Axial Variation of Flow Parameters 

Figure 6 shows the flow measurements at the blade 
midheight in the various axial measuring planes for the build 
with the axial gap of 0.4 chord length at the operation point 
A. In these plots, the numbers 1, 3, and 5 indicate the 
measuring planes ahead of rotors, 2, 4, and 6 behind the 
rotors, 7, behind the third stator and 0, ahead of the IGV. 

From Fig. 6(a), it is seen that in the stalled region the ab
solute flow angles ahead of the rotors are all approximately 
100 deg or a bit more, indicating an almost tangential flow 
with a small negative axial component in the same direction as 
that of the rotor in almost the whole circumferential extent. 
Also, as we can see, the flow angles at the stall cell edges 
change very sharply. Behind rotors, the flow angles in the stall 
cell center are above 90 deg but change smoothly. For the 
build with the wider gap, plots of which are not presented in 
this paper, the stalled flow angles behind the rotors were 
always below 90 deg. 

Correspondingly, Fig. 6(b) indicates that fairly strong 
reverse flow occurs in the whole stalled region ahead of the 
rotors and only in the central part behind. For the 0.7 chord 
length axial gap build, no reverse flow appeared behind the 
rotors, since flow angles were always below 90 deg. 

In Fig. 6(c), it can be seen that ahead of the rotors, the 
absolute circumferential velocities are high (of the order of 
the blade speed) in the stalled regions, being even higher for 
the rear stages, while behind the rotors, the velocities are 
much lower. It is to be noted that at the edges of the stall cell 
ahead of the rotor, the circumferential velocities are also very 
low, in fact lower than the tangential component of unstalled 
flow as well as the stall cell speed, which is 32.5 percent of the 

rotor speed. This fact suggests that the highly tangential 
moving flow is strictly limited to the stalled region. 

The absolute velocities shown in Fig. 6(d) are similar to 
those of the circumferential velocities. 

Figure 6(e) shows that the stagnation pressure is fairly high 
in the stalled region ahead of the rotors, but behind the rotors 
and at the stall cell edges, it is much lower. Relating this to the 
circumferential velocity variations (Fig. 6(c)), it seems ob
vious that a great deal of work must have been exerted on the 
reversed stalled flow while being swirled out of the rotor in the 
tangential direction; but the high kinetic energy must dissipate 
both in the axial gap and the stator. In the vicinity of the edges 
of the stall cell ahead of the rotor, the loss must be very high 
as a result of a highly vertical motion. 

The static pressure variations shown in Fig. 6(f) indicate 
that the static pressure in the stalled region ahead of the rotors 
is also higher than that in the unstalled flow, which should be 
related to the high tangential velocity. Behind the rotors, it is 
still a bit higher in the first stage, while in the latter stages, its 
distributions are not "in phase" with that of other parameters 
and they have maximum values at the trailing edge (in ab
solute frame) of the stall cell and minimum values at the 
leading edge. 

On comparing the flow measurements for various axial 
planes by noting the amplitude of variation of the flow 
parameters, it is seen that although the stalled flow is similar 
in nature for each stage, actually it becomes more active 
gradually from stage to stage and not just repeats. 

It is apparent that a close analysis of the variation of the 
stalled flow parameters at the exit plane of the compressor 
may lead to a better understanding of the process of flow 
reversal. In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), we can see that unlike that 
ahead of the third stator, the stalled fluid at the exit plane 
appears reversed just like that ahead of the rotors. Figures 
6(c) and 6(e) indicate that, in contrast with the unstalled flow, 
the circumferential velocities and the stagnation pressure of 
the stalled flow are all higher than those ahead of the third 
stator. Also we can see that the circumferential velocities and 
the stagnation pressure have very low values at the stall cell 
edges. Figure 6(f) shows that the static pressure also becomes 
higher and tends to be uniform as in the case of unstalled 
flow. It is thought that the unstalled flow with higher pressure 
may not be able to move directly into the stalled region, but 
the reverse flow, which comes from the unstalled region must 
initially occur at a distance behind the third stator. 

Figure 6 also provides information on the axial shape of the 
stall cell. The locations of the stall cell edges are shown in the 
figures by vertical broken lines. It is evident that the stall cell 
is almost axial throughout the compressor and its cir
cumferential extent remains almost the same from the front to 
the rear of the compressor. However, this is not always so as 
is obvious from other results obtained in the present in
vestigation itself, which show that the circumferential extent 
of the stall cell decreases fractionally towards the rear of the 
compressor at the tip, but increases at the hub. Also the 
trailing edge always maintains an approximately axial line 
whereas the leading edge does not. 

On examining the unstalled flow carefully in Fig. 6, it can 
be seen that the existence of the stall cell does have some effect 
on the unstalled flow. In front of the IGV, the flow angles and 
the circumferential velocities vary from a highly positive value 
at the leading edge of the stall cell to a highly negative value at 
the trailing edge. Correspondingly, the stagnation pressure 
and the static pressure vary from a little above atmospheric 
pressure to quite a negative value. The effect also appears 
within stages. The stagnation pressure and the static pressure 
near the trailing edge of the stall cell are low in the first stage 
but gradually become higher in the latter stages. For the build 
with the wider gap, this effect appears to be stronger and the 
results show also that near the trailing edge of the stall cell the 
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Fig. 6 Flow parameter variations at blade midheight in axial 
measuring planes (axial gap = 0.4 chord length) 
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Fig. 7 Flow parameter variations at different radial positions ahead of 
second rotor (axial gap = 0.4 chord length) 

flow angles and the circumferential velocities ahead of the 
rotors are always lower than those near the leading edge, but 
are higher behind the rotors. It suggests that the rotor exerts 
more work on the unstalled flow in the area near the trailing 
edge of the stall cell than on that near the leading edge. From 
these observations, the behavior of the unstalled flow can not 
be thought of as uniform. 

Radial Variations of Flow Parameters 
A Typical set of results for the second stage are presented in 

Fig. 7 (0.4 chord length gap) and 8 (0.7 chord length gap) to 
show the radial variation of the flow parameters ahead of the 
rotor for the operating point A, where the percentages shown 
are radial measuring positions with respect to the hub. Similar 
results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for the variation of some 
of the flow parameters behind the rotor at the 90 percent 
position. 

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show that the stalled flow angles and 
the axial velocities ahead of the rotor are almost the same in 
the stalled region from hub to tip, but with different cir-
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Fig. 8 Flow parameter variations at different radial positions ahead of 
second rotor (axial gap = 0.7 chord length) 

cumferential extents. This indicates that the reverse flow 
appears almost in the whole radial stalled region ahead of the 
rotor; but the circumferential extent of the stall cell varies 
from relatively narrower at the hub to relatively wider at the 
tip with the trailing edge remaining almost radial as shown in 
Fig. 11. Figures 7(c), 1(d), and 7(e) show that the cir
cumferential velocities, the absolute velocities and the 
stagnation pressure in the stalled region are all high in most 
parts of the span except near the hub. The fact that the 
velocities and the stagnation pressure at the stall cell edges are 

low can be clearly seen on all of these plots. Figure 7(/), which 
shows higher static pressure gradually increasing from hub to 
tip in the stalled region ahead of the rotor, also contains a plot 
of the wall static pressure obtained with the wall static 
pressure probe, showing good agreement with the other 
results obtained with the combined probe. 

Figure 9 obtained with the same conditions as those for Fig. 
7, shows for the tip, reverse flow ahead of the rotor and 
downstream flow behind it, mainly in the left part of the stall 
cell. Other measurements indicate that this observation holds 
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Fig. 9(a) Variations of axial velocity at tip (axial gap = 0.4 chord 
length) 

Fig. 9(b) Variations of axial velocity at hub (axial gap = 0.4 chord 
length) 

good for all the other operation points and builds of the 
compressor. 

Figure 10 shows that variation in the flow parameters in the 
gap between the blade rows at the tip for the build with 0.7 
chord length gap. It is seen that the circumferential velocities 
and the stagnation pressure in the stalled region are higher 
near the rotor than near the stator both ahead of the rotor and 
behind it. Also it is seen that behind the rotor their variations 
are different from those at other radial positions in that their 
values are somewhat higher than those in the unstalled region. 
In the build with the narrower gap, these higher values of 
circumferential velocities and stagnation pressure behind the 
rotor only appear in the left part of the stall cell, while in the 
right part they are still lower as we can see later in Fig. 12. 
From Figs. 9 and 10, it is clear that in the stalled region some 
of the fluid leaves the rotor upstream and during this process 
acquires a great deal of kinetic energy from the rotor, which 
dissipates rapidly in the gap even before it reaches the stator. 
Another portion of the fluid leaves the rotor downstream 
especially in the left part of the stall cell, but it seems that the 
effect of the rotor on this part of the fluid is not as significant 
as that on the upstream fluid. 

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the size of the axial gap does 
not vary the nature of stalled flow but has some effect on the 
variation of the flow parameters as well as the shape and the 
character of the stall cell. For the build with the wider gap, the 
circumferential extent of the stall cell seems to be wider at the 
tip but narrower at the hub as shown in Fig. 11. Also the 
reverse and highly tangential moving flow with high pressure 

Fig. 10(a) Variations of circumferential velocity at tip (axial gap = 0.7 
chord length) 

T /To 

Fig. 10(b) Variations of stagnation pressure at tip (axial gap = 0.7 
chord length) 

Fig. 11 Circumferential extent of stall cell 

appears only in the upper part of the annulus ahead of the 
rotor and thus the radial flow pattern of the stall cell in this 
case has some differences from that in the build with the 
narrower gap in that no reverse flow is found behind the 
rotor. 

Discussion 

The flow structure in the single-cell, full-span rotating stall 
regime of the three-stage compressor can be built up from the 
measurements taken in the present investigation. Because of 
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Fig. 12 Flow field (vector distribution; axial gap = 0.4 chord length; 
drawn in the cell reference frame) 

the quite small axial gap in compressors in general, it is 
thought that the measurements taken from the build with the 
smaller axial gap should be closer to the reality. 

Figures 12(a), (b), and (c) present the flow field in a two-
dimensional form at the tip, the midheight, and the hub in the 
second stage of the build with the axial gap of 0.4 chord 
length in a coordinate system related to the stall cell. By virtue 
of the plots shown in Figs. 6-10 in association with Fig. 12, 
some general features of the flow pattern in the rotating stall 
regime of the compressor can be drawn. 

One remarkable flow form within the stall cell is the highly 
tangential motion in the direction of the rotor ahead of the 
rotor. Figure 12 shows clearly that this kind of motion occurs 
in most part of the stalled area ahead of the rotor, except near 
the edges, where the circumferential velocities are much 
lower, even lower than the stall cell speed. Behind the rotor, 
the circumferential velocities of the stalled flow are also much 
lower in the center of the stall cell and the fluid in the stall cell 
frame appears to be moving in a direction opposite to that of 
the rotor. The figure suggests that although there is a highly 
tangential movement in the stall area, the unstalled flow 
cannot cross the stall cell. Thus the results of the present 
investigation do not seem to support the "crossing model" 
([5], Fig. 14, pp. 107-109). 

In the flow field behind the rotor, however, a certain 

(AXIAL GAP = 0-4 CHORD LENGTH) 

Fig. 13 Sketch of radial flow pattern at center of the stall cell 

amount of mass transport does occur at the stall cell bound
aries specially at the left one (the leading edge in the absolute 
frame). But on the whole, it cannot be thought of as crossing 
of the fluid through the stall cell. In the situation shown in 
Fig. 12, the fluid, which is transferred from the left part of the 
stall cell into the unstalled region behind the rotor, in fact 
comes from the lower part of the rotor blade passage by 
centrifugal effect as described below. 

The possible radial flow pattern at the center of the stall cell 
can be drawn from the various plots of the axial velocity at 
different radial positions as shown in Fig. 13. It presents that 
part of the reverse stalled fluid and some unstalled fluid 
entering the rotor blade passage, which is centrifuged radially 
outwards, most of it going upstream and a relatively smaller 
amount of it going downstream from the tip of the rotor. In 
the stator blade passage, the fluid goes the other way and the 
fluid coming from both the present rotor and the next rotor 
goes inward and then moves into the present rotor again. 

So far as the axial movement of the stalled fluid is con
cerned, the general tendency is fluid reversal. In the present 
measurements, reverse flow appears in all the cases, whether 
in different builds or at different operation points. It was 
found that for the builds, the smaller the axial gap, the wider 
the radial extent of the fluid reversal, while for the operation 
conditions, the deeper the throttling, the wider were both the 
radial and the circumferential extent of the fluid reversal. 
Also it was seen that in front of the rotor fluid reversal could 
appear in the whole span, whereas behind the rotor, it would 
occur in all but the tip of the blade. 

An idea can be formed regarding the general cause of the 
tendency of the fluid reversal in the stalled region from the 
measurements in the various axial measuring planes from the 
front to the rear of the compressor and particularly from 
those in the exit plane. Although the fluid in the stalled region 
is highly tangential in motion, from the point of view of axial 
motion, it is very much a retarded flow. Obviously, the blade 
rows, which were designed for normal throughflow, are not 
suitable for this kind of fluid motion. Although a great 
amount of work has been exerted on the stalled flow (during 
the measurement of the compressor characteristic, it was 
found that from the peak pressure point, at which the power 
consumption was maximum, to the nearly fully closed 
position, the power consumption reduced by less than 5 
percent), most of this flow must have dissipated within the 
stall cell itself as loss. Therefore, essentially the stalled region 
is a pressure-deficit region as shown in Fig. 6. Thus the un
stalled flow with a higher pressure should have a tendency to 
move into the stalled area and cause fluid reversal. In fact, the 
measurements in the exit plane have shown that the strong 
fluid reversal actually occurs behind the third stator. 

It may be observed that due to this tendency the rotor 
blades, which are inclined in the direction of rotation, move 
the stalled fluid in a tangential direction with a high tangential 
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velocity and a high pressure. Also when the stall fluid is being 
centrifuged in the rotor passage to reach the tip part of the 
annulus, the high pressure caused by the centrifugal effect of 
the rotor forces the fluid towards upstream rather than 
downstream. This may be a possible explanation for the 
occurrence of stronger stalled flow in the rear stages of the 
compressor than in the front. 

Conclusion 

On the basis of the results reported in the present paper, the 
following conclusion may be drawn: 

1 The fairly simple three-hole cylindrical pressure probe 
containing fast response transducers in association with a 
digital data acquisition system and an ensemble-averaging 
technique has proved to be a convenient and satisfactory 
method for the experimental investigation of rotating stall. 

2 Deep rotating stall cell is indeed a very active and in
tricate flow area, in which various flow motions such as 
highly tangential motion with fluid reversal ahead of the 
rotor, radial motions in both the rotor and stator passages 
occur. In addition, there is mass transport at the stall cell 
edges behind the rotor mainly occurring in the upper part of 
the annulus at the leading edge. 

3 The pressure gradient between the unstalled arid the 
stalled flow areas is probably the main cause of the stalled 
fluid reversal. It seems likely that the complex stalled flow 
pattern is formed by the tangential and the centrifugal effects 
of the rotor under the axial and the circumferential pressure 
gradients. 

4 Although it has been confirmed that the stall cell 
essentially extends axially through the compressor, the un
stalled flow does not pass through the stall cell. The highly 
tangential motion is strictly limited to the stall region ahead of 
the rotor and most of the kinetic energy exerted by the rotor 
dissipates during the motion in the axial gap and in the stator 
especially near the edges of the stall cell. Thus the results do 
not seem to support the concept of the "crossing model." 

5 The variation of the axial gap between the blade rows 
modifies the shape of the stall cell and the flow parameter 
distribution in the stalled compressor. With increase in the 
axial gap, the strong stalled flow tends to move towards the 
upper part of the annulus, and its three-dimensionality 
becomes more pronounced. 
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Experimental Study of a High-
Throughflow Transonic Axial 
Compressor Stage 
Design information and experimental results are presented for a transonic axial 
compressor stage passing 40 lbs/s-ft2 frontal area (195 Kg/s-m2) with a pressure 
ratio of 1.95 at 1500 ft Is {457 m/s) tip speed. The design incorporates several 
unusual features that helped it achieve a peak isentropic efficiency over 88 percent 
at design speed. The compressor was evaluated at three rotor tip clearances and an 
optimum was found. Vortex generators placed upstream on the casing proved 
relatively ineffective in influencing stall margin. Vortex generators installed on the 
rotor did improve stall margin and also increased efficiency at speeds of 90 percent 
and below. 

Introduction 

In aircraft turbine engines, there has long been a premium 
placed on achieving high flow per unit of compressor frontal 
area in order to minimize engine and installation weight. 
There is also substantial incentive to maximize loading in 
order to keep the number of required stages to a minimum, 
with further favorable impact on weight, cost, and rugged-
ness. Preliminary design studies of compressors for an ad
vanced turbojet illustrated that the greatest aerodynamic 
challenge to state-of-art improvements in this area rested with 
the first stage. The research configuration described in this 
paper was conceived with the object of evaluating how far the 
incorporation of several advanced design concepts might 
permit one to progress in increasing specific flow and loading. 

In addition to describing the design, this paper presents 
results of an extensive experimental program associated with 
its evaluation. The compressor was tested with three different 
rotor tip clearances. It was also evaluated with boundary 
layer control, consisting of three configurations of vortex 
generator mounted on the casing upstream of the rotor and 
one vortex generator configuration mounted on the rotor 
itself. 

Baseline Design 

Preliminary Design. Two parameters were established at 
the outset. The corrected specific flow goal was 39.7 lbs/s-ft2 

frontal area (193.8 Kg/s-m2). A corrected tip speed of 1500 
ft/s (457.2 m/s) was chosen as the maximum value consistent 
with turbine stress considerations for a turbojet. Most of the 
remaining characteristics resulted from the objective of 
designing a multistage compressor with the minimum number 
of stages consistent with the application. 

Peliminary design was accomplished with the axisym-
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the Gas Turbine Division. 

metric, streamline-curvature, full radial equlibrium analysis 
computer program described in [1]. Losses were assumed to 
be equal to the sum of two components; losses due to dif
fusion as described by Lieblein's loss parameter versus dif
fusion factor relationship [2] and losses due to a normal 
passage shock wave as described by Miller, Lewis, and 
Hartmann [3]. The empirical loss parameter curves used for 
the rotor are shown in Fig. 1. Those for the stator were taken 
from [4]. A 2.0 percent rise in blockage was specified across 
the rotor and maintained constant across the stator. Inlet 
guide vanes (IGV) were excluded from consideration. 
Although variable IGV might be desirable to expand the part-
speed operating envelope, they were not necessary for 
reduction of relative inlet Mach number, nor could 
significantly cambered IGV be tolerated at design-point 
because of the high flow rate and resultant danger of choking. 
A design approach was adopted that assumed that the stator 
would be a load-bearing structure supporting the front engine 
bearing and transmitting services. The stator was designed to 
turn the flow back to the axial direction. 
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Fig. 1 Rotor diffusion loss correlation 
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Mean streamline axial velocity ratios are a principal design 
control variable in the preliminary design program of [1]. 
Values of 0.815 for the rotor and 1.206 for the stator were 
selected by trial-and error as choices that minimized rotor 
relative turning angles, and consequently shock losses, and 
gave a reasonable balance of diffusion between the blade 
rows. A constant outer diameter was specified. Aspect ratios 
for the stage were governed primarily by hub ramp angle, 
mechanical stress, and aeroelastic stability considerations. 
High aspect ratio tended to minimize stage weight and rotor 
root stresses, but tended toward steep hub ramp angles, 
greater flutter sensitivity, necessitating part-span dampers, 
and less stall margin. A compromise was chosen, resulting in 
a rotor hub ramp angle of approximatley 30 deg and 
reasonable prospects of not requiring part-span dampers. The 
aspect ratio of the stator was chosen such that hub ramp angle 
declined monotonically and smoothly from the inlet value. 

Two other variables used for design control were the rotor 
tip diffusion factor and the spanwise rotor total pressure 
distribution. A limiting rotor tip diffusion factor of 0.52 was 
selected. The rotor total pressure distribution was iteratively 
adjusted until, in combination with the loss model, an ap
proximately constant total pressure was achieved at the stage 
exit. The resultant rotor total pressure ratio distribution 
ranged from 2.07 at the hub to 1.92 at the tip. The relative 
turning angle at the rotor tip was limited to 2.4 deg for a 
relative inlet Mach number of 1.61. The foregoing choices led 
to a predicted stage total pressure ratio of 1.93 at an isentropic 
efficiency of about 0.84. The corresponding total temperature 
ratio ranged from 1.23 at the hub to 1.29 at the tip. At the 
stator hub, the Mach number was barely supersonic at 1.02 
and the diffusion factor was 0.55. Test facility considerations 
set the outer diameter at 17 in. (432 mm) and the flow, 
consequently, at 62.6 lbs/s (28.4 Kg/s). 

Detail Design. The detailed aerodynamic design was ac
complished with an early version of the computer program 
described in [4], employing the streamline curvature method 
of computation. Although conceptually similar to the method 
employed for the preliminary design, much greater precision 
was achieved through the addition of many more axially 
distributed computing stations to define the flow path, in
cluding four stations within the interior of each blade row. 
The computational mesh employed is illustrated in Fig. 2. For 
the computations made within a blade row, blade-force terms 
were included in the momentum equation in the form of an 
axisymmetric body-force field assumed to act normal to the 
surface formed by the stacked camber lines of each blade row. 
"Arbitrary" airfoils were employed for both rotor and stator. 
The technique used consists of assuming the meridional 
distributions of total enthalpy through rotors and of angular 
momentum through stators. Then, after correcting for the 
internal deviation angle distribution, airfoils are fitted to the 
calculated relative flow angles and stacked as described in [5]. 
Three somewhat novel features were incorporated into this 
design. These were: (/') variable fillet radii at blade/platform 
interfaces, (if) leading edge sweep at the stator hub, and (Hi) 
an optimization criteria based upon static pressure to select 
the best airfoils. 

The idea for variable fillets stems from experience with 
fillet design for the wing/fuselage juncture in aircraft. To 
minimize interference drag and boundary layer growth in the 
corner, a fillet was chosen equal to approximately one-fourth 
of the average local blade spacing. Then, over a distance 
equal to about 20 percent chord, the fillet radius was reduced 
to about one-fourth of its midchord value as leading and 
trailing edges were approached. This treatment was applied to 
the rotor hub and both stator endwalls. 

Stator hub Mach numbers on the order of sonic and higher 
have normally posed problems. To handle this, the stator 
leading edge was swept forward toward the hub by an amount 

Fig. 2 Compressor design computational mesh 

intended to reduce the component of Mach number normal to 
the leading edge to approximately 0.4. This level was chosen 
on the basis of cascade data, which generally showed in
cidence range to be a maximum for Mach numbers up to 0.4, 
and to then decrease as Mach number increased further. The 
stator leading edge was swept forward again at the tip in order 
to increase solidity and reduce stage length. 

The pressure distribution optimization criteria was based 
upon the following simple logic. To achieve minimum loss 
airfoils, one generally would like to minimize pressure 
gradients on the airfoil surfaces. However, computation 
technology when the design was accomplished, and for that 
matter, even today, was not capable of accurately predicting 
pressure distributions on high Mach number cascades. 
Therefore, the next best approach appeared to be to minimize 
the meridional gradient in a circumferential average sense. 
The absolute minimum would, of course, be linear from 
leading to trailing edge. However, this would not be 
achievable because an airfoil cannot sustain loading all the 
way to its trailing edge. Thus the final choice was to strive for 
meridional gradients of static pressure that were ap
proximately linear through the first three quarters of the blade 
row and then tapered off toward the trailing edge. This ap
proach was used for both rotor and stator. 

Designs involving axisymmetric computations inside blade 
rows require several additional assumptions to be made 
because of the relative lack of data concering cir-
cumferentially averaged parameters within blade rows. These 
are, in order of decreasing criticality, the spatial distributions 
of deviation angle, blockage, and loss. The interior deviation 
angle is the difference between the circumferentially averaged 
relative flow angle and the local camber line angle on an 
axisymmetric stream surface within a blade row. It equals the 
incidence at the leading edge and the conventional deviation 
angle at the trailing edge. If airfoil lift is to diminish to zero at 
the trailing edge, the rate of change of deviation angle must be 
approximately equal and opposite to the rate of change of 
camber line angle at the trailing edge. This defines its slope at 
the trailing edge. Finally, in the covered portion of the 
passage, deviation angle should be extremely small. These 
four considerations led to the curves shown in Fig. 3. 
Blockage due to boundary layers and wakes was estimated 
according to a simplified formula for a turbulent boundary 
layer on a flat plate, substituting meridional velocity and 
length for absolute velocity and path length. The method used 
is substantially as described by Jansen [6]. However, the 
blockage was not applied at the endwalls. The total blockage 
calculated at each computing station was linearly distributed 
from hub to tip in proportion to the spanwise solidity 
variation. Midspan blockage estimated in this manner rose 
from 1.0 percent at the rotor leading edge to 6.0 percent at the 
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rotor trailing edge, and remained at 6.0 percent throughout 
the stator. Losses were assumed to increase linearly from 
leading-to-trailing edge for convenience. 

Incidence to the rotor was originally set at 1.0 deg with 
respect to the suction surface. An inviscid time-dependent 
cascade plane analysis of several sections showed this to be 
approximately 4.0 percent deficient in flow. Rotor incidence 
was subsequently set at 2.0 deg relative to the suction surface. 
Stator incidence varied linearly from 5.0 deg at the hub to 
zero at the tip, relative to the camber line. Trailing edge 
deviation angle was predicted according to the NACA method 
described in [7], equations (269) and (271), using a shape 
correction factor of 1.0. Calculated rotor values were in
creased by 2.0 deg. 

A rotor tip solidity of approximately 1.5 was chosen such 
that a weak oblique passage shock attached to the leading 
edge and resulting from the incidence angle to the pressure 
surface would intersect the suction surface at about 90 percent 
chord. This, plus the axial depth of the stage determined 
through the preliminary design, set the number of rotor 
blades at 20. The resultant hub solidity was approximately 
3.0, with a nearly linear spanwise variation. A minimum 
stator solidity of 1.6 at the tip was chosen because of the 
relatively high turning (40 to 50 deg) and high average Mach 
number (0.7 to 1.0). The forward-swept leading edge at the 
hub produced a hub solidity of 2.8. The number of stator 
blades was set at 31 to satisfy the solidity requirements and to 
avoid resonant frequencies resulting from rotor/stator in
teraction. Axial spacing between blade rows was kept to an 
absolute minimum. The closest encounter occurs at the hub 
due to the swept stator leading edge, where the gap is about 8 
percent of rotor hub chord. The gap reaches a maximum at 
the tip of 23 percent of rotor tip chord. 

Since the aerodynamic objectives were viewed as very 
ambitious at the time, the rotor structure was designed to be 
minimally adequate so as not to compromise the 
aerodynamics. Rotor blade maximum thickness varied from 
6.0 percent chord at the hub to 2.5 percent chord at the tip. 
The chordal location of maximum thickness varied from 56 
percent chord at the hub to 70 percent chord at the tip to 
minimize leading edge wedge angles. This led to a predicted 
peak combined stress of 68,000 lbs/in.2 (4688 N/m2) using 
6A14V titanium. Rotor leading edge radius varied from 0.431 
percent chord at the hub to 0.125 percent chord at the tip, 
corresponding to absolute values of 0.015 in. (0.38 mm) and 
0.005 in., (0.13 mm), respectively. Trailing edge thickness 

from one-third trailing edge span outward was equal to 
leading edge thickness on the same streamline. However, 
trailing edge thickness inboard of that point was increased to 
a maximum at the hub two-thirds greater than at the leading 
edge to compensate for a high stress region. Maximum 
thickness was located at 50 percent chord in the stator and 
varied in magnitude from 4.0 percent chord at the hub to 6.0 
percent chord at the tip. Stator leading and trailing edge radii 
were held constant at 0.006 in. (0.15 mm) across the span. 

The final design point characteristics obtained were: 

Rotor inlet hub/tip radius ratio 0.312 
Mean rotor aspect ratio (avg. span/avg. chord) 1.320 
Mean stator aspect ratio (avg. span/avg. chord) 1.255 
Rotor mass averaged total pressure ratio 1.966 
Stage mass averaged total pressure ratio 1.912 
Rotor tip static pressure ratio 2.169 
Rotor tip relative Mach number 1.658 
Rotor isentropic efficiency 0.869 
Stage isentropic efficiency 0.830 

Full details of the design are presented in [8]. 

Apparatus and Procedure 

Test Facility. The compressor was tested in the 2000-hp 
facility at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. This facility was 
operating in an open-loop mode at the time, and is a con
ventional, electrically driven compressor test facility. Inlet air 
is well filtered and conditioned to a high degree of uniformity. 
An axisymmetric throttle is closely coupled downstream of 
the compressor. Estimated measurement uncertainty is as 
follows: 
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Fig. 4 Test vehicle instrumentation 
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±1.0°F(0.55°C) 

Compressor Test Vehicle. A cross section of the compressor 
test vehicle showing the type, quantity, and distribution of 
instrumentation is shown in Fig. 4. The exit plane in
strumentation assumes a high degree of axial symmetry in the 
experiment. The 12 rakes, half pressure and half temperature, 
are indexed two and one-sixth times the angular spacing of the 
stator blades from one another. Thus each group of six rakes 
covers the equivalent of one blade passage in equal in
crements. The second, fourth, and sixth elements on each 
pressure rake were three-hole cobra configurations. All in
strumentation were fixed so that one complete scan of all 
pressures and temperatures required less than 15 s. 

Data Reduction. All data points used are the average of two 
consecutive complete scans of the instrumentation. The 
pressure ratio and efficiency numbers obtained for the 
compressor map are the result of complete radial equilibrium 
analysis using a streamline-curvature analysis comparable to 

the design process. For this purpose, however, the computing 
stations within the blade row illustrated in Fig. 2 were 
eliminated. All others remained. The data point having peak 
efficiency was evaluated in greater detail, incorporating the 
computing stations internal to the rotor. In this instance, 
within-rotor blockage and deviation angle were adjusted to 
match the experimental values of static pressure measured on 
the casing across the rotor tip. Although total temperature 
and total pressure were measured both at the stator leading 
edge and the exit plane, exit plane data were considered to be 
more reliable. For example, stator leading edge data could 
produce rotor hub efficiences several points in excess of 100 
percent. Thus rotor performance was calculated using total 
temperatures, circumferentially mass averaged in the exit 
plane, and total pressures that were the peak values obtained 
from the circumferential distribution. The circumferentially 
mass-averaged total pressure was used for stage performance. 
Boundary layer and wake blockages were determined by 
iteratively adjusting the throughflow solution until calculated 
and measured casing static pressures coincided, interpolating 
blockage between planes where the static pressure was 
measured. 

Baseline Performance 

The map of stage performance from 40 to 100 percent 
corrected speed is shown in Fig. 5. Several points are worth 
noting. The choking flow could not be determined at any 
speed below 95 percent of design because of a facility throttle 
limitation. Thus one can only estimate the peak efficiences 
and breadth of the speed lines at 90 percent speed and below. 
At 75-85 percent speed, transonic stall flutter was experienced 
at the first bending frequency. At speeds above and below 
this, conventional stalls were experienced, although at 40 
percent speed, stall was barely detectable. At that speed, a 
slight change in acoustic pitch was observed, but the com
pressor continued to operate stably and could be throttled to 
nearly zero flow. The change in pitch occurred when backflow 
commenced, and further throttling simply altered the ratio of 
the amount of flow that continued downstream to the amount 
of flow that recirculated very smoothly back into the inlet. 
This phenomenon was detected by inlet thermocouples, but 
was not evident by strain gage signals nor by high-frequency 
pressure measurements made over the rotor. The limitation in 
maximum throttle area also prevented a pressure ratio as low 
as the design value to be measured at design speed. Design 
point performance can best be assessed by examining Fig. 6, 
which plots efficiency versus pressure ratio at design speed. At 
design pressure ratio, maximum flow was achieved, which is 
about 0.8 percent in excess of design flow. This is within the 
measurement uncertainty, however. The efficiency at this 
point is estimated from Fig. 6 to be 0.854, or 2.4 points above 
design. Alternatively, at design flow, the pressure ratio is 
2.065 versus the design value of 1.912, and the corresponding 
efficiency is 0.882, or 5.2 points above design. This is also the 
peak efficiency at design speed. The peak stage efficiency 
measured was 0.909, with a pressure ratio of 1.804 at 90 
percent speed, although the true peak may be higher since 
peaks could not be determined at 90 percent speed and below. 
Full details concerning the test rig and data are presented in 
[9]. 

Compressor Modifications 

Tip Clearance. The clearance between the rotor tip and the 
casing at design speed was predicted to be 0.016 in. (0.41 
mm). This is equivalent to 0.415 percent of tip chord, or 0.324 
percent of mean span. This was made deliberately tight 
initially in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the design to tip 
clearance. Clearance was progressively increased in two steps 
by grinding 0.010 in. (0.25 mm) from the tips of the rotor 
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Fig.9 Rotor vortex generator installation

Configuration C consisted of one-third of the number and
triple the height with respect to A; all other dimensions held
constant. The rationale applied to design of vortex generator
Configuration A is described in both [10] and [11]. Con
figurations Band C held the ratio of vortex generator height
to spacing constant, a key parameter, but deviated
progressively from the initial design criteria in other respects.
A potentially important detail is that the vortex generators
were staggered in the same direction as the following rotor
blades. Thus the direction of rotation of the vortices was such
that, if the fluid in the vortices is assumed to obey gyroscopic
laws of motion, its reaction to the circumferential pressure
gradient would be to turn toward the casing.

Rotor Vortex Generators. Rotor mounted vortex
generators in a small group near the tip were also found ef
fective in improving the performance of a supersonic com
pressor in yet unpublished experiments. One of the last ex
periments with this transonic compressor consisted of in
stalling such vortex generators on the rotor in the last build
(i.e., with the third and largest tip clearance) to see what effect
they might have, both with and without casing vortex
generators, on a basically efficient compressor. The con
figuration of the vortex generator is illustrated in Fig. 8 and
their installation is pictured in Fig. 9. For the rationale of
their design, refer to [12]. A significant point is that they were
aligned asymmetrically with respect to the relative local flow
such that their upper surface was parallel to the streamline
direction. Thus they were designed to produce one principal
vortex each, corotating, as opposed to counterrotating pairs if
symmetrically aligned. It was assumed that the fluid in the
vortices will have less momentum in the relative flow direction
than the free stream, thus will tend to be centrifuged outward.
The direction of vortex rotation was chosen such that, if the
vortices are again assumed to behave according to gryroscopic
laws of motion, the reaction of the vortices will be to turn
toward the suction surface rather than depart from the airfoil.
The vortex generators were located roughly halfway between
the rotor leading edge and the impingement line of a normal
passage shock. They were pressure molded of glass-reinforced
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blades each time. The casing remained untouched. The
resulting test matrix was:

Casing Vortex Generators. Vortex generators installed on
the outer casing of a compressor, just upstream of the rotor,
were successful in improving the performance of a supersonic
compressor, as described in [10]. Their purpose was to
maintain sufficient energy in the casing boundary layer to
discourage separation on the wall due to shock/boundary
layer interaction or loading. The referenced supersonic
compressor was not particularly efficient, and it was not
difficult to improve upon its performance. The object of these
experiments was to see if boundary layer control devices,
specifically vortex generators, had any potential for further
improvement of an already efficient compressor; also to
evaluate several vortex generator configurations at different
tip clearances to see if there was any optimization potential or
apparent interaction between the two. Three configurations of
vortex generator were evaluated, designated A, B, and C.
Configuration A is pictured in Fig. 7. Configuration B
consisted of half of the number of vortex generators, with a
height double that of A; all other dimensions held constant.
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design speed 

polyimide plastic and bonded to the rotor blades with an 
epoxy commonly used for attaching strain gages. In the 
course of this and other experiments, 300 of these vortex 
generators were installed and operated at angular velocities 
producing more than 100,000 g's acceleration without loss of 
a single one. 

Results 

Tip Clearance Changes. The effect of tip clearance on 
overall stage performance at design speed is illustrated in Fig. 
10. The surprising result was discovery of an apparent op
timum clearance. The intermediate value of clearance 
produced an increase in efficiency of about 0.7 point over the 
entire design speed operating range. This same level of im
provement was observed at all speeds and tended to increase 
somewhat at low speeds; e.g., 50 percent speed. In the exit 
plane of the stage, the increase appeared to be relatively 
uniformly distributed. However, an examination of total 
pressure and temperatures measured at the stator leading edge 
showed a more localized improvement near the tip where it 
would be expected. The more uniform distribution in the exit 
plane was probably the result of mixing caused by secondary 
flow. The first clearance increase caused a reduction in 
choking flow of about 0.5 percent at design speed. The second 

clearance increase produced no further change, however. 
Complete performance data for the two increased clearance 
tests are presented in [13] and [14]. 

Casing Vortex Generators. In general, vortex generator 
Configurations A and B performed very similarly. Con
figuration C was ineffective. Configuration A was slightly 
more efficient with the tight clearance of rotor Configuration 
1. Configuration B proved slightly more efficient with rotor 
Configurations 2 and 3. Another general observation which 
can be made is that the casing vortex generators had virtually 
no effect on the stall line, as viewed on a conventional 
compressor map, in spite of the fact that they tended to 
produce a higher pressure rise at each corrected speed. The 
stall points just shifted slightly laterally on the original stall 
line. The effect of the best vortex generators, in combination 
with rotor tip clearance changes, is illustrated in Fig. 11 on a 
plot of efficiency versus pressure ratio, comparing Con
figurations 1 and 2 at 100 percent speed. (The performance of 
Configuration 3 did not differ significantly from Con
figuration 2.) It will be observed that Configuration 1, having 
the original clearance, was improved in efficiency about 0.6 
point and produced a higher pressure rise with vortex 
generators added. Configuration 2, on the other hand, was 
degraded in efficiency about 0.7 point with the addition of 
vortex generators, although it too achieved slightly higher 
pressure rise. More detailed data on these tests are provided in 
[11] and [15-21]. 

Rotor Vortex Generators. The influence of vortex 
generators installed on the rotor of Configuration 3, both 
with a clean casing and in combination with casing vortex 
generators, is illustrated in Fig. 12. Rotor-mounted vortex 
generators did produce an increase in stall margin of 3 percent 
at design speed, raising it from 11 percent to 14 percent. 
Adding casing vortex generators produced another 1 percent 
increase. In the range of 90 to 100 percent corrected speed, 
shown in Fig. 12, rotor vortex generators tended to increase 
the efficiency over most of the test range. A more significant 
consideration is probably the efficiency on an engine 
operating line. A hypothetical operating line is shown in Fig. 
12, passing through the design point. Pressure ratios were 
taken from the intersection of the estimated operating line, 
with the experimental speed lines extrapolated as required. 
The efficiency at 100 percent speed was estimated by a slight 
extrapolation of a crossplot of efficiency versus pressure 
ratio. Through this process, the following operating line 
isentropic efficiences were estimated. 

Percent corrected design speed 
Configuration 3 (clean) 
Configuration 3.1 (rotor V.G.'s) 
Configuration 3.IB (rotor casing) 

V.G.'s) 91.8 90.0 85.5 

Although the accuracy of such extrapolation is admittedly 
arguable, the trends shown are believed to be representative. 
At 100 percent speed, rotor vortex generators incur a penalty 
of about 0.5 point in efficiency, whereas at 90 percent speed, a 
benefit of about 0.8 point appears likely. The addition of 
casing vortex generators penalizes the efficiency an additional 
0.4 or 0.5 points at 100 percent and 95 percent speed, 
diminishing to 0.2 point at 90 percent speed. More detailed 
data on Configurations 3.1 and 3. IB are presented in [12-22]. 

Conclusions 

Compressor Design. The higher-than-expected efficiency 
achieved with this stage, in combination with meeting all 
other overall design goals, is strong evidence in support of the 
more critical assumptions made for the design and some of 
the unusual features incorporated. For example, the high 
degree of sweep incorporated in the stator leading edge at the 
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Fig. 12 Influence of rotor vortex generators 

hub appeared to entirely eliminate the shock losses which 
otherwise might be appreciable in this region. The op
timization criteria based upon the meridional static pressure 
gradient appeared reasonably successful for both subsonic 
and supersonic sections. Additional evidence to support this is 
shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Figure 13, extracted from [23], 
illustrates the static pressure distribution around a blade 
section, near the rotor tip, at design-point conditions when 
tested in a cascade wind tunnel. The relative inlet Mach 
number is about 1.61. On the suction surface, the static 
pressure remains nearly constant up to the shock impingement 
point. Compression waves from the negatively cambered 
region appear to compensate for the expansion around the 
leading edge, leading to a very slight precompression. After 
shock impingement, the pressure rises smoothly to the trailing 
edge. Figure 14, extracted from [9], shows the static pressure 
distribution measured on a midspan stream surface from the 
stator as installed in the compressor during operation at 
design speed near best efficiency. The inlet Mach number is 
about 0.83 at that radius. The suction surface expansion 
appears moderate and diffusion is smooth, tapering off as the 
boundary layer grows. The Mach number corresponding to 
the lowest pressure measured on the suction surface is about 
0.94, although it is likely to have peaked between that point 
and the leading edge. The overall conclusion drawn relative to 
the airfoil optimization technique is that it is indeed a 
satisfactory approach applicable to airfoils operating from 
high subsonic through supersonic Mach numbers. More 
sophisticated methods using cascade plane analyses are 
feasible, especially at subsonic Mach numbers, but the 
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method employed here, relying strictly on axisymmetric or 
circumferential average computations, can also produce good 
results. However, in combination with the optimization, one 
should still do an inviscid cascade-plane analysis of one or 
more sections operating supersonically to confirm that the 
incidence is correctly set to pass the flow. No firm conclusion 
can yet be drawn concering the unusual airfoil fillet geometry, 
because the compressor was not tested with more con
ventional fillets. However, the fillets used showed no signs of 
hurting the performance. Whether they helped it or not is an 
open question. 

A further general conclusion reached is that it has proven 
feasible to obtain high efficiency at higher values of flow, 
Mach number, and loading than have heretofore been 
common. However, the case described does not yet represent 
a practical compressor for most applications because of the 
aeroelastic instability experienced on the stall line at part 
speed. Also, the first bending frequency of the rotor blades 
coincides with a two-per-rev excitation high within the 
operating range, whereas it is usually desired to place this 
frequency substantially above the operating range. Thus it 
remains to be seen what penalty, if any, is associated with the 
ruggedizing required for a practical application. The principal 
modifications required would be more rotor airfoil thickness 
approaching the root and somewhat thicker leading and 
trailing edges. If the entire design procedure was repeated 
with these changes, there is no reason to believe that the 
penalty would be excessive. 

Tip Clearance. This appears to be one of those rare in
stances where an optimum rotor tip clearance was observed 
within a range of clearances feasible for operation. As pointed 
out by Peacock [24], "there is some evidence among the 
compressor and compressor cascade data that an optimum 
gap exists when the opposing effects of secondary flows and 
tip leakage with rotor/wall relative movement tend to 
balance." However, the documented cases are few and do not 
encompass the Mach number regime of this compressor. It is 
tentatively concluded that the optimum may occur in this 
compressor when the tip leakage vortex is just large enough to 
help stabilize the flow. At larger values, there will be excess 
unproductive leakage, and at smaller values, there may be 
insufficient energy in the vortex to produce any useful effects. 
The fact that an optimum was observed here, and otherwise 
rarely, may be a result of the severe operating conditions 
imposed upon the tip. At lighter loading and lower Mach 
numbers, the optimum may be much closer to zero. 

Casing Vortex Generators. The use of vortex generators on 
the casing did not appear to be of significant benefit to this 
compressor. At the smallest rotor tip clearance, they did 
produce some advantage, which lends some credance to the 
conclusion reached above concerning the tip leakage vortex. 
However, it is far more attractive to run the larger clearance 
without vortex generators, so this result is of little practical 
interest. Although it was originally speculated that casing 
vortex generators might improve stall margin, this proved not 
to be the case with this compressor. 

Rotor Vortex Generators. A few vortex generators located 
on the rotor near the tip did prove to offer a modest stall 
margin improvement, as well as a slight efficiency im
provement, at speeds below 95 percent of design. At design 
speeed, the efficiency penalty was limited to 0.5 point on the 
operating line, which should be an acceptable order of 
magnitude in relation to the 3 percent added stall margin. On 
this basis, it is concluded that there may be practical ap
plications for rotor mounted vortex generators. They could be 
manufactured integrally with blades in production quantities. 
Alternatively, the material and method of application used 
for these experiments could probably survive sustained service 
since they would be unlikley to be subject to much erosion or 
foreign object damage in the location in which they were used. 
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Three-Dimensional Structure and 
Decay of Mortices Behind an Axial 
Flow Rotating Blade Row 
Detailed measurements were made of the three-dimensional turbulent flow field 
behind an axial-flow rotating blade row. The flow was surveyed at 15 radial 
locations and 70 circumferential sampling points in five measuring planes parallel 
to the trailing edge of the rotor. Statistically accurate mean velocities as well as 
turbulence stresses were obtained from numerous hot-wire signals, more than 
12,000 for each sampling point. Vorticities were derived by the numerical dif
ferentiation of these data. The three-dimensional structure of various kinds of 
vortices generated through the rotor, such as a leakage vortex, trailing vortices, 
scraping vortices, a horseshoe vortex, etc. were elucidated quantitatively by use of 
the local streamwise, lateral and normal components of vorticity. The decay 
characteristics of these vortices were investigated in relation to the distribution of 
the turbulent stresses. 

Introduction 

A study of the flow field behind an axial flow rotating blade 
row is very important since that flow contributes to the 
aerodynamic losses, noise production, and vibration 
characteristics of an axial compressor. However, this flow is 
exceedingly complicated due to a highly three-dimensional 
wake affected by centrifugal and Coriolis forces, trailing 
vortices shed from the blade trailing edge, horseshoe and 
scraping vortices caused by interaction of a blade and the 
annulus wall boundary layer, and tip leakage flow. 

Watanabe et al. [1] and Whitfield et al. [2] took the lead in 
presentation of the complete map of the three-dimensional 
flow pattern behind a rotor by using the waveform averaging 
of hot-wire anemometer outputs. This measuring technique 
has been further developed at Cambridge University [3, 4], 
The Pennsylvania State University [5, 6], Vrije Universiteit 
Brussel [7, 8], Iowa State University [9], etc. A large number 
of experimental studies have been undertaken to gain some 
insight into the physical nature of the flow field. Most of these 
investigations have been concerned with the rotor wake 
characteristics [10-15], and more recently, have been con
cerned with the interaction region of the casing wall boundary 
layer, the rotor wake, and the tip leakage flow [16-20]. The 
behavior of flow fields inside and behind an axial rotor has 
been examined by Dring et al. [21]. 

However, no attempt has been made to investigate the 
vorticity of the entire flow field. Since various vortices are 
involved, the quantitative expression of the three-dimensional 
vortex is essential to make these complex flow phenomena 
clearer. 
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In this research, accurate measurements were made of three 
components of the mean flow velocity as well as six com
ponents of the turbulence stress behind an axial rotating blade 
row. A newly devised periodic multisampling technique with a 
slanted single hot-wire [22] was used. The vorticity. vectors 
were estimated by the numerical differentiation of the mean 
velocity components. The expression of the flow field by 
streamwise, lateral, and normal components of the vorticity 
allowed quantitative description of the three-dimensional 
structure of the various vortices. The decay of typical vortices 
was investigated in relation to the turbulence stresses. 

Experimental Equipment 

A 380-mm-dia, single-stage axial fan with hub tip ratio of 
0.6 was used for the experiments reported herein. A total 
pressure rise coefficient (AP/(l/2)pM,2) of 0.252 at the design 
flow rate coefficient (cz/u,) of 0.345 was obtained. The rotor 
consists of 8 blades with a tip diameter of 378 mm (tip 
clearance: 1 mm) and a hub diameter of 228 mm. The rotor 
blades are of NACA 65 series compressor blade section 
designed for free vortex operation with an axial inlet flow 
condition. The rotor row is followed by an 11-blade row of 
140-mm chord stator blades of circular-arc section with 
maximum thickness of 3 mm. The blade row geometry and 
operating characteristics at representative sections are given in 
Table 1. The overall performance of the fan almost satisfied 
the design condition. An axisymmetric flow condition was 
confirmed by survey of a five-hole cobra probe. Figure 1(a) 
shows distributions of the inlet axial velocity and the axial and 
tangential components of inlet vorticity at the design flow 
rate. In this study, changes in this vorticity through the 
rotating blade row were investigated by the following 
measurement. 
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Table 1 Geometry and operating characteristics of the rotating blade 
row 

r a d i u s 

s o l i d i t y 

s t a g g e r 

camber ( c . ) 

I n l e t f low a n g l e * * 

E x i t f low a n g l e 

r o o t 

114 mm 

1.01 

5 0 . 1 deg 

0 . 8 9 

6 0 . 2 deg 

4 6 . 2 deg 

m i d - s p a n 

1 5 1 . 5 mm 

0 . 6 9 

6 0 . 4 deg 

0 . 5 9 

6 6 . 7 deg 

6 0 . 8 deg 

t i p 

189 mm 

0 . 5 0 

6 7 . 0 deg 

0 . 3 8 

70 .9 deg 

6 7 . 9 deg 

* isolated airfoil lift coefficient of NACA 65 profile camber 
line at zero angle of attack in a potential flow 

** angle between relative flow direction and axial direction 

The measurements of the flow field behind the rotor at the 
design flow condition were made by a constant-temperature, 
hot-wire anemometer and a periodic multisampling and 
averaging technique with an on-line microcomputer. The hot
wire probe survey was carried out at the five measuring cross 
sections parallel to the trailing edge plane of the rotor as 
shown in Fig. 1(b). At each measuring cross section, the data 
acquisition was done for 15 radial locations and 70 cir
cumferential sampling points. The circumferential spacing 
between blades corresponds to 62.5 sampling points. 

The sensor is a slanted single hot wire of 5-jmi dia, 1-mm 
effective length and 45 deg slanting angle. The probe actuator 
involved two stepping motors, one to rotate the probe about 
its axis and the other to traverse it axially as instructed by a 
microcomputer. The hot wire was calibrated before and after 
every survey at a measuring cross section, and the experiment 
was repeated if a considerable change in the calibration curve 
occurred. 

The three-dimensional periodic and turbulent flow pattern 
phase locked to the rotor was obtained as follows: at each 
radial location, 12 positions of the hot-wire sensor were set by 
rotating the probe axis. At each sensor positions, the hot-wire 
signals for the 70 circumferential sampling points were 
acquired every rotor revolution for 1024 revs. The data 
acquisition was done by an A/D converter as instructed by the 
scanning pulses corresponding to the correct locations of the 
sampling point. The sum of the anemometer outputs and the 
sum of the squares were performed by the on-line computer 
for each sampling point during 1024 revolutions of the rotor, 
to yield the ensenble average and variance of the outputs. A 
set of 12 average values and 12 variances corresponding to the 
sensor positions were used to determine three components of 
the mean velocity and six components of the turbulence stress 
from the equation of hot-wire calibration curve by the least 
mean squares method. Further details of the measuring 
technique are given in [22]. 

Using this technique, it was possible to save considerable 
measuring time as well as calibrating time, thus preventing 
serious change in the hot-wire outputs owing to wire con
tamination. As the velocity and the turbulence stress are 
obtained from 12,288 (= 12 x 1024) signals, they are ac-

0 .4 cJu± 

Uto 

7 th law 

0.6 0 . 8 1.0 

Fig. 1(a) Inlet flow condition of the rotating blade row 

Casing 

8mm 5mm * 4 

0 . 7 2 ° x 70 

Fig. 1(b) Illustrations of measuring planes, measuring radial locations 
and sampling 

curate in the statistical sense. However, inevitable scattering 
error of the turbulence stress occurs by ± 10 to 20 percent of 
the maximum magnitude, since it is evaluated from the 
variance of the anemometer outputs. This fact was checked up 
by comparing the experimental and the theoretical values in 
the turbulent free jet. 

Experimental Results 

Average Flow Field. As typical examples of the ex
perimental results obtained by the measuring technique 
described above, Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the pitchwise 
distributions of ensemble-average axial, peripheral, and 
radial velocity components, cz, ce, and cr, near the hub and 
the casing at z/l,„ = 0.098 (where z equals axial distance from 
trailing edge of rotor and /,„ equals blade chord length at 
midspan). All of the ensemble average velocity components 
are normalized by the rotor tip speed u,. The numbers of the 
abscissa correspond to the relative sampling points, and the 

Nomenclature 

c = ensemble average absolute 
velocity 

/,„ = blade chord length at mid-
span 

AP = total pressure rise 
r = radius, or radial coordinate 

,r,n = local streamwise, lateral, and 
normal coordinate 

u, = peripheral speed of the rotor 
blade tip 

w -
z --

P = 
7 = 

Jo = 

e = 
f = 
p = 

= mean relative velocity 
= axial distance from the 

trailing edge of rotor, or axial 
coordinate 

= yaw angle of the relative flow 
= pitch angle 
= kinetic energy defect of the 

relative flow 
= peripheral coordinate 
= vorticity 
= density 

u = angular velocity of the rotor 
blade 

Subscript 
s,r,n = components in s, T, 

^-direction 
z,d,r = components in z, d, 

r-direction 
= fluctuating velocity com

ponent 
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(a) near the hub (r/rc = 0.642) (b) near the casing (r/rc = 0.988) 

Fig. 2 Distribution of ensemble average velocity components 

Fig. 3 Secondary flow map 

Fig. 4 Contour map of kinetic energy defect 

distance from the ordinate and a vertical broken line 
corresponds to the length of blade spacing. In spite of con
siderably high turbulence level (see Fig. 12), the measured 
velocity changes smoothly, since it was obtained from 12,288 
signals. The region of sudden decrease in axial velocity in
dicates the blade wake, of which the left side corresponds to 
the pressure side and the other the suction side. The positive 
and negative radial velocities inside the wake near the hub (at 
r/rc = 0.642, where rc equals casing radius) are mainly due to 
a trailing shed vortex sheet resulting from the interaction of 
the blade and the hub wall boundary layer. Higher magnitude 
of the radial velocity on the suction side may show existence 
of corner stall where centrifugal force acts on fluid more 
strongly [21]. Inside the wake near the blade tip (at r/rc -
0.968), a small trailing shed vortex can also be recognized. On 
the right side of the wake, a large depression of the axial 
velocity appears where a large vortex can be noticed from the 
radial velocity distribution. This is the leakage vortex due to 
rolling-up of tip leakage flow. 

Such flow phenomena as described above are more clearly 
seen by drawing maps on the measuring plane. Figure 3 is the 
map of secondary flow which is defined by a velocity com
ponent perpendicular to the design relative flow direction. 
The short radial segments on the hub and casing boundaries 
are drawn every tenth sampling point (corresponding to Q = 
7.2 deg). The radial flow in the wake, the trailing vortex near 
the hub and the rolling-up of leakage flow near the casing can 
be observed in this map with a single glance. Figure 4 shows 
the contour map of kinetic energy defect defined by 

£D=(w2-w*2)/w*2 

where w and w* denote the measured and design relative flow 
velocity, respectively. Negative values of fD are due to the 
displacement effect of wake and boundary layer flows as well 
as due to the large velocity defect in the leakage vortex. In the 
tip leakage flow and at the corner between the hub wall and 
the suction side of wake, the kinetic energy defect becomes 
nearly twice as large as the value in the midspan wake. The 
increase of %D in the latter region may be caused by ac
cumulation of the boundary layer fluid resulting from the 
secondary flow inside the rotor. This accumulation appears to 
hasten the corner stall. On the left side of the wake near the 
hub wall, a depression region of kinetic energy can be 
recognized. This region will be discussed in terms of vorticity 
in the following section. 

Representation of the Flow Field by Vorticity. Similar 
physical descriptions of the foregoing interpretation of the 
average flow field have been obtained by other investigators. 
However, a quantitative expression of the three-dimensional 
structure of the flow field has not been successful as yet. A 
new trial employed in this research is to represent the flow 
field by vorticity on the basis of the local relative streamwise 
direction. 

Since the smooth distribution of the average velocity has 
been obtained by the statistically accurate method, the axial, 
peripheral, and radial components of the vorticity can be 
evaulated by the numerical differentiation of the following 
equations. 

^ = (l/r)d(rce)/dr-(l/r)dcr/dd 

£e=dcr/dz-dcz/dr 

kr = {\/r)dcz/dd-dce/dz 

The resultant vorticity vector is split by the streamwise, 
lateral, and normal components, £s, £T, and £„, which are 
determined locally by the following definition of the coor
dinates: 

s = direction of the relative streamline 
T = perpendicular to the streamline on the local stream 

surface which is obtained by revolving the streamline 
about the rotating axis 

n = normal to the local stream surface 

Namely, (£z 

relation of 
fe, £,) is transformed into (£s, £r, £„) by the 

f ^ 
tr 

UJ 

= ~cos /3 cos 7, - sin (3 , cos 13 sin y 

sin |8 cos 7 , cos /3 , sin /3 sin 7 

— sin 7 , 0 , COS7 ir. 

where /3 is the local yaw angle defined by cos""' (Vvt^ + w2
r/w), 

and 7 is the local pitch angle defined by t an - 1 (wr/wz). As it 
is expected that £s) £r, and £„ become dominant in the 
secondary vortex region, in the annulus wall boundary layers 
and inside the blade wake, respectively, the nature of the local 
flow field can be described quantitatively by drawing the 
maps in terms of these vorticity components. 
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Fig. S Ensemble average vorticity distribution just behind the rotor 

^s ^T ^n 
Fig. 6 Illustration of sign of vorticity 

Figures 5(a-c) involve the absolute vorticity map just 
behind the rotor (z/I,„ = 0.098). The vorticity components 
are normalized by twice the angular velocity of the rotor, 2o>. 
The interval between two adjacent contour lines corresponds 
to 0.5 of the dimensionless value. The dotted lines indicate 
zero vorticity and the relation of the sign (positive or negative) 
is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

Inside the blade wake, the contour line of £„ = 0 is 
regarded as the wake center. It is bent near the tip region 
toward the counterrotating direction due to the skewed 
boundary layer on the casing wall. On the pressure side, the 
magnitudes of £„ and £s, which correspond to the gradients of 
velocity defect and radial velocity in the wake, respectively, 
are much larger than those on the suction side. The con
siderable magnitude of £T is caused by three-dimensional 
skewing of the wake. 

In the leakage vortex, the magnitude of £s becomes 
remarkably high. Because of the depression of relative 
velocity (Fig. 4), the regions of opposite signs of £„ come into 

Fig. 7 Illustration of structure of the vortices generated through the 
rotor 

existence on both sides of the leakage vortex. For the same 
reason, the region of positive £T appears below it. The 
negative value of £T above it increases with radius due to the 
casing wall boundary layer. The negative value of %s also 
increases near the casing due to the skewed boundary layer. 
An appreciable amount of increase in l£sl and l£Tl is 
recognized at the interaction region of the blade wake and the 
casing wall boundary layer (£s = - 6 and £T = -2) . This 
region is located on the pressure side of the wake according to 
the contour line of £„ = 0. Therefore, it is estimated that this 
increase is caused by scraping of the casing wall boundary 
layer. 

In the trailing shed vortex near the hub, not only (̂  but also 
£T and £„ are large. This fact indicates that the direction of the 
trailing shed vortex does not coincide with the streamwise 
direction due to the interaction with the wall boundary layer 
and the wake. At the corner between the hub wall and the 
suction side of wake, i £s I becomes large since the secondary 
streamwise vorticity in the Squire-Winter sense is con
centrated at this corner in the actual flow. Consequently, the 
accumulation of boundary layer increases the absolute values 
of £T, which may produce a corner stall as stated earlier. 
Another accumulation comes into existence on the left side of 
the wake near the hub, where a substantial amount of I £T 1 as 
well as an appreciable amount of I £„ I and 1^1 is recognized. 
It is considered that this accumulation shows the existence of 
the horseshoe vortex resulting from the blade-wall boundary 
layer interaction. 

Judging from the facts described above, the structure of the 
vortices generated behind the rotor is illustrated as shown in 
Fig. 7. 

Decay of Vortices. Figures 8(a-c) show the vorticity map 
at the downstream measuring section (zllm = 0.342). Inside 
the blade wake, I £,, I and I £T I attenuate remarkably, except 
near the hub wall, while considerable value of I £„ I remains. 
This fact shows that the structure of the wake turns into two-
dimensional one. The magnitudes of I £„ I on both sides of 
wake are getting closer in magnitude as the flow proceeds 
downstream, i.e., the wake becomes symmetrical. 

The leakage vortex keeps the same structure as is shown in 
Figs. 5(a~c). However, the magnitude of vorticity reduces 
considerably, and the distance from the wake increases due to 
interaction of the casing wall. 

The trailing shed vortex, the secondary flow in the Squire-
Winter sense, and the horseshoe vortex are still observed 
clearly near the hub wall, as if they decay slowly. But at
tention is paid to the difference of the effective flowing 
distance between the tip region and the hub region. 
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Fig. 8 Ensemble average vorticity distribution far downstream of rotor 
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Decay characteristics of vorticities inside the wake 

In order to investigate the decay rate of these vortices, the 
absolute values of normalized vorticity at representative 
points are plotted against the nondimensional effective 
flowing distance s/l„, (Figs. 9-11). 
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Fig. 10 Decay characteristics of vorticities in the leakage vortex 
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Fig. 11 Decay characteristics of vorticities in the trailing shed vortex 

Figure 9 shows the streamwise variation of the maximum 
values of I £„/2ol and I fT/2«l on the both sides of the wake 
at midspan. The open and filled-in symbols indicate positive 
and negative values, respectively. The normal vorticity I £„ I 
decays rapidly to s/l„, = 0.4, thence reducing slowly. On the 
other hand, the lateral vorticity l£ rl is decreasing nearly to 
zero at sllm = 0.7 — 0.8; the vorticity component which 
indicates the three-dimensional nature of the wake decays 
rapidly, as described earlier. 

Figure 10 shows the streamwise variation of the vorticity in 
the leakage vortex. The filled-in circle symbol denotes the 
streamwise vorticity at the vortex center, the open and the 
filled-in triangle symbols denote the maximum values of the 
normal vorticity on the pressure and the suction side of the 
leakage vortex, and the square symbol is the lateral vorticity 
below the vortex. The latter three symbols indicate the 
gradients of the velocity defect in w. Decay rate of I £s I is 
almost the same degree of the decay of the velocity gradient 
around the vortex, except on the suction side of it. Unlike the 
other vorticities, the suction side normal vorticity I £„ I is 
much smaller (gentler gradient) and its decay is by far the 
slowest. 
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Figure 11 shows the decay rate of the trailing shed vortex 
near the hub. All of the vorticity components show very high 
values just behind the rotor; however, they decay more 
rapidly compared to the leakage vortex. The reason for this is 
that the trailing vortex is shedding into the wake flow with low 
energy, while the leakage vortex moves farther away from the 
wake due to the leakage jet flow at blade tip before rolling up 
[17]. 

The decay characteristics of the vorticity will be discussed 
further in relation to the turbulent characteristics. 

Turbulence Characteristics. The six components of 
turbulent stress have been derived from the 12 sets of 
variances of the anemometer outputs by changing the position 
of the slanted single hot wire [22]. The components have been 
converted from the cylindrical coordinate system {z — 0 — r) 
to the local streamwise system (5 — 7 — ri) by the following 
relation. 

X 2 

w7
2 

< 2 

wTw'„ 

w > ; 

IW>7 j 

where A { = cos /3, A2 = sin (3, A3 = cos 7, A4 = sin 7, As = 
cos 2/3, A 6 = cos 2/3, A1 = cos 27, and A 8 = sin 27. 

Figure 12 shows the contour map of the turbulence level 
(the root mean square of three normal stresses) at the 
measuring cross section. The turbulence level has been 
normalized by the blade tip velocity u, instead of the local 
mean velocity so as to relate it to the magnitude of turbulence. 

T.L. = V(W;2 + wn + w;t2y2/u. 

In general, the distribution of the turbulence level resembles 
that of kinetic energy defect (Fig. 4). It is noted, however, that 
the magnitude becomes high on both sides of the leakage 
vortex. This phenomenon is probably caused by peripheral 
swaying of the leakage vortex. 

Figures 13(a-c) are the maps of the turbulence shear stresses 
(cross correlation terms). The stresses have been normalized 
by u2 instead of w2 so as to relate them to the magnitude of 
momentum transfer due to the turbulence mixing effect. 

Inside the wake, the distributions of w'sw7 and w'7w'„ show 
the expected reversal of stress at the wake center. This positive 
and negative distribution results from opposite gradients of 
streamwise and radial mean velocity about the wake center. 
The distributions are asymmetrical about the wake center 
corresponding to the velocity gradients on both sides of wake. 
The same results have been obtained in [15, 16, 20]. 

Near the casing, the shearing stresses are not so large except 
in the leakage vortex because the magnitude of the relative 
velocity changes little. In the leakage vortex, the measured 
shear stresses are vague as the vortex is swaying in the 
peripheral direction (Fig. 12). However, all of the components 
of shear stress exhibit a tendency to vanish in the center of 
vortex and have high magnitude outside of it. This fact shows 
that the center region has the nature of a solid vortex. The 
value of w'7w'n is positive on the pressure and the suction side 

of it and becomes negative below it. This trend indicates the 
nature of a free vortex. Corresponding to the velocity defect 
in the leakage vortex (Fig. 4), it is seen that w'sw'T < 0 on the 
pressure side, w^w7 > 0 on the suction side, and w'„ w's > 0 
below the vortex center. 

For the trailing shed vortex, the values of all stress com
ponents change their sign at_its_center_and become high 
around it. Near the hub wall, w'sw7 and w'7w'„ are negligibly 
small except in the horseshoe vortex. The stress of w'nw's, 
which implies the momentum transfer in the hub wall 
boundary layer, has a considerable amount especially in the 
regions of the boundary layer accumulation due to the 
secondary flow and horseshoe vortex. 

Figures 14(a-c) are the maps of the turbulence shear stress 
in the downstream measuring section (z/l„, = 0.341). Inside 
the wake, the magnitude of the shear stresses becomes very 
low except w'7w'„ on the pressure side. In the tip leakage 

vortex, considerably high values of turbulence stresses remain 
in spite of long effective flowing distance. This is probably 
due to the conversion of mean vortex energy into turbulence 
energy. On the hub wall, w'sw7 and w7w,', are negligibly small 
except near the wake. However, considerable magnitude of 
w'n W; is observed in the interaction region of the wake and the 
hub wall boundary layer, because of the accumulation of low 
energy fluid resulting from secondary flow, which may 
contribute to the rapid decay of the trailing shed vortex. 

In this section, the discussion is restricted to the behavior in 
relation to the decay of vorticity. As to the detail charac
teristics of the wake, the reader should refer to the laborious 
works by Lakshminarayana and his fellow workers, who have 
discussed turbulence intensities and stresses by normalizing 
the local mean velocity [15, 16, 20]. 

Correlation Between Vorticity and Turbulent Shear 
Stress. The correlation between the turbulence shear stress 
and the mean vorticity has been investigated on the basis of a 
local streamwise coordinate system. Figures 15, 16, and 17 
show typical examples of the turbulence stress-vorticity 
correlation in the wake, near the hub wall, and the casing 
boundary layer, respectively. 

Inside the wake, w^w'7 — £„ and w7w'„ — £s correlations are 
obvious since the normal and the streamwise vorticities are 
mainly caused by the streamwise and radial velocity gradients 
respectively. As shown in Fig. 15, the gradient of w'sw'7 - £„ 
correlation on the pressure side is steeper than that on the 
suction side. This fact implies that the ability for momentum 
transfer due to turbulent mixing is higher on the pressure side, 
thus the wake becomes symmetrical downstream. The 
gradient of w'7w'n — £t correlation is steeper than that 
of w'sw'7 — £„ correlation. These phenomena coincide with 
those obtained by Davino and Lakshminarayana [16] and are 
due to the effect of rotation. This is probably why the 
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(a) w'sw'xlu
2
t 

Fig. 12 Contour of turbulence level 

(a) w'sw'Tlu2
t x 10 

(b) y>yniu\ 

(c) w^w'slu\ 

Fig. 13 Distribution of turbulence shear stress just behind the rotor 

streamwise vorticity decays more quickly than the normal 
vorticity to turn the wake from a three-dimensional nature to 
a two-dimensional one as described earlier. 

In Fig. 16, w'„w's is correlated to £T near the wall surface 
(W.S.) and on the suction side of the wake (S.S.) where the 
boundary layer accumulates. There is considerable correlation 
between w'sw'T and £„ on the pressure side (P.S.) and the 
suction side (S.S.). Namely, the characteristics of boundary 
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Fig. 14 Distribution of turbulent shear stress in the downstream 
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Fig. 15 Turbulence stress-vorticity correlations inside the wake 
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(a) WsWr' - £n correlation (*>) vvjwjj - f r correlation 

Fig. 16 Turbulence stress-vorticity correlation near the hub wall 

(a) Wjvv; - £„ correlation (b) w^vv^ - f T correlation 

Fig. 17 Turbulent stress-vorticity correlation near the casing wall 
except in the leakage vortex 
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Fig. 18 Illustration of cross correlation of fluctuating velocity com
ponents which concerns with attenuation of the leakage vortex 

layer and wake flows are observed to coexist together behind 
the blade root, where the trailing vortex is shedding. This is 
closely related to the rapid decay of the trailing vortex (Fig. 
11). 

In Fig. 17, the data in the leakage vortex have been omitted 
for the following reason: in a vortex, the streamwise vorticity 
is attenuated by the cross correlation of tangential and radial 
components of the velocity fluctuations referred to the vortex 
center (/' - r' correlation in Fig. 18). Therefore, the tur

bulent velocity correlation varies from positive to negative 
around the vortex if it is expressed in terms of the local 
streamwise coordinate system. In spite of this data omission, 
there are not obvious correlations between the turbulence 
stress and the vorticity as there are near the hub. This is 
probably due to the unstable swaying effect of the leakage 
vortex. But the same trend is recognized in the 
w/Wr ~ £« correlation and the opposite trend in the w'„ w's — £ T 
correlation. 

Conclusions 

The statistically accurate mean velocities as well as the 
turbulence properties of the flow field behind an axial rotor 
have been obtained by use of the periodic multisampling and 
averaging technique with a slanted single hot wire. The major 
conclusions derived from the experimental results are as 
follows: 

1 The complex flow phenomena behind the rotor could be 
grasped easily by drawing both maps of the secondary flow 
and the kinetic velocity defect at the measuring plane. 

2 By use of the local streamwise, lateral, and normal 
components of vorticity, it is possible to elucidate quan
titatively the three-dimensional structure of various kinds of 
vortices generated behind the rotor, such as a leakage vortex, 
trailing shed vortices, scraping vortices, a horseshoe vortex, 
etc. 

3 Among the various vortices, the leakage vortex near the 
casing and the trailing shed vortex near the hub had a 
remarkable magnitude of vorticity. The decay characteristics 
of these vortices as well as those of the three dimensional 
wake were investigated in relation to the turbulence 
characteristics. 

4 The blade wake, which is asymmetrical and three-
dimensional just behind the rotor, becomes symmetrical and 
two-dimensional as the flow proceeds downstream due to the 
asymmetric and noniostropic nature of the turbulence shear 
stresses resulting from the effect of rotation. 

5 Turbulence properties are considerably higher in the 
leakage vortex at the downstream section, because turbulence 
energy is generated by the mean vortex motion. 

6 The trailing shed vortex decays more quickly than the 
leakage vortex, since the former is affected by the turbulent 
viscous effects of the wake and the boundary layer ac
cumulation while the latter is rolling up separately from the 
wake. 
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Tip Clearance Flow in a 
Compressor Rotor Passage at 
Design and Off-Design Conditions 
The flow field in the tip clearance region of a compressor rotor at an off-design 
condition is reported in this paper. The earlier data at the design condition have also 
been reinterpreted and correlated with the blade and the flow parameters. The 
measurements inside the rotor tip region are acquired using a miniature hot-wire 
sensor of "V" configuration. The instantaneous velocity data are analyzed by the 
ensemble-averaging technique to derive the blade-to-blade velocity field at various 
axial and radial locations between the rotor tip and the casing. The flow and the 
blade pressure data at the design condition are compared with the data at the off-
design condition (lower blade loading). In addition to a reduction in the leakage 
velocities, its chordwise variation is also altered substantially at the lower blade 
loading. 

Introduction 

It is known [1, 2] that the leakage velocities in the clearance 
region of a turbomachinery rotor are strongly dependent on 
the blade loading. This paper discusses the effect of the 
change in the blade loading on the tip leakage flow. This 
discussion is based on an experimental investigation carried 
out as part of a systematic program underway at The Penn
sylvania State University to study the endwall flow in a 
compressor rotor. The characteristics of the mean flow in the 
tip clearance region of a compressor rotor at the design 
condition are discussed by Pandya and Lakshminarayana [3]. 
The mean flow and the turbulent flow characteristics at the 
off-design condition and the significant changes in the leakage 
flow properties that occur as a result of changes in the blade 
loading are presented and discussed in this paper. 

Experimental Facility, Instrumentation, and Program 

A detailed discussion of the facility used in this in
vestigation is given by Lakshminarayana [4] and a brief 
description is given in [3]. The hub/annulus wall diameter 
ratio of the facility is 0.5, with the diameter of the annulus 
wall equal to 0.932 m. The inlet guide vane row, which 
consists of 43 blades, is followed by the 21-bladed rotor. The 
rotor is followed by a stator vane row of 25 blades. Some of 
the other operating conditions and rotor specifications are as 
follows: flow coefficient based on tip speed, 0.60; speed of 
rotor, 935 rpm. Blade element data at the tip are NASA 65 
series, chord 15.41 cm, spacing 14.12 cm, maximum thickness 
5.10 percent of chord, stagger angle 45.0 deg, and a maximum 
camber height 8 percent chord. The blade elements are NACA 
65-010 basic profile on a circular arc camber. The design and 
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Contributed by the Gas Turbine Division of the American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers and presented at the Sixth International Symposium on 
Airbreathing Engines, Paris, France, June 6-10, 1983. Manuscript received by 
the Gas Turbine Division. 

the off-design conditions at which the clearance data were 
acquired are indicated on the performance characteristics of 
the stage (Fig. 1). The data at the design condition are 
reported in [3]. The data at the off-design condition (</> = 
0.60, \j/ = 0.375, ij = 65 percent) are reported in this paper. 
Both the data are correlated with the blade and flow 
geometry. 

All the flow field measurements reported in this paper were 
carried out using a stationary two-sensor, hot-wire probe in 
combination with the ensemble-averaging technique [3]. 
Unlike the conventional two-sensor, hot-wire probe (x 
configuration), the present sensor is a " V " type of probe 
where both the sensors are in the same plane and the included 
angle between the two sensors is 90 deg. With this 
arrangement, it was possible to measure two components of 
the velocity at the same radial location with the least spatial 
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Fig. 1 Performance curve and operating conditions of the axial flow 
compressor 
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Fig. 2 Axial stations of measurement 

error. A micrometer-type probe traverse mechanism with an 
accuracy of ±0.002 cm is used to traverse the probe through 
the casing. Details of the measurement technique can be 
found in [3] and [5]. 

Experimental measurements consisted of two parts: (a) 
clearance measurements and (b) flow field measurements. An 
accurate measurement of the clearance for all the 21 rotor 
blades at various axial locations was necessary in order to 
acquire data as near the blade tip as possible. The 

Table 1 Compressor parameters at design and off-design 
conditions 

Design Condition Off-Design Condition 

rpm 
Inlet velocity 
Flow coefficient 0 
Average pressure rise 

coefficient 4/ 
Blade tip speed 

1110 
28.37 m/s 

0.55 
0.51 

51.5 m/s 

935 
26.28 m/s 

0.60 
0.375 

43.8 m/s 

measurement of clearance was carried out with a fotonic 
sensor at four axial stations. The clearance varied from 2 mm 
at the leading edge to 1.5 mm at the trailing edge [5], the 
maximum variation of clearance from blade to blade was 20 
percent. The variation was large near the blade leading edge. 
There was no difference between the static and dynamic 
clearance for the same blade, even though the clearance varied 
from blade to blade at all the axial stations. 

The axial stations of measurement was well as blade 
geometry are shown in Fig. 2. Details of the measurement 
technique, locations, steps involved in the data processing are 
given in [3]. 

Experimental Results 

The results at only selected locations are presented and 
compared with the data at the design condition, the complete 
set of data is presented in [5]. The velocity components 
presented in this paper are in the absolute system and are 
normalized by the corresponding blade tip speed. The 
operating conditions are shown in Table 1. 
The data presented in this paper include the blade static 
pressure near the blade tip, axial and the tangential velocity 
components. Some of the earlier data [3, 5] at the design 
condition are reinterpreted and correlated in this paper. 

Blade Pressure Measurements. The static pressure 
distribution on the rotor blade was measured at the design (<j> 

Nomenclature 

C 
C, 

c, 

cP = 

c, = 

P.S. = 
R = 

R 

chord length 
section lift coefficient derived 
from blade pressure dis
tribution (based on local inlet 
relative velocity and tip 
chord) 
retained lift coefficient at the 
tip of the blade 
blade pressure coefficient 
based on local inlet dynamic 
head of relative flow and inlet 
static pressure 
local lift coefficient [(Cp)p -
(Cp)s] 
pressure surface 
radius ratio (r/r,), R = 1 at 
tip of the blade, R = 0.5 at 
hub 
distance from the annulus 
wall in the radial direction 
normalized by the clearance at 
the leading edge 
distance from the annulus 
wall normalized by (/) 
clearance at L.E. for rotor 
inlet flow, (if) local clearance 

S 
S.S. 
'max 

u 
v 

v = 

w = 

wNo = 
X = 
Y = 

Z,9,r 

for flow inside the passage, 
and (Hi) clearance at T.E. for 
rotor exit flow 
blade spacing 
suction surface 
maximum thickness of the 
blade at the tip 
blade speed 
mean velocity in stationary 
frame of reference (Fig. 10) 
normalized by U, 
passage-averaged velocity in 
stationary frame of reference 
normalized by U, 
mean velocity in relative 
frame of reference normalized 
byU, 
WN at the inlet of the rotor 
normalized by U, (Fig. 10) 
chordwise distance 
distance from the suction sur
face in the tangential direc
tion normalized by the blade 
spacing (Fig. 2). 
axial, tangential, and radial 
directions 
axial distance from the rotor 

blade leading edge normalized 
by the axial chord 

/3 = relative flow angle measured 
from the axial direction 

Q = rotational speed rpm 
<l> — mass-averaged flow coef

ficient (K )/(f/,) 
p = fluid density 
T = tip clearance height 
T] = mass-averaged rotor ef

ficiency (Euler) = l/Y^uler 
fy = mass-averaged stagnation 

pressure rise coefficient nor
malized by pUj/2 

Subscripts 

max = 

t = 

z,e = 

I = 
p,s = 
2d = 

maximum value in the passage 
value at the tip of the rotor 
blade 
value in axial and tangential 
directions, respectively 
inlet 
pressure and suction surfaces, 
respectively 
two-dimensional value away 
from the influence of annulus 
wall boundary layer 
gap-averaged values 
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= 0.55) and the off-design (0 = 0.6) conditions at various 
chordwise and radial locations, including several locations 
very near the blade tip (R = 0.998, 0.996, 0.988, 0.962, 0.918, 
etc.). The last radial location is about 0.4 percent of the span 
or 0.9 mm from the tip of the blade, whose span is 22.85 cm. 
The method of measurement as well as the data at all the 
locations and the operating conditions are presented in [6]. 
The pressure distribution at the design and the off-design 
conditions at various radial locations near the blade tip are 
shown in Fig. 3. A plot of the lift coefficient (based on the 
inlet relative velocity and the chord at the blade tip) at these 
operating conditions is shown plotted in Fig. 4. At R = 0.918, 
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Fig. 6 Retained lift at the blade tip 

the flow is nearly inviscid with very little influence of the 
annulus wall boundary layer on the flow field. The blade 
loading decreases rapidly as the tip is approached. Even 
though CL at <f> = 0.55 is higher than the off-design con
dition, the pressure distribution and the lift coefficients are 
almost identical for both cases at the tip for R = 0.998. The 
suction peak moves closer to the trailing edge as the blade tip 
is approached. This is in conformity with the cascade data 
reported in [7]. A possible reason for this is the presence of tip 
vortex or low pressure region on the suction side near the 
trailing edge. 

The local pressure difference (or local lift coefficient = 
[(Cp)p - (Cp)s)], which is a measure of the leakage velocity, at 
both the operating conditions is plotted in Fig. 5 for R -
0.918 (inviscid region) and R = 0.998 (at the tip). The data at 
R = 0.918 indicate that the local pressure differences are 
much lower for <f> = 0.6 up to Z = 0.25, beyond which the 
differences between the design and the off-design values, even 
though appreciable, decrease reaching almost identical values 
beyond Z = 0.75. The local lift coefficient has a major in
fluence on the leakage velocity, and this will be discussed in a 
later section. The local lift coefficient is almost identical at the 
tip at both operating conditions at all chordwise locations. 

The correlation based on the "retained lift concept," 
developed in [2] and [7] has been employed by many in
vestigators for the prediction of the tip clearance effect in 
turbomachinery. A correlation for K, which is the lift retained 
at the tip [CLR/(CL)2d], derived from the measurement in a 
cascade [7] is shown in Fig. 6. The correlation in [2] and [7] 
utilizes the solid curve in the figure. The rotor data, based on 
the measurements (Fig. 5) is also shown in Fig. 6. The value of 
(CL)2d is based on the data at R = 0.918. The data point 
based on the T/C (tip clearance height normalized by the 
maximum blade chord) does not seem to agree well with the 
correlation. At small clearances encountered in practice, the 
thickness of the blade should influence the leakage velocities. 
Since the resistance to the leakage flow, or the retention of the 
lift on the blade at the tip, depends on the length of the 
leakage flow path, the proper normalizing factor for this 
clearance height seems to be that based on the maximum 
blade thickness at the tip. The rotor data normalized by fmax 

seem to show better agreement with the cascade correlation. 
Even though the authors do not have sufficient data to draw 
conclusions on the proper normalizing factor, future research 
should be directed in confirming or disproving this trend. 

Mean Velocity Profiles and Flow Angles Inside the Tip 
Clearance Region. The notations used and the nature of 
leakage flow are shown in Fig. 7. WN is the leakage velocity in 
the terminology used in this paper, and W is the resultant 
velocity in the clearance region. The blade-to-blade variation 
of the axial velocity (Vz), the absolute tangential velocity 
(Ve), and the relative flow angle (/3) are plotted in Figs. 8-12 
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for various chordwise locations inside the passage. The 
pressure and suction surface locations as well as tip clearance 
regions are marked on these figures. All the velocities are 
normalized by the corresponding blade tip speed. 
Measurements are compared at two typical locations, one 
near the wall and one near the blade tip. 

At Z = -0.012, which is located upstream of the leading 
edge, the axial velocities are generally lower and the tangential 
velocities are higher at the off-design condition, relative flow 
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flow angles at Z = 0.5 

angles are also higher at the off-design condition. The velocity 
distribution shows some nonuniformity in the circumferential 
direction. However, the maximum variation is less than 7 
percent. This trend in the flow behavior is similar even at the 
leading edge (Z = 0.003) as shown in Fig. 9. Due to the 
scraping effect of the blade, the tangential velocities generally 
show a dramatic increase near the leading edge, especially at r 
= 0.5 and the off-design condition. At the off-design con
dition, the axial velocities are generally lower and this is likely 
to increase the absolute tangential velocity. The flow turning 
is also larger between Z = - 0.012 and Z = 0 at f = 0.5 and ti 
= 0.6. 

The axial and absolute tangential velocity profiles at Z = 
0.5 are shown in Fig. 10. The axial velocities generally 
decrease from Z = 0 to Z = 0.5, and this is more pronounced 
at the off-design condition. This seems to indicate that the 
annulus wall boundary layer growth is more rapid at the off-
design condition. The tangential velocities also show dramatic 
decreases at the off-design condition. The inlet swirl 
generated near the leading edge of the blade is drastically 
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reduced as the flow proceeds from Z = 0 to 0.5, with relative 
flow angles nearly tangential at the off-design condition. The 
leakage flow tends to increase the relative flow angles and 
decrease the absolute tangential and axial velocities as shown 
in Fig. 7. The local lift coefficient shown in Fig. 5 seems to 
indicate that the leakage flow should be substantial in the 
region 0.25 < Z < 0.75 at both the operating conditions. 

The leakage velocities at the off-design condition should be 
smaller and hence its effect on the velocity distribution should 
be mild. The observed profile indicates (Fig. 10) that the 
circumferential nonuniformity of the axial, tangential 
velocity profiles and the relative angles are much smaller at 
the off-design condition. High leakage velocities produce a 
vortex due to the roll up of this crossflow and its interaction 
with the annulus wall boundary layer. This produces a cir
cumferential nonuniformity in the velocity profiles and 
angles. The wakelike profile observed at the design for r = 
0.46 is probably caused by this effect. Absence of this effect at 
the off-design condition seems to indicate decreased leakage 
velocity. 

The dominant influence of the leakage flow is felt at Z = 
0.75 (Fig. 11). The axial velocity increases at all the locations. 
This is probably caused by the spanwise flow towards the tip 
due to the leakage flow. The axial velocities are generally 
lower inside the gap region. Large circumferential 
nonuniformity exists in this region. The axial and tangential 

components of velocity are very high upstream of the pressure 
side of the tip clearance region and low downstream of the 
suction side of the tip clearance region. A similar, but op
posite trend is observed in the outlet angle distribution, at 
both the design and off-design conditions. This indicates that 
major effects of leakage flow and mixing exist in this region. 
The nonuniformities are very severe at f = 0.66 and more 
pronounced at the design condition. A large change in the 
relative flow angle inside the gap at f = 0.66 (increase from 54 
to 75 deg across the tip clearance for the design, and increase 
from 67 to 80 deg for the off-design condition), reveal the 
major effects of leakage flow. Even though the blade is not 
unloaded completely in this region (see Fig. 5), the leakage 
velocities seem to be high. It is possible that the effects ob
served here are caused by the leakage flow which originated 
upstream (say, Z < 0.5), due to the stagger angle of the blade. 

The tangential and the axial velocity distribution at Z = 
0.75 (Fig. 11) indicates the presence of wakelike profiles near 
the midpassage at <t> = 0.55 and f = 0.66. One possible reason 
for this dip, which is also observed [8] inside the passage and 
inward from the blade tip, is that the leakage flow travels 
farther away from the suction side (than in a cascade) due to 
the blade relative motion before mixing with the main flow. 
This mixing results in a loss of angular momentum (rVe), and 
kinetic energy in the mean flow. This phenomena, observed 
mainly at the design flow condition, seems to confirm 
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Fig. 11 Axial and absolute tangential velocity profiles and relative 
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Fig. 12 Axial and absolute tangential velocity profiles and relative 
flow angles at Z = 0.979 
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stronger leakage flow and eventual roll up at 0 = 0.55. The 
dip at the center can also be interpreted as those caused by a 
leakage vortex. The magnitude of the defect in axial velocities 
near the midpassage at the off-design condition is not as 
severe as the design condition. The influence of leakage is 
reduced as the annulus wall is approached. 

Substantial redistribution of the velocities and relative flow 
angles occur as the flow progresses from Z = 0.75 to Z = 
0.979, as indicated in Fig. 12. The velocities at the design 
condition become nearly uniform across the passage, with a 
general increase in their values at most passage locations. 
However, the velocity profiles at the off-design conditions 
show that the effects of leakage flow persists even at this axial 
location, even though the effects are not as pronounced as 
those observed at Z = 0.75. The differences in the observed 
phenomena between the design and off-design conditions may 
be due to the type of blade pressure distribution observed. 

The velocity profiles at the exit are found to be very similar 
at both design and off-design conditions. The data at the 
design condition can be found in [3] and the off-design 
condition in [5]. 

Annulus Wall Boundary Layer Development. The radial 
variation of the axial and the absolute tangential velocities, 
averaged over the blade passage at various axial locations, are 
plotted in Fig. 13 for 0 = 0.55 and 0.6. A detailed in
terpretation of the growth of the wall boundary layer in the 
clearance region at </> = 0.55 is given in [3]. Major differences 
are observed in the development of the passage-averaged 
velocity profiles between </> = 0.6 and 0.55. At Z = 0.5, both 
the velocity components are much smaller for 4> = 0.6. The 
axial velocities are generally lower for <f> = 0.6. This may be 
due to faster boundary layer growth and the resulting larger 
velocity defects in the clearance height region. 

The boundary layer profiles are very unconventional 
(neither law of the wall or power law profile seem to be valid) 
due to complex interaction between the annulus wall 

boundary layer, the leakage flow, and the spanwise transport 
of the blade boundary layer and mixing of these flows 
downstream. It should be remarked here that R = 2 or less 
represents a fraction of the annulus wall boundary layer 
thickness and the data shown in Fig. 13 represent the inner 
region of the annulus wall boundary layer. 

Velocity Profiles Inside the Gap. The radial variation of 
the axial and the tangential velocity components inside the 
gap (midway between the pressure and the suction surfaces) is 
shown in Fig. 14. No measurement is available very close to 
the blade tip. As expected, the presence of the annulus wall 
boundary layer and the resulting defect in velocity is observed 
from the annulus wall to midclearance height (r ~ 0.5). The 
data seem to indicate that the maximum velocity inside the 
gap occurs between the blade tip and the midclearance height. 
A decrease in axial velocity is observed between Z = 0 to Z = 
0.750, and an increase from Z = 0.75 to 0.979, at both the 
operating conditions. These effects are more pronounced at 
the off-design condition. The axial velocities at 4> = 0.6 are 
lower than the values for 4> = 0.55, everywhere except at the 
trailing edge. 

The tangential velocities, however, decrease rapidly from Z 
= 0 to Z = 0.75 (leakage flow region) reaching negligible 
values at Z = 0.75, it increases beyond Z = 0.75. As men
tioned earlier, very high values of the tangential velocity 
component measured at the leading edge is probably due to 
blade scraping or "dragging" effects. The decrease in the 
tangential velocity in the clearance region in the axial 
direction is much more rapid at <j> = 0.6. Absence of any swirl 
at Z = 0.75 seems to indicate that the maximum leakage flow 
(which has a tendency to under turn the flow and guide the 
absolute flow more towards the axial direction) occurs up
stream of this region. 

The velocity components and the "force defect," averaged 
over the clearance height, are derived from the following 
equations 
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A/* = fm!lx-fmin, which are respectively the maximum and 
minimum location of f at which the data are available. The 
last quantity, termed "force defect" in this paper, is a 
measure of the loss in lift or force. Negative values of F in
dicates a loss and positive values indicates a gain. Since there 
is no blade at this location, this quantity should be zero under 
ideal conditions. It should be remarked here that these gap-
averaged quantities are approximate to the extent that there 
are no data close to the blade tip. 

It is evident from Fig. 15 that the total mass flow through 
the gap decreases continuously till the midchord location and 
then increases. The increase in the mass flow beyond mid-
chord could be attributed to the spanwise transport of the 
blade boundary layer toward the blade tip. The large increase 
in the mass flow for 4> = 0.6 beyond Z = 0.75 may be at
tributed to larger spanwise flow in the blade boundary layer 
associated with the off-design operation. The average 
tangential velocity also decreases continuously till Z = 0.75 
(except for the design condition between Z = 0 to 0.5) and 
then increases. This trend seems to be consistent with the local 
lift coefficient (at the tip) plotted in Fig. 5. 

The "force defect" F increases (rapidly for the off-design 
condition) from Z = -0.012 to 0.003 due to blade dragging 
effect and then decreases continuously, reaching very high 
negative values up to Z = 0.75. This is an indication of the 
loss in the work done due to the blade leakage. But an increase 
in F from Z = 0.75 to 1.0 seems to indicate that the leakage 
effects have subsided and the clearance flows have some 
turning. This concept of clearance flow sustaining lift and 
circulation has been postulated in [2] and [7]. 

Leakage Velocity. In the absence of any clearance between 
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Fig. 16 Radial variation of leakage velocity on the suction side of the 
blade 

the rotor blade and the annulus wall, the flow should follow 
the blade contours near the blade surfaces, and the velocity 
component in the direction normal to the blade should be 
zero. Any deviation of the flow from the blade contour in the 
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tip-clearance region will give rise to a component normal to 
the blade, which is termed as the leakage velocity in this 
paper. A true representation of the leakage flow should take 
into account the normal component of the velocity at the inlet 
(WNo). The change in velocity triangle due to leakage flow is 
shown in Fig. 7. WN is the leakage velocity in the terminology 
adopted in this paper; W is the resultant velocity in the 
clearance region. In deriving the values of WN near the blade 
surfaces, the value of & in Fig. 7 is taken to be respective blade 
surface angles. 

Figure 16 shows the variation of the leakage velocity at the 
suction surface {WN—WNo) in the radial direction at four 
axial locations inside the passage for <j> = 0.55 and 0.6. The 
velocities are normalized by the blade-tip speed and the inlet-
component substracted from it. Near the leading edge, the 
leakage velocity is very small for 4> = 0.6 and small for <j> = 
0.55, which is in accordance with the pressure gradient across 
the blade in this region (Fig. 5). A considerable jump in the 
leakage velocity at Z = 0.50 is due to the existence of a large 
pressure gradient across the blade in this region. The values at 
4> = 0.55 are higher in the outer part of the clearance, 
otherwise they are generally of the same order of magnitude. 

There is no appreciable change in the leakage velocity 
between Z = 0.5 and 0.75 at 4> = 0.55, but a substantial 
reduction in leakage velocity occurs for the off-design case (</> 
= 0.6). This is consistent with the local lift coefficient (Fig. 

5), where smaller values of C, are observed for X/C = 0.6 
and 4> = 0.6. But there is a drastic reduction in the leakage 
velocity for the off-design case as the flow approaches the 
trailing edge, but a small increase for the design case. The 
results at Z = 0.979 should be viewed with caution as the 
blade angle changes in this region are substantial. It is evident 
that the maximum leakage velocity occurs close to the mid-
chord for 4> = 0.6, while for the design case large values are 
observed throughout the entire blade length, except very near 
the leading edge. 

An estimate of the leakage flow that exists in an inviscid 
flow is made by applying the Bernoulli equation across the 
gap 

WN
2-

W^ 

W 2 -- 2(PP-PS) 
pU2 

C, 

where subscripts s and p refer to local values on the suction 
and pressure sides, respectively. The local lift coefficient (at R 
= 0.918) plotted in Fig. 5 is used for this estimation. The 
measured values at R = 0.3 (away from the wall and the blade 
tip, where the viscous effects are likely to be small) is com
pared with the estimated values in Fig. 17. The agreement is 
good everywhere, except near the trailing and leading edge 
regions of the blade. Good agreement between the estimated 
and the measured values should not be construed as a 
validation of the inviscid prediction method, as the viscous 
effects near the blade tip and the annulus wall are likely to 
affect the gap-averaged leakage velocity. But a preliminary 
analysis based on local lift coefficient should provide an 
estimate of the magnitude of the leakage velocity. Another 
word of caution is also in order. At veYy small clearance 
heights, the "retained lift," which is neglected in equation (1) 
may introduce inaccuracy in the estimation of the leakage 
velocity. In this particular case, the local lift coefficient (or k) 
at the tip is very small up to the midchord (Fig. 5), and this 
may account for the good agreement between the estimated 
and the measured values. 

Concluding Remarks 

It is evident from the measurements presented in this paper 
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that the local lift coefficient or pressure difference, which is 
modified under off-design condition, has a significant effect 
on the leakage velocities in a rotor. The leakage velocities are 
substantial at most chordwise locations at the design con
dition. Dominant effect of the leakage flow is felt near Z = 
0.75 at both operating conditions. A substantial redistribution 
in both the velocity components occur beyond Z = 0.75. The 
gap-averaged velocities and the "force defect thickness" in 
the gap decreases from the leading edge to about Z = 0.75, 
beyond which an increase is observed. This effect is more 
dominant at the off-design condition. 

To understand the leakage phenomena and the eventual roll 
up of this flow into a vortex, it is essential to carry out 
detailed three-dimensional measurement of the flow field by 
nonintrusive techniques in the gap region as well as away from 
it. 
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Influence Of Dihedral on the 
Secondary Flow in a Two-
Dimensional Compressor Cascade 

Introduction 

The secondary flow is important in the accurate prediction 
of the flow field in turbomachines. It arises from annulus wall 
boundary layer buildup, blade end clearance effects, blade-to-
blade pressure gradients producing a crossflow, relative 
motion between blade and wall, and centrifugal effects 
resulting in an accumulation of low energy boundary layer 
material. 

The development of secondary flow is governed by the 
balance of forces acting on the fluid. The type of vortex law 
chosen for a given meridional flow path produced the radial 
equilibrium and more in particular the positioning in space of 
the blade elements generates additional radial force com
ponents. This results from the relative freedom in choosing of 
the stacking line within the mechanical constraints. Sweep and 
dihedral may be introduced to exert a control on the second
ary flow evolution. 

The dihedral or lean angle effect on the radial equilibrium 
are discussed by Vavra [1] and Smith [2, 3], who showed that 
the effect on the radial pressure gradient is proportional to the 
tangent of the dihedral angle. Smith discusses in detail the 
dihedral and sweep effects and advises on incidence angle and 
solidity to be considered for the cascade. The dihedral effect is 
smaller than the sweep influence and the downwash (flow 
turning) perturbation changes sign along the blade chord. The 
meridional curvature tends to be important in the axisym-
metric stream surface solution when dihedral is introduced. 
This effect will show up in the yaw and bank angle of the flow 
in a rectilinear cascade. The constraint of matching the end-
wall may result in significant flow angle variations. Novak [4] 
discusses the lean angle effect on a turbine nozzle con
figuration in which a reversal of the spanwise distribution of 
the mean static pressure in the blade is predicted with and 
without 10 deg lean angle. At the trailing edge plane, only a 
slight difference between the two cases is observed, since there 
the transverse pressure gradient becomes zero. The effect of 
fillet geometry studied by Debruge [5] included also the 
considerations of dihedral in the prediction of the boundary 
layer development in the corner. 

Numerous experimental investigations of secondary flow 
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development have been performed. Salvage [6] derived his 
conclusions on longitudinal and crosswise boundary layer 
development and on secondary flow magnitude and 
distribution based on 43 different compressor cascade ex
periments. Dejc and Trojanowski [7] describe experiments in 
annular turbine nozzle cascade where positive and negative 
dihedral angles (A) of +13 and -14 deg produce large 
variation of the loss in the hub region. Other experiments with 
A= +20 to -20 deg show a symmetric influence on tip and 
hub with an increase of the midspan loss. In this case, the 
model has a small aspect ratio. It is mentioned that 
meridional contouring has to be combined with leaning the 
blades and this geometrical freedom provides a larger control 
on the degree of reaction. It is suggested to use a curved blade 
in order to obtain a beneficial effect at the root and tip radius. 
The experiments are carried out on curved blade with 0 deg 
dihedral at the tip. An improvement is observed over the 
lower 2/3 of the span when compared to the radial blades. 
The aspect ratio and hub-tip ratio seem to be a factor in the 
loss distribution, since they determine the relative importance 
of the secondary flow with respect to main flow as defined by 
the radial pressure gradient. 

The experiments reported herein are concerned with the 
dihedral effect in a rectilinear compressor cascade at nominal 
incidence. 

Experimental Facility and Instrumentation 

The Facility. The experimental rig is the low-speed cascade 
tunnel C-l of the von Karman Institute. It is a continous flow 
facility with a rectangular cross section of 127 x 500 mm 
(Fig. 1). A large centrifugal blower pumps air into the settling 
chamber, which is equipped with screens. A large contraction 
guides the flow into the rectangular duct towards the rec
tilinear cascade model. The inlet duct is equipped with slots in 
the endwalls and with porous and deformable walls at the top 
and bottom in order to remove the boundary layer buildup in 
and control the axial velocity ratio across the cascade. 
However, suction through the slots is not applied and solid 
endwalls are used in order to avoid any recirculation through 
porous walls for these tests. 

The inlet velocity can be controlled by the continous speed 
adjustment of the 18-kW d-c blower. The amount of suction, 
when applicable, can be controlled independently by valves in 
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_1.50
_ 3.1 °

LEADING EDGE

25°
35°

Li

reference
_ .5°

Li

0°
15°

or

Table 1

variations of the total pressure reading. The pressure tappings
are connected to strain gage pressure transducers, whose
signal is amplified and stored on a magnetic tape using a
microprocessor-controlled eight-channel data logger.

The Compressor Cascade Model. The blades are NACA 65
12 A IO -10 airfoils as described in [11] with a chord of 127
mm, solidity and aspect ratio of unity, a stagger angle of 28.9
deg and a nominal air inlet angle of 45 deg, corresponding to
an incidence angle of - 1.1 deg when dihedral is zero. This
configuration has been extensively investigated in [6]. The
effect of dihedral is investigated for dihedral angles from 0
deg (reference) to 35 deg. Dihedral, or the blade not normal to
the endwall, is introduced by rotation of the two-dimensional
blade around the chordwise direction. This operation in
troduces a change of the incidence angle, adds a slight sweep
angle to the cascade model and modifies slightly the aspect
ratio and solidity. The incidence angle is corrected by a
modification of the stagger angle according to Table 1 [12]:

lidS DEG.

Fig. 3 Cascade model with dihedral-no sweep

BLOWER

P::lOW

Fig. 2 Combined pressure probe

CONVERCENT

Fig. 1 Low·speed cascade tunnel

LOW SPEED CASCADE TUNNEL C-1

the piping to the 45-kW a-c suction blower. The inlet flow
survey plane is fixed at 120 mm in front of the blade midchord
position; the downstream surveys can be performed in the
span- and pitchwise directions in planes parallel to the blade
trailing edges. The maximum air speed is 40 mis, and the
tunnel is of the nonreturn type, discharging into the at
mosphere. Compressor and turbine cascades can be ac
commodated.

The Instrumentation. The upstream flow field is measured
with a directional probe, NACA short prism type, for which
the calibration procedure is described in [8]. The downstream
surveys are performed with a multihead probe (Fig. 2) in
which the total pressure sensing port was separated from the
directional sensing holes by 20 mm. The stagnation pressure is
obtained and no calibration corrections are needed due to the
vented shield around the measuring tube. The 20 mm
separation minimizes the interference with the four-hole
probe head for yaw and pitch angle detection. All tubes are of
1 mm dia. The probe is fully described in [6].

The calibration curves are determined using the techmque
of [9, 10] in which yaw, pitch, static, and dynamic coefficients
are determined for yaw and pitch angle variations of ± 30
deg. This calibration confirmed the insensitivity to angular

---- Nomenclature

Superscripts

pitchwise integrated
pitch- and spanwise in
tegrated
tangent to camberline

AVR axial velocity ratio
DF diffusion factor 0 boundary layer momentum

q dynamic pressure thickness
Re Reynolds number O2 exit bank angle =

V velocity ATAN(VsIVo)
incidence angle (J solidity

a - angle of attack w total pressure loss coef-
(3 flow angle ficient

=ATAN(VoIVx) Subscripts
"12 exit yaw angle-

ATAN(VsIVx) 0 stagnation conditions
0 boundary layer thickness 1 inlet

o' boundary layer 2 outlet
displacement thickness BL boundary layer

Li dihedral angle Cl based on chord and inlet
E - sweep angle velocity

MS
PROF

s =

sec
T
x
o

midspan
profile
spanwise with Li = 0 deg as
reference direction
secondary flow related
overall
axial component
pitchwise direction
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The sweep angle, formed by the projection of the leading 
edge on an axial plane and the normal to the endwall is 
eliminated by a rotation around an axis normal to the plane 
formed by leading edge and chord. The 35 deg dihedral model 
and the sweep angle compensation are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
These rotation angles are 9.2, 14.9, and 19.8 deg for the three 
value of the dihedral. The solidity increases from 1.0 
(reference) to 1.01, 1.03, and 1.06 with an aspect variation 
from 1.0 (reference) to 1.02, 1.06, and 1.14 for the increasing 
dihedral angle. The effective blade maximum thickness 
changes from 10 to 10.3 percent, 11.0 percent, and 12.2 
percent as well as the effective camber angle. These effects are 
not corrected for in the blade construction since two-
dimensional blades are cast and the ends cut to fulfill the no 
sweep requirement with a zero clearance fit at the end walls, 
127 mm apart. 

Measurements 

The measurements are performed in planes parallel to the 
cascade leading and trailing edge plane. The inlet flow survey 
is performed at a plane 56 mm axially in front of the leading 
edges; the inlet boundary layer on both endwalls is measured 
with a boundary layer probe, which is exchanged for a NACA 
prism-type probe for the midspan traverses of the cascade and 
control of the tunnel speed. The outlet-flow field is measured 
at 21 equally spaced traversing planes 10 mm axially 
downstream of the trailing edges. This distance is kept 
constant for all span wise measurements. Two inlet boundary 
layers are used: the naturally developed one and an artifically 
thickened one using triangular vortex generators of 7 mm 
edge and fixed on the end walls, 1 m upstream of the central 
blade. The boundary layer parameters on the end wall are 
given in Table 2. These values are averages of the 
measurements on both endwalls and the boundary layer 
thickness difference between the two sides is 1 mm, with 
almost identical velocity profiles. The vortex generators have 
been interchanged in order to prove that the dihedral effects 
are not masked by an eventual disymmetry in the inlet flow 

Table 2 

Reference Artificially thickened 

5 
8* 
d 

18 mm 
2.3 mm 
1.7mm 

32 mm 
3.5 mm 
2.1m 

X(s) = 

' X{s,6)W{s,d)d8 

W{s,6)d6 

Thus, a single bar ( - ) over a flow property indicates that the 
quantity results from pitchwise averaging. The spanwise 
position at which this average was made is indicated by either 
the subscript MS if the midspan is implied or by (s) if the 
spanwise position is arbitrary. For area averaging, the 
weighting function Wis given by: W = 1, everywhere. 

For mass flow averaging in incompressible flows: W{s,d) = 
pV{s,Q)cos@{s,d), since density is constant and where Kcos/3 is 
the axial component of the velocity vector at (s,ff). This 
procedure can now be applied to the total pressure and flow 
angle by substitution of X through P0 2 and /32 • 

Total Pressure Loss Coefficients. The overall or global total 
pressure loss coefficient, cj r , is defined by 

= (PM)MS ~PQI 

(<7I)N 
where (<?I)MS is the 
dynamic head at mid 
span read on the 
upstream probe. 

A local coefficient, w(s,ff), may be defined as 

u(s,8) (PQI)MS — P<X 

(<7I)MS 

Average results for 6>(s) 

- - (^*OI)MS ~~PQI(S) 

0?I)MS 

local loss coefficient 

pitchwise integrated 
loss coefficient 

Loss in total pressure attributed to secondary flow is here 
defined as follows: cosec = uT(s) ~ coBL (s) where ciBL (s) is the 
loss measured at the same plane due to the boundary layer, 
when the blades are not installed. In the same way: wsec = uT 

Outlet Flow Angle Averaging. 
angle are encountered: 

/32: Local 

/32: Pitchwise mass 
described method. 

Two types to outlet flow 

average, obtained with the above 

Turbulence levels in the inlet plane at the midspan position of 
Tu = 0.8 percent and 1.25 percent are measured for the two 
inlet boundary layer thickness. No special effects on the 
pitchwise periodicity are observed when comparing the 
dihedral with the reference case. 

The local total pressure loss coefficient and the downstream 
flow vector are obtained through the calibration curves of the 
multiple head probe. Mass-and area-averaged quantities are 
calculated for each pitchwise survey. The following procedure 
is used in defining these values: the average value, X, of the 
parameter X(s,6) a function of two variable,- is given by 

X(s,6)W(.s,d)dsde 
Jfli J Si 

X= — 
f»2 p2 W(s,6)dsdd 

where W{s,&) is a weighting function dependent, in general, 
upon the two spatial variables. A double bar( = ) over a flow 
property indicates the results of averaging over the entire half-
plane of measurement. For 5 equal to a constant, the equation 
degenerates into the form 

Experimental Results 

All experiments are performed at an inlet Reynolds number 
Re d of 2.1 x 105, exploring the central passage, while 
allowing for a suitable overlap to provide for the physical 
separation of the different heads on the probe and for the 
dihedral angle. No suction is applied through the upstream 
slots, and the endwalls are solid. The results are presented as 
isolines for the parameter to be considered, remembering that 
the blade suction surface is facing downwards when looking 
into the exit flow field. The blade dihedral has been chosen 
such that an acute corner is formed between the endwall and 
the suction surface on the left-hand side. 

Total Pressure Losses. The total pressure loss coefficient («) 
contours for the 0, 15, 25, and 35 deg dihedral with the 
reference and artificially thickened inlet boundary layer are 
shown in Fig. 4. The aspect ratio is exagerated in the plottings 
due to the different scale factors for the span- and pitchwise 
directions. The accumulation of losses in the suction surface 
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Fig. 4 Iso-loss contours for 0 to 35 deg dihedral 
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endwall corner are shown, and slight differences are caused by 
the nonidentical inlet boundary layer on the left- and right-
hand side (0 deg dihedral). A small amount of dihedral (15 
deg) produces a sufficient spanwise pressure gradient to 
suppress almost completely the development of a large loss 
zone in the large corner. The losses along the endwall, bet
ween two successive blades, equal the inlet boundary layer 

loss on the right-hand endwall when excluding the blade 
wakes. On the opposite wall, a large secondary flow loss zone 
develops, spreading out to midspan and covering 100 percent 
of the pitch at the endwall for 35 deg dihedral case. 

The pitchwise integrared loss values are compared in Fig. 5 
on which the inlet boundary layer loss profile is also shown. 
The difference is caused by the secondary flow development 
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Fig. 5 Pitchwise integrated total pressure loss 
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Fig. 6 Spanwise integrated total pressure loss 

through the blading. The application of dihedral changes this 
spanwise distribution in an important manner. Very quickly, 
a doubling of losses occurs on the acute angle side, while one 
approaches the inlet loss distribution on the right-hand side 
for 15 to 35 deg dihedral. The losses at 25 and 35 deg dihedral 
reached a level where the inlet boundary layer effect does not 
modify the distribution, and the high loss region occupies 25 
percent of the area. 

The overall loss is compared in Fig. 6 to the 0 deg, dihedral 
configuration, using the left-and right-hand side of the blade 
span. The overall losses are rapidly reduced on the half-span 
with the obtuse corner and this at moderate diheral angles for 
both inlet boundary layer thicknesses. The blade half-span 
with the acute corner demonstrates a sharp increase in loss 
with respect to the reference case as shown and the beneficial 
effect cannot compensate the detrimental evolution on the 
opposite end wall. 

The diffusion factor, DF, is calculated at the spanwise 
minimum loss position using the expression 

DF = 1 
V, 

^ 1 - V«2 

2aV, 
where the inlet midspan 

15 20 25 30 35 
DIHEDRAL (deg.) 

ARTIFICIALLY THICKENED BOUNDARY LAYER 
>-

*-

10 15 

velocity and the pitchwise-averaged outlet velocity com-

20 25 30 35 
DIHEDRAL (deg.) 

Fig. 7 Secondary flow loss 

ponents are used. The axial velocity ratio is calculated using 
the pitchwise-averaged velocity components Vx2. The DF 
increases from 0.29 (A = 0 deg) to 0.33 (A = 35 deg) and AVR 
from 1.15 to 1.19 for the reference inlet boundary layer case. 
A lower DF of 0.24 and higher AVR 1.21 is observed for the 
artificially thickened inlet boundary layer. 

The secondary loss is that part of the total loss which is not 
present in the inlet wall boundary layer and in the mid span 
blade wake, under the assumption that the sidewall flows have 
not merged over the blade suction surface. The inlet boundary 
layer profiles are shown in Fig. 5, together with the pitchwise 
averaged total pressure losses. The secondary loss (Fig. 7) is 
reduced already by almost 50 percent for a moderate dihedral 
of 15 deg and little or no benefit is obtained on the obtuse 
angle side of the cascade model for a further increase in 
dihedral. The large increase in secondary loss on the opposite 
side is strongly dependent on inlet boundary layer thickness 
and dihedral as shown. The evolution towards a limit loss 
level, as for the total loss, seems to occur. The severity of the 
secondary loss for A = 35 deg and reference inlet boundary 
layer is equal to the A = 25 deg and thickened inlet boundary 
layer case. The local maximum of uisec is located at 12 percent 
span of the high-loss side. 

Exit Flow Angle. The exit flow angle distributions of/32, re
sults of mass averaging in the pitchwise direction, are shown 
in Fig. 8. The two dimensional value of 21.4 deg is obtained 
over the central part of the span for the reference case. The 
secondary flow develops as the dihedral angle increases and 
the left-hand side degrades until, at A = 35 deg, such a large 
corner separation has occurred that the results in that area are 
less reliable. The overturning, limited to roughly the inlet 
boundary layer thickness for A = 0 deg, spreads towards the 
midspan and influences the total field at the highest dihedral 
A = 35 deg investigated. The reference mechanical angle |32 at 
the trailing edge is 13.9 deg for the 30 deg equivalent camber 
angle, the slope at the trailing edge as calculated from the 
coordinates provides /32 = 9.8 deg. The deviation angle 
predictions are 7.5 deg (NACA-2D method) and 8.1 deg 
(Carter's rule for circular camberline), which results into an 
exit flow direction of 21.6 to 22 deg. The compensating 
correction to the stagger angle (Table 1) decreases the outlet 
flow angle predicted to 21.5 deg (A = 15 deg); 20 deg (A = 25 
deg) and 18.9 (A = 35 deg), respectively. This trend is ex
perimentally observed at midspan. 
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Three velocity components are calculated from the 
measurements: Vx, Ve, Vs which provide the exit flow angle 
/32, the yaw angle y2, and the bank angle, 62 as defined in Fig. 
9. The bank and yaw angle are compared at the midspan 
position for the different dihedral angles. The center of the 
wake is at position 0, and a bank angle equal to the com
plement of the dihedral corresponds to an exit velocity vector 
in a plane parallel to the blade trailing edge. Large bank 
angles are observed near the suction surface and the spanwise 
motion is demonstrated in the vicinity of the suction surface. 
The skewing of the exit velocity profile, observed in the 
pitchwise direction, extends over 30 percent for the smallest 
dihedral and almost a complete pitch is required at 35 deg 
dihedral as shown. 
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Fig. 11 C-7 pitchwise integrated total pressure loss 

Comparison. The downwash perturbation is predicted in 
function of the chordwise direction for A = + 30 to - 4 0 deg. 
The cascade model of this investigation has a positive and 
negative dihedral on either endwall and different per
turbations are remarked at the 100 percent chord position. 
This effect shows up in the averaged outlet flow angle by the 
slope of the curves for A = 15 and 25 deg in Fig. 8. The large 
loss zones mask the effect near the wall. The effect is small, as 
predicted by Smith [2]. The artificially thickened inlet 
boundary layer case is on the borderline where low aspect 
ratio effects influence the secondary flow development as 
presented by Salvage [6]. This could be an indication to the 
differences observed in the results with the two inlet boundary 
layers. The observation in [6] that inlet boundary layer 
thickness does not influence the secondary flow loss under 
certain assumptions, such as no corner stall and a sufficient 
aspect ratio, is not verified for all A values investigated. 

Curved Blade. The beneficial effect of the obtuse corner, 
observed in the previously described experiments, could be 
introduced on both endwalls by using a curved stacking line. 
The C-7 blade section of [6] is chosen for constructional 
reasons and an arc of a circle forming a 20 deg dihedral angle 
with the walls is defined. The midspan, being the symmetry 
plane, corresponds to the endwall where the large loss 
development occurred. This 8-C-7 blade has a chord of 85 
mm, camber of 45 deg, stagger equals 23 deg, solidity and 
aspect ratio are respectively 1.0 and 1.53. The reference inlet 
wall boundary layer is applied. The iso-loss lines show a 
variable wake thickness in the spanwise direction, with a 
double of the wake extension at the midspan location as 
shown in Fig. 10. 

The pitchwise-averaged total pressure loss is shown in Fig. 
11 and compared with the results of the reference con
figuration as given in [6]. The losses at the endwall do not 
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demonstrate the beneficial effect of the dihedral, while the 
midspan loss is doubled. The spanwise motion enhanced the 
secondary flow development in one endwall. This is translated 
at the midspan position of this curved 8-C-7 blade by an 
increased diffusion on the highly cambered blade. The inlet 
Reynolds number of 1.40 x 105 is in the critical region and 
additional effects such as laminar separation or bubble 
bursting may be enhanced by the geometrical modifications. 

A critical Reynolds number for sudden secondary loss 
increase has been determined at 1.55 x 105 [6]. The partially 
curved blade described by Dejc did not yield better results at 
the outer radius when compared to the radial blades when the 
tests on a low aspect ratio nozzle do suggest that an obtuse 
angle between end wall and suction surface does improve the 
secondary loss situations [7]. 

Conclusions 

Dihedral influences strongly the development of the 
secondary flow in a rectilinear compressor cascade model at 
nominal incidence. 

The overall loss and loss distributions in the spanwise 
direction are modified in an important way by the dihedral 
effect and additional correction are needed in detailed flow 
prediction methods. 

Opposite effects are observed on both endwalls. The 
secondary flow in the acute angle, between suction surface 
and endwall, develops into a large corner stall. On the side of 
the obtuse angle, the secondary flow is suppressed. 

The combination of obtuse angles at both end walls did not 
yield the expected improvements. 
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Experimental Measurement of 
Alford's Force in Axial Flow 
Turbomachinery 
This paper presents the results of experimental measurements made on a small, 
high-speed, axial-flow test apparatus to verify the existence of Alford's force and to 
investigate the validity of his mathematical prediction model. The measurements 
show that the cross-coupled aerodynamic force is linearly proportional to rotor 
eccentricity, and to stage torque, as predicted by Alford's theory. However, it was 
found that the force is also speed-dependent, and that the inlet flow conditions to 
the stage have a pronounced effect. For some special combinations of rotor speed 
and stage torque, the direction of the force is reversed. 

Introduction 

In 1965, J. S. Alford published a theory and mathematical 
model [1] which predicted that rotor eccentricity in axial-flow 
turbomachinery would produce cross-coupled (normal to the 
eccentricity) aerodynamic forces on the rotor as a result of the 
circumferential variation of blade-tip clearance. Ever since 
then, the theory has been used (without experimental 
verification) by rotor dynamicists as one of the few 
mathematical models available to calculate the cross-coupled 
aerodynamic stiffness coefficients required for rotordynamic 
stability analysis of axial-flow turbomachinery. 

This paper presents the results of experimental 
measurements made on a small, high-speed, axial-flow test 
apparatus to verify the existence of Alford's force and to 
investigate the validity of his mathematical prediction model. 

There are a number of excitation mechanisms which cause 
rotordynamic instabilities in turbines and compressors [2]. An 
instability in turbomachinery is said to occur when the shaft 
precesses about the bearing centerline (whirling) with 
unacceptable amplitudes, at frequencies nonsynchronous with 
shaft speed. In many instances, the amplitude of whirl is large 
enough to damage bearings and seals. 

Rotor unbalance is not a primary source of excitation for 
rotordynamic instability, since the centrifugal force from 
unbalance rotates at shaft speed. Rather, most of the 
destabilizing excitations come from fluid forces around the 
bearings, seals, and bladed disks on the rotor. Alford's force 
is one of these. 

In mathematical terms, an instability occurs when an 
eigenvalue of the equation that describes the motion of the 
rotor has a positive real component. This implies a linearized 
stability analysis, with the unstable solution growing ex-

Contributed by the Gas Turbine Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the 29th International Gas Turbine 
Conference and Exhibit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 4-7, 1984. 
Manuscript received at ASME Headquarters January 9, 1984. Paper No. 
84-GT-140. 

Fig. 1 Unequal aerodynamic blade forces caused by rotor eccentricity 

ponentially with time. Experience has shown, however, that 
the nonsynchronous vibration observed in turbomachinery 
often has bounded amplitudes. Reference [3] shows how a 
linearized stability analysis can usually predict the onset of the 
motion, since the initial small amplitudes are compatible with 
the assumption of the analysis. 

Consequently, computer programs are now available [4] 
that can predict whirling frequencies and threshold speeds, 
provided that accurate values for the destabilizing coefficients 
are used as input. The destabilizing coefficients usually take 
the form of a linearized cross-coupled stiffness term, but 
sometimes are expressed as negative damping, depending on 
the mechanism producing the instability [2]. 

Reference [1] describes two different destabilizing 
mechanisms which can act in aircraft turbojet engines. One is 
associated with labyrinth seals, and the other with blade 
forces in axial-flow turbine or compressor wheels. It is the 
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Fig. 3 Subassemblies 01 the test apparatus, with rotor and blades at
left, support frame and drive at center, and shroud at right
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Fig. 2 Section of bladed test rotor and movable shroud

latter that is the subject of this paper, that is, the aerodynamic
excitation due to circumferential variation of blade clearance
in axial flow compressors and axial flow turbines. An ob
jective of the work reported here was to verify the theory due
to Alford that predicts the existence of an aerodynamic cross
coupled stiffness caused by variation of local efficiency
around the bladed wheel.

Rotordynamic instabilities in axial-flow steam turbines
have been described in the technical literature as "steam
whirl" [5]. It seems likely that many of these cases are ac
tually the same phenomenon as described by Alford.

Winter made experimental measurements on a laboratory
model in 1968 [6]. He used ball bearings in his test rig to
eliminate the instability caused by hydrodynamic bearings,
and applied external damping elements to the bearings since
ball bearings have little inherent damping. Winter demon
strated the presence of a load-dependent instability, but was
not able to quantify his results.

In the work reported here, a small high-speed, single-stage,
axial-flow blower was mounted on soft supports in a housing
with adjustable eccentricity. The aerodynamic force normal
to the eccentricity was measured, along with the driving
torque and rotor speed. Figure 1 illustrates how the difference
in tangential blade forces can produce a net force on the rotor
that is normal to the radial displacement (eccentricity) of the
wheel, according to [1]. The drawing is for a compressor, as
opposed to a turbine. Note that, if the local efficiency
decreases with increased tip clearance, force F 1 must be larger
than force F 2 for a compressor or blower. For a compressor,
lower efficiency is associated with larger driving torques and,
hence, larger tangential blade forces.

The induced aerodynamic force on the rotor is

F y =F,-F2 (1)

Since Fy is caused by rotor displacement in the x-direction,
cross-coupled stiffness K yx can be defined by the equation

Fy = -KyxX (2)

Fig. 4 Assembled test apparatus, shroud removed

Fig.5 Assembled test apparatus, shroud in place but no inlet duct

---- Nomenclature

c

D
F

y-intercept of force-torque
curves (g)
blade pitch diameter (in.)
measured cross-coupled
force (g)
tangential blade forces (Ib) N

cross-coupled force
predicted by Alford's
equation (lb)
blade length (in.)
cross-coupled stiffness
coefficient (lb/in.)
rotor speed (rpm)

T

v
X

/3

aerodynamic stage torque
(in.-lb)
inlet velocity (in/s)
rotor eccentricity produced
by offset housing (in.)
local aerodynamic efficiency
factor (dimensionless)
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Fig. 6 Test apparatus and instrumentation with inlet duct and
auxil iary blower installed
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the air velocity at the rotor inlet with an auxiliary blower. This
method allows the rotor speed to be changed while holding the
torque constant, or vice versa. Many combinations of speed,
torque, and shroud eccentricity can thus be obtained.

Rotor speed is measured by feeding a once-per-revolution
keypasor signal into an electronic counter.

The aerodynamic torque is measured with a strain gage
dynamometer. The driving torque of the electric motor is
entirely reacted by a steel rod in torsion, with torsional strain
gages calibrated to torque.

Experimental Procedures

For each set of the data taken, a base measurement was
made with the shroud in the center position (i.e., with the
lateral eccentricity nominally zero). With the shroud in this
position, the rotor was run up to the selected measurement
speed, and measurements were made of rotor deflection,
speed, and torque.

According to Alford's theory [1], the cross-coupled stiff
ness is a function of the stage torque, T, the blade length, H,
the pitch diameter, D, and the local efficiency, {3, as follows

{3T
Kyx = - DH (3)

The Test Apparatus

The test apparatus used in the experiments consists of a
flexibly mounted bladed rotor driven by a variable speed
electric motor and a movable shroud as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The blade o.d. is 6 in. The motor is rated 1/7 hp at 10,000
rpm.

An offset of the bladed rotor within the shroud clearance
circle is produced by translating the shroud laterally. The
shroud is mounted on slides and is translated laterally by
turning a threaded rod.

Figures 3-6 are photographs of the test apparatus hardware
in various stages of disassembly.

The lateral stiffness of the rotor bearing support is made
low enough so that very low levels of Alford's force (3-10 g)
produce a measurable rotor deflection. The rotor deflection is
measured with an eddy-current proximity probe and
calibrated to lateral force in g/mil.

The speed of the rotor can be varied independently from the
torque over a range of 0 to 7000 rpm by changing the voltage
supplied to the electric motor and simultaneously adjusting

1.8
e 19 6il (l.52 mm)
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Fig. 11 Alford force as a function of developed rotor torque (for three 
different tests) 

Immediately after completing the base measurements, an 
eccentricity was imparted to the shroud (adjusting screws 
translate the shroud laterally) and new values of rotor 
deflection and torque were measured at the same speed as for 
the base measurement. Since the direction, as well as the 
magnitude, of shroud offset was found to have an effect on 
the measurements, the procedure was repeated for an equal 
shroud eccentricity in the negative (opposite) direction. 

One of the most challenging and time-consuming aspects of 
the project was the measurement of rotor deflection (d-c 
signal) in the presence of a relative large a-c signal produced 
by rotor runout, synchronous vibration, and ball bearing 
roughness. This was finally accomplished by passing the 
probe signal through a very effective low-pass filter. 

Large quantities of data were taken and averaged, since the 
repeatability was found to be relatively poor (typically ±20 
percent for two successive measurements of the same variable 
under the same conditions). The poor repeatability was 
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7833 

(rpa) 
Fig. 13 Alford force as a function of rotor speed (for two different 
values of torque) 

partially due to apparent aerodynamic instabilities (surging) 
under some conditions of speed and torque. 

Results 
The results of the experiments are shown in Figs. 7-18. 
Since the cross-coupled force developed in the test rig was 

very small, it was measured and is presented in grams. As 
described, the test rotor force-deflection characteristic was 
measured to produce a calibration constant in grams per mil 
of rotor deflection (1 mil = .001 in. = .0254 mm). 

Denoting the measured cross-coupled force in grams by F 
and applying a unit conversion factor to equations (2) and (3) 
gives the prediction equation as 

F=453.6Fy =(453.6) 
DH 

(4) 

Figures 7 and 8 show how the measured cross-coupled force 
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Fig. 15 Alford force as a function of developed rotor speed, showing 
± 2 standard deviations (shroud offset: + X) 

varied with rotor eccentricity. The vertical line through each 
point shows the range of ±2 standard deviations of the 
measured data. The lines connecting the points were plotted 
using a least squares fit to the measured data. The only dif
ference between the two graphs (Figs. 7 and 8) is in the 
direction that the eccentricity was imparted. 

Figures 9 and 10 show the magnitude of the efficiency 
factor /3 and how it varies with rotor eccentricity. The dif
ference between the two figures is the direction that the ec
centricity was imparted. The efficiency factor was calculated 
from equation (4). 
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Fig. 16 Alford force as a function of developed rotor torque and rotor 
speed, showing ± 2 standard deviations (shroud offset: - X ) 

Equation (4) implies that /3 remains constant for varying 
eccentricity. Figure 7 confirms this. Therefore, it was felt that 
the point on Fig. 9 corresponding to 20 mils eccentricity was 
not representative and should not be included in the least 
squares fit. 

Figures 11 and 12 show how Alford's force and (3 vary with 
torque. Again /? was calculated using equation (4). Figure 13 
shows how the measured Alford force varied with speed 
holding the rotor torque constant. Figure 14 was derived from 
Figs. 11 and 13. The curve corresponding to 5000 rpm was 
derived using a least-squares fit to the data from all 3 tests in 
Fig. 11. The four remaining curves on Fig. 14 were derived 
from this one curve and Fig. 13, using extrapolation 
techniques. Figures 15, 16, 17, and 18 show how the measured 
Alford force and efficiency factor varied with rotor speed and 
torque. 

Discussion 

One of the remarkable features of Alford's theory is its 
simplicity. Figures 7, 11, and 14 verify the predicted linearity 
of Alford's force with rotor eccentricity and stage torque. 
However, Fig. 11 shows that Alford's force does not appear 
at all until a certain level of stage torque is reached: then it 
suddenly appears and increases steeply with torque. Alford 
mentions, in [1], that "large power inputs to the compressor 
rotor appear to increase the hazard of whirl. The vibration 
problem was encountered only at the full 100 percent power 
rating of the engine." Figure 11 is compatible with this ob
servation, since extrapolation shows that the ^-intercept is not 
zero. 

Figures 12 and 13 also reveal other limitations of equation 
(4), principally that the efficiency factor j8 actually varies with 
the aerodynamic load torque and that the developed Alford's 
force is speed-dependent as well as torque-dependent. 

To obtain an improved prediction model, the speed must be 
included as a pertinent variable. Dimensional analysis shows 
that if the speed is pertinent, then the inlet velocity is also 
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pertinent. In dimensionless groups, the prediction equation 
takes the form 

FyD 
T 

= f f * ° r \ J\H'H' NDJ 
(5) 

where N= speed, rpm; V= inlet velocity, in/s; and the other 
variables are as previously defined. 

In the experiments reported here, measurements of the inlet 
velocity, V, were not made, therefore the functional form of 
equation (5) cannot be determined. Until the functional form 
of a dimensionally homogeneous prediction equation has 
been determined, any improved prediction model must be 
purely empirical, to fit available test data for a particular 
machine. 

Equation (4) can be modified to include a ̂ -intercept, which 
gives 

Fv= — +C y DH (6) 

For the small test apparatus used in the experiments reported 
her, the constant, C, is evaluated as C= -17.37 grams, by 
taking the averages-intercept of the five curves from Fig. 14. 
In addition, Fig. 13 shows that the slope of the curve is af
fected by the rotor speed, which supports the form of 
equation (5). 

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research 

Due to the small size of the test rig and the lack of 
measurement capability for aerodynamic velocities and 
pressures, the conclusions which can be made from this 
research are mainly qualitative. They are as follows: 

1 The aerodynamic force postulated by Alford for axial 
flow turbomachinery does exist and can be measured ex
perimentally. 

2 Alford's force is speed-dependent as well as torque-
dependent and is probably also a function of the gas velocity 
entering the stage. 

3 Although the relationship of Alford's force to the stage 
torque is fairly linear at a given speed, the /-intercept is not 
zero. That is, no aerodynamic force is generated until a 
certain level of stage torque is reached. 

The authors believe that these conclusions are significant, 
since rotordynamics engineers have used Alford's theory for a 
number of years with little or no experimental verification. 

However, it is easy to see why rotor dynamic stability 
thresholds cannot be accurately predicted at present by 
computer analyses that use Alford's unmodified equation as a 
model for the destabilizing coefficients. Improved prediction 
models for the aerodynamic force will either require ex
perimental meausurements on full-scale turbomachinery 
components, such as an axial-flow stage from the compressor 
in a turbojet aircraft engine, or measurement of a complete 
set of variables in a small-scale test apparatus so that the 
functional form of equation (5) can be determined and ex
trapolated to the machine of interest. 
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A Study of Axial Turbine Loss 
Models in a Streamline Curvature 
Computing Scheme 
This paper describes a study of the suitability of various loss models for axial 
turbines as assessed with a streamline curvature computing scheme for the 
meridional flow involved. The important loss models in this study include the 
Balje/Binsley loss correlation and its modification, and a recently modified form of 
the Ainley/Mathieson/Dunham/Came loss correlation. Test cases for the ap
plication of the computing scheme include single-, three-, and four-stage turbines 
for which extensive design and measured data are available. The computed results 
have been compared with test results for design and off-design mass flow rates and 
design pressure ratio. The results indicate that the Balje/Binsley profile loss 
correlation with the modified Dunham / Came secondary loss correlation give results 
that compare best with measured data. A modified form of the 
Ainley /Mathieson /Dunham I Came loss model is nearly as accurate. 

Introduction 

For the calculation of meridional flows in axial com
pressors and turbines, two commonly used methods are the 
streamline curvature and the matrix throughflow methods. 
The streamline curvature method can handle mixed (sub- and 
supersonic) flows and has modest computer memory 
requirements. A formulation for streamline curvature method 
was proposed by Novak [1]. Subsequently, the method has 
been used by Davis and Miller [2] and Denton [3], among 
others. Even though the preparation of numerical procedures 
for the streamline curvature method is of importance in itself, 
the accuracy of flow prediction depends considerably on the 
correlations used to evaluate the losses in the elements of 
blading [3]. 

Majumdar [4] has reviewed the various loss correlations for 
axial compressors suitable for streamline curvature or other 
throughflow prediction methods. A systematic presentation 
of information on blade element losses for axial compressors 
is available in [5]. However, for the case of axial turbines, it 
appears that the commonly used loss correlations have been 
the Ainley and Mathieson one [6] for profile losses and the 
Dunham and Came method [7] for secondary losses. An 
analysis for some axial turbine test cases was carried out by 
Sullerey and Govindan [8] using these correlations. It was 
observed that the efficiencies predicted using these 
correlations were lower than the measured values. 

Kacker and Okapuu [9] have recently modified the 
Ainley/Mathieson/Dunham/Came (AMDC) loss corre
lations. Denton [10], in a review of various correlation and 
prediction methods for profile losses, has also pointed out 
that Ainley/Mathieson method overpredicts the losses. 
According to his study, and Balje and Binsley [11] loss 
correlation is the best as far as profile losses are concerned. 
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In the present work, a comparative study of axial turbine 
loss models for a streamline curvature computing scheme has 
been carried out. The formulation of equations presented by 
Novak [1] has been used, although the computing procedure is 
similar to Carter et al. [12]. The blade element losses are 
calculated using one of the loss correlations as part of the 
computing scheme. Secondary losses are distributed in a 
parabolic fashion from hub to tip on a mass-averaged basis. 
The loss models considered in the present study are (a) the 
modified AMDC loss correlation of Kacker and Okapuu [9], 
(b) the Balje and Binsley loss model [11], (c) the Balje and 
Binsley profile loss model with the modified Dunham and 
Came correlation of Kacker and Okapuu [9], and (d) Carter's 
loss model [12]. The test cases [13-15] for the analysis have 
been so chosen that a large amount of design and measured 
data are available for comparisons. The results obtained using 
various loss models have been compared with each other and 
with the measured results. Some comparisons are also made 
with previous predictions of Sullerey and Govindan [8] using 
the AMDC loss model. 

Theoretical Formulation 

The basic model in the streamline curvature method of 
analysis consists of a series of streamlines which trace the path 
of the flow from the known conditions of the inlet flow to the 
first stage of the turbine to the final design station at the exit 
of the last blade row. A small portion of a streamline is shown 
in Fig. 1, together with the various components of flow 
velocity. 

The flow pattern for an irreversible adiabatic flow on a 
prescribed stream surface can be determined by the following 
set of equations: 

1 Continuity—conservation of mass 
2 (a) Motion (/--direction)—conservation of momentum 
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Fig. 1 Nomenclature for the How 

(b) Entropy (loss model)—second law of ther
modynamics 
(c) Geometrical condition—velocity triangle angle 
distribution scheduling 

3 Energy—First law of thermodynamics 
4 State 

The Radial Equilibrium Equation. The equation of 
motion in the /--direction is the well-known radial equilibrium 
equation describing the equilibrium of flow along the radius. 
It can be expressed in terms of components of absolute 
velocity in the following way 

n + cos 4>-
V2 

F„,sin </> 
DVm 

D„ 
(1) 

1 dp 

P dr r r„, 

where m is the meridional direction. 
The foregoing equation can also be expressed in terms of 

stagnation pressure and temperature as follows: 

n + n, 1 dT0 dVu dV2,, 

T0 dr " dr 2 dr 

r 1/2 + V2 -i 

V2 V2 

p0 dr 

in <t> —— 
D„ 

(2) 

The term DV„,/Dm can be expressed in terms of meridional 
path line slope and curvature by making use of the laws of 
thermodynamics, equation of state, and continuity equation. 
Thus 

Sin 4>' 
DV,„ • [ ( Vjil+M2,-

r \ sm24> dd> 
- + t a n 4>~ 

r„,cos < / > / / • or . 

D„ 1-M?„ 

The continuity equation for an axisymmetric flow passing 
through an axial section of arbitrary annulus can also be 
expressed in terms of stagnation pressure and temperature as 
follows 

V2 + V2 
2TT ("•/ 

!= 1 
R Lh To 

1 
2 CnTn 

K,„cos 4> rdv (4) 

The Loss Equation. The irreversibility of flow is more 
conveniently expressed in terms of the stagnation presure loss, 
since the principal variables chosen for the analysis are total 
pressure and the meridional velocity. The total pressure loss 
coefficient for the stator blade row is defined as 

Y„ = 

Po\ 

Poo ~Po\ 

Poi -Pi 

Poo 

l + Y, 0--) 
v Pot/ 

(5) 

For the rotor 

Y„ = 
P02s ~P02 

P02 -Pi 

P02 = 
Pols 

— (6) 
\ + YR(\-p2/poi) 

Where Pojs is upstream relative stagnation pressure corrected 
for change in blade speed due to the change in the streamline 
radius between inlet and outlet of the blade row. 

The values of loss coefficients YN and YR are obtained 
from internal loss correlation used. From known values of 
these coefficients, the foregoing equations, (5) and (6), can be 
used to obtain downstream stagnation pressure. 

The Geometrical Condition. At the stator exit, the 
tangential velocity is related to the meridional velocity from a 
specification of the exit flow angle. 

V„ = K,„cos 4> tan /3 (7) 

In like manner, the tangential velocity at rotor exit can also 
be related to the meridional velocity in terms of specified 
rotor exit angle. The Euler work equation can then be used to 
evaluate the total temperature drop through a stage and hence 
stage exit total temperature 

CpkTo = VuXu,-Viau2 (8) 

The stator and rotor exit angles are input to the program. 
Their values are taken from appropriate references giving the 
design details of the turbines. 

The Method of Solution 

The essential part of the solution of the flow field consists 
of obtaining the values of total pressure, total temperature, 
and the two components of the absolute velocity at each 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A,B,C = constants 
Cp = specific heat at constant 

pressure 
M = Mach number 
p = static pressure 

p0 = stagnation pressure 
R = gas constant 
r = radius 

r,„ = streamline radius of cur
vature 

T0 = total temperature 

u 
V 

m 
Y 
P 
4> 

V 

blade speed 
velocity 
mass flow rate 
pressure loss coefficient 
density 
streamline slope 
flow angle 
ratio of specific heats 

Subscript 

m = meridional component 
N = stator 
R = rotor 
s = secondary 
w = tangential component 
0 = stage inlet 
1 = stator exit/rotor inlet 
2 = stage exit 

Superscript 
h = hub relative to the rotor 
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selected design station. Other parameters such as static 
pressure, Mach numbers, efficiencies, etc., can then be 
calculated from these principal variables. 

For the purpose of solution, the radial equilibrium equation 
is written in the form 

C l | ? + C | 1 i ^ + C n ^ = c l 4 (9) 
dr •p0 dr dr 

C12, etc., are certain coefficients. The dif-
of the appropriate stagnation pressure loss 

equation (equations (5) or (6)) also leads to a differential 
equation of the form 

dV\, _ 1 dpo _ dV„ 

dr 

where C u , 
ferentiation 

C, + Cr + c2 =c,, (10) 
dr p0 dr dr 

The third equation of the set is obtained by differentiating 
equation (7) (the geometrical condition). 

dVl, „ 1 dp0 dVu 

~ »~dr~ 
C3, dr 

CV 
' p0 dr 

= C,. (11) 

The coefficients C H , C12, etc., in the foregoing three 
equations can be expressed in terms of appropriate 
parameters for the first stator inlet, stator exit, and the rotor 
exit. They can be calculated once a value of meridional 
velocity is selected. 

The slope of a streamline is initially obtained by in
terpolation from its values at the hub and tip. Subsequently, it 
is checked by a quadratic fit of values at different stations. 

The Loss Distribution. The stagnation pressure loss 
coefficient Y is composed of the profile loss coefficient Yp 

and the secondary loss coefficient Ys. The profile losses are 
calculated at a given radius according to the profile loss 
correlation used. For secondary losses qualitative ex
planations and measurements (Hanley [16], Tabakoff and 
Hosney [17]) suggest that these losses are largest in the hub 
and tip regions and negligible near the midradius. Therefore, 
the secondary losses were distributed across the annulus in a 
parabolic manner. Thus the secondary loss coefficient Ys(r) 
at any radius r is given by 

Ys(r)=Ar2+Br+C (12) 

The constants A, B, and C in the foregoing equation are 
evaluated by imposing the following conditions: 

1 The mass-averaged secondary loss coefficient obtained 
using equation (12) has the same value as obtained from the 
secondary loss correlation used. 

2 The secondary loss coefficient is zero at the mean 
streamline. 

3 The slope of the Ys (r) distribution curve is also zero at 
the mean streamline. 

For want of a better method of distributing tip clearance 
losses, the loss coefficient calculated for these losses was 
added to the secondary loss coefficient. 

The specific heat and the ratio of specific heat values are 
corrected for the effect of temperature variation in turbine. 

The problem of solution consists of obtaining a meridional 
velocity distribution which simultaneously satisfies the radial 
equilibrium equation and the continuity equation. A process 
of iteration is used to achieve this objective beginning with an 
initial estimate of meridional velocity at the mean streamline 
position. A total of 13 streamlines are used from hub to tip, 
although this number can be varied. The standard Runge-
Kutta-Gill method is used for solving the ordinary differential 
equations to obtain the meridional velocity at an adjacent 
streamline. 

Loss Models. The equations of flow used in the 
streamline curvature method are for an inviscid flow. The 
basic purpose of the loss model is to take into account the 

change in entropy due to viscosity. Hence for realistic flow 
predictions, incorporation of an accurate and simple loss 
correlation is an essential part of the computing scheme. The 
important role of the loss model has been emphasized by 
several investigators [2-4]. In the present investigations, 
losses are calculated using the following different loss 
correlations. 

(/) Modified Ainley/Mathieson and Dunham and Came 
Correlations. Kacker and Okapuu [9] have critically 
reviewed and modified the Ainley/Mathieson/ 
Dunham/Came profile and secondary loss correlations. 
Correction factors have been introduced in the original 
formulation of the Ainley/Mathieson profile loss correlation. 
The first and major correction is to reduce the profile loss 
coefficient by a factor of 2/3 to account for the improvement 
in blade design over the years since the original formulation in 
the fifties. This factor is consistent with the analysis of 
Denton [10], who observed that the profile losses using the 
Ainley and Mathieson correlation are overpredicted by a 
factor of 1.308 compared to test data. Additional correction 
factors have been introduced for exit Mach number, channel 
flow acceleration, and Reynolds number effects. 

The correction factors for the Dunham and Came [7] 
secondary loss correlation correct for Mach number effects 
and low aspect ratio effects. 

(ii) Balje and Binsley Loss Model. Denton [10] has 
observed that the Balje and Binsley profile loss correlation 
with a standard deviation of 0.36 (difference between 
predicted and experimental loss coefficients) is the best among 
the various correlations. Balje and Binsley [11] calculate the 
loss coefficient from an expression for momentum thickness. 
This expression is obtained on the basis of an assumed 
trapezoidal surface velocity distribution. Their secondary loss 
correlation, however, basically provides the value of 
minimum secondary loss coefficient obtainable for given 
geometrical conditions. 

In view of the fact that the Balje and Binsley [11] secondary 
loss correlation underpredicts these losses, a modified total 
loss correlation was also used in the present analysis. This 
consisted of the Balje Binsley profile loss correlation and the 
modified Dunham/Came secondary loss correlation (BBDC). 

(//;) Loss Correlation of Carter et al. [12]. This is a loss 
correlation in which the losses are considered principally a 
function of deflection. The loss coefficients here are expressed 
as a function of tangents of inlet and exit angles and of the 
ratio of inlet to outlet velocities. The constants in this ex
pression are obtained by correlating with Smith's data [18] on 
attainable turbine efficiencies. 

Application of Loss Correlation In Computing 
Schemes. Each of the loss correlations used forms a separate 
subroutine in the computer program. The subroutines are 
called in the program according to the loss option used. The 
profile and secondary loss coefficients are separately 
calculated and added to obtain the total loss coefficient for 
the blade row. The loss coefficient is used to evaluate the 
stagnation pressure at the row exit and the coefficients C21, 
C22, and C23 in equation (10). The derivative of the loss 
coefficient is calculated from its values at different radial 
stations by a SLOPE subroutine. The input to the subroutine 
includes the blade row exit angles and the meridional velocity 
in the current iteration. The aspect ratio, pitch/chord ratio 
and the clearance/height ratio, etc., are also specified. For the 
Ainley/Mathieson method, the data points of the original 
Ainley/Mathieson correlation curves are stored in the 
program and loss coefficients for intermediate angles and 
pitch/chord ratio are obtained by interpolation. 
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1 Spool work (K J /Kg) 
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total efficiency 

Experi
mental 

44.67 
0.92 

Table 1 

Carter's 
model 

45.08 
0.922 

Balje/ 
Binsley 
loss 
model 
48.68 
0.958 

Kacker/ 
Okapuu 
loss 
model 
46.29 
0.95 
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loss 
model 
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0.934 
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Fig. 2 Stage exit total pressure distribution for the test case 1 
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Fig. 3 Radial distribution of total to total efficiency for test case 1 

Results and Discussion 

The results obtained from the computer program have been 
plotted using a graphic terminal along with the experimental 
data points for test turbines. 

Test Case 1. The first test case is a single-stage turbine for 
which the design details are given in [13]. At the equivalent 
design speed and pressure ratio, the measured value of total 
efficiency was 0.92. Under these conditions, mass flow was 
1.6 percent higher than the design value. The radial variation 
of measured total pressure ratio is given in [13]; however, the 
radial distribution of efficiency was not available. 
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Fig. 4 Hub and tip static pressure distribution for test case 2 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the stage exit total 
pressure ratio with the radius ratio. The Balje-Binsley profile 
loss correlation with Dunham and Came secondary loss 
correlation is closest to the experimental results. Figure 3 
presents the radial distribution of the total-to-total efficiency. 
The resulting distribution using loss models in which the 
secondary losses are parabolically distributed is more con
sistent compared to Carter's loss model where secondary 
losses are not parabolically distributed. The Balje/Binsley 
correlation underpredicts the losses (Table 1) and hence points 
out the need to combine the Balje-Binsley profile loss 
correlation with the Dunham/Came secondary loss model 
(BBDC). The data presented in Table 1 is for equivalent 
design speed and pressure ratio. 

From Table 1, it appears that the best results are obtained 
with the BBDC loss model. To obtain results with design 
pressure ratio, the mass flow rate was adjusted till the output 
had the same pressure for which the turbine is designed and 
tested. The maximum change in mass flow rate was ±3 
percent of the design mass flow rate for all the loss models. 
The comparison of results with same pressure ratio is more 
appropriate than with same mass flow rate, according to [3]. 

Test Case 2. In the second test case, data for a three-stage 
turbine [14] were used. This turbine has been designed for 
high-stage-loading and high-blade-loading for application in 
high bypass ratio turbofan engines. The design details for the 
turbine are presented in [14] and detailed experimental results 
are reported in [19]. The flow path and the measurement 
stations are shown in Fig. 4. The experimental data available 
in [19] include the stage performance, radial efficiency 
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Fig. 5 Hub and tip static pressure distribution for test case 2 
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profiles, and exit swirl angle distributions for a wide range of 
pressure ratios. The experimental results taken for com
parison are for a plain blade configuration. 

Figures 4 and 5 present the static pressure distribution at the 
hub and tip obtained using Kacker/Okapuu and BBDC loss 
models. In both these cases, the results are in very good 
agreement with measured results [19]. For Carter's loss 
model, the agreement is less satisfactory and results are not 
presented here. 

Figure 6 compares the total-to-total efficiency distribution 
with percentage blade height. The results indicate that while 
the AMDC loss model used in [8] underpredicts the efficiency, 
the modified AMDC loss model of Kacker and Okapuu [9] 
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predicts slightly higher efficiency values. The results with the 
BBDC loss model are closest to experimental data in the 
midradius region. The secondary losses in a turbine are 
concentrated closer to the endwalls and are negligible in the 
midradius region. The parabolic distribution is an attempt to 
approximate this secondary loss distribution. However, it is 
likely that the parabolic distribution may result in higher than 
actual losses at 1/4- and 3/4-span regions of high-aspect-ratio 
blades. The discrepancy between calculated and experimental 
efficiency profiles in Fig. 6 may be partly due to this reason. 

Figures 7 and 8 present the distribution of equivalent 
specific work and equivalent weight flow as a function of 
total to total pressure ratio. No additional correlation was 
introduced for incidence angle losses. However, results for the 
Kacker/Okapuu and BBDC loss models are in fair agreement 
with measured results. 

Table 2 presents the predictions of the overall parameters. 
The results with the Kacker and Okapuu loss model [9] are 
close to measured results [19], although overall efficiency is 
predicted 2 percent higher. For the BBDC loss model, the 
design mass flow rate was reduced by 0.7 percent to obtain the 
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Table 2 

1 Spool work (KJ/kg) 
(a)With design 
pressure ratio 
(6)With design 
mass flow rate 
2 Turbine total-
to-total efficiency 
(a) With design 
pressure ratio 
(A)With design 
flow rate 
mass flow rate 
3 Total to total 
pressure ratio 
Design mass 
flow rate 

.1 Spool work(KJ/Kg) 
2 Turbine total-

to-total effi
ciency 

Experi
mental 

103.589 

103.589 

0.886 

O.J 

3.48 

Carter's 
loss 
model 

AMDC 
loss 
model 

94.239 101.32 

0.882 

0.867 

Experimental 

83.63 
0.858 

3.42 

Table 3 
Carter's 
loss 
model (12) 

73.64 
0.745 

Balje/ 
Binsley 
loss 
model 

108.34 

86.90 

0.921 

0.943 

2.56 

Balje/ 
Binsley 
loss 
model 
87.35 
0.917 

Kacker/ 
Okapuu 
loss 
model 

104.35 

104.35 

0.91 

0.91 

3.368 

Kacker/ 
Okapuu 
loss 
model (9) 
84.47 
0.867 

BBDC 
loss 
model 

103.83 

112.67 

0.90 

0.905 

3.83 

BBDC 
loss 
model 

83.11 
0.853 
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Fig. 9 Equivalent specific work versus total-to-total pressure ratio for 
test case 3 

design pressure ratio. For this case, the results with this loss 
model compare best with experimental results. A 6 percent 
reduction in mass flow rate was required with Carter's loss 
model to obtain the design pressure ratio. 

Test Case 3. This consists of a four-stage turbine for 
which design details have been taken from [15]. This turbine is 
also a part of an investigation program for fan drive turbines 
utilizing very high stage loading. However, the design 
equivalent specific work for this turbine is lower than in test 
case 2, and therefore its stage loading is lower than that of 
three-stage turbine. Comprehensive details of measured 
turbine performance over a wide range of pressure ratios is 
given in [20]. 

Figure 9 presents the equivalent specific work as a function 

1.0 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

Axial stations 

Fig. 10 Hub and tip static pressure distribution for test case 3 

of total-to-total pressure ratio. The results of the BBDC and 
Kacker-Okapuu loss models agree well with the measurements 
[20]. A comparison of measured hub and tip static pressure 
distributions with the predictions using BBDC loss model is 
shown in Fig. 10. A sketch of turbine flow path and the 
measuring stations (from [20]) is also given in Fig. 10. There is 
a fair agreement between the two. The radial variation of 
outlet flow angles at the turbine exit is compared in Fig. 11. 
The results of Kacker-Okapuu loss correlation are closest to 
the measured values. It was also observed that Mach number 
values at intermediate stations were in good agreement with 
design Mach numbers for both BBDC and Kacker and 
Okapuu loss models [9]. 

The overall results for this test case are summarized in 
Table 3 for the pressure ratio corresponding to design 
equivalent work [20]. 
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If the results are compared for the same pressure ratio, the 
BBDC loss model has slightly better predictions than the 
modified Ainley/Mathieson/Dunham/Came loss model of 
Kacker and Okapuu [9]. 

Conclusions 

Four different loss models have been used in a streamline 
curvature computing scheme to study their suitability in 
predicting the performance of axial turbines. The analytical 
results have been compared with experimental results for 
three test cases that include three- and four-stage turbines. 
The modified AMDC loss model proposed by Kacker and 
Okapuu [9] has been found to give results in good agreement 
with measured results. The BBDC loss model, which com
bines the Balje/Binsley profile loss correlation with modified 
Dunham/Came secondary loss correlation is equally 
satisfactory and in certain cases better than Kacker-Okapuu 
loss model. Both these loss models can be used in throughflow 
analysis programs for satisfactory results. However, the 
BBDC loss model does not require use of figures in 
calculating profile loss coefficient. For very highly loaded 
turbines such as in test case 2, a slight adjustment in the factor 
of 2/3 used in profile loss correlation in Kacker-Okapuu loss 
model may further improve the predictions. The original 

AMDC loss model underpredicts the efficiency values. 
Carter's loss formulation [12] is basically suited for analysis 
of single-stage turbines having high hub-to-tip radius ratio. 
Thus these two loss models and the Balje/Binsley loss 
correlations (without Dunham/Came secondary loss 
correlation) should be considered less satisfactory. 
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A Systematic Computational 
Design System for Turbine 
Cascades, Airfoil Geometry, and 
Blade-to-Blade Analysis 
This paper describes a systematic computational design system for two-dimensional 
turbine cascades. The system includes a sequence of calculations in which airfoil 
profiles are designed from velocity diagram requirements and specified geometric 
parameters, followed by an inviscid global streamline curvature analysis, a 
magnified reanalysis around the leading edge, and a transitional profile boundary 
layer and wake mixing analysis. A finite area technique and a body-fitted mesh are 
used for the reanalysis. The boundary layer analysis is performed using the 
dissipation-integral method of Walz which has been modified in the present ap
plication. Several turbine airfoil profile geometry designs are presented. Also two 
sample cascade design cases and their calculated performance for a range of Mach 
numbers and incidence angles are given and discussed. 

Introduction 
A successful design system for turbomachinery cascades 

would provide a calculational tool by which cascade geometry 
could be computed from certain design input and provide a 
subsequent procedure by which optimum geometries may be 
determined and chosen. The design procedure usually starts 
from known flow conditions ahead of and behind the cascade, 
the thermodynamic states and flow velocities at the inlet and 
the outlet of a cascade having been calculated in advance. The 
quite successful simplification of an axisymmetric flow field 
and the separation of hub-to-tip and blade-to-blade flows is 
still widely used, although three-dimensional throughflow 
methods are already available. The design of a cascade is, 
therefore, to find airfoil profiles that lie on a surface of 
revolution and that satisfy imposed design requirements. 

There appears to be a consensus among turbomachinery 
designers to classify two-dimensional cascade design methods 
as either "indirect" or "direct." The "indirect" design 
approach is an inverse calculation design, and extensive work 
on this approach has been carried out by LeFoll [1], Huo [2], 
Papailiou [3], Henderson [4], Boiko and Kozhevnikov [5], 
Schmidt [6], and Thompkins and Tong [7]. The "direct" 
design approach, on the other hand, involves a sequence of 
calculations in which the airfoil profile in cascade is designed 
from velocity diagram and structural constraint requirements, 
followed by analysis of the aerodynamic and profile boundary 
layer performance. The "direct" method is gaining in 
popularity with the appearance of fast computer codes to 
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perform the different calculations requried. Examples of 
"direct" design systems have been reported by Thomas and 
Piendel [8], Monello et al. [9], and Hobbs and Weingold [10]. 

It is the purpose of this paper to report on a rapid 
numerical procedure that is useful in the context of a "direct" 
design system for axial flow turbine cascades. In this 
procedure, the design system enables the user to design tur
bine cascades satisfying design specifications of velocity 
triangle and loading requirements while incorporating 
analysis of the aerodynamic and profile boundary layer 
performance. The design system as developed is an automated 
and interactive computational one by which cascades ap
proaching optimum performance under high subsonic to 
transonic flow conditions and transitional boundary layer 
behavior can be designed. 

Sample cascade design cases are computed, and the design 
results are discussed in the paper. 

Outline of the Design Analysis Procedure 
A general flow diagram of the design procedure is shown in 

Fig. 1 in which the sequence of the main calculations and the 
techniques employed are pointed out. The interaction stations 
are noted where the user can branch back to the beginning of 
the procedure if the design is found to be unsatisfactory. 

Airfoil Geometry. In the design of turbomachinery 
cascades, it is highly desirable that the curvature of the profile 
contour be continuous in order to avoid severe velocity 
changes [11, 12]. The analytical description of the profile 
must not restrict the freedom of the designer in choosing 
appropriate profile shapes, and it should be possible to in
troduce local changes without substantially affecting the 
remaining part of the profile. The power-law polynomials 
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Fig. 1 Turbine cascade design system flow diagram 

adequately meet these requirements. The airfoil profile is 
fitted by segments of nth degree polynomials while main
taining continuous curvature variation. 

The basic profile data for the design problem as shown in 
Fig. 2 are: i?! and R2 are the leading and trailing edge radii; H 
is a camber distance; f3* and /32* are the metal angles at leading 
and trailing edge; A/3* and A/32* are the leading and leaving 
edge wedge angles; r is the pitch; /3X is the gaging angle (/3X = 
sin_1(X/T)); r is the uncovered turning; S2, S4, P2, P 3 are 
suction and pressure surface defining points. A Cartesian 
coordinate system is used with the .y-axis passing through the 
cascade leading edge and the x-axis through the center of the 
trailing edge circle. All input lengths are normalized on axial 
chord. 

The governing equations for determining the polynomials 
are: 

Fig. 2 Coordinate system and cascade geometric parameters 

YSi =H+Rl s i n ( f r * - ^ ) 

rii=tan(T-A- + -£-) 

YS3 = T- (rein /8X +R2) sin(r + /32*) 

XS3=Bx-(TsmPx+R2)cos(,T + (32*)-R2 [ (1) 

y & = t a n ( r + |82*- y ) 

y S 5 = J R 2 s i n ( / 3 2 * - - ^ ) 

XS5 =BX-R2 [l -cos(/32* - ^ - ) ] 

/ A/32* 7T \ 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A,B = 
Bx = 

C = 

Cpi = 

H = 

k = 
M = 

ML = 

MT = 

column vector 
airfoil axial chord 
coefficient matrix 
pressure coefficient, 2(P— 
P,)/Pxv\ 
camber distance pa
rameter 
number of polynomials 
Mach number, or number 
of q-os 
number of q-o just in 
front of leading edge 
number of q-o through 
trailing edge 

m = number of given points on 
suction or pressure surface 

N = number of streamlines 
n — degree of polynomial 
P = pressure 

Ri,R2 = radii of leading and 
trailing edge circles 

x,y = Cartesian coordinates 
Y(x) = polynomial 

|8X = gaging angle 
/8*,/3* = metal angles at leading 

and trailing edges 
A]3*,A/3| = wedge angles at leading 

and trailing edges 

r 
x 

T 

U>2 

uncovered turning 
throat length 
cascade pitch 
stream function 
loading coefficient 
pressure loss coefficient 
(Pn-PnViPn-Pi) 

Subscripts 

1 = 

T = 

upstream station, or 
leading edge 
downstream station, or 
trailing edge 
total 
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YPl=H-RlSm(pf + ^ - ) 

4sr 
XP< — R, 1 +COS (w+^f) 2 

«—.(f-w-^) 
in(j£ -/?,sin fl,* + 

A& 

* P 4 = ^ - ^ [ 1 + cos(/32* + - A ) 

The polynomial Y(x) of degree n is of the form: 

Y(x) = a0x
n+alx"'1 + . . . +a„_lx + a„ 

(2) 

= 5>*"- (3) 

with first and second derivatives: 

n - l 

1" (*) = ZJ (n-Ofl/X"-'-1 

n-2 

F"(x)= J ] (n-i)(n-i-\)aiXn-
;=o 

^ (4) 

In the design, polynomials of degrees three and four are 
used to fit segments of the profile to the set of geometry 
conditions describing the cascade. 

For the suction or pressure surface, the total number k of 
the polynomials that describe the profile depends on the 
number m of given points (including defining points k = m — 
1). In order to have a continuous curvature, the function 
should be twice continuously differentiable at interior match 
points (k = 2 . . . m - 1), i.e., 

Yk-\ (xk) = Y/c (*k) 

Y'k-l (xk) — Y'k (Xk) 

Y'k-\ (*k) = Y'k(xk) 

(5) 

We apply the design and matching conditions to defining 
polynomials for the profile segments. A system of equations 
for the suction or pressure side in unknown coefficients of 
polynomials is obtained in matrix form as 

CA = B (6) 
Here the unknown vector A is composed of the coefficients of 
the polynomials used and the right-hand vector B is made up 
of the design and match point conditions. 

Gaussian elimination is used to solve an 18 X 18 linear 
system of equations for the suction surface and a,12 x 12 
linear system for the pressure surface of the profile. The 
degree of the polynomials used between indicated profile 
points are: 

Suction surface: 5! to S2, 4th degree; S2 to S3, 4th degree; 
S3 to S4, 3rd degree, S4 to S5, 3rd degree. 

Pressure surface: Px to P2, 3rd degree; P2 to P3, 3rd 
degree; P3 to PA, 3rd degree. 

If the auxiliary points S2, S4 and P2, P3 are not used 
(entered in the input as zero), reduced systems of equations 
for suction and pressure surface and correspondingly altered 

INITIAL LEADI 
EDGE WEDGE 

INITIAL TRAILING EDGE 
WEDGE 

q-o MT 

MID-STREAMLINE 

Fig. 3 Cascade flow field for streamline curvature calculation 

polynomial fits are employed. Refer to Ye and Kavanagh [13] 
for details. 

Global Inviscid Analysis. The present streamline curvature 
analysis (SCA) method for two-dimensional cascade adiabatic 
flow solution is an implementation of techniques using 
"quasi-orthogonals" (q-os) recommended by Wilkinson [14, 
15], The objective of the SCA is to provide a global inviscid 
analysis of blade-to-blade flows used in conjunction with 
cascade geometry design procedures. The governing equations 
to be solved are a velocity gradient equation and the con
tinuity equation. The velocity gradient relationship along a q-
o, which for this application coincides with the^-axis (see Fig. 
3), is obtained by combining the equations of momentum, 
energy, and entropy. 

The computational flow field for the global streamline 
curvature calculation is shown in Fig. 3. The total number of 
q-os (M) is divided evenly among the upstream, cascade 
passage, and downstream regions. The q-o just ahead of the 
leading edge is q-o number ML; the q-o passing through the 
trailing edge is q-o number MT. The spacing is arranged so 
that the leading edge lies midway between q-o ML and q-o 
ML + 1. The total number of streamlines (N) must be odd, 
and the midstreamline is number NM. 

In the analysis, up to 39 q-os and 9 streamlines are used for 
the solution. A quartic is fitted through a point on q-o and its 
four neighbor points on either side for the same streamline 
and is subsequently differentiated at the point to calculate 
slopes and second derivatives needed in the analysis. As is 
generally true in streamline curvature analysis methods, 
damping of the calculations is required for convergence in 
high subsonic or transonic flow cases and in cases of high 
pitch-to-chord ratios. With damping applied, extensive 
calculations may be required. 

In the programmed method, limits are placed on the 
number of iterations performed, and specific tolerances are 
applied for convergence in the continuity, channel, and 
stagnation streamline shaping solutions (see Alarcon and 
Kavanagh [16] for details). 

Inviscid Reanalysis of Leading Edge. The reanalysis 
procedure developed in this investigation for two-dimensional 
adiabatic flow is based on the finite area techniques presented 
by Caspar et al. [17] and by McDonald [18]. The body-fitted 
orthogonal mesh grid constructed from the known airfoil 
geometry shown in Fig. 4 is used and the solution is obtained 
in the physical plane in terms of the stream function, directly 
using the information provided by the global streamline 
curvature analysis. The continuity equation and the 
irrotationality condition are combined to obtain the equation 
to be approximated with the finite area technique. Finite area 
computational elements used are noted in Fig. 4. Details of 
the development of the analysis are given by Alarcon [19]. 
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6, 

Fig. 4 Reanalysis computational mesh and solution domain for the 
reanalysis boundary value problem. Two example computational 
elements are shown. 

The reanalysis mesh is made up of 45 lines normal to the 
airfoil and 9 transverse curves (including airfoil contour) 
around the airfoil. The point spacing along the normals is 
exponental, increasing from the airfoil toward the outer 
boundary. The spacing along the airfoil is uniform around the 
leading edge circle and then exponential from the circle 
tangency points to the normal mesh boundaries. 

Finite area equations are written at each mesh point in 
terms of quantities at the point and six neighbor points, such 
as shown for representative elements in Fig. 4. 

Integral Boundary Layer Analysis. The dissipation-integral 
boundary layer calculation procedure presented by Walz [20] 
was used in this investigation to perform the profile layer 
calculation. The method and solution procedure applies to 
both laminar and turbulent boundary layers, with or without 
heat transfer. 

In this application, the dissipation-integral method has 
been extensively modified to include improved empirical 
auxiliary relations for turbulent boundary layer calculations. 
Also, since the profile boundary layer is highly transitional, 
the laminar and turbulent calculations were linked through 
appropriate transition models: laminar starting, natural 
transition, laminar separation bubbles, and turbulent 
separation. In addition, the important effects of wall cur
vature and free stream turbulence level on the development of 
the turbulent boundary layers were included. Wake mixing 
calculation methods determine the losses due to the profile 
boundary layer and wake mixing (see Alarcon [19] for 
details). 

The approach used here for cascade design analysis is 
comparable to that which might employ methods such as 
TSONIC developed by Katsanis [21] for blade-to-blade flow 
analysis and BLAYER developed by McNally [22] for profile 
boundary layer calculations (refer to [13] for details). 

Design Problems 
Determination of Input for the Design. Fifteen geometric 

parameters are required as input by the turbine cascade 
geometry design (TCGD) program. Figure 2 should be 
referred to for the airfoil and cascade geometric parameters. 

The cascade design can be initiated by selecting a pitch to 
axial chord ratio, T/BX, from loading considerations. In the 
expression for loading coefficient \j/T given below, the gas 
angles are given and a value of \j/T is selected for design ex
perience (refer to Horlock [23]). 

= 2—-s in^co t f r+co t fe ) (7) 

Therefore, T/BX can be solved for from equation (7). 
Typical values for \pT may range from 0.6 to 1.2 with the final 
choice being determined by the satisfactory performance of 
the cascade. 

A value of H can now be selected which determines the 
camber distribution and stagger of the airfoil. This parameter 
plays a role, along with wedge angle Aj3*, in determining the 
channel area variation with chord and, therefore, the loadng 
distribution. 

The cascade gaging angle Px ls determined from the given 
exit gas angle /32 and Mach number M2, using experimental 
correlations accounting for flow deviation. The cascade 
throat or gaging length X is calculated from 

X = rs in /3X (8) 
The inlet metal angle /3* coincides with the inlet gas angle at 

zero incidence; normally, the incidence is set negatively to 
reduce overspeeding around the leading edge on the suction 
side. The exit metal angle /32* and the uncovered turning V are 
finally decided on by finding an acceptable pressure 
distribution and satisfactory profile boundary layer per
formance for the design. 

The trailing edge radius R2 is selected according to 
manufacturing or airfoil cooling requirements and trailing 
edge blockage considerations. The leading edge radius Rx 
generally tends to increase with blade loading and turning. 

The wedge angles A/3*, A/32* and the auxiliary points (XS2, 
YS2),(XS4, YS4), (Xn, Ypj), {Xn, YPi) (see Fig. 2) on the 
suction and pressure sides are determined in a trial and error 
procedure to give an acceptable airfoil shape. These variables 
strongly influence the cross-channel area variation and hence 
the pressure distribution. Design experience shows that A/32* 
generally ranges from 0-10 deg. 

The designer first uses the TCGD program to design the 
airfoil profile and to obtain a graphical output of the profile. 
He then uses the package of programs for blade-to-blade 
analysis consisting of the global blade-to-blade inviscid 
analysis, the inviscid reanalysis of the leading edge, and the 
profile integral boundary layer analysis to analyze the cascade 
flow performance. This package includes a main program and 
56 subroutines. The designer can run the whole program to 
get all the performance at one time or run parts of the 
program to get analysis as desired. 

Airfoil Profile Solution. The geometry design program 
TCGD is operated in an interactive mode by which the input 
geometric parameters are adjusted according to intermediate 
results put out by the program upon the request of the user. 

This approach allows the designer to modify the design 
rapidly and continuously until he is satisfied. To facilitate the 
initial specification of a profile, the input is reduced to 
quantities that are known. All the auxiliary points S2, S4 and 
P2, P3 do not need to be included as input; i.e., for the first 
iteration they can be set to zero. The computer produces a 
profile in dashed outline as shown in Fig. 5. Of course, the 
first profile has to be improved. Comparison of the actual 
shape with what the designer has in mind gives a clear in
dication of the necessary changes. The designer can then 
modify the profile wherever necessary by assigning values to 
the auxiliary points. For example, in Fig. 5, the dotted and 
dashed outline shows how the profile is modified by setting 
the points S2 and P2. The profile in solid outline is the final 
design in which all the values of the auxiliary points are given. 
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Table 1 Geometry design parameters for turbine cascade profiles 

Profile 

A 

B 

C 

Rl 

0.0555 

0.0662 

0.1567 

R2 

0.0220 

0.0228 

0.0160 

H 

0.8051 

1.2155 

2.4420 

deg 

38.5 

40.15 

90 

Ap", 
deg 

30 

30 

90 

deg 

15.92 

17.07 

10.43 

AP2. 
deg 

2 

2 

4 

X 

1.1817 

1.4740 

2.5350 

deg 

15.4075 

15.7987 

9.6890 

r 
deg 

8 

6 

12 

Table 2 The input data for turbine geometry design program 

Prof i le 
51 deg 

A/3f 
deg A2 

deg 
f2 deg 

S2 S2 

D 

E 

0.0325 

0.038 

0.0135 

0.0225 

0.4600 

0.6878 

44.5 

90 

40 

27.5 

21.8 

34.992 

4.0 

6.5 

0.65 

0.525 

0.67554 

0.6065 

Profile 

D 

E 

XS4 

0.85 

0.675 

YS4 

0.3589 

0.4598 

XP2 

0.475 

0.35 

Y 
P2 

0.4773 

0.5475 

XP3 

0.80 

0.72 

Y 
P3 

0.2655 

0.2695 

X 

0.825 

0.99 

/3K 
deg 

24.4424 

34.6865 

r 
deg 

14.8 

12.2 

SET S2, S4, P2, P3 TO ZERO 
SET S4, P3 TO ZERO 
FINAL DESIGN 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

X/BX 

Fig. 5 Airfoil profile design of turbine cascade 

Design Results and Comparisons 
The geometry design program TCGD has been developed to 

design the airfoil profile in cascade in an interactive fashion. 
Rapid graphing capabilities are essential to the method. To 
verify the advantages of the proposed profiling method, a 
study of several airfoil profiles, representative of high-
performance blading requirements, was carried out. The cases 
and their design parameters are given in Table 1, and com
puter-generated plots of the profiles are shown in Fig. 6. 
Experience with the geometry design program TCGD has 
shown, in general, that arbitrary turbine profiles can be easily 
and rapidly designed. 

Two turbine cascade designs obtained with the TCGD 
program, followed by global inviscid analysis, reanalysis of 
the leading edge flow region, and transitional boundary layer 
analysis are presented next. Design profile D is a turbine rotor 

(A) (B) 

Fig. 6 Computer generated profiles 

blade, while design profile E is a turbine guide vane. The 
design data used with program TCGD, including auxiliary 
points for the profiling process, are listed in Table 2. 

Figure 7(a) is the computer-generated graph of the resultant 
design of the turbine blade (profile D). This profile was 
assigned a loading coefficient \p - 0.8 with 0 deg incidence 
and moderate subsonic exit flow (M2 = 0.58, Mmax = 0.62). 
Figure 8(a) shows the resultant design for the turbine guide 
vane (profile E), which was assigned a loading coefficient i/<r 
= 0.94 with 0 deg incidence. The velocity triangle and exit 
Mach number requirements determined the gaging angle in 
both profile design cases. 

Figures l(b-d) and 8(b-d) display the midstreamline 
velocity distributions, the pressure coefficient distributions 
along the profiles, and the natural transition, fully turbulent, 
laminar separation, and turbulent reattachment locations. 
These results were obtained from the global inviscid analysis, 
leading edge reanalysis, and boundary layer analysis. As can 
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Fig. 7(a) Computer generated design for the turbine blade 
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Fig. 7(d) Comparison of pressure coefficient distributions between 
SCA and TDPF methods in incompressible case 
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Fig. 7(b) Mid-streamline velocity distribution 
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Fig. 7 Turbine blade cascade design case 
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Fig. 8(a) Computer generated design for the turbine guide vane 
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Fig. 8 Turbine guide vane cascade design case 
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be seen, the midstreamline velocities continually increase with 
chord in Figs. 1(b) and 8(i>). Also the pressure coefficient 
curves in Figs. 7(c) and 8(c) are smooth and the peak pressure 
coefficients are low to minimize the diffusion and to avoid 
excessive boundary layer growth. 

The pressure coefficent distributions calculated by the 
global inviscid analysis combined with a local reanalysis 
around the leading edge are compared with those calculated 
by a two-dimensional potential flow (TDPF) procedure based 
on distributed singularities for the same profile design cases. 
The results are shown in Figs. 1(d) and 8(d). Agreement 
between the two methods is good except near the inviscid 
trailing edge stagnation point. This shows the usefulness of 
the method to the actual problems. 

The pressure loss coefficient variation with exit Mach 
number for two cases is shown in Figs. 1(e) and 8(e), and with 
inlet angle in Figs. 1(f) and 8(/). From the calculated cascade 
performance in design cases, it is observed that little change in 
loss coefficient with Mach number or incidence occurs. 

Conclusions 
The systematic computational design system can be used 

rapidly and effectively for the design of turbine cascades. The 
procedure is widely applicable, accurate, and economical. 

A geometry design procedure is developed to accomplish 
the design of turbine cascade from given velocity triangle 
requirements in an interactive fashion. Experience with the 
geometry design program has shown that the turbine profile 
can be easily and rapidly designed. 

The developed streamline curvature for global inviscid 
analysis, a leading edge reanalysis, and the developed tran
sitional boundary layer calculation are found to be accurate, 
fast and flexible. The results obtained from the SCA method 
are compared with those obtained from two-dimensional 
potential flow method based on distributed singularities. They 
are shown to be in good agreement. 
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Effectiveness Measurements for a 
Cooling Film Disrupted by a 
Single Jet 
Experimental measurements of the effectiveness downstream of a slot airflow with 
the jet airflow normal to the wall have been performed in a wind tunnel. The 
separate and combined contributions of the slot and jet airflows to the effectiveness 
are established for a range of airflow conditions relevant to gas turbine combustors. 
Generally, the jet reduces the effectiveness. The major interactions between the 
airflows occur just downstream of the jet. Visualization studies using tufts and 
velocity and turbulence intensity profiles are reported. 

Introduction 

The walls of gas turbine combustors are usually maintained 
at acceptable temperatures by cooling films of air injected 
parallel to the wall through slots. However, air needs to be 
added to the primary, secondary, and tertiary zones of the 
combustor. This is achieved by injecting jets of air normal to 
the wall, which inevitably disrupts the cooling film and give 
rise to high-temperature areas and hot spots downstream of 
the jets. 

In order to seek a detailed understanding of some of the 
phenomena involved, a program of research has been par
tially completed [1]. This covers flow visualization, ef
fectiveness, and heat transfer coefficient measurements 
downstream of a slot exit, for various combinations of slot 
and single-and multiple-jet geometries and airflow conditions 
some of the flow visualization and effectiveness results for a 
single jet disrupting a cooling film from a slot. For the 
majority of these results the jet centerline is positioned one jet 
diameter downstream of the slot exit but some results are 
given for two other positions of the jet. A brief description of 
the airflow rig and measurement techniques used and the 
preliminary experiments carried out is included. A com
prehensive description of these and the design and con
struction of the airflow rig and its instrumentation and 
verification data acquisition and analysis used to carryout the 
research can be found in [1]. 

Airflow Rig and Measurement Techniques 

The airflow rig is shown schematically by Fig. 1. It consists 
of three separate system, each supplying an airflow to the 
working section. For the main system, or wind tunnel, am
bient air is drawn in through filters by a centrifugal fan with a 
variable speed drive. The air then passes through a diffuser, a 
settling chamber containing a honeycomb and five screens 
and a contraction used to meter the flow. Although different 
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in size the slot and jet systems prepare the airflows in a similar 
way, but they are metered by orifice plate assemblies built to 
conform to BS 1042 [2]. A flexible coupling is included in 
each system to isolate the working section from vibrations. 
The air temperatures are measured using copper-constantan 
thermocouples and the relative humidity by a capacitive type 
sensor. Pressures are measured using a micromanometer [3]. 

The working section is 300 mm square and 710 mm long. It 
has fixed walls, an adjustable roof and the base contains the 
slot for the boundary layer bleed, the exit of the slot and jet 
airflows, and the test specimen for the effectiveness 
measurements. These are shown by Fig. 2, which also includes 
the details of the slot geometry used. This is based on the 
pulse drilled designs that are now in use in some combustors. 
The jet pipe is 925 mm long. To a first approximation the 
outlet velocity and turbulent intensity profiles leaving it 
resemble those found in combustors. 

© PRESSURE 0 SPEED CONTROL 

0 TEMPERATURE @ RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

© 0 

WORKING 
SECTION 

FLEXIBLE JOINT 

MANUAL 
JET AIRFLOW VALVE 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the airflow rig 
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The flow visualization studies were made using tufts and 
DISA hot-wire anemometry with miniature probes. Initially 
the tufts were nylon wool 25 mm long, but subsequently it was 
found cotton thread 15 mm long was more sensitive. 

The impermeable-wall effectiveness was determined from 
helium concentrations at the wall and at a the point of in
jection for the slot and jet separately, i.e., T}J = CJJ/CCJ and 
•t}s = CjS/ccs. About 2 percent of helium in air by volume was 

\ P V C TUBING 

J PTFE TUBING 

Fig. 2 Slot and jet geometry 

used. For each test, 48 samples were measured with a 
katharometer. They were selected automatically every 20 s by 
a multiport valve at a sampling flow of 2.5 cmVs. The 
samples were drawn from the test specimen through the valve, 
katharometer, and rotameter by a vacuum pump. 

Experimental Measurements 

Preliminary Experiments. The results of the preliminary 
experiments include the following: 

(a) A calibration of the temperature, pressure, relative 
humidity and hot-wire sensors and the katharometer detector; 

(b) Verification that the mean velocity obtained from using 
the contraction and two orifice plate assemblies are the same 
as the results of the pitot tube surveys made at the entry of the 
three airflows into the working section, respectively. 

(c) The main airflow in the working section, excluding 
peripheral boundary layers, at 16 m/s varies by < 0.5 percent 
and the turbulence intensity distribution < 0.3 percent. 

(d) For the turbulent boundary layer from the trip wire in a 
zero pressure gradient, the lateral variation about the mean 
for 5* and 6 is 3.5 percent and for / / i s < 2 percent. 8*/D = 
0.048 at the leading edge of the jet exit. The velocity and 
turbulence profiles are in good agreement with those given by 
Klebanoff and Diehl [4] and those quoted by Schlichting [5], 
repectively. 

(e) The velocity and turbulence profiles downstream of the 

Table 1 Tests and airflow conditions 

C7,„/(m/s) 

<V(m/s) 

Ms 

U/(m/s) 

Mj 

(a)&(d) 

(b)&(c) 

16 (Ma 

8 

0.5 

8 

0.5 

* 

= 0.05) 

16 

1.0 

* 

* 

32 

2.0 

* 

16 

1.0 

8 

0.5 

* 

* 

16 

1.0 

* 

* 

32 

2.0 

* 

* 

24 

1.5 

8 

0.5 

* 

16 

1.0 

* 

* 

32 

2.0 

* 

'Test 
(a) Velocity and turbulence measurements 
(£>) Tuft measurements 
(c) i]s and t)j measurements with xsj = 25.0 mm 
(d) Tjs and i\j measurements withxsj = 50.0 and 75.0 mm 

Nomenclature 

Cis = 

D = 
H = 

Ma = 
Mj = 

helium concentration in jet 
airflow at exit 
helium concentration in 
slot airflow at exit 
helium concentration 
wall for jet airflow 
helium concentration 
wall for slot airflow 
jet diameter 
shape factor 
main airflow Mach number 
mass velocity ratio for jet 
(pjUj/pmUm) 

at 

at 

Ms = 

P = 
Um = 
Us = 

y = 

z = 

Greek Symbols 

mass velocity ratio for slot 
(psUs/pmUm) 
mean jet airflow velocity 
mean main airflow velocity 
mean slot airflow velocity 
distance downstream from 
slot exit 
distance between slot exit 
and jet center line 
lateral distance form the jet 
center line 
distance measured ver
tically from wall 

0 = 

5* 

Vj 

Vs = 

Vsj 

Pj 

angle of wool tuft or cotton 
thread to direction of main 
airflow 
displacement boundary 
layer thickness 
impermeable-wall jet ef
fectiveness 
impermeable-wall slot 
effectiveness 
Vs + Vj 
momentum boundary layer 
thickness 
jet airflow density 
main airflow density 
slot airflow density 
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Fig. 4 Velocity and turbulent intensity profiles with x/D and z for y/D 
0,MS 1.0 and variations in M 

x/D 

Fig. 3 Sketch of cotton threads for Ms = 1.5andlW; =1.0 

slot resemble those for boundary layerlike flow for Ms =0.5 
and wall jetlike flow for Ms = 1.0 and 1.5. 

(/) The velocity and turbulence profiles of the jet airflow at 
exit from the jet for My = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 all resemble those 
for fully developed turbulent pipe flow. 

(g) The effectiveness is unchanged when the sample flow 
varies from 0.26 to 3.73 cm3/s. 

(h) The effectiveness measurements made for an unob
structed slot and a single jet downstream of a turbulent 
boundary layer are in good agreement with those of Kacker 
and Whitelaw [6] and Goldstein et al. [7], respectively. 

(/) Separate effectiveness measurements were made for the 
slot geometry shown in Fig. 2 but without the jet. 

Main Experiments. Table 1 summarizes the tests, airflow 
conditions, measurements positions, and estimated 95 percent 
confidence intervals for the velocity and turbulence intensity 
profiles, tuft and effectiveness measurements. 

For boundary layer at upper lip of slot exit 5* = 1.1 mm. 
Downstream of slot exit the airflow close to the wall is 
boundary layerlike for Ms = 0.5 and wall jetlike for Ms = 
1.0 and 1.5. At the jet exit, the airflow resembles fully 
developed turbulent pipe flow. The pressure gradient is zero 
in the working section with no slot or jet airflow present. 

Measurement Positions (All Dimension in mm), (a) x = 
43.3, 75.0, 100.0 and 187.5; y = 0, and 0 < z < 100. (p) As 
(a) bvtty = 0 and every 25 up to 100, and wool tufts every 10 
with z and immediately upstream, downstream, and on either 
side of the jet exit. For a few tests a cotton thread was used at 
more positions, (c) and (d) A selection of 45 coordinates from 
x every 6.25 up to 75, every 12.5 up to 125, and then every 
25.0 up to 187.5;^ = 0 and every ± 12.5 to ± 50. 

Estimates of 95 Percent Uncertainty Intervals. U,„ < 0.1 
percent; Us andM, < 2 percent, Uj and My < 3 percent; (3 < 
5 deg; rjy and -qs < 1 percent; r\sJ < 2 percent; x, v, and z < 
0.1 mm and low turbulence intensity < 12 percent. For 
turbulence intensities of 10,25, and 50 percent based on [8] the 
uncertainties are 10.4, 12.5, and 20.0 percent, respectively. 

Discussion of Results 

Tufts. These results provided primarily some indication of 
the direction and extent of the separate and combined air
flows at the different test conditions. They show that these 
airflows are affected for any jet airflow by changes in the slot 

airflow. The general behavior of the jet airflow is consistent 
with the description given by Ramsey and Goldstein [9] for an 
almost identical jet geometry covering the same values of My, 
but subject only to a main airflow with a turbulent boundary 
layer adjacent to the wall. The most significant contribution 
indicated by the wool tuft results, and confirmed for some 
cases by using a cotton thread, is the position and size of the 
zone where reverse flows occur downstream of the jet, e.g., 
see Fig. 3. Some of the other detailed results are included in 
the subsequent sections where they assist in the understanding 
of the interacting airflows. 

Velocity and Turbulence Intensity Profiles. So that all the 
velocity and turbulence intensity profiles at y/D = 0 can be 
shown clearly, the profiles for Ms = My = 1.0 are given on 
Figs. 4 and 5 not experimental points, but by a continuous line 
and a broken line, respectively. Since these profiles are typical 
of the other profiles, they will be discussed first. At x/D = 
1.72, there is a region of low velocity and high turbulence 
intensity that extends to z ~ 10 mm and is characteristic of 
wake flow. Above this region, the velocity is similar to the 
fully developed turbulent pipe flow of the entering jet airflow, 
but distorted downwards and accelerated. The turbulence 
intensity "peaks" above and below this profile at the mixing 
region between the top of the jet airflow and the main airflow, 
and at the bottom of the jet airflow between the slot and main 
airflows. From the tuft results at z = 0, 20, 30, 40, and 50 
mm, /? is 90, 40, 20 10 and 0 deg respectively. These results 
show clearly the turning and distortion of the jet airflows. At 
x/D = 2.99, the wake airflow has moved out to z ~ 25 mm, 
and the airflow above it has decelerated considerably, while 
the airflow adjacent to the wall has accelerated slightly. The 
direction of the resultant airflow at z = 10, 20, 30, and 40 mm 
indicated by the tuft angles corresponds to 30, 10, 5, and 0 
deg. Between x/D = 2.99 and 3.98 and on to 7.46, the 
development of the resultant airflow can be divided into two 
regions, one above and the other below the locus of the 
maximum turbulence intensity away from the wall. Above the 
locus, the mixing of the main and the jet airflows continues to 
move outwards. At x/D = 3.98, the tufts still show that the 
direction of the airflow is moving away from the wall as at z 
= 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm, 0 = 20, 20, 10, 5, and 5 deg, 
respectively. Between x/D = 3.98 and 7.46 and below z — 20 
mm, the velocity and turbulence intensity profiles undergo a 
significant development towards those for a turbulent 
boundary layerlike flow. Above this height, the mixing region 
continue to spread upward into the main airflow and has 
reached z = 70 mm at x/D = 7.46. At this position, (3=10 
deg for all zs. 
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Fig. 6 Velocity profiles without the jet 

Figure 4 shows how the resultant airflow from the jet at M, 
= 1.0 changes as the slot airflow is increased from Ms = 0.5 
to 1.5. At x/D = 1.72 increasing the slot airflow reduces the 
penetration of the jet airflow. The relative position of the 
velocity profiles to one another remains the same as the 
airflow develops to x /D = 7.46. Between x/D = 1.72 and 
2.99, more of the main airflow enters the wake as Ms in
creases. Downstream of this wake at x/D = 3.98, the slot 
airflows seem to have reached the centerline as the velocity 
profiles adjacent to the wall are boundary layerlike or wall 
jetlike. These increases in wake flow and slot airflow 
augmenting the resulting airflow adjacent to the wall are 
responsible for the boundary layerlike flow at x/D = 1.46 
being more advanced with increases inM^. 

Figure 5 shows how the resultant airflow from the slot 
airflow at Ms = 1.0 changes as the jet airflow is increased 
from Mj = 0.5 to 2.0. The profiles confirm the well-known 
fact that the penetration of the jet airflow increases with Mj. 
At x/D = 1.72, the wake flows for M, =0.5 and 1.0 are very 
similar. This indicates that the lobes of the kidney-shaped jet 
airflow are still attached to the wall on either side of y/D = 0, 
giving no access to the main or slot airflows. Whereas for Mj 
= 2.0, a significant influx of main and slot airflows occur, 
with a marked reduction in turbulence intensity at the wall. 
For this jet airflow by x/D = 2.98, the boundary layerlike 
velocity profile at the wall indicates the slot airflow has 
reached y/D = 0. For Mj = 0.5 and 1.0, this occurs after x/D 
= 2.98 but before x/D = 3.98. hyx/D = 1 Ad and below z = 
25 mm, the resultant airflow for all MjS are very similar; as 
expected for Mj = 0.5, the profiles at the wall have not 
developed as quickly. 

Figure 6 shows the type velocity profiles of the slot airflows 
that can be expected to first approach the jet airflows as they 

1 O 1 

y / D 

Fig. 8 ris with x/D and yID forxs/- = 1.0 and variations in iWs and My 

SLOT ALONE • M - 0.5 » M = 1.0 • M. = 2.0 

y / D 

Fig. 9 ijs;-with x/D and y/D for xsy = 1.0 and variations in Ms and My 

issue from the wall. These can only be an indication, because 
they are measured without the jet being present. The velocity 
profile of the turbulent boundary layer at the upper lip of the 
slot exit is included for comparison. 

Effectiveness. The results for iyy-, and r;̂  (r/,- + r)s) with x/D 
and y/D are shown by Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively. These 
are for xsj/D =1.0 and cover all combinations of Ms = 0.5, 
1.0, and 1.5 with those of Mj = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. It is of 
relevance to note that by presenting r/y, r\s, and in effect 1 -
?jjy, the composition changes of the resultant airflow at the 
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wall can be apportioned to the jet, slot, and main airflows, 
respectively. 

Figures 10 and 11 are examples to show how r/sj is affected 
by moving the jet further downstream of the slot to xsj = 2.0 
and 3.0. 

Included in Figs. 7-11 for comparison are the effectiveness 
results for the slot without the jet, or the jet without the slot, 
ie., a flat surface from the trip wire to the jet. These are 
respectively referred to as for the "slot alone" or the "jet 
alone." 

Jet Effectiveness. The results in Fig. 7 show that the slot 
airflow does affect r\j when compared with the results for the 
jet alone. The most striking differences occur between the jet 
exit and 2.54 < x/D < 3.98. These relate to the zone where 
reverse flow was found to occur. Downstream of this zone the 
development of jet airflows seem to be the same. In all cases 
the jet airflow remains in contact with the wall, even though it 
is only just perceptible when Mj = 2.0&n&x/D = 1.46. 

The results for t\j with x/D for Ms = 0 . 5 and Mj = 0.5 are 
shown to be almost identical to those for the jet alone at y/D 
= 0. However differences do occur at other y/Ds. It is 
suggested that these occur because the momentum of the 
airflow at the wall approaching the jet is reduced (see Fig. 6). w 
This enables the jet airflow when Ms = 0.5 to penetrate «, 
further away from the wall. Then the slot airflow has more >-
access underneath the jet airflow which reduces rij. The access _i 
being insufficient to reach y/D = 0. In the case of Mj = 1.0 ^ 
and 2.0 when Ms = 0.5, the slot airflow does appear to reach ° 
y/D = 0, because ?jy is reduced below the results for the jet «, 
alone at y/D = 0. As would be expected the differences 2 
between all the rj7- results for Ms = 0.5 and those for the jet 5 
alone diminish as x/D increases. p 

The tuft photographs for Ms = 1.0 and Ms = 1.5 with Mj « 
= 0.5 and 1.0, not shown, do illustrate that the distorted jet is £ 
initially forced closer to the wall; see also Fig. 4 for Mj = 1.0. m 

This can cause the lobes of the kidney-shaped jet airflow to 
come into contact with the wall. Where this occurs rjy first 
increases with y/D before it decreases. This is evident for the 
i\j results given x/D = 1.72 and 2.53. For three of the results 
the lobes are still in contact with the wall at y/D = 2.52. By 
x/D both jet airflows have moved far enough away from the 
wall for the slot airflows to gain access to y/D = 0. This is 

1 i i r 
Ms = 1 .5 M. = 1.0 

SLOT ALONE 

consistent for M, 1.5 and M, = 1.0 with the zone of 
reverse flow shown by Fig. 3. After the slot airflows, coming 
from either side of the jet meet at y/D = 0, it is hardly 
possible to distinguish between the r\j results for Ms = 1.0 and 
1.5. 

For Mj = 2.0, the i;y results for Ms = 1.0 and 1.5 do not 
follow the same trend with x/D as those for M, = 0.5 and the 
jet alone. For the latter two cases r/y with x/D at y/D = 0 first 
increases then decreases with a maximum at x/D = 2.5. This 
probably occurs because the horizontal momentum of the 
crossflow is not sufficient to bring the underside of the jet 
airflow flow to the lowest point straight away; as it appears to 
do for Ms = 1.0 and 1.5. This explanation is supported by the 
measurement of /3 for a tuft positioned at the downstream 
edge of the jet which for Ms = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 fluctuates 
between 95 to 80, 90 to 60 and 45 to 0 deg respectively 

Slot Effectiveness. To discuss the main features of the 
results those for Ms = 1.5 and Mj = 1.0 will be discussed 
first. These are shown by Fig. 8. They show that r^ with x/D 
and y/D resembles a "valley" when compared to those for the 
slot alone. Downstream of the jet exit at x/D = 2.52 rjs is 
higher than the results for the slot alone when y/D > 1.5. 
Although not shown, this also applies to r)s upstream and in 
the vicinity of the jet exit. This indicates that the slot airflow is 
forced to move out at the wall to go around the obstruction 
caused by the jet airflow and its wake. At y/D = 0 and x/D 

,./D y/D=0 y/D=2.0 

1.0 » o 
2.0 * a 
3.0 « o 

I I I I I L 

Fig. 10 r)s/- with x/D aty/A = 0 and 2.0 for Ms = 1.5 and M; = 1.0 and 

Fig. 11 >)s; w i t n xlD a l y'D = ° a r l d 2-0 f o r Ms = 0 a n d Mi = 2-° a n d 

variations in xsy/D 

= 3 ijj is a maximum. This position is about coincident with 
the end of the zone containing reverse flow shown by Fig. 3. It 
is suggested that the increases in T/S that occur with x/D at y/D 
= 0 and 0.5 from x/D = 1 . 5 are caused by the slot airflow as 
it moves downstream entering progressively the sides of the 
zone. After which the slot airflow moves in behind the zone 
and underneath the developing jet airflow. Then increasing 
x/D gradually decreases r]s. 

Based on the previous discussion all the results for i^ with 
x/D at y/D = 0, with one exception, indicate a zone exists 
downstream of the jet exit. The exception occurs at Ms = 0 . 5 
and Mj = 1.0 and the two tuft results just downstream of the 
jet exit did show some reversed flow indicating that perhaps 
the zone is very small at this flow condition. It will be ob
served that a sudden decrease in ris occurs with x/D from x/D 
= 1.72 at y/D = OforM, = 2.0 with Ms = 0.5 and 1.0. This 
is consistent with slot airflow being drawn up behind the jet 
airflow. The i\s result for Ms = 0.5 is higher than the one for 
M s = 1.0. Probably this is because the horizontal momentum 
of the slot airflow is lower and as already pointed out in the 
previous section the underside of the jet airflow is not as close 
to the wall. 

Combined Effectiveness for Slot and Jet. The T]sj results 
shown by Fig. 9 with x/D at y/D = 0 when compared to those 
for the slot alone are only ever higher when Mj = 0.5 in the 
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region 1.72 < x/D < 3.98, but then by no more than 0.1; 
otherwise they are lower by as much as 0.4. Predominantly, 
r\sj with x/D is greater than the results for the jet alone, again 
when Mj = 0.5 but there are some other instances when this 
occurs. After X/D — 4, the results for risj with x/D at y/D = 
0 have the same trend as those for the slot alone, i.e., the 
results for Ms = 1.0 and 1.5 being very similar to one another 
and higher than those for Ms = 0.5. 

Two examples of the effect of moving the jet further 
downstream of the slot exit from xsj/D = 1 to 2 and 3 on r/SJ 

with x/D at y/D = 0 and 2 are shown by Figs. 10 and 11. The 
t]j and r\s results and those for other risjs can be found in [1]. 
For all the results given the limit of the lateral disruption by 
the jet airflow to the slot airflow is very similar and is about 
y/D = ± 2. 

Figure 10 shows a typical result for when the jet airflow is 
close to the wall. Under these flow conditions the contribution 
of i)j downstream of the jet is substantial and remains very 
similar for all three xsjs. Whereas as xsj increases, more of the 
slot airflow remains undisturbed upstream of the jet and there 
is less slot airflow downstream of the jet to be disturbed. This 
is shown for y/D = 0 and results in an increase in -r̂ , position 
for position as xsj increases. 

Figure 11 shows a typical result for when the jet airflow is 
away from the wall and above the slot airflow. Although, as 
before, the distribution of r/w- with x/D at y/D = 0 down
stream of the jet is very similar for all xsjs, the influence of i]j 
is much smaller and confined to about ID. Overall this resutls 
of the slot airflow upstream of the jet is larger as xsJ increases. 

Only Odgers and Son [10], using a heated main airflow, 
have reported results for -qSj with x/D and y/D for a cooling 
film disrupted by a single jet. For similar slot and jet 
dimensions and with xsj = 2.7, they also reported increases 
and decreases in rjsj relative to r/s. Their recommendation 
when (pUj2)/(pm Um

2) > 1 that ijs for the slot alone should be 
reduced by 0.1 to account for the disruption of the cooling 
film caused by the jet is insufficient based on the results 
presented here where changes up to 0.3 occur. The reason for 
the difference or further comparisons are not possible because 
neither Ms nor Mj can be calculated from the data that they 
give. 

Conclusions 

1 The results show that the major interactions between the 

three airflows occur in a small region just downstream of the 
jet centerline ( ± 3 D by ± ID wide). 

2 The combined and separate contributions of the slot 
airflow and of the jet airflow to the T]SJ have been established. 

3 Like r\s for the slot alone, which decreases with x/D, 
where rjs for Ms = 1.0 and 1.5 are very similar to one another 
and are higher than for Ms = 0.5, r\sj with x/D and along any 
y/D, has the same trend for any Mj. 

4 For most practical combustors, where Mj > > 1 andMs 

> 1, -qsj is lower than T)S for the slot alone by as much as 0.3 
and a higher xsj is to be preferred. 
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On the Nature of Jets Issuing 
From a Row of Holes Into a Low 
Reynolds Number Mainstream 
Flow 
Measurements are reported of the temperature and velocity fields above an 
adiabatic flat plate through which air is injected via a row of circular injection holes 
inclined at an angle of 35 deg to the surface. A mainstream flow of air over the plate 
is present, with Reynolds number based on stream velocity and injection tube 
diameter of 3.4 x 10s throughout the experiments. The boundary layer ap
proaching the row of holes is either laminar or turbulent and either fully developed 
laminar or turbulent pipe flow is present in the injection hole (in the absence of the 
mainstream). The jets emanate from the holes at a mass flux rate from 0.2 to 2.0 
times that of the mainstream flow. Key findings are: (i) a laminar jet can penetrate 
into the main flow with a smaller mass flux than a turbulent jet; and (ii) a tur
bulent-approaching boundary layer generates a wider domain of interaction be
tween the jets and the mainstream than a laminar-approaching boundary layer for 
the same blowing rate. 

Introduction 

Many analyses of a jet in the presence of a crossflow have 
been reported in connection with diffusion from stacks and 
the jet wake from V/STOL aircraft [1]. In these applications, 
the ratio of jet velocity to mainstream velocity is generally 
much higher than unity. Some researchers present ex
perimental results of jet trajectories for various injection 
angles and comparisons with empirical equations [2-5]. 

Another application in which jet-mainstream interactions 
are important occurs in film cooling [6]. In this process, one 
or more rows of jets of cooling air are introduced through a 
surface exposed to a high-temperature gas stream. The 
relative mass flux of the jets to that of the mainstream (the 
blowing rate, M) is preferably small to prevent the jets from 
penetrating the boundary layer and moving away from the 
surface. Studies of jet-mainstream flows related to such 
applications are described in [7], in which injection through a 
single tube normal or inclined at an angle of 35 deg to a plate 
surface is used; a similar study used a row of holes [8]. Both 
of these studies considered turbulent-approaching boundary 
layer and fully developed turbulent flow in the hole from 
which the jet emanates. An experimental and theoretical work 
[9] considers a similar geometry with emphasis on an analysis 
close to the injection holes. 

In many applications, particularly near the leading-edge 
region of turbine blades, the mainstream boundary layer may 
be laminar. In addition, at low blowing rates, the Reynolds 

Contributed by the Gas Turbine Division and presented at the 1983 Tokyo 
International Gas Turbine Congress, Tokyo, Japan, October 24-28, 1983. 
Manuscript received by the Gas Turbine Division May 25, 1983. Paper No. 
83-GTJ-8. 

number in the injection holes may be quite small. Thus it is 
important to study the effect of the nature (laminar or tur
bulent) of the boundary layer and injected flow on the flow 
field in the vicinity of injection holes and on the film-cooling 
performance. 

The present report describes measurements of the velocity 
and temperature fields above an adiabatic flat plate con
taining a row of round holes spaced 3 diameters apart across 
the span and incined at an angle of 35 deg to the surface. The 
mainstream Reynolds number is low, and by use or absence of 
trip, the wall boundary layer can be maintained turbulent or 
laminar. Use of trips and varying the flow rate through the 
injection holes provides either laminar or turbulent essentially 
fully developed tube flow in the injection holes in the absence 
of the mainstream flow. The Reynolds number based on the 
free-stream velocity and the injection hole diameter is 3.4 x 
103 throughout the present experiments, which is close to that 
found in the leading-edge region of turbine blades [10]. A 
companion study [11] describes film-cooling effectiveness and 
heat transfer measured in the apparatus. 

Experimental Apparatus 

The experiments are conducted in a low-speed open-circuit, 
suction-type wind tunnel at the University of Minnesota (Fig. 
1). A detailed description of the wind tunnel is given elsewhere 
[12, 13]. The approach section downstream of the contraction 
has been shortened in length to reduce the mainstream 
Reynolds number. Trips are absent when a laminar boundary 
layer is desired and put in place to provide a turbulent one. 
The area of the cross section is virtually constant along the 
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a With boundary layer trios 
and tape on the holes 

b With tape on the holes 

Otherwise no trips and tape 

Fig. 1 Schematic of test section 

flow direction to maintain a near-zero freestream pressure 
gradient. 

Test Procedure and Experimental Conditions 

All the experments are conducted under steady-state 
conditions. When heated, the jets have a temperautre ap
proximately 55 °C higher than that of the mainstream (at 
ambient temperature, - 2 1 °C), providing a density ratio 
P2/P00 = ° - 8 5 ' The temperature probe used consists of a 
thermocouple stretched across two supports. The junction is 
made large, 0.13 cm diameter or approximately 10 wire 
diameters, to minimize conduction effects in the three-
dimensional temperature field to be surveyed. For velocity 
measurements, a hot-film probe with a 0.051-mm-dia X 1.0-
mm-long sensor is used with unheated jets and mainstream. 
Due to the restrictions of probe dimensions, data at positions 
closer to the wall surface than Y/D of 0.02 for the velocity 
and 0.06 for the temperature are not used. 

Fig. 2 Boundary layer profiles without injection: (a) velocity profiles; 
(b) turbulence intensity profiles 

The free-stream velocity, u„, is maintained at 4.5 m/s. The 
free-stream turbulence intensity, Tu„ , is the order of 
magnitude of 1 percent, and the free-stream Reynolds 
number, ReD , is 3.4 x 103. The blowing rate, M, employed in 
the present study ranges from 0.2 to 2.0. At a position 2 mm 
upstream from the leading edges of the injection holes, the 
normalized displacement thickness of the approaching 
boundary layer, SQ/D, is 0.16 with the laminar boundary layer 
and 0.14 with the turbulent one. The acceleration parameter, 
K, is approximately 1.2 x 10"7 over the length of the test 
section. 

Experimental Results 

Mainstream Boundary Layer Profiles With No Injected 
Flow. The boundary layer is examined without in
jection—i.e., M = 0. Figure 2 shows dimensionless velocity 
and turbulence intensity profiles above the wall surface at 
various streamwise sections with the free-stream velocity, u„, 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

D 

T„ 

inner diameter of injection 
tube 
momentum flux ratio 
( i n t e g r a l m e a n of 
momentum of jet at tube 
exit/p^wi) 

K = 

L = 
M = 

M0 = 

Re 

T 
T 

T, = 

parameter, 
2)(dU„ldx) 

acceleration 
o 

laminar flow 
blowing rate, p2u2lp„u„ 
fictitious blowing rate in the 
absence of free stream 
corresponding to actual u2 

and assumed value of. «„ = 
4.5 m/s 
Reynolds number, (ReD = 
Pa.Ua.D/na,, Re, = p2u2D/ix2) 
turbulent flow 
temperature 
maximum temperature in 
fluid at XID= 1 
temperature measured on 
outer wall of injection tube, 
= temperature of injected 
flow 

T„ = temperature of free stream 
Tu = turbulence intensity 

U = time-averaged velocity of 
flow measured with hot-film 
probe 

U' = time-averaged rms fluc
tuating velocity 

Um = local U outside of boundary 
layer 

u2 = mean velocity of injected 
flow 

Mo, = free-stream velocity in the 
A"-direction at inlet of test 
section 

X = distance downstream of 
downstream edge of in
jection hole, see Fig. 1 

XH = distance from effective 
origin of boundary layer to 
start of heating section. 

X0 = distance downstream of 
effective origin of wall 
boundary layer 

Y = distance upward, normal to 
test wall surface 

= lateral distance from center 
line of injection hole 

Greek Symbols 

(3 = angle of injection tube 
inclined to wall surface in 
the X-direction 

5 = boundary layer thickness at 
which the velocity reaches 
95 percent of U„x 

5* = boundary layer displace
ment thickness 

5J = boundary layer displace
ment thickness 2 mm up
stream of leading edge of 
injection holes 

d = dimensionless temperature 
defined in equation (1) 

0i max = dimensionless temperature 
defined in equation (2) 

/[too = viscosity of free stream air 
ix2 = viscosity of injected gas 
Poo = density of free stream air 
p2 = density of injected gas 
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Is^MS 
Fig. 3 Jet flow without mainstream: (a) velocity profiles; (b) turbulence 
intensity profiles 

Z/D 

Fig. 4 Contours of constant temperature (0) for M = 0.5, Main:L, Jet:L, 
X/D = 1.0 

of 4.5 m/s. In the figure, the theoretical laminar boundary 
layer profile by Blasius is indicated as a reference. 

At the location X/D = - 1 . 9 , and Z/D = 0, 2 mm up
stream of the center injection hole leading edge, the results are 
summarized as follows. A laminar boundary layer exists when 
no trips are present, regardless of the existence of a thin tape 
on the injection holes. A deviation of the experimenal profiles 
from the theoretical curve is partly due to the constant cross-
sectional area of the test section, which produces a slight 
acceleration of the mainstream. The turbulence intensity near 
the wall is smaller than that in the free stream for closed (thin 
tape covered) holes, while a slight increase is observed for 
open holes. When trips are attached to the wall, the boundary 
layer becomes turbulent. The location of the trips has been 
selected in order to provide about the same displacement 
thickness for the laminar and turbulent boundary layers. The 
normalized displacement thickness, b^/D, is about 0.16 for 
the laminar-approaching boundary layer and 0.14 for the 
turbulent one. 

Downstream of the holes at X/D = 2.84 and Z/D = 0, the 
boundary layer velocity profile is still a laminar one in the 
absence of trips and for the open holes; however, some 
distortions are observed in the velocity profile. This is due to 
the presence of the open holes. An increased magnitude of 
turbulence intensity can be observed in the figure. Further 
downstream at X/D = 20.1, the boundary layer becomes 
turbulent for the open holes even without a trip on the wall. 
Although not indicated on the figure, at this section, the 
boundary layer is still laminar if the tape is attached over the 
holes. 

Jet Flow Without Mainflow. Figure 3 shows dimen-
sionless velocity and turbulence intensity profiles at the exit of 
the center injection hole, Z/D = 0 and Y/D = 0.02, for the 
injected jet in the absence of the mainstream. The jet flow is 

not heated and the hot-film probe is used for the 
measurements. M0 in the figure indicates a fictitious blowing 
rate assuming a mainstream velocity of 4.5 m/s. 

When the jet Reynolds number, Rey, is 1.5 x 103 without a 
trip ring, the velocity profile is close to that of a fully 
developed laminar pipe flow and agrees with the Hagen-
Poiseuille flow profile. The turbulence intensity is smaller 
than 0.4 percent everywhere across the tube exit. On the other 
hand, the velocity profile approaches that of a fully developed 
turbulent pipe flow under the same jet Reynolds number when 
a trip ring is attached on the inner surface of the tube, 10 tube 
diameters upstream of the tube exit. As for turbulence in
tensity, consistent with results of [8] and [14], when the trip 
ring is used a relatively high intensity is observed near the edge 
of the jet, and it decreases gradually toward the center of the 
hole, still remaining relatively high compared to that in the 
laminar jet. It is therefore possible to obtain either a laminar 
or turbulent jet flow under the same jet Reynolds number of 
around 1.5 x 103. 

At a larger Reynolds number (for example, Rey = 2.87 x 
103), the velocity profile is close to that of a fully developed 
turbulent pipe flow. The profile is already more full than that 
predicted by a l/7th power law, but its trend is very similar to 
that shown in [15]. Further, the profile of turbulence intensity 
distinctively indicates turbulent flow. For this jet Reynolds 
number, the trip rings are not used. 

Temperature Field Above Wall. The temperature of the 
flow with unheated mainstream and heated jets is measured 
with the thermocouple probe. The temperature is normalized 
by the following equations: 

d=(T-Ta,)/(Tinwx-T„) (1) 

^Imax = U lmax — T&, ) / ( T2 — T„) (2) 

where Tlmax is a maximum temperature among data taken at 
the section X/D = 1. Results are discussed in terms of the 
dimensionless temperature 6. 

Figure 4 shows constant temperature contours at X/D = 1 
for M = 0.5 with the combination of the laminar-
approaching boundary layer and the laminar jets. A kidney-
shaped distribution is observed in the near downstream region 
for injection through a round hole with a turbulent 
(jet)-turbulent (boundary layer) combination—see [1, 7, 8]; 
this is also found with the laminar-laminar combination in 
the present study. The center of the laminar jet penetration is 
slightly below Y/D = 0.6. This penetration height is higher 
than that of the turbulent jet shown in the following figure. 
The laminar jet tends to penetrate more fully into the 
mainstream than a turbulent jet with the same blowing rate. 
In the upper part of the laminar jet, the distribution of 
contours is dense—that is, the mixing between the jet and the 
mainstream is rather poor at this section. In contrast, the 
distribution of contours is quite coarse under the jet. 

The contours with the turbulent combination (Fig. 5) show 
considerably different features at the same measurement 
section and with almost the same experimental conditions of 
M, P2/P00, bg/D, and Re than those with the laminar flows. 
Comparing the results in Fig. 5(a) to those in Fig. 4, the jet 
center stays lower, and yet the region of interaction between 
the jet and the mainstream spreads more widely with the 
turbulent-turbulent combination. Due to the difference in 
velocity profiles, for the same blowing rate, M, the 
momentum flux ratio, / , for the turbulent jet is smaller than 
that of the laminar one by 14 percent. The behavior in a jet-
mainstream interaction depends considerably on the 
momentum flux ratio. Further downstream at X/D = 6.14, 
the contours (see Fig. 5(b)) spread wider and come close to 
circular shape in the center region of the jet; furthermore, the 
jet center is slightly lower compared to those in the section 
X/D = 1. According to [16], a kidney shape turns into a 
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nearly asixymmetric shape for a small momentum flux ratio. 
The present results correspond to the latter case. 

The temperature profiles at four downstream sections, all 
at Z = 0, are shown in Fig. 6 under the following conditions: 
M = 0.5, Z/D = 0, /o2 /p„=0.85, and ReD = 3.4/103. At 

z/D 

Fig. 5 Contours of constant temperature (fl) for M = 0.5, Main:T, JetiT, 
(a)X/D = 1.0;(b)X/D = 6.14 

each downstream location, four profiles are shown for the 
different combinations among the laminar- or turbulent-
approaching boundary layer and the laminar or turbulent jets. 
It is clear that the type of jet flow governs the jet trajectory 
decisively while the effect of the approaching boundary layer 
is observed mainly in the mixing zone surrounding the jet 
flow. At this blowing rate, laminar jets penetrate somewhat 
into the mainstream while turbulent jets are closer to the wall 
regardless of the type of the approaching boundary layer. 
This is due to the larger momentum flux of a laminar jet 
compared to that of a turbulent jet both with the same 
blowing rate, M. 

The turbulent-approaching boundary layer generates a 
wider mixing region in the upper part of the jet than does a 
laminar boundary layer regardless of the type of jet flow, as 
can be observed in the near downstream section, XID = 1.0 
and 3.99. Comparing the temperature field near the wall for a 
turbulent-approaching boundary layer with that for a laminar 
one in the region near XID — 1, the turbulent mainstream 
appears to interact more strongly with the jet flow, which 
leads to lower temperatures. On the other hand, the tem
perature slightly above the wall is higher for the turbulent jets 
than for the laminar ones in most downstream sections due to 
the better attachment of the turbulent jets. The interaction be
tween the mainstream and the jet flows is least for the 
laminar-laminar combination among all the combinations. 
Therefore, the enthalpy in the jet core is relatively unchanged 
until the far downstream region. 

Figure 7 shows trajectories corresponding to maximum 
temperature in the symmetry plane Z/D = 0. The laminar 
jets, indicated by solid symbols, attach to the wall surface and 
flow along the surface for blowing rates up to 0.35 but have 
penetrated into the mainstream when M = 0.5. The turbulent 
jets indicated by open symbols remain near to the wall surface 
at M = 0.5, regardless of the type of approaching boundary 
layer; they do penetrate into the mainstream for M > 1.0. 
When the jet remains attached to the surface, it is difficult to 
determine the maximum temperature height because the 
temperature gradient is small above the wall as seen in Fig. 
6(c) and 6(c0 and also shown in Fig. 7 by a mini-sketch. 
However, the height of maximum temperature does appear 
slightly greater close to injection than further downstream 
whenever the jet remains attached to the wall. 

In the near downstream region, the trajectory of the 
laminar jet with M = 0.5 shows a similar trend to that of a jet 
which is attached to the wall, though, for M = 0.5, the jet is 

M = O 50 , Z / D = 0.00 , P j / I " , = 0.85 

Re„ = 3.4 xlO3, Re,= I48XI03 

Y / D 

O 01 0 2 0 3 0 0.1 02 

Fig. 6 Comparison of temperature (0) profiles at M = 0.5 for laminar 
and turbulent flows 
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(S)Ref. (17), Equation (3), (R)Ref.(7), 5g'D = 0,060, 

(K)Ref.(B). « o ' D = 0 1 7 3 ' 
ReD = 4 . 4 x 1 0 \ P 2 / P 1 0 =0.85 

Fig. 7 Location of maximum temperature in flow field downstream of 
jet injection 

' ° ;.. :~7. , , 0 5 .TT15 ° Z/D=Q75 05 . . „' lb ' b Z/DTISO '. 0,5 ' '. '. ip 

Z/D-0.25 p . . . 0-5 . To 0 1/0=125 0-5 ' . IP 
U/U«,< Z / D = 0 5 0 

M » 0 5 0 
X/D'IOO 
Pl/Pv* 1 0 0 
R e 0 » 3 3 0 x l 0 3 

Symbol 

0 

A 

D 

Main 

L 

L 
T 

Jet 

L 

T 
T 

0 , 5 
U/Ua* (%) 

Fig. 8 Flow field at section X/D = 1: (a) mean velocity profiles; (b) 
turbulence intensity profiles 

slightly higher. Even at XID = 1.0, the laminar jet for M = 
0.5 has a very distinct profile (see Fig. 6) showing a tendency 
to lift off and penetrate into the mainstream. This is con
firmed in Figs. 6 and 7 of [11], where fairly small values of 
film cooling effectiveness occur in this region. Thus, for a 
blowing rate of 0.5, the laminar jet is very close to—but still" 
over—a critical value of blowing rate for jet lift-off. 

In Fig. 7, results from earlier works [7, 8] are shown for 
comparison. These results were obtained with the same ex
perimental apparatus as used in the present study, but the 

mainstream Reynolds number is different. The results for M 
= 0.35 from [8] are compared to the present results for M = 
0.5—both for turbulent-turbulent flows; both curves (Fig. 7) 
show the same trend. The turbulent jet for M = 0.35 [8] 
shows a higher trajectory than the present results for a 
laminar jet of M = 0.2. The curve for M = 1.0 (from [7] 
represents a penetrating (lift-off) jet flow. This curve is 
located lower than that of the present curve, M = 1.0 
(laminar jet boundary layer-turbulent jet) due to a con
siderably small displacement thickness in the earlier ex-
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periment. The curve from [7] for M = 2.0 with a turbulent 
boundary layer and turbulent jet is situated roughly at the 
same height as the present results for M = 1.99 (laminar 
boundary layer-turbulent jet). At high M, there is a very large 
momentum flux in the jet flow compared to that in the 
mainstream; the jet trajectory is barely affected by the 
boundary layer thickness. 

An empirical equation [17] describing the trajectory of a jet 
through a round hole in the presence of a cross flow can be 
used for comparison purposes. The equation for the position 
of the jet is 

X/D = (l/I) ( Y/D)2-55 + [1 +(l//)]cos/3( Y/D) (3) 

This was derived from results for 2 < / < 22, 1 < p2/p<» ^ 
3, and 45 deg < /3 < 90 deg. The mainstream conditions, «„ 
and 8*/D, are not given in [17]. The predictions of this 
equation are shown on Fig. 7 for M = 1.0 and 2.0 p2/pao = 
0.85, and / = 1.28 and 5.12. As is already recognized, valid 
conditions for the equation are considerably different from 
those in the present study. According to [7] and [16], a 
temperature trajectory for p2/p„ < 1 is below the velocity 
trajectory throughout the downstream region for the same 
blowing rate [7] or the same momentum flux ratio [16], except 
in the very vicinity of a hole where both trajectories are the 
same. From the view point of film cooling, a prediction of the 
trajectory of the jet as indicated by a maximum temperature 
which penetrates into a mainstream cross flow is not so im
portant; it is important, however, in enabling prediction of 
critical jet flow conditions for attachment to a wall under 
given mainstream conditions and geometry. 

Flow Field Above Wall. The velocity and turbulence 
intensity profiles above the wall surface at X/D = 1 and for 
M = 0.5 are presented in Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively. At 
each location (Z) across the span, three flow con
ditions—laminar jet and laminar mainstream, turbulent jet 
and laminar mainstream, and turbulent jet and turbulent 
mainstream—are represented. Since tests are conducted with 
the hot-film probe axis in the Z-direction, the measurements 
represent vector summations primarily of the X and Y-
components of the flow quantities. These summations are 
represented by upper case U and U' in the figures to set them 
apart from lower case u and « ' , which refer to mean velocity 
and velocity fluctuations in the A'-direction. The injected flow 
is not heated, consequently p2/p„ = 1- The momentum flux 
of the jets is lower than that for p2/p — 0.85 in the tem
perature field investigation by about 15 percent for the same 
blowing rate. 

As indicated by the velocity and turbulence intensity 
profiles in the plane of symmetry, Z/D = 0, the center of the 
three individual jets is at a height of Y/D = 0.6, but the 
laminar jet appears slightly higher than the two turbulent jets, 
consistent with the temperature measurements. As observed 
in the turbulence intensity profiles at Z/D = 0 and 0.25, the 
relative maxima near the wall in the region of the lower edge 
of the jet core, are much larger than maxima in the upper edge 
of the jet and the interaction between the mainstream and the 
jet flow is stronger in the top of the jet than below the jet. 

Kidney-shaped jet cores are present in the center region, 0 
< Z/D < 0.75, consistent with the results of temperature 
measurements, Figs. 4 and 5. Under the jet cores, relative 
maxima of the velocity and turbulence intensity profiles are 
observed, especially for the laminar jet. This may imply 
reverse flows due to the blockage effect of the jet flow in the 
mainstream, which was pointed out in earlier works [7, 8]. 
With turbulent jets," this flow is rather weak because the 
diffusion in the circumference of the jets is more active than 
with laminar jets. For the turbulent-approaching boundary 
layer, the turbulence intensity is high at the upper edge of the 
jet core at Z/D = 0.5 and 0.75. This is attributed to a high 

turbulence intensity which existed originally in the boundary 
layer before coming across the jet flow (see solid symbols in 
Fig. 2). 

In the planes Z/D = 0.50 and 0.75, the velocities just above 
the wall are larger than those at Z/D = 1.50, for the 
corresponding height and type of flows. These data are 
marked with half-solid symbols in Figs. 8(a) and (b). Flow 
characteristics at Z/D = 1.50 are essentially those for the 
mainstream without the injected flow. Therefore, the higher 
velocities come from the existence of injected flow and flows 
from the jet core lower edge. 

In the planes Z/D = 1.0 and 1.25, the velocity and tur
bulence intensity profiles are similar to those in the absence of 
injection in the uppermost region, however, a strong influence 
of the injected flows is observed in the vicinity of the wall. 
Gentle variations of velocity and relatively high turbulence 
intensity in this region suggest the existence of a flow that may 
be due to a pair of vortices. This is strongly related to the 
results of cooling effectiveness measurements in the same 
region (see Fig 5 in [11]). Such vortices have been observed 
[18] with a similar film cooling configuration using flow 
visualization with dye injection in a water tunnel. 

In the midplane between the neighboring two injection 
holes, Z/D = 1.5, the velocity and turbulence intensity 
profiles are scarcely affected by the injected flows, at least at 
XID = 1.0. 

Concluding Remarks 

An inclined laminar jet injected through a wall separates 
from the surface and penetrates into the mainstream at a 
smaller blowing rate than a similarly inclined turbulent jet, 
mainly because of the larger momentum flux of the laminar 
jet compared to that of the turbulent one. 

A turbulent-approaching boundary layer causes a wider 
region of interaction between the jet and the mainstream than 
a laminar-approaching boundary layer at the same blowing 
rate. In the upper part of the jet core, the region of the in
teraction extends further upward for the turbulent-
approaching boundary layer, while, in the lower part of the 
jet core, mixing between the turbulent mainstream and the jet 
is more active compared to the laminar-approaching bound
ary layer, resulting in a lower temperature of the flow near the 
wall surface. This trend is especially realized in the near 
downstream region of the injection holes. 

When the jet flow attaches to the wall surface, the 
maximum temperature at a given X/D is at a slightly higher 
location immediately downstream of injection than it is 
further downstream. 

There exists a reverse flow under the jet core around the 
symmetry planes Z/D = 0 at X/D - 1, while a pair of 
vortices or, under some conditions, flow with strong tur
bulence intensity occur under and/or beside the jet at Z/D = 
1.0 and 1.25. 
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Liquid Crystal Visualization of 
Surface Heat Transfer on a 
Concavely Curved Turbulent 
Boundary Layer 
An experimental heat transfer study on a concavely curved turbulent boundary 
layer has been performed. A new, instantaneous heat transfer measurement 
technique utilizing liquid crystals was used to provide a vivid picture of the local 
distribution of surf ace heat transfer coefficient. Large scale wall traces, composed 
of streak patterns on the surface, were observed to appear and disappear at ran
dom, but there was no evidence of a spanwise stationary heat transfer distribution, 
nor any evidence of large scale structures resembling Taylor-Gortler vortices. The 
use of a two-dimensional computation scheme to predict heat transfer rates in 
concave curvature regions seems justifiable. 

Previous Research on Concave Curvature 

One of the uncertainties in the prediction of heat transfer 
from the pressure surfaces of gas turbine blades concerns the 
possible effects of concave curvature. A considerable amount 
of attention has been focused on the curvature problem in 
recent years, both experimentally and theoretically. 

The fact that streamwise curvature affects a boundary layer 
flow has been recognized for many years. The early work of 
Wilcken [1], Wendt [2], Wattendorf [3], Schmidbauer [4], and 
the Clausers [5] demonstrated that even small amounts of 
curvature had large effects on the hydrodynamics. As a result 
of these works, by the late 1930s, many important curvature 
effects were already known. It was known that concave 
curvature increases turbulent activity while convex curvature 
reduces it. Mean velocity profiles were greatly influenced and 
mixing lengths were seen to increase in concave and decrease 
in convex curvature. Increases in boundary layer thickness 
were noted in concave curvature, as were decreases in convex 
curvature. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow was 
enhanced by concave curvature and retarded by convex. In all 
of these early experiments the flow over both the concave and 
convex surfaces was assumed to be two-dimensional, and no 
flow visualization was reported. It was not until Gortler's 
classical work in 1940 [6] that longitudinal vortices in concave 
laminar boundary layers were hypothesized analytically and 
not until 1962 was their presence confirmed experimentally by 
Tani [7]. The presence of longitudinal vortices similar to the 
Taylor-Gortler vortices in laminar flow were sought in tur
bulent boundary layers as well. The first experimental 
evidence of stationary Taylor-Gortler roll cells in turbulent 
flow was presented by So and Mellor in 1972 [8, 9]. Sets of 
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velocity profiles, spaced apart in the spanwise direction, 
indicated stationary structures in the flow. The debate over 
whether or not a spanwise, stationary vortex pattern exists 
along the streamwise direction in concavely curved turbulent 
boundary layers has been raging ever since. Experiments that 
have indicated the presence of stationary structures include So 
and Mellor [8, 9], Merony and Bradshaw [10], Hoffman and 
Bradshaw [11], Ellis and Joubert [12], and Prabhu and Rao 
[13]. Those experiments that did not indicate stationary 
structures include Thomann [14], Ramaprian and 
Shivaprasad [15-17], Jeans and Johnston [18], and the 
present study. 

Although a preliminary study was made by Kreith in 1955 
[19], the first systematic study of turbulent boundary layer 
heat transfer in the presence of streamwise curvature was 
performed by Thomann in 1968 [14]. His work was per
formed at a Mach number of 2.5 and curvature effects may 
have been amplified by the compressible flow. His results 
show a 20 percent increase and a 15 percent decrease in 
Stanton number for concave and convex curvature compared 
to flat-plate behavior. Surface flow visualization with lamp 
black did not show any signs of longitudinal structures on the 
concave surface. 

The first experiment on incompressible turbulent boundary 
layer heat transfer with longitudinal curvature was performed 
by Mayle, Blair, and Kopper in 1979 [20]. For the two cases 
studied, convex curvature decreased heat transfer by 20 
percent and concave curvature increased heat transfer by 33 
percent at the end of the test section (compared to a flat plate 
correlation). Spanwise periodic variation in dynamic pressure 
profiles appeared to indicate the presence of stationary 
Taylor-Gortler vortices. 

The Hoffman and Bradshaw work employed vortex 
generators in the wind tunnel contraction to hold the struc
tures stationary. As much as a 20 percent variation in skin 
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friction between the valleys and the troughs of the vortex 
structures was noted by Hoffman and Bradshaw [11]. 

In both of the previous heat transfer studies on concave 
curvature, conventional heat transfer measurement 
techniques were used. These techniques average the measured 
heat transfer both in the spanwise direction and in time. Any 
local effect that a Taylor-Gortler roll cell might have on heat 
transfer cannot be detected with these techniques. 

The purpose of the present study was to determine whether 
or not such structures were present, and if present, to what 
extent they affected the local heat transfer. 

Liquid Crystals 

In order to map out the distribution of heat transfer 
coefficient over a large area in the curved region, a new 
technique for heat transfer measurement was developed. It 
used an electrically heated sheet covered with a layer of liquid 
crystal paint to visualize the distribution of heat transfer 
coefficient on the surface. 

Liquid crystals are amazing substances. Organic com
pounds derived from esters of cholesterol, chloresteric liquid 
crystals exhibit several unique properties. Liquid crystals have 
two distinct melting points. One occurs when the substance 
changes from a solid to a cloudy liquid, and a second when 
the cloudy liquid changes to a clear liquid. The molecules are 
arranged in layers with the long axis of the molecules parallel 
to each other in the plane of the layer. Each layer is slightly 
rotated, compared to its neighbor, forming a helical pattern. 
Positive interference occurs whenever the layers are aligned. 
The distance between aligned layers can be altered by a 
number of external stimuli, including temperature, electric 
and magnetic fields, shear stress, and chemical vapors. 
Modern fabrication techniques for microencapsulation 
produce gelatin spheres of 5 to 30 microns in diameter con
taining liquid crystal. These techniques greatly reduce con
tamination due to shear stress, chemical vapors, and 
ultraviolet light and result in a substance which changes color 
mainly in response to temperature. The color change is 
brilliant and reproducible and can be calibrated to accurately 
measure temperature. It is this property that makes liquid 
crystals a valuable tool for heat transfer research. 

Several experimentalists have used liquid crystal packaging 
arrangements for aerodynamic visualization and heat transfer 
measurement. The earliest aerodynamic use was reported by 
Klein in 1968 [21]. He used unencapsulated liquid crystals to 
study the transition process on an aerodynamic model. 
Lemberg [22] used liquid crystals for the visualization of 
unsteady boundary layers in 1970. 

The first experiment to employ liquid crystals for con-
vective heat transfer was reported by Vennemann and 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram and thermal circuit for the liquid crystal 
packaging arrangement 

Butefisch in 1973 [23], Models coated with liquid crystals were 
aerodynamically heated in a high-speed flow and a transient 
technique was used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient. 

The first steady-state heat transfer measurement technique 
employing liquid crystals was performed by den Ouden and 
Hoogendoorn in 1974 [24]. They used a constant-temperature 
heat source and measured the stagnation heat transfer from a 
jet impinging on a flat plate. 

Cooper [25, 26] and later Kelleher [27] used a constant heat 
flux surface and liquid crystals to measure the heat transfer 
around cylinders, in a concave, laminar duct, and around 
turbomachinery blades in air. Only steady-state measure
ments were reported. 

An evaluation of two different liquid crystal techniques was 
presented by Hippensteele, Russell, and Stepka in 1981 [28]. 
They evaluated two different constant heat flux heater 
arrangements in various flow situations. Only qualitative heat 
transfer results were reported. 

The Present Configuration. Several different packaging 
arrangements for liquid crystal heat transfer surfaces are 
possible. Both uniform temperature and uniform heat flux 
surfaces can be constructed, each in a variety of different 
geometries. The system chosen for this study is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1. The top surface is a thin layer of 
polycarbonate material (0.1 mm) upon which has been vapor 
deposited a thin, gold film that is used as a constant heat flux, 
Joulean heater. The gold is only a few Angstroms thick and is 
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nearly transparent. This makes it possible to see the liquid 
crystal paint, the next layer underneath, through the gold 
film. A black absorptive layer under the liquid crystal absorbs 
light not reflected by the liquid crystal paint. The package is 
completed by a layer of insulation that reduces heat loss out 
the back of the package. 

The technique is as follows: a measured amount of electric 
power is supplied to the uniform heat flux heater of known 
size. After correction for heat loss from the back side, this 
provides a known and uniform heat flux per unit area. The 
temperature at the back surface of the polycarbonate is in
dicated by the color of the calibrated liquid crystal. After 
correction for the temperature drop through the polycar
bonate, the front face temperature is known. The freestream 
temperature is measured independently. These three measured 
quantities are necessary and sufficient to define the heat 
transfer coefficient. Contours of constant color (isochromes) 
are not only contours of constant temperature (isotherms) but 
also contours of constant heat transfer coefficient 
(isostantons). The technique is therefore useful for quickly 
mapping out contours of heat transfer coefficient on surfaces. 

Qualification of the Technique. As with any new 
technique, the liquid crystal technique had to be qualified 
before applying it to a new flow situation. Details of the 
qualification procedures were reported by Simonich and 
Moffat in 1982 [29]. A summary of the results will be given 
here. 

By using a spectral light source, such as a mercury vapor 
light, the temperature of a given color can be calibrated to 
±0.25°C. This technique reduces the ambiguity temperature 
band by a factor of 3 compared to use of an incandescent or 
"white" light source. 

The uniformity of heat release from the gold film heater 
was measured by two different techniques. One was a direct 
measurement of local heat flux while the other inferred heat 
release from local measurements of gold film resistance. Both 
methods showed that the uniformity was typically ±10 
percent. 

The frequency response of the liquid crystal package was 
determined both analytically and experimentally. A linear 
perturbation analysis was used to study two different 
boundary conditions: (/) a sinusoidally varying heat transfer 
coefficient with a constant heat flux at the heater; and (/'/) a 
sinusoidally varying heat flux at the heater with a constant 
heat transfer coefficient. The second boundary condition case 
could be established experimentally. For the former case, it 
was predicted that a disturbance with an amplitude of 13.5 
percent could be seen if its frequency were 1.3 Hz or less, at 
the conditions which we expected for these tests. The response 
would be higher for larger values 'of heat transfer coefficient 
or amplitude. While this level of frequency response would 
only be useful for steady-state measurements in typical air 
flows, it is high enough to show most of the important 
dynamic processes in low-speed turbulent boundary layer 
flows in water. Experiments with sinusoidally varying power 
applied to the heater confirmed the predictions. This 
established that the prediction method was accurate, hence it 
is felt that variations in h of 13.5 percent could also be seen if 
they occurred at 1.3 Hz or less. 

An important measure of the near wall time scales in a 
turbulent boundary layer is the mean period between burst 
events. Kim et al. [30] measured the distribution of time 
between bursts for a turbulent boundary layer in water. Their 
flow conditions were similar to those used here: U^ = 0 . 5 
ft/s, 599 = 3 in., and Re„ = 1100. They found the average 
time interval between bursts was 2.27 s, implying a frequency 
of 0.44 Hz. Their maximum frequency was 1.0 Hz. It seems 
unlikely that any large-scale structure would change position 
with frequencies higher than the streak structure. Therefore, 
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the liquid crystal package was judged to be fast enough to see 
the most important dynamic events. 

In order to qualify the technique and compare it against 
conventional heat transfer techniques, the package was tested 
in three simple flat-plate flow regimes: laminar free con
vection, laminar forced convection, and turbulent forced 
convection. Comparison between the measured heat transfer 
coefficients and empirical and analytic predictions of the flow 
was found to be good. 

Experimental Apparatus 

The experiment was performed in a large-scale water tunnel 
especially designed for this study. A schematic diagram is 
shown in Fig. 2. The flow length was divided into three main 
parts: a flat-plate development section, a concave curve, and a 
flat-plate recovery. The rig was an open-channel, closed-
circuit water rig. Water was recirculated from a 13,000 gal 
(49,000 L) storage tank by a 1200 galpm (4500 Lpm) pump. 
The tunnel had plexiglass walls supported by steel frames, 
which provided excellent visibility for flow visualization. The 
boundary layer entering the test section was tripped by a 3/16 
in. (4.8 mm) square rod 3 ft (.91 m) downstream of the 4 to 1 
contraction. The boundary layer developed for another 3 m 
downstream before the first measurement station. The 
pressure gradient in the streamwise direction was held 
negligibly small by varying the width of the channel in the 
straight portions. A control wall opposite to the curved test 
wall was designed using potential flow solutions to provide a 
zero streamwise pressure gradient in the curved region, 
measured at the test surface. Fourteen independently con
trolled, waterproof, liquid crystal packages were used in the 
test: 3 in the flat-plate approach region, 7 in the curved region 
and 4 in the flat-plate recovery region. 

A schematic diagram of the test section and a blow up of 
one heater is shown in Fig. 3. The waterproof liquid crystal 
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Fig. 4 Photograph of streamwlse streak patterns obtained In a tur·
bulent boundary layer using the liquid crystal technique. Grid lines are
25 mm apart. Flow is from left to right.

packages were inserted into cavities in the test section so that
the liquid crystal surface was mounted flush with the test wall,
at the midheight of the test section. The physical aspect ratio
of the water tunnel was 4.8 to I. Since there was a free sur
face, the apparent aspect ratio was twice this 9.6 to I. The
beginning and end of curvature wen, placed in the middle of
two liquid crytsal packages, rather than at the interface
between packages. In addition, 4 preheaters were installed
upstream of the first measurement station. No experimental
data were taken from these preheaters. They were used only to
develop a thermal boundary layer prior to the first
measurement station.

Results

Heat Transfer and Flow Visualization Observations. In
addition to the liquid crystal technique outlined above for
visualizing the surface heat transfer, the flow was also
visualized with dye and hydrogen bubbles. Dye injected from
an extended hypodermic syringe was used for casual ob
servation, but the main visualization tool was hydrogen
bubbles. The hydrogen bubbles were generated from a .004
in.-dia (.I-mm) platinum wire suspended in the boundary
layer, above and parallel to the surface.

The following section describes what was observed in the
flow and on the surface, presenting observations only. In
terpretation is reserved for the discussion section of the paper.

The Flat-Plate Approach Region. From all observations,
the flat-plate region upstream of the curvature was a normal,
zero pressure gradient, turbulent boundary layer. The
nominal free-stream velocity was 15 cm/s, and the
momentum thickness Reynolds number was about 1300. If a
hydrogen bubble wire was placed very near to the wall, within
y+ of 10, the streaky structure of the boundary layer was
observed. Low-speed streaks and high-speed sweeps were
apparent, and the structure appeared normal. For an excellent
review of the structure of turbulent boundary layers, see
Cantwell [31].

When power was applied to the liquid crystal test surfaces,
streaks, similar in general appearance to the hydrodynamic
streaks, were observed on the surface. These thermal streaks,
marked by a single color in the liquid crystal, indicated an
area of uniform heat transfer coefficient. A typical
photograph of the flat-plate streak pattern is shown in Fig. 4.
These streaks were uniformly distributed across the surface
and were generally parallel to the free-stream direction, in the
direction of the hydrodynamic streaks. The streaks appeared
and disappeared randomly in space and time. Streaks were
never observed to cross one another, but often two or more
merged to form one which extended both the length and the
lifespan of the streak. The width of a streak was .3-.6 cm or

622/ Vol. 106, JULY 1984

Fig. 5 Photograph of visualized thermal streak pallern beneath
concavely curved turbUlent boundary layer, also showing hydrogen
bubble trace from a wire at y + = 10

25-50 in inner or wall coordinates (i.e., nondimensionalized
by ur/v). The streaks were much longer than they were wide.
The longitudinal streak length was 12.5-25 cm (1000 to 2000
in inner coordinates). The spanwise streak spacing was found
to be 89 in inner coordinates, based on skin friction
measurements from the concurrent hydrodynamic study by
Jeans and Johnston [18]. This is slightly lower than the
generally accepted hydrodynamic streak spacing of 100
reported in a review of several studies by Cantwell [31].
Unlike hydrogen bubble techniques, which generate bubbles
near the surface and which are then carried away from the
wall, the liquid crystal technique provides information
directly on the surface. A recent study by Smith and Metzler
[32] found that the observed hydrodynamic streak spacing
from hydrogen bubble wire visualization decreases as the wire
approaches the wall. The streak spacing observed in the
present work seems reasonable. .

When observed as a whole, the overall pattern formed by
the streaks looks like eel grass in a slowly moving river. In
dividual streaks were observed to be "born" by gradually
widening in cross section. The streaks "died" by necking
down in cross section or by being washed out from the up
stream end. The total area covered by the streaks was 28 to 56
percent (found by dividing the streak width by the streak
spacing).

The hydrodynamic spacing was best observed by using a
plan view (a view whose line of sight is perpendicular to the
wall) with a transversely mounted wire. To view the vortical
structure of the flow, a mirror was placed in the flow
downstream of the hydrogen bubble wire. The view thus
provided, from outside the rig, was a head on view of the
bubbles coming directly at the observer. Streamwise vorticity
was observed in the flat-plate region, but no large-scale
structures were observed.

The Concavely Curved Region. The heat transfer and
flow patterns visualized in the curved region were far different
from the flat plate region and from our preconceived notions
about what the flow would look like. From previous
hydrodynamic studies of concavely curved boundary layers, it
was thought that stationary roll cells or Taylor-Gortler
vortices would exist in the curve. It was imagined that their
effect on heat transfer would be to produce stationary
longitudinal streamwise ribbons of color in the liquid crystal
surface marking regions of high and low heat transfer
coefficient.

No such patterns were detected in the heat transfer
distribution. What were found instead were isolated, large-
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Fig. 7 Photographs of hydrogen bubble traces for f1at·plate (top) and
concavely curved region (bottom). Wire at y + =10.

spanwise and streamwise directions, respectively. The period
and the lifetime of the concave wall traces were determined by
analyzing frames from a 16-mm movie. The average period
between occurrences (over a 17 by 15 cm area) was 13.1 s with
a standard deviation of 6.9 s. The average lifetime was 4.4 s
with a standard deviation of 1.9 s. If these times are nor
malized by outer layer variables U 00 and 0, as is done with
wall bursting, the results are

TpUoo
-0- = 20 for the period

Fig. 6 Sequence of movie frames showing birth, life, and death of a
divergence

scale wall traces that appeared and disappeared randomly in
space and time with no preferred location. A wall trace was
defined as a set of streaks on the liquid crystal surface that
formed· an identifiable, large-scale pattern distinguishably
different from the background streak pattern. A photograph
of a typical streak pattern in the curved region is shown in Fig.

,5. The diverging wall traces, or "divergences," have diverging
streak patterns in the streamwise direction and form a "V"
with the apex pointing upstream. These divergences do not
appear to be convected downstream during their lifetime.
They form all at once at a particular location, bloom out with
a crisp streak pa.ttern with a maximum 20 deg angle of the
streaks from the downstream direction and then "die." They
"die" by having their crisp streak pattern broaden out and
disappear. The divergences are about 10 x 20 em in the

TtUoo 69f h I'f .-0- = . or tel etlme

A sequence of photos taken from a 16-mm movie showing the
birth, life, and death of a divergence is shown in Fig. 6.

A .003-in.-dia (.0756-mm) chromel-alumel thermocouple
boundary layer probe was used to conditionally sample the
thermal boundary layer. The probe was positioned on the wall
in the flow and a long-term average temperature was deter
mined. An audible tone was then produced whenever the
temperature was less than the average. It was then possible to
view the liquid crystal streak patterns and simultaneously hear
the signal indicating low fluid temperature. A strong
correlation between low temperature at the probe and the
appearance of divergences was noted.

Based on the difference in the average color of liquid
crystal inside and outside of the divergence, the difference in
heat transfer coefficient between the center of a divergence
and outside was found to be less than 25 percent. The
spanwise spacing of the thermal streaks in the curve, non
dimensionalized by the mean Stanton number, was 3.7
percent larger than in the flat-plate approach region. That was
not felt to be significant, since the standard deviation of that
measure was 14 percent. The divergences were often marked

3.752.75
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Fig. 8 Photograph of visualized streak pattern beneath turbulent
boundary layer In recovery region

by straight hydrogen bubble lines near the surface, indicating
nonturbulent fluid. A comparison between the hydrogen
bubble traces in the curved region and those in the flat plate
approach is shown in a plan view in Fig. 7.

The Flat-Plate Recovery Region. The flow structure and
heat transfer streak patterns in the recovery region are similar
to those in the flat-plate approach region, except that, oc
casionally, large-scale wall traces are visible. A photograph of
the typical streak patterns is shown in Fig. 8. The wall traces
which were observed in the recovery region were not as easily
recognizable as those in the curved region. They were marked
by a deviation of more than 5 deg and less than 10 deg, either
upward or downward, in the direction of the streak lines from
the normal downstream direction. The traces were 10-15 cm
in span and 20-25 cm in length. The period and the lifespan
were found from single-frame movie analysis to be 11.1 and
3.9 s, respectively. The wall traces were "born" by appearing
all at once with either an upward or a downward streak
pattern. The traces "died" by either (I) a broadening of the
streaks, (il) by streaks changing direction, or (iil) by being
washed out from upstream. There appeared to be less lateral
movement of either the hydrodynamic or the thermal streaks
in this region compared to the flat-plate approach region. The
difference in heat transfer coefficient between the middle of
the traces and the rest of the surface was negligible. The
longitudinal streak spacing, nondimensionalized by Stanton
number, was 17.5 percent larger in the recovery region than in
the approach region.

Mean Heat Transfer Results. The spanwise and tem
porally averaged Stanton number distribution was measured,
along the test surface. The results of a typical case are shown
in Fig. 9. These are compared to a flat-plate prediction of the
flow by the two-dimensional finite difference computer
program, STAN5 [33]. The heat transfer decreases slowly in
the approach region and then increases abruptly to a level 20
percent above the flat-plate prediction. It then remains
relatively constant, even after the withdrawal of curvature in
the recovery region.

In addition to providing heat transfer streak patterns in
turbulent flow and spanwise averaged heat transfer coef
ficients, the liquid crystal technique provides information
about the peak to peak variation of heat transfer coefficient
about the mean. To explain how this is done, the data taking
procedure must be outlined.

When the liquid crystal is above or below its event tem
perature band, it is colorless. As the temperature is raised
through the event band, the apparent color of the liquid
crystal continuously changes from red through violet. Green
was chosen as the calibration event temperature. During a test
run, the power to the liquid was increased slowly, until the
first signs of green streaks appeared on the surface. Thes'e
streaks represented the lowest heat transfer coefficient on the
surface and hence represented "low speed streaks," areas of
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low speed, hot fluid from near the wall. This represented the
lower limit of the heat transfer coefficient distribution on the
plate. As the power was increased, the number of green
streaks also increased until a level where the maximum
number of green streaks appeared. This was reported as the
average heat transfer coefficient. As the power was increased
still further, the number of green streaks decreased until a
level was reached where only a few remaining green streaks
were present. These represented the highest heat transfer
coefficient streaks on the plate: high-speed sweeps of cold
fluid from outside the boundary layer. The peak to peak
variation of Stanton number throughout the test section is
shown in Fig. 10. The variation is about ± 20 percent about
the mean and is approximately the same in the approach, in
the recovery and in the concave regions.

All interpretations of color were done by eye. Tests were
conducted in order to ascertain the repeatability of the data.
Tests with a single observer and tests with two different
observers were conducted. The tests were conducted by having
a second person adjust the power level to give a particular
color pattern responding to verbal orders from the observer.
A single observer was able to repeat the same point within a
standard deviation of 3 percent of the Stanton number. Two
different observers, with an agreement on objective, repeat to
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a standard deviation of 6 percent. A 15 percent difference in 
power setting was very easy to detect. The average zeroth 
order uncertainty in Stanton number was 12.8 percent. 

Discussion 

The following section summarizes our observations and 
gives our interpretation of the results. 

All indications are that the flow in the approach region 
upstream of curvature was a normal, zero pressure gradient, 
turbulent boundary layer. The momentum thickness Reynolds 
number was about 1300 and the spanwise streak spacing was 
89 in inner coordinates. 

The heat transfer distribution on the concave surface 
showed occasional large-scale wall traces which were of short 
duration and had a limited streamwise extent. These occurred 
randomly with no preferred location, and no evidence of a 
stationary pattern was detected on the surface. The traces had 
the appearance of a divergent pattern in the streak lines 
distinctly different from the background. The divergences are 
believed to have been caused by sweeps of cold fluid from 
outside the boundary layer impinging on the surface and 
"squishing out" the fluid already there. This belief is sup
ported by conditional sampling of the temperature and 
velocity field. Divergences in the heat transfer streaks were 
often accompanied by quiet regions in the hydrogen bubble 
traces near the wall. 

A decrease in the number of thermal streaks in the middle 
of a divergence was often noted. This is believed to represent a 
reduction in near wall bursting and tied to a reduction in 
turbulence production. 

The following sequence is suggested as a possible scenario 
for the formation of a thermal, divergent "hand print." First, 
a large "pocket" of outer layer fluid is suddenly hurled at the 
wall. This causes a radially directed outward flow in the near 
wall region and starts to form a star burst pattern. This 
pattern is swept downstream into a fanlike divergence by the 
local convective flow. Only the local flow direction is 
changed, however, and the local h is essentially unaffected. 
After a short lifespan, the thermal trace of the divergence 
disappears. 

The difference in average heat transfer coefficient between 
the region inside a divergence and outside was less than 25 
percent. The 20 percent increase in spanwise averaged heat 
transfer noted could not have been caused by a few regions of 
very high heat transfer coefficient. In order for the 
divergences to cause the observed increase in mean heat 
transfer, they would have had to have a very high heat 
transfer coefficient. The wall traces were spaced roughly one 
boundary layer apart in the spanwise direction and had a 
roughly triangular footprint on the wall with a length of two 
boundary layers and a width of one boundary layer. The 
maximum active area of a wall trace was then 1/2 of the total 
area. From the lifetime and period, 4.4 and 13.1 s, respec
tively, the wall traces were active only 1/3 of the time 
(4.4/13.1). Therefore, the wall traces contribution to the 
average heat transfer coefficient was only 1/2 x 1/3 or 1/6. 
In order to produce a 20 percent increase in average heat 
transfer, the local heat transfer coefficient in the divergences 
would have to be 6 x 20 percent or 120 percent higher than 
the mean. Measurements of local heat transfer coefficient 
inside the diverging region could not have failed to detect 
levels anywhere near this high. Therefore, the 20 percent 
increase in mean heat transfer could not have been caused by 
concentrated regions of high heat transfer coefficient inside 
the divergent regions. 

It is suggested that the increase in the mean heat transfer 
was caused by two factors: (0 large scale interchanges of 
regions of hot and cold fluid from the inner and outer 
boundary layer and (//) higher turbulence intensity, at medium 

and fine scales, leading to increased local mixing. Both of 
these effects could have been caused by the large-scale 
structures in the curved region. In the companion 
hydrodynamic study, Jeans and Johnston [18] showed about 
a 15 percent increase in spanwise averaged, longitudinal 
turbulence intensity across the whole layer in the curved 
region, compared to the flat plate approach. 

While the introduction of curvature produces an almost 
immediate response in the mean heat transfer, the withdrawal 
of curvature has a very small effect. The full recovery to flat-
plate conditions may be very slow indeed. The structures in 
the flow and the wall traces in the recovery region are 
presumed to be remnants of the structures created in the 
curved region. 

A Mixing Length Model for Concave Curvature. As we 
have seen, the flow in the concave curved region is 
distinguished from flat-plate flows by the presence of tran
sient, large-scale structures. The structures we have seen, and 
their effect on heat transfer, have been random in both space 
and time, and no evidence of stationary large-scale events was 
seen. It seems justifiable, therefore, to use a two-dimensional 
scheme to predict the mean heat transfer. Because of its 
relative simplicity, a mixing length model was chosen for 
concave curvature. This was done by modifying the existing 
finite difference computer program STAN5 [33]. 

The mixing length model chosen for the inner layer was 

L = e -0Ri (i) 
'o 

where /0 is the flat plate mixing length; 
(3 is an inner layer mixing length constant; 
Ri is the Richardson number = S( 1 + S) 

2KU/h 
where S= ——-

dU/dy-KU/h 

and h=\+y/R 

This Richardson number definition was first proposed by So 
[34]. The first two terms of the Taylor expansion of equation 
(1) are identical to an inner layer model first proposed by 
Bradshaw [35] 

/ = l - 0 R i (2) 
'o 

Equation (1) has the advantage that it can never predict a 
negative mixing length for strong concave curvature. 

A cubic equation was chosen to specify the mixing length in 
the outer layer 

/8\ (a -0 .086) / 5 \ 2 

\RJ 8/R,im \RJ 
I /8\ (a -0 .086) 
- =0.086 - ) + 2 - -
R \RJ S/Rlim 

(0 .086-a) 

R) 

where a is the asymptotic slope of the l/R versus 8/R 
correlation 
8/R[im is the value of 8/R where a is specified 

The validity of this outer layer model is seen by examining a 
cross plot of mixing length data from the concave experiments 
of Hoffman and Bradshaw [11] and Prabhu and Rao [13] in 
Fig. 11. 

Adams and Johnston [36] recently proposed a model for 
convex curvature which includes an asymptotic limit for 
strong convex curvature. 

/ 

R 
= 0.0025 tanh 

34.5 5 ' 

R . 
(4) 

A comprehensive mixing length model for curvature is 
shown in Fig. 12. This model predicts outer layer mixing 
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lengths from strong convex curvature through flat-plate flows 
to strong concave curvature. 

A lag equation for an effective radius was used for the 
transition from the curvature region to the recovery region. 
The form employed was 

1 

-Keff 

1 

• # n i l 
exp •C 

(xd—xu) 
(5) 

where \/R0\& is the curvature at the last integration step 
(xd—xu) is the integration step size 
5 is the boundary layer thickness 
C is a lag constant 

Results obtained using this model for the present ex
periment are shown in Fig. 13. The values chosen for the 
empirical constants were 

/3 = 4 . 5 
a =0.4 
8/R]im =0.15 
C =0.05 

Conclusions 

The curved region showed random isolated, large-scale wall 
traces, characterized by a divergence of the longitudinal 
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Fig. 13 Stanton number prediction from curvature version of STAN5 

streaks on the wall. These wall traces last several seconds, but 
are limited in streamwise extent. The locally averaged heat 
transfer coefficient inside a region of divergence is not 
markedly higher than the surrounding area, even though the 
spanwise-averaged heat transfer is 20 percent higher than a 
flat-plate prediction. These wall traces are believed to be the 
thermal footprints of the "sweeps" found by Jeans and 
Johnston [18]. They are thought to be caused by sweeps of 
cold fluid from outside the boundary layer bringing lower 
turbulence fluid closer to the wall. This observation was 
confirmed by conditional sampling of the temperature field in 
the boundary layer. 

The distribution of heat transfer coefficient showed no 
evidence of stationary Taylor-Gortler vortices or roll cells in 
the concave regions. Large-scale wall traces were observed, 
but they were not stationary. They appeared and disappeared 
in a random fashion and had no preferred location. These 
observations confirm the hydrodynamic findings of Jeans and 
Johnston [18]. 

The spanwise- and timewide-averaged heat transfer 
coefficient over the entire concave region was about 20 
percent higher than flat-wall predictions for the same flow 
conditions. This increase is believed to be due to large-scale 
interchanges of hot and cold fluid and increased local mixing 
from higher turbulence intensity at medium and small scales, 
rather than a few regions of very high heat transfer coef
ficient. The increased scale and intensity are probably a 
consequence of the large-scale events. 

The distribution of the surface heat transfer in the recovery 
region is similar to that in a flat-plate flow, except that oc
casionally remnants of structures created in the curved region 
upstream are carried downstream. These remnants create 
small divergences in the thermal streak lines. 

The withdrawal of concave curvature appears to produce a 
slower response to heat transfer than the introduction of 
curvature. The recovery of mean Stanton number to flat-plate 
values appears to take a long distance to accomplish. 

A two-dimensional, finite-difference computer program 
with a modified Beta Richardson inner-layer mixing length 
model appears to predict adequately the spanwise-averaged 
heat transfer. Since no stationary vortices were observed in 
either the hydrodynamics or in the heat transfer studies, there 
does not appear to be a need for a three-dimensional code. 
The outer-layer mixing length does not appear to be an im
portant parameter for modeling concavely curved turbulent 
boundary layer heat transfer at least for water. 
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On the Theory of the Wells 
Turbine 
A theoretical investigation is presented concerning the aerodynamic performance of 
the Wells turbine, a self-rectifying, axial-flow turbine suitable for energy extraction 
from a reciprocating air flow. A two-dimensional analysis is developed, and ex
pressions, based on potential flow, are derived for the blade shape maximizing the 
turbine efficiency. Three-dimensional effects and profile losses are then accounted 
for by means of an actuator disk theory, which shows that large radial distortions of 
axial velocity profile can occur, depending on blade shape, with important im
plications on the extent of the stall-free conditions. 

1 Introduction 

A problem, encountered in some devices for sea-wave 
energy conversion, consists in transforming a reciprocating 
flow of air into unidirectional rotational motion, which can 
be used to drive an electrical generator. This requirement is 
met, without the need of any rectifying valves, by the turbine 
invented some years ago by Dr. A. A. Wells. It is an axial-
flow turbine, constituted essentially by a rotor with untwisted 
aerofoil blades of symmetrical cross section, set radially at a 
90-deg angle of stagger. Versions with and without guide 
vanes are known to have been tested. The main feature of the 
turbine is its capability of producing a time-averaged positive 
power from a cyclically reversing air flow with a fairly high 
efficiency and a large blade-to-air velocity ratio. 

The performance of the Wells turbine has been object of 
theoretical investigations using the two-dimensional cascade 
flow model [1-3]. Experimental data have been published 
only for turbines with rotor blades of constant chord. Grant 
et al. [2, 4] used a turbine of 0.4-m rotor dia, with guide vanes 
on both sides of the rotor, whereas Raghunathan et al. [3, 5, 
6] tested a turbine of 0.2-m dia without guide vanes. 

The main purpose of this paper is to develop a more 
comprehensive and exact analysis, including three-
dimensional effects, and to find out how the blade shape 
affects the turbine performance. The turbine is supposed to 
have long cylindrical walls and no guide vanes, and the flow is 
considered incompressible. A two-dimensional analysis is first 
developed, in section 2, and expressions, based on potential 
flow, are derived for the blade shape, allowing maximum 
efficiency for given values of the hub-to-tip diameter ratio, 
flow rate coefficient, and exit-loss coefficient. Three-
dimensional effects and profile losses are considered, in 
section 3, by means of an actuator disk flow model, which is 
used to obtain numerical results showing the effect of blade 
shape upon turbine performance. 
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Conference and Exhibit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 4-7, 1984. 
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional cascade geometry 

2 Two-Dimensional Analysis 

2.1 Basic Assumptions. We introduce a system of cylin
drical coordinates (r, d, x) and consider the annular flow 
through the turbine to be incompressible and bounded by two 
coaxial walls of revolution. For the sake of simplicity of the 
analysis, the duct enclosing the rotor blades is assumed to 
have cylindrical walls, atr — Ri,r = R(Ri<R), long enough so 
that we may ignore the disturbing end-effects upon the flow 
pattern about the blades. The rotor has angular speed, co, and 
comprises a set of N untwisted blades, of chord, c(r), and 
symmetrical profile, located radially at the plane x = 0. In the 
present analysis, the effect of the annular wall boundary 
layers is neglected, and the incoming flow is supposed 
uniform and swirl-free, with positive axial velocity, U. 

As a first approximation, we ignore the flow interference 
between different radii, which means that the radial velocities 
are neglected. In this case, the flow at each cylindrical 
streamsurface may be adequately represented by the two-
dimensional flow about a rectilinear cascade of blades in the 
(x, y) plane, where we take y = rd. 

We consider, in the (x, y) plane, a cascade of symmetrical 
aerofoils set at 90-deg angle of stagger along the .y-axis 
(tandem cascade), with chord, c, and pitch, t = 2wr/N, and 
moving with velocity, cor, along the negative ^-direction (Fig. 
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1). The incoming flow velocity, W!, relative to the blades, has 
components Wlx = U and Wly = u>r. Far downstream, it is 
W2x = U and W2y = o)r+V2y. We define the lift and drag 
directions as perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the 
relative mean velocity vector, W,„ = ( W , + W 2 ) / 2 , and in
troduce the lift and drag coefficients, cL and cD, referred to 
the relative mean flow dynamic pressure. It can easily be 
found that the work, E{f), done by the fluid on the blades, per 
unit mass of fluid, is given by 

1 c sin(pm-y) 
E = -c,-ur U , , n 

2 t sin2(3„ 
(1) 

cos 7 
where 7 = arctan(c f l/cL), and p„, is the angle of Wm with the 
.y-direction. Applying the momentum theorem, we obtain 

tan /3„, = 
U 

(2) 

cor + 
2ur 

which, together with equation (1), allows /3m and E to be 
determined if cL and cD are known as functions of pm (or /3,). 
The pressure drop through the cascade is then given by 

-7) 1 c cos(/3„ 
Pi ~Pi = ~cL-p Ul , 

2 t sin^pmcos7 
(3) 

In order to define the turbine efficiency, 17, we assume that 
the swirl kinetic energy at exit is lost, as well as a fraction 
KLP-/2 (K<1) of the axial-velocity kinetic energy. It follows 
that T] = P/T, where 

(4) 

P = 2irpU\ E(r)rdr and 

-=i*v\*Ri (Pl 

U2\ , 
-Pl+Kp~^ydr 

the are the power output of, and the power available to, 
turbine, respectively. 

In unstalled conditions, p,„ is a small angle, of the order of 
magnitude of 7, which means that the work, E, is expected to 
depend strongly on the drag coefficient, more markedly than 
in conventional cascade flows. (In particular, it is E<0 if 
p„, < 7.) Experimental data on tandem-cascade flow are 
relatively scarce. The only published results [7] were obtained 
for a Reynolds number of about 105, which is one to two 

orders of magnitude smaller than what is expected to occur in 
full-scale Wells turbines for sea wave-energy conversion. 
Aerofoil drag coefficients, and to a lesser extent lift coef
ficients, are known to change substantially for large Reynolds 
number variations over these ranges [8], which means that 
those data are probably unreliable to predict the performance 
of full-scale turbines. An alternative approach, which will be 
followed here, consists in using isolated aerofoil experimental 
data, modified by interference factors derived from cascade 
potential flow theory. Although this method still does not 
allow an accurate evaluation of the drag coefficient (which 
could be affected by interference between aerofoils in an 
unpredictable manner), it constitutes a fairly reliable way of 
determining the lift coefficient for a large variety of aerofoil 
profiles and a wide range of Reynolds numbers, provided the 
chord-to-pitch ratio is not too close to unity. 

We introduce the cascade interference factor, k = cL/cLo, 
where cLo is the isolated aerofoil lift coefficient at the angle of 
incidence, pm, and assume that, for the geometries and 
Reynolds numbers of interest, k is not substantially affected 
by viscous and thickness effects. Consequently, we will take, 
for k, the corresponding value calculated for a cascade of flat 
plates in potential flow. An exact solution for the plane 
potential flow about an infinite row of flat plates with ar
bitrary angle of stagger is well known [9-11], and the 
theoretical value of the interference factor is found to be 
independent of the angle of incidence, /3m. For the special case 
of 90-deg angle of stagger, it is simply 

2t itc 
k = tan 

ire 2t 
(5) 

2.2 Potential Flow. Before dealing with the case of 
aerofoils in real flow, we derive some theoretical results for 
the potential flow about blades of negligible thickness (flat 
plates). In this case, it is 7 = 0, and cLo =2ir sin f},„. The angle 
a2, of the downstream velocity V2, is given by 

U 
tan a2 = —-

Vly 

1 7TC 
- cotan —— 
2 2t 

(6) 

which shows a2 to depend only on the cascade solidity. In
troducing the dimensionless quantities [/•*, R*, c*] = [r, Rh 

c]/R, U* = U/(uR), [P\ T*} = [P, T\/(p<o3Rs), we obtain, 
for the efficiency, r] = P*/T\ where V =P* +L*x+L*y 

1"' Nc* 
P*=4irU*2\ r*2tan dr* (7) 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

c 

CLO 

k = 

K = 

N = 
P = 

Ap,Ap0 

P 
Q 

blade chord 
drag, lift coefficient 
isolated aerofoil lift 
coefficient 
blade work per unit mass 
of fluid 
cascade interference 
factor 
fraction of axial kinetic 
energy lost at exit 
exit energy losses due to 
axial, tangential velocity 
number of rotor blades 
pressure 
drop in static, stagnation 
pressure across the disk 
turbine power output 
volume flow rate 

r,6,x) = 

Ri,R = 
S = 

/ = 
T = 

U = 
v = 

v,w = 
(x,y) = 

«,0 = 

7 = 
77 = 

P = 

cylindrical coordinate 
system 
inner, outer radius 
solidity, total blade 
area/annular area 
cascade pitch 
power available to the 
turbine 
inlet flow velocity 
velocity perturbation to 
radial equilibrium 
absolute, relative flow 
velocity 
cartesian coordinate 
system (Fig. 1) 
angle of absolute, relative 
velocity 
arctan (cD/cL) 
turbine efficiency 
density 

CO = 

Subscripts 

+ 00, 

av = 

0 = 

op = 

1,2 = 

— 00 = 

Superscripts 

* 
- = 

rotor angular speed 

time-averaged value in 
oscillating flow 
conditions of maximum 
flow rate in oscillating 
flow 
optimum value for 
maximum efficiency 
upstream, downstream of 
blade row 
radial equilibrium con
ditions, a t x = ±00 

dimensionless value 
time-averaged value in 
oscillating flow 
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Fig. 2 Results from two-dimensional potential flow theory for blades 
of optimum shape 

ir f' Nc* 
L$= — A"(l-P* 2) t /* 3 ,LJ = 47r£/*3 /-"tan2 dr x 2 y

 )R- 4r* 
(8) 

L* and L* being dimensionless coefficients for the exit losses 
due to axial and swirl velocity components, respectively. 

Since the Wells turbine is intended primarily for appli
cations with oscillating flow, it is convenient, at this stage, to 
introduce time-averaged values. Assuming sinusoidally 
varying flow rate, we may write U{t) = U0 sin Qt. Then, since 
the average values of sin2* and sin3 \x I over a cycle are equal, 
respectively, to 1/2 and 4/(37r), it follows that P* =P*/2 and 
[L*, L*] = [L*ot L*0]4/(3TT), where the superscript bar and 
the subscript, o, indicate time-averaged and maximum flow 
rate conditions, respectively. The following relation holds for 
the corresponding efficiencies 

Vav = ' £-['4,(±-0 (9) 

from which it can be found that r)a„>iy0, a result which 
should be expected, since -q decays with increasing flow rate as 
a consequence of the losses rising faster than the power 
produced (see equations (7) and (8)). (Note that r;a„ is not the 
time-averaged value of 17.) 

For given values of R *, U*, and K, 7/ can be considered as a 
functional of fj,(r*) = Nc*(r*), and to find the function n(r*) 
that gives a maximum of 17 is a problem of variational 
calculus. We shall deal with this question first by looking for 
the function jx{r*) that yields a minimum of L* (i.e., a 
maximum of rf) for fixed P*. This is the classical isoperimetric 
problem (see e.g. [12]) and its solution in this case can easily 
be found to be 

Nc* = 4r* arctan 
r*P* 

TTU*2(1-R*4) 

from which we obtain 

I * = 

(10) 

(11) 7rt /*(l-P*4) 

Equation (10) gives the optimum chord distribution for a 
given power coefficient, P*. (This will be referred to hereafter 
as blade shape A.) From equation (11), we obtain the ex
pression of the function i)=/(P*) giving the maximum ef
ficiency for each value of P*. Then, by setting/'(P*) = 0, we 
find the optimum value of P* 

P* =irU*2{l-R*2) 
K 

(1 + P*2)l (12) 

Table 1 Highest efficiency conditions for several blade 
shapes 

P* 
1 op 

(Vav)n 

Shape A 
c/r = const 
Shape B 
c = const 

0.212 
0.216 
0.212 
0.208 

0.0118 
0.0116 
0.0110 
0.0108 

0.908 
0.906 
0.901 
0.901 

which turns out to give L*=L*, and finally yields the 
following expression for the maximum value, rjmax, of the 
efficiency ?j, for fixed R*, U*, and A" 

Vn {—(r^n (13) 

The time-averaged efficiency, ija„, in oscillating flow, is 
plotted in Fig. 2 versus the loss coefficient K, for R* = 0.5, 
U* = 0.134, and several values of P* = P*/2 (or of the 
solidity S, i.e. total blade area divided by annular area), it 
being assumed that the radial distribution of the chord 
satisfies equation (10) for each value of PI (blade shape A). In 
the same figure, the solid line represents the maximum time-
averaged efficiency, (.tiav)mm, as given by equations (13) and 
(9), and may be considered as the envelope of the curves for 
each value of P*. 

It is to be noted that the power coefficient, P*p, for 
maximum efficiency, increases with K (see equation (12)), and 
also that it is (r/„„)max = 1 for K = 0, but the latter condition 
implies vanishingly small values of P* and S. 

Equations (10-13) define the blade shape and solidity, and 
the turbine performance, for fixed R*, U*, and A", if 
maximizing the efficiency is the dominating design condition. 
It is of interest to know how the efficiency is affected if other 
blade shapes are chosen instead, which may be more con
venient from other points of view, namely manufacturing and 
blade stresses. It can easily be found that, instead of equation 
(13), we have 

?̂max 
3 r- 1 -

1 + -U*VK— 
2 1 -

R*21 

for c/r = constant (constant chord-to-pitch ratio), and 

Vn I \2 R*2-lJ 

for constant blade work, E (which will be referred to as shape 
B and gives c increasing with r). Table 1 compares these cases, 
and also the turbine with constant blade chord, for K = 0.5, 
U* = 0.134, and R* = 0.5. The results show the maximum 
attainable efficiency, and the optimum power coefficient and 
solidity, to be only slightly affected by the blade shape. We 
recall that this conclusion is based on two-dimensional, blade-
element inviscid flow model. More marked differences are 
found if three-dimensional effects and profile losses are in
cluded in the analysis, as shown in section 3. 

3 Three-Dimensional Analysis 

3.1 Actuator Disk Theory. The assumption of zero radial 
velocity, which is a condition for the validity of the two-
dimensional analysis, is exact only in the special case of in
compressible irrotational flow and constant blade circulation 
(or constant blade work). In the general case of blade cir
culation varying with the radius, the shed vorticity induces 
radial velocities which make the stream surfaces deviate from 
the circular cylindrical shape. In order to account for this 
effect, we use the well known actuator-disk flow model, 
which assumes the shed vorticity to be axisymmetrically 
distributed [13]. Moreover, we consider the shed vortex lines 
to have approximately the shape of semi-infinite true helical 
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Fig. 3 Theoretical and experimental pressure drop across blade row 
versus inlet flow velocity 
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Fig. 4 Theoretical and experimental rotor efficiency versus inlet flow 
velocity 

lines (linear actuator disk theory). This requires the radial 
velocity, and hence the shed vorticity, to be everywhere small, 
which in turn implies that the blade circulation should not be 
allowed to vary strongly with the radius. (We will however 
apply our analysis to cases when this condition is not satisfied, 
the consequence being that the results shall not then be ex
pected to be fully accurate.) The actuator disk equations yield 
the (radially varying) axial velocity at the disk, which will then 
allow the flow deflection and the pressure drop to be known 
from two-dimensional cascade data. 

We assume inviscid, incompressible, axisymmetric flow 
and write, for the velocity V (with radial, tangential and axial 
components Vr, Ve, Vx), 

V = V ± a , + v f o r x S 0 , (14) 

V±O0 being the velocity far away from the blade row, at x = 
± oo, where the flow is in radial equilibrium and so V - „ x = U 
= constant, K_,„e = K_ w = K + w = 0. The velocity, v, 
represents the perturbation from radial equilibrium flow, 
and, under the assumptions above, is known to be an 
irrotational vector field [13]. 

The continuity equation, together with the tangential 
component of v xv = 0, gives the following differential 
equation for vx(r, x) 

0.5 

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
r* 

Fig. 5 Axial velocity profile at disk for several blade shapes 

1 d 

r dr 

a solution of which is 

('£) 3 ^ * 
dx2 

vx(r,x)=±^A„e^nxF„(r) for xSO (15) 

where Fn(r) = J0(\„r) + b„ Y0(\„r), J0 and Y0 being Bessel 
functions. The eigenvalues X„, b„ (n = 1,2, . . .) can be found 
from the boundary condition vr = 0, or equivalently F'n(r) = 
0, for r = Rj and R. The condition of continuous axial 
velocity across the disk yields 

vx(r,~0)= -vx(r, + 0)=-[V+m(r)-U] (16a) 

= - %AnF„(r). (16b) 

In order to solve the problem, we consider the radial 
component of Euler equation 

V
 dlL+V ^ _ ^ = _ ± ^ 
r dr x dx r p dr 

which can be written, at the exit from the disk, x = + 0, as 

dr 
vx(r, + 0)-

1 VB(r,+0) d 

dr 2Vx(r,Q) 
[rVt(r, + 0)] 

1 d 

p dr 
(17) 

where Ap0 is the drop in stagnation pressure across the disk. 
A solution is then worked out iteratively as follows. We start 
by assuming a radial distribution for the axial velocity at the 
disk, Vx (r, 0) = U+vx (r, - 0 ) . From two-dimensional 
cascade data, we obtain Ap0, and also the swirl velocity 
downstream of the cascade, which we take as the value of Ve 

(/-, +0). Then equation (17) allows dvx (r, +0)/dr to be 
known as a function of r. The coefficients A„ can now be 
computed by taking into account that 

, °° 
— vx(r, + 0)= - J^A„ \„[Jd\,r) + b„ y,(X„r)] 
dr „ = i 

and using the orthogonality properties of the Bessel functions. 
So, from equation (16b), we obtain the new value of Vx(r, 0) 
which completes the iterative cycle. 

3.2 Numerical Results. Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison 
between results from our actuator disk analysis and ex
perimental data obtained by Raghunathan and Tan [6] for a 
turbine with R = 0.1 m, R* = 0.62 and blade chord in-
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Fig. 7 Time-averaged power output in oscillating flow versus inlet 
velocity amplitude for several blade shapes 

dependent of radius. The experiments were performed with 
blade profile NACA 0021 at Reynolds number of about 2.3 x 
105 (based on relative velocity at blade tip). The values of cLo 

and cD for the calculations were taken from [8], for NACA 
0018 (since no available data were found for NACA 0021 at 
such low Reynolds numbers). Figure 3 represents the variation 
of the static pressure drop across the blade row (or 
disk), Ap(R), measured or calculated at the outer wall, versus 
inlet flow velocity. Figure 4 shows a plot of the efficiency, 
defined here as P/[Ap(R)Q] (i.e., ignoring exit losses). In both 
figures, each theoretical curve ends at the value of U* for 
which the maximum value of ft„(r) equals about 11 deg; this 
value, for the corresponding Reynolds number and isolated 
aerofoil, is the highest angle of incidence for stall-free con
ditions (see [8]). The discrepances between theoretical and 
experimental results are possibly due, in part, to joint effects 
of the following factors. 

(a) Annular-wall boundary layers, blade-tip clearance and 
mechanical losses (all of which are believed to affect 
significantly the performance of a small turbine) are not 
accounted for by the theory. 

(£>) The theoretical calculations were based on cD and cLo 

data for NACA 0018 instead of 0021. (For Re ~ 2 x 105, cLo is 
known to decrease with increasing relative thickness, see [8].) 
In addition, we mention again that no attempt was made in 

the analysis to correct the drag coefficient for cascade in
terference effects. 

The results plotted in Figs. 5-8 were based on aerofoil data 
from [8] for NACA 0018 and Re~107 (considered 
representative of a full-scale industrial turbine), and com
puted for R* = 0.5, K = 0.5. Figures 5-7 illustrate the effect 
of blade shape upon turbine performance, for constant 
solidity, S = 0.5. Figure 5 shows the radial distribution of the 
axial velocity component at the disk. Blades of shape A 
(defined as in section 2.2) and, less strongly, of c/r = const, 
induce a distortion in axial velocity profile that tends to 
aggravate the appearance of blade stall at the hub (in com
parison with what should be expected from two-dimensional 
analysis), whereas constant-chord blades perform favorably 
in this respect. This effect is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6, where 
the efficiency curves for different blades shapes terminate at 
different values of U* (which are taken as the limit of stall-
free conditions and are those for which the maximum value of 
$m(r) equals 16 deg). 

Figure 6 shows a plot of the time-averaged efficiency, ?/„„, 
for sinusoidally varying flow rate, versus (dimensionless) 
amplitude of the inlet flow velocity. Here, we define, as 
before, r\av = PI T, where now it is 

T=2 v\R K,(r,0)[ApC) + y *?W>) rdr 

A similar plot is given in Fig. 7 for the time-averaged power 
output. It is interesting to notice that the positions of the 
various blade shapes, on what concerns efficiency, as shown 
in Fig. 6, are inverted in comparison with the results of Table 
1, where three-dimensional effects and profile losses are not 
accounted for. 

The Wells turbine has often been referred to as satisfying a 
relationship of proportionality between flow rate and overall 
pressure difference (or gross available energy per unit mass of 
fluid). Figure 8 shows this to be only approximately true. 

4 Conclusions 

The results of the theoretical analysis show that fairly high 
values of the mean efficiency, of the order of 70-80 percent, 
are expected to be attainable in reciprocating flow with 
properly designed Wells turbines. 

Three-dimensional flow effects, which were ignored in 
previous analyses, are found to be large, depending strongly 
on blade shape, and to be especially important in connection 
with the extent of the stall-free conditions. Except for blades 
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which do not differ much from shape B (constant-circulation 
blades), the present actuator-disk linear analysis is believed to 
be unable to give an accurate representation of the flow field. 
This will require a nonlinear, three-dimensional theory. 

Finally, we mention that the presently available ex
perimental data concerning tandem cascades of blades are not 
sufficient as a basis for an accurate prediction of the per
formance, and a reliable design, of full-scale Wells turbines. 
Steps towards improving this situation are desirable. 
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Spray Characteristics of Plain-Jet 
Airblast Atomizers 
The effects of air and liquid properties and atomizer dimensions on the spray 
characteristics of plain-jet airblast atomizers are examined. Mean drop size and 
drop-size distribution are measured using an improved form of light scattering 
technique. The test range includes wide variations in air velocity, air pressure, 
air/liquid ratio, and liquid viscosity. The experimental data generally confirm the 
results of previous studies on prefilming types of airblast atomizers. They show that 
increases in air velocity, air pressure, and air/liquid ratio all tend to produce a more 
uniform spray and a lower mean drop size. It is also observed that any change in air 
properties, liquid properties, and atomizer geometry that lowers the mean drop size 
also produces a more uniform distribution of drop sizes in the spray. 

Introduction 

The merits of the airblast atomizer have led to its in
stallation in a wide range of industrial and aircraft gas tur
bines. Most of the systems now in service are of the 
"prefilming" type, in which the fuel is first spread out into a 
thin, continuous sheet and then subjected to the atomizing 
action of high velocity air. In other designs, the fuel is injected 
into the high-velocity airstream in the form of one or more 
discrete jets. A drawback to the thin-sheet airblast atomizer is 
that it is fully effective only when both sides of the liquid sheet 
are exposed to the air. This requirement introduces a com
plication in design, since it usually means arranging for two 
separate air flows through the atomizer. For this reason, the 
plain-jet type of airblast atomizer, in which the fuel is not 
transformed into a thin sheet, but instead is injected into the 
high-velocity airstream in the form of discrete jets, is 
sometimes preferred. Much less is known about the per
formance of this type of atomizer, since the only previous 
investigations of significance are those of Nukiyama and 
Tanasawa [1], Weiss and Worsham [2], Gretzinger and 
Marshall [3], Kim and Marshall [4], Lorenzetto and Lefebvre 
[5], and Jasuja [6]. Although these studies did much to 
elucidate the key factors involved in plain-jet airblast 
atomization, the range of variables studied was incomplete. 
For example, almost all the experiments were conducted at 
normal atmospheric pressure. Jasuja's test program included 
measurements at higher levels of pressure, but no attempt was 
made to determine the distribution of drop sizes in the sprays. 

The present investigation represents an attempt to remedy 
these deficiencies. In common with previous studies, it covers 
fairly wide ranges of atomizing air velocity, fuel viscosity, 
air/fuel ratio, and atomizer size. However, attention is 
focused on the effects of ambient pressure on mean drop size 
and drop-size distribution. Considerable importance is at-
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received at ASME Headquarters July 11, 1983. Paper No. 83-GT-138. 

tached to the latter effect, since it is the drop-size distribution 
in a spray that determines its evaporation history. For 
example, sprays with a nonuniform drop-size distribution 
evaporate more rapidly in the initial phase than do uniform 
sprays of the same mean diameter [7, 8], due to the presence 
of a larger number of small drops. For gas turbine com-
bustors, therefore, a nonuniform spray has definite ad
vantages in terms of wider burning limits and better ignition 
performance, especially at high altitudes where failure to 
relight is often due to an inadequate supply of fuel vapor in 
the spark zone. However, a nonuniform spray necessarily 
contains some larger drops [9] which take longer to evaporate. 
If the residence time in the combustion zone is insufficient to 
ensure complete evaporation and combustion of these large 
drops, they will lower the level of combustion efficiency and 
raise the concentrations of carbon monoxide and unburned 
hydrocarbons in the exhaust gases. Another interesting 
feature of the evaporation history of fuel sprays is that the 
drop-size distribution changes during evaporation in such a 
way that the mean diameter of the remaining drops increases 
for moderately or highly nonuniform sprays and decreases for 
more uniform sprays. This is again due to the existence of 
more small drops in the former case. From these and other 
considerations, it is clearly of practical importance to acquire 
more knowledge on the drop-size distribution of sprays and 
the manner and extent to which the drop-size distributions 
obtained with airblast atomizers are influenced by air 
properties, liquid properties, and atomizer design features. 

Experimental 

The liquids selected for this study are: 

Aviation kerosine: ^ = 0.00129 kg/(ms), o- = 0.0275 kg/s2 , 
p = 780 kg/m3 

Gas oil:/i = 0.003kg/(ms), o- = 0.0281 kg/s2 , p = 810 kg/m3 

Blended fuel: /i = 0.0183 kg/(ms), o- = 0.0285 kg/s2 , p = 840 
kg/m3 

A cross-sectional schematic drawing of the plain-jet 
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Atomizer 

Light -
Observation 
Window 

Pressurizing 
Valve 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of test rig 

atomizer is shown in Fig. 1. Essentially, it comprises a means 
for producing a round jet of liquid and surrounding this jet by 
a coaxial, coflowing stream of high-velocity air. The ap
paratus for studying spray characteristics is also shown 
schematically in this figure. The main component is a 
cylindrical pressure vessel which is mounted on a stand with 
its axis in the vertical position and it is 120 cm long and 75 cm 
in diameter. The atomizer under test is located centrally at the 
top of the cylinder and sprays downward into the vessel which 
is pressurized to the desired level using gaseous nitrogen that 
is tapped from a large liquid nitrogen storage/evaporator 
system. Gaseous nitrogen from this same source also provides 
the atomizing "air" for airblast atomizers. The reason for 
using nitrogen instead of air is to avoid the risk of explosion at 
high pressures. As the physical properties of nitrogen are very 
similar to those of air, the results obtained with nitrogen are 
considered valid for systems using air. 

After atomization, a gentle downdraft of nitrogen conveys 
the droplets downward into a collection tank at the bottom of 
the chamber, from whence the liquid is returned to the storage 
tank. Any fuel that is entrained into the nitrogen flowing out 
of the test chamber is also separated out and returned to the 
storage tank. The objective is partly to conserve fuel, 
especially those fuels of which only a limited supply is 
available, and also to avoid any pollution problems created by 
the escape of droplets or mists into the atmosphere. 

Drop sizes are measured using the light-scattering 
technique first proposed by Dobbins, Crocco, and Glassman 
[10] and later developed at Cranfield [5]. It is based on a 
direct measurement of the scattered light intensity profile 

no 
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Fig. 2 Variation of mean drop size with air pressure, air/liquid ratio, 
and fuel nozzle diameter, for a low viscosity liquid 

after the monochromatic light beam has passed through the 
spray. The SMD is obtained directly from measurement of 
intensity versus radius in the focal plane of the receiving lens. 
In practice, this is accomplished by measuring the traverse 
distance (/•) between the optical axis and a point on the profile 
at which the light intensity is equal to 1/10 of the normalized 
intensity in the scattered profile. The SMD of the spray can 
then be determined using the relationship between r and SMD 
as derived by Roberts and Webb [11]. Recently, Rizk and 
Lefebvre [17] have used the method advocated by Swithen-
bank et al. [13] to extend the light-scattering technique to 
include measurements or drop-size distribution. 

Tests were conducted using two geometrically similar 
atomizers, having fuel nozzle diameters of 0.55 mm and 0.75 
mm, over the following ranges of test conditions. 

Atomizing "air" velocity 10 to 120 m/s 
Ambient "a i r" pressure 100 to 766 kPa 
Air/liquid ratio 2 to 8 
Fuel viscosity 0.0013 to 0.0183 kg/ms 

Mean Drop Size 

At the outset of the investigation, it was anticipated that the 
effects of air and liquid properties on mean drop size would 
be very similar to previous findings in regard to general trends 

A,B 

ALR 
d„ 
L 

Lc 

P 

= constants in equations (1) 
and (2) 

= air/liquid ratio by mass 
= fuel nozzle diameter 
= atomizer dimension in 

equation (11) 
= characteristic dimension of 

atomizer 
= pressure 

Q 

SMD 

U 
V 

X 

= drop-s ize d i s t r i bu t ion 
parameter 

= Sauter mean diameter of 
drops in spray 

= velocity 
= volume (or mass) fraction of 

spray in drops of diameter 
less than x 

= drop diameter 

x = 
A1 = 
P = 
0" = 

Subscripts 
A = 
L = 
R = 

drop-size parameter 
liquid dynamic viscosity 
liquid density 
surface tension 

air 
liquid 
relative, air to fuel 
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Fig. 3 Variation of mean drop size with air pressure and air/liquid ratio 
for a medium viscosity liquid 
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Fig. 4 Variation of mean drop size with air pressure and air/liquid ratio 
for a high viscosity liquid 

[1-6, 9, 12, 14], and this was confirmed by the experimental 
data. Some typical results are shown plotted in Figs. 2-5. 
Figure 2 illustrates the effects of air velocity, air/liquid ratio, 
air pressure, and atomizer dimensions on mean drop size. 
Similar data for liquids of higher viscosity are given in Figs. 3 
and 4. These data show that SMD increases with increase in 
liquid viscosity and/or atomizer size and decreases with in
crease in air/liquid ratio. SMD diminishes rapidly with in
crease in air velocity, according to the relationship SMD a 
UR ~0-8. The influence of air pressure on SMD is less marked, 
in fact, SMD a PA ~0 4 . This relationship between SMD and 
PA is illustrated more directly in Fig. 5. 

It has been shown elsewhere [14] that the basic drop-size 
equation for airblast atomizers is 

SMD 
A\PAUA

2L) V1 + 
1 

ALR 

\oo,L/ \ ALR/ • apLL/ V ALR/ ) 

where A and B are constants whose values depend on atomizer 
design features and must be determined experimentally. Lc is 
a characteristic dimension that represents the scale of the 
atomizer. The term L represents the atomizer dimension at the 
point or surface where the liquid first contacts the air stream. 
For prefilming airblast atomizers L=Dp, the prefilmer lip 
diameter. For plain-jet atomizers L = dot which is also ap
propriate for the characteristic dimension, Lc. Substituting in 
equation (1) f o r L = L c = d 0 , gives 

SMD 
=A(—a-T-

\pAUA
lc , / V ALR/ 

\ao,dJ V ALR/ •opLdJ V ' ALR/ ( 2 ) 

In practice, some secondary factors, such as liquid-stream 
Reynolds number and airstream Mach number, affect the 
atomization process in a manner that is not yet fully un
derstood. Thus, it is found that the ability of equation (2) to 
correlate SMD can be improved by reducing the exponent of 
the term a I pA UA

2 d0 from 0.5 to 0.4. Also, if relative 
velocity, UR, is substituted for air velocity, UA, then the 
diminished influence of air/liquid ratio on SMD should be 
accounted for by reducing the exponent of the term 

10, 

^ L =0.00129 kg/(ms) 

ALR = 4 
— — dn = 0.75 mm 

, m/s 

100 200 
PA.kPa 

5 0 0 
J I I I I 

1000 

Fig. 5 Graphs illustrating the effect of ambient air pressure on mean 
drop size 

(1 + 1/ALR). These considerations lead to the following 
modified form of equation (2), which now includes the ex
perimentally determined values of A and B 

SMD 
= 0.48 

/ a \ °" / 1 V 
\pAUR

2d0) V + ALR/ 

+ 0.15 
\<jp,dj V 1 + — ) ALR/ 

(3) 
. opLd0 -

The ability of equation (3) to correlate the values of SMD 
obtained experimentally is illustrated for low-viscosity liquids 
in Fig. 6 and for high viscosity liquids in Fig. 7. An excellent 
correlation is demonstrated for low viscosity liquids. For 
liquids of high viscosity, the correlation is inferior but still 
quite satisfactory. Comparison with the results obtained by 
other workers is hindered by the different methods adopted 
for presenting the data. However, a comparison is possible 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of calculated and experimental values of mean 
drop size for high viscosity liquids 

Table 1 Summary of data on effect of variables on mean 
drop size for liquids of low viscosity 

Investigators 

Nukiyama and 
Tanasawa [1] 
Weiss and 
Worsham [2] 
Gretzinger and 
Marshall [3] 
Kim and 
Marshall [4] 
Lorenzetto and 
Lefebvre [5] 
Jasuja [6] 
Ingebo [16] 
Theoretical 
Experimental 

Present Study 

Power dependence of mean drop 

Air 
velocity 

- 1 . 0 

-1 .33 

-0 .40 

-1 .14 

-1 .00 
-0 .90 

-0 .67 
-0.75 
-0 .80 

Air 
density 

PA 

0 

-0 .30 

-0 .40 

-0.57 

-0.30 
-0.45 

-0.33 
-0.25 
-0 .40 

Surface 
tension 

a 

0.5 

_ 

0 

0.41 

0.33 
0.45 

0.17 
0.25 
0.40 

size on 

Dimension 
do 

0 

0.16 

_ 

_ 

0 
0.55 

0.5 
0.5 
0.60 

for liquids of low viscosity, as illustrated in Table 1. The 
values of the exponents for air pressure, air velocity, surface 
tension, and liquid viscosity listed in this Table show ap
preciable differences, as might be expected in view of the 

. 0 3 -

^ L =0.00129 kg/(ms) 

ALR = 2 

UR , m/s 

A no 
o 96 
D 60 

q 
2.88 
2.78 
2.65 
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Drop Diameter, x, fim 

Fig. 8 Influence of air velocity on drop-size distribution 

different types of atomizer represented and the different 
methods used to measure mean drop size. However, there is a 
close similarity between the results of Jasuja [6] and those 
obtained in the present study. To some extent, this may be due 
to the fact that both investigations employed the same light-
scattering method for the measurement of mean drop size. 

Drop-Size Distribution 

One of the most fundamental and important properties of a 
liquid spray is the frequency of occurrence of the various sizes 
of droplets, or the drop-size distribution in the spray. It is also 
the property that is most difficult to predict theoretically and 
to determine experimentally. This is why so little information 
on drop-size distribution is available in the literature. 

Several mathematical expressions have been derived to 
represent drop-size distribution. Usually they contain two 
independent parameters, one of which is a mean diameter of 
some kind and the other is a measure of the dispersion of the 
spray, or the deviation from the mean. The Rosin-Rammler 
expression [15] is perhaps the most widely used at the present 
time. Although developed originally for powders, it has been 
applied with success to liquid drops. It can be expressed in the 
form 

1 -v = exp-(x/x)i 

where v is the volume fraction of the spray occurring in drops 
of diameter less than x, x is a size parameter, and q is a 
distribution parameter. The higher the value of q, the more 
uniform is the spray. Values of q were determined over the 
entire range of test conditions. Some typical results are shown 
in Figs. 8 and 9. 

The beneficial effect of increasing relative velocity at a 
constant air/liquid ratio from 60 to 96 m/s, and then to 110 
m/s, is shown in Fig. 8. The number of large drops in the 
spray diminishes rapidly with increase in air velocity. Figure 9 
illustrates a significant shift in distribution toward lower drop 
sizes with reduction in d0. In general, the results obtained on 
the influence of air and liquid properties on drop-size 
distribution in the present investigation, using a plain-jet 
airblast atomizer, are fully consistent with those obtained in a 
recent study conducted on a prefilming type of airblast 
atomizer [12]. Thus, it is found that any change in liquid 
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160 

properties, air properties, atomizer geometry, and atomizer 
size that tends to produce a finer spray will also yield a higher 
value of q, i.e., a more uniform spray. This point is clearly 
brought out in Fig. 10, which shows that increases in air 
pressure, air velocity, and air/liquid ratio all produce a more 
uniform drop size. However, increases in fuel viscosity and 
fuel nozzle diameter both result in coarser sprays. 

Conclusions 

From a series of measurements carried out on a coaxial, 
coflowing, plain-jet airblast atomizer, it is found that the 
effects of the main air and liquid properties on mean drop size 
follow closely the trends observed previously with prefilming 
airblast atomizers, although the exponents of air pressure and 
velocity are slightly lower for the plain-jet type. 

The experimental data collected in this study are correlated 
with good accuracy by the dimensionally correct equation. 

0.4 / J \ 0.4 SMD 3 / o \ °-4 / 1 \ ' 

- =°-48(z^) (1+XDJ 
\ao,dJ V ALR/ + 0.15. . . . . A T D 

The results also confirm previous findings for prefilming 
airblast atomizers in regard to the effects of air and liquid 
properties on drop-size distribution. The measurements show 
that any change in atomizer geometry, liquid properties, or 
operating conditions that reduces the mean drop diameter will 
also increase the uniformity of drop sizes in the spray. 
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The Interdependence of Spray 
Characteristics and Evaporation 
History of Fuel Sprays 
Previously developed calculation procedures [1, 2] based on evaporation analysis 
are used to predict the variation of JP-5 fuel spray characteristics (mean drop 
diameter, Dm, and drop-size distribution parameter, n) with time during 
evaporation in hot air. The method takes full account of transient effects occurring 
during the heat-up period. The results show that both D,„ and n increase with time, 
but the changes are more significant for sprays having small initial values of n. The 
time to vaporize a certain percentage of spray mass is proportional to the square of 
the initial mean diameter, Dm . The effect of the initial value of n, is that a spray 
having a larger value of n0 will reach its 90 percent evaporation point faster, but a 
smaller value of n0 will give a shorter 20 percent evaporation time. Based on these 
calculations, a general method for estimating the time required for any liquid fuel to 
attain any given percentage of spray mass evaporation is proposed. Although the 
method was developed for quiescent mixtures of fuel drops and air, it can be ap
plied to many practical combustion devices (for example, a gas turbine combustor 
fitted with airblast atomizers) where it is reasonable and sufficiently accurate to 
assume alow relative velocity between the fuel drops and the surrounding air or gas. 

Introduction 

In two previous papers [1,2] calculation procedures were 
developed for estimating the steady-state value of evaporation 
constant and the length of the heat-up period of fuel drop 
evaporation, and the proposed methods were used to evaluate 
these properties for a number of commercial engine fuels. In a 
subsequent publication [3], these methods were extended to 
cover a wide range of liquid hydrocarbon fuels. By in
troducing the concept of an "effective" evaporation constant 
which takes full account of the effects of convection and the 
heat-up period on overall evaporation rates, the estimation of 
drop lifetimes for fuel drops evaporating under various 
conditions of fuel type, ambient pressure and temperature, 
and initial drop size, was made quite straightforward [3]. 
However, although the evaporation characteristics of a single 
fuel drop provide useful guidance to the evaporation history 
of a complete spray, there are certain key features of an 
evaporating fuel spray that can only be explored by con
sidering the spray as a whole [4, 5]. For example, from an 
ignition standpoint, it is the initial rate of evaporation that is 
important, whereas for high combustion efficiency the time 
required for complete evaportion of the fuel spray is the 
dominant factor. Another interesting example is provided by 
the lean premix/prevaporize combustor. A key feature of this 
concept is the attainment of complete evaporation of the fuel 
and complete mixing of the fuel vapor and air prior to 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the 28th International Gas Turbine 
Conference and Exhibit, Phoenix, Arizona, March 27-31, 1983. Manuscript 
received at ASME Headquarters July 11, 1983. Paper No. 83-GT-7. 

combustion. Failure to fully vaporize the fuel results in higher 
NOx emissions. It is important, therefore, to know how the 
fraction or percentage of fuel,evaporated varies with time, so 
that the best compromise can be made between the conflicting 
requirements of minimum NOx emissions and minimum 
length of premixing chamber. 

It is also of interest to ascertain how the initial mean drop 
size (Dm ), and the drop-size distribution (as defined by the 
Rosin-Rammler distribution parameter, ri) affect the sub
sequent evaporation history. Rao and Lefebvre [6] conducted 
an experimental investigation into fuel spray evaporation 
under controlled conditions, but their findings shed little light 
on the initial rate of evaporation. Neither do they allow the 
fraction of fuel evaporated to be estimated for fuels other 
than the kerosine employed in their tests. In the present paper 
attention is focused on the evaporation history of JP5 fuel 
sprays. (The physical properties of JP5 and the other fuels 
investigated are provided in [1]). The results are presented in a 
manner which allows the time required to vaporize any given 
percentage of the initial spray mass to be estimated for other 
fuels at any stipulated conditions of ambient pressure and 
temperature. 

It should be noted that no account is taken of the enhanced 
evaporation rates that occur with pressure atomizers due to 
the initial relative motion between the drops and the 
surrounding air. Since the small drops decelerate rapidly while 
the large drops maintain their momentum, the evaporation 
constant for the larger drops is higher, and this affects the 
evaporation history of the spryay including the change in 
drop-size distribution parameter. However, the results ob-
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Fig. 1 Effect of ambient pressure and temperature on duration of 
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Fig. 2 Influence of ambient pressure and temperature on average 
evaporation constant during heat-up period [2] 

tained are valid for airblast atomizers and, in fact, for all fuel 
injection systems that are characterized by a low relative 
velocity between the fuel drops and the surrounding air 
stream. 
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Fig. 3 Influence of ambient pressure and temperature on steady-state 
evaporation constant [1] 

Evaporation Calculations 
When a liquid spray is injected into warm air the initial rate 

of evaporation is quite low, and most of the heat transferred 
to the drop from its surroundings is used in heating up the 
drop. As the liquid temperature rises, the vapor concentration 
at the drop surface increases and a larger proportion of the 
heat transferred to the drop is used to supply the latent heat of 
vaporization. Eventually, the drop attains its wet-bulb 
temperature, 7̂  , and from then on the rate of evaporation 
remains constant at its steady-state value. 

In [2], a simple procedure was outlined for calculating the 
duration of the heat-up period, thu, and the effective value of 
evaporation constant during this period. Figure 1, which is 
reproduced from [2], shows the effect of ambient pressure 
and temperature on the duration of the heat-up period of JP 5 
fuel. It was found that thu is proportional to the square of the 
drop diameter. So, from Fig. 1, the heat-up period of JP 5 

Nomenclature 

D = drop diameter, m 
Dj = mean drop diameter of group /, m 
D,t = mean drop diameter of group / after time, At, m 
Dm = mass (volume) mean diameter (MMD), m 

Dm = initial value of Dm, m 
Da = initial drop diameter, m 
AD = drop-size increment, m 

n = Rosin Rammler drop-size distribution parameter 
n0 = initial value of n 
P = ambient air pressure, kPa 
Q = volume fraction contained in drops of diameter 

less than D 
Q, = volume fraction of liquid contained in drops of 

diameter less than D after time, At 
AQj = volume fraction contained in group i 

&Qu — volume fraction contained in group / after time, 
At 
ambient air temperature, K 
initial fuel temperature, K 
steady-state value of drop surface temperature, K 
time, s 
time increment, s 
duration of heat-up period, s 
time required to evaporate 90 percent of fuel 
spray,s 
fraction of fuel in vapor form 
effective average value of evaporation constant 
during heat-up period, m2/s 
effective average value of evaporation constant 
during steady-state period, m2/s 

T 
TF 

t 
At 

t<X*l« 

Xl,„ — 

\,, — 
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fuel drops can readily be determined for any given values of 
pressure, temperature, and drop size. The effective, average 
value of evaporation constant during the heat-up period, X/,„, 
is independent of drop size [2]. Values of X,,„ for JP 5 at 
different levels of pressure and temperature are shown in Fig. 
2, from [2]. Figure 3 shows the variation of Xs, with pressure 
and temperature for JP,5, from [ 1 ]. 

For an initial drop diameter, D0, the change of diameter 
with time can be expressed by the follwing equations 

(a) During the heat-up period 

D2=D0
2-\/lut 

(b) During steady-state evaporation 

D =D0 - \h„ thu — \s,(t — thu) 

At any time period between t and t + At, when 

t<thu<(t+At) 

the change of diameter is given by 

A(D2) = \hu (thu-t)+\s,(t+At 

(1) 

(2) 

'/,„) (3) 

Drop-Size Distribution 

Calculations of drop-size distribution are based on the well-
known equation due to Rosin and Rammler [7] 

Q = l - e x p [ - 0 . 6 9 3 ( />/£„)"] (4) 

30 
1 
0.1 

50 
2 
0.3 

70 
3 
0.5 

90 
4 
0.8 

120 
5 
1 

where Q is the volume fraction of the spray contained in drops 
of diameter less than D, and Dm is the mean diameter; (for D 
= Dm, Q = 0.5). The exponent n provides a measure of the 
spread of drop sizes; the higher the value of n, the more 
uniform is the spray. For most practical sprays, the value of n 
lies between 2 and 4. 

The calculation procedure for drop-size distribution is 
carried out in the following steps: 

1 Calculate the initial drop size distribution for a given 
combination of Dm and n0. Divide the total drop-size 
distribution into a number of groups, using different size 
intervals for different Dm values, as shown in the following 
table: 

D , „ o , urn 
AD, \im 
At, ms 

The volume fraction increment for each drop size group is 
calculated as 

AQ,=exp[ - 0.693 {D, /D„,o)"] - e x p [ - 0.693 (Di+l/D,„o )»] 

(5) 

taking 0.5 (D, + Di+l), the average drop size in the group, as 
the representative diameter. Note that all of the volume 
fraction increment in any group is regarded as being 
associataed with the average drop diameter in this size group. 

2 For the first time period, Atu calculate the drop-size 
change for each averaged drop size at the end of A^, using 
equations (1-3), in which \hu, \st, and thu are determined 
from Figs. (1-3). 

3 Calculate the volume fraction relative to the initial total 
spray volume remaining in each group at the end of At,. 

AQ„=AQ,(A,/A)3 (6) 

where Dit is the drop size of / group after time Atx. 
4 Calculate the volume fraction evaporated (relative to 

initial spray volume) as 

1.0 2.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME, ms 

Fig. 4 Change of mean diameter (MMD) with evaporation time for 
different values of n 0 : fuel = JP 5, P = 2000 kPa, T = 2000 K 

£ 

' 9 0 % 
Fig. 5 Nondimensional diameter plotted against nondimensional 
evaporation time for various values of n„ 

TIME, ms 
Fig. 6 Variation of drop-size distribution parameter n with evaporation 
time for different values of n 0 : fuel = JP 5, P = 2000 kPa, T = 2000 K 
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9 0 % 
Fig. 7 Relative change of drop-size distribution parameter with 
nondimensional evaporation time for various values of n 0 

3.5 3.0 2 5 

Dm=50 ?m 

Fig 

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
TIME, ms 

. 8 Evaporation history of a JP 5 fuel spray for different values of 
P = 2000 kPa, T = 2000 K 

Qev.P = l -EAQ« (7) 

In subsequent time increments, At2, At3, etc., the volume 
fraction evaporated (relative to the initial spray) should be (1 
- EAQ,7) multiplied by the total liquid volume fraction 
(relative to the initial spray) at the beginning of the time 
period. 

5 Calculate the new liquid volume in each size group after 
time, At{, expressed as a fraction of the total liquid volume in 
the spray after time, A?,. 

6 The new 
calculated from 

AQ,v=(AQ,//EAQ,/) 

accumulative distribution, e/> 

G/=AQ1', + A Q i + . . . . A G i 

7 Rewriting equation (4) as 

• l n ( l - Q ) - 1 - " 
ln£> = 

1 M 
- In -
n L 0.693 

In A , 

(8) 

. be 

(9) 

(10) 

- 70 fj.m data 

r? Vconverted from • 

oj 

'30 fj.m data 
50 " " 
90 " " 
120 " " 

* (€f 
JP 5 
P=2000 kPa 
T=2000 K 

Dm o=70 ^.m 

2 2.5 3 3.5 4 

n 

Fig. 9 Data illustrating that evaporation time is proportional to Dm
 2 

D m 0
= 7 0 > i m 

2.5 3.5 

Fig. 10 Time to vaporize 20 percent of spray mass (volume) for dif
ferent values of n 0 : fuel = J P 5, P = 2000 kPa, T = 2000 K 

and using the least squares method for In D. and In [(ln(l 
- Q) _1)/0.693], the new drop-size distribution parameter, n, 
and the new mean diameter, D„,, are determined. 

Results 

The changes of mean diameter, D,„, with evaporation time 
for different values of initial mean diameter, Dm , and initial 
drop-size distribution parameter, nol are shown in Fig. 4 for a 
JP-5 fuel spray at T = 2000 K, and P = 2000 kPa. It is ap
parent that the mean diameter, D,„, increases with 
evaporation time. The general trend is that the change of D„, 
is more significant for sprays having smaller n0 values. If we 
nondimensionalize time, /, by using /9(Wo, which is the time 
required to vaporize 90 percent by mass of the spray, and 
divide Dm by its initial value Dm , we can plot the non-
dimensional mean diameter D,„ /Dm against nondimensional 
time t/t9Wo, as shown in Fig. 5, where the curves for different 
values of Dm combine to form a single curve. Since the 
evaporation time is now nondimensionalized, Fig. 5 can be 
seen as characteristic for the spray evaporation of various 
hydrocarbon fuels. It is perfectly general and applies equally 
well for all practical values of pressure, temperature, and 
D,„ . The variation of drop-size distribution parameter, n, 
witfi evaporation time for a JP 5 fuel spray at T = 2000 K, P 
= 2000 kPa is shown in Fig. 6. It is of interest to note that if 
the relative change of n, i.e., n/n0, is plotted against non-
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100, 

90% 
Fig. 11 Curves illustrating the variation of evaporation history with n0 

2000 

Fig. 12 Graphs illustrating the variation of the heat-up period with 
pressure and temperature for JP 4 

dimensional evaporation time, t/t9m, then the results for 
different Dm values fall onto a single curve, as shown in Fig. 
7. The general trend is for n to increase with evaporation time, 
and the effect is more significant for sprays having low values 
of n0. Figure 7 is plotted in dimensionless form, so it is valid 
for all practical values of D,„ , pressure, and temperature. 
The evaporation histories of JP fuel sprays at T = 2000 K and 
P = 2000 kPa are shown for D„, = 50 /j,m and various 
values of n0 in Fig. 8. It is clear that the time required to 
vaporize a certain percentage of the fuel spray is proportional 
to the square of D,„ , as shown in Fig. 9. The curve drawn in 
this figure represents calculated results for the time to 
vaporize 90 percent of the spray mass for Dm = 70 pxa.. 
Other data points are converted from the calculated data for 
Dm = 30 tan, 50 fim, 90 fim, and 120 /xm, by multiplying by 
the ratio of (70/D„, )2 . The time required to vaporize 20 
percent of the spray mass for D„, = 70 /xm is shown in Fig. 
10. From Figs. 9 and 10, it is apparent that a spray of large n0 

will have a low 90 percent evaporation time and a high 20 
percent evaporation time. Thus, from a combustion efficiency 
viewpoint, it is desirable to have a spray with a high value of 
not but for ignition it is better to have a low n0 value. Since 
the evaporation curves shown in Fig. 8 tend to flatten out in 
the final stage of evaporation, this implies that combustion 
systems which demand a fully prevaporized fuel-air mixture, 
may require considerable prevaporization time in order to 
achieve this goal. This is especially true for low values of n0, 
as illustratred in Fig. 8. 

£ 

O 
r-

2000 
T, K 

Fig. 13 Graphs illustrating the variation of the heat-up period with 
pressure and temperature for JP 5 

Evaporation Time Estimations for Various Fuels 

If evaporation history is plotted against nondimensional 
evaporation time t/t90%, the curves for different values of 
D,„ combine into a single curve, as shown in Fig. 11. Since 
the evaporation time is nondimensionalized, Fig. 11 is valid 
for different fuel sprays at different pressures and tem
peratures. Based on Figs. 9 and 11, the following general 
method for estimating the time required to vaporize any given 
fraction of a hydrocarbon fuel spray in stagnant air, at any 
stipulated values of pressure and temperature, is proposed. 

We have 

t= (t/t90o/,)* (^90%) 
J P 5 
P=2000 
r=20oo 
-^'"oxIO-6 

/70xlO-6)2-X, •(D„ •efl 

J P 5 
P=2000 
r=20oo 
X 

/Xeff 

FUEL 
P 
T 
x 

where x is the fraction of the total fuel in the form of vapor 
and Xeff is the effective evaporation constant. At the start of 
the evaporation process (x = 0), Xeff = \hu. At the end of 
evaporation {x = 1), Xeff is given by 

X °l 

hu + (D0 — X/,„ tln, ) /\sl 

(11) 
\+{thu/Dl) (\s,-\lw) 

Since thu aD2, the ratio thu/D
2 is independent of drop size. 
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0.4077+ 0.3664 x 

2000 
T, K 

Fig. 14 Graphs illustrating the variation of the heat-up period with 
pressure and temperature for DF 2 

For any stipulated conditions of pressure, temperature, and 
fuel type, it has a constant value which applies equally well 
both to individual drops and to the spray as a whole. 

The influence of the heat-up period varies with the value of 
x. The value of Xeff always lies between \hu and Xeff , being 
larger for high values of x. If it is assumed that Xeff varies as a 
linear function of x between \hu and Xeff , then 

Kax — 0 ~x) A/IH +x'Knx 

= (l-x)XAl# + 
x-\a 

(12) 
l+(tlm/D2

0) ( \ , , - X t a ) 
Substituting into equation (12) appropriate values of \hu, 

\ „ and {thJD2
0) for JP 5, a t P = 2000 kPa, T = 2000K, and 

D0 = 70 X 10"6 , gives 

Xeff = (1 -x) 0.4077 + 
J P 5 
P = 2000 

r=2ooo 
X 

1.638* 
1+0.907(1.638-0.4077) 

= 0.4077+ 0.3664mm2/s (13) 

The equation for estimating the time required to evaporate 
a fraction x of the volume of any given fuel spray in quiescent 
air, at any stipulated values of pressure and temperature, is 
then obtained as 

^FUEL —(t/tg, 
P 
T 
x 

%)• (horn) JP 5 
P = 2000 
77=2000 
Dm =70X10" 

• (Dm /70X10" 6) 2 

Ul-x)\hu + 
X'K 

1+0.204/* 1 0 - 6 ( A « — XAU) FUEL 

P 
T 
x 

(14) 

The following points should be noted in connection with the 
foregoing equation: 

1 For computational convenience, the units employed for 
/;,„ and X in equation (14) and in the figures are ms and 
mm2 /s , respectively. 

2 Values of /;,„ 6 can be obtained from Figs. 12, 13, 
and 14 for JP 4, JP 5 and DF 2, respectively. 

3 (///9o%) is determined from Fig. 11, for any given values 
of evaporation percentage and n0. 

4 (tgoio) 
JP5 
P = 2000 
7=2000 
Dm_ =70. 10 

is the time required to 
vaporize 90 percent of a JP 5 
fuel spray for Dm = 70 
/mi, P = 2000 kPa, and 
T= 2000 K (see Fig. 9). 

The term (D,„o/70 x 10~6)2 represents the effect of initial 
mean diameter on the time required to vaporize a certain 
percentage of the fuel spray. 

Conclusions 

1 Spray evaporation time is proportional to the square of 
the initial mass mean diameter (MMD) of the spray. 

2 As evaporation proceeds, the mean drop diameter and 
distribution parameter n both increase with time. This effect 
is especially pronounced for sprays having low values of n0. 

3 The time required to evaporate any given fraction of a 
fuel spray in stagnant air can be estimated for different 
pressures and temperatures by the simple method proposed in 
this paper. 

4 The evaporation histories of sprays having different 
values of distribution parameter, n, show that a spray which is 
optimum from a combustion efficiency viewpoint may not be 
desirable from an ignition standpoint. 

5 Further work is needed to elucidate the effects of con
vection on spray evaporation. 
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Combined Diesel and LM2500 Gas 
Turbine Propulsion Enhances 
Corvette/Frigate Missions 
The LM2500 Gas Turbine is used for propulsion of naval ships from 220 tons to 
14,000 tons displacement. Those ships from 220 to 4000 tons have used combined 
diesel or gas turbine (CODOG) systems in all but one ship class. Destroyers and 
larger ships, 7000 tons and up, have all used solely LM2500 turbines as Combined 
Gas Turbine and Gas Turbine (COGAG). Recently, the diesel engine industry has 
announced the advent of technological developments whereby diesel engine specific 
power can be significantly increased. Thus it is being suggested that with this new 
technology, all diesel propulsion (CODAD) can replace various propulsion systems 
currently using combined diesels with gas turbines. This paper explores the desired 
mission objectives for corvette/frigate class ships and develops an analytical 
comparison of all diesel and combined propulsion abilities to satisfy the ship's 
missions. The comparison assesses the system's relative impact upon propulsion 
system acquisition and life operating cost, system operational flexibility, ship's 
detectability, and overall ability of the ship to perform the broadest range of 
mission requirements. 

Introduction 

In the 1960s, the aircraft engine derivative marine gas 
turbine revolutionized the design of naval escort vessels. The 
first generation gas turbine systems, primarily cruise or boost 
turbine systems (COGOG), reduced propulsion system 
weight, improved maneuverability, shortened underway time 
(from cold iron), reduced complexity of auxiliary systems, 
reduced on-board maintenance and thus crew manning 
requirements, increased ship availability and afforded modest 
reduction in fuel usage when compared to the then prevalent 
steam systems. 

During the 1960s and 70s, ship weapon systems, detection 
systems, and countermeasures technology advanced so 
rapidly that naval ship designers were forced to satisfy ex
panding ship mission requirements while reducing ship size in 
order to help compensate for the rising cost of ships which 
accommodate the more compact and functional fighting 
systems. In the early 1970s, the General Electric LM2500 was 
introduced into naval service as the initial second-generation 
marine gas turbine. The term second-generation, as compared 
to first-generation marine turbines introduced up through the 
1960's, signifies a substantial increase in engine performance 
and efficiency due to higher cycle pressure ratio, higher gas 
temperatures made possible by advanced cooling methods and 
better materials, and by improved component efficiencies. 

Contributed by the Gas Turbine Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the 29th International Gas Turbine 
Conference and Exhibit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 4-7, 1984. 
Manuscript received at ASME Headquarters January 16, 1984. Paper No. 
84-GT-195. 

These changes result in the second-generation turbine having 
higher efficiency (lower specific fuel rate) across the full range 
of power output and greater specific power in three respects: 
more power per unit of engine mass, more power per unit of 
engine volume, and more power per unit of gas mass flow. 

The potential for the second-generation LM2500 to provide 
greater power with smaller propulsion machinery volume was 
quickly recognized by ship designers. Briefly these features 
were 

8 Smaller inlet air and exhaust ducts 
• COGAG rather than COGOG, which deleted the need 

for turbines used only for cruise purposes 
• Lower output rpm allowing smaller main reduction 

gearboxes 
8 Lower ship fuel storage requirements 
8 Higher availability and longer intervals between engine 

repair. 

The ships using LM2500 turbines are plotted on Fig. 1 by 
ship displacement and total power. The grid is blocked into 
two areas: ships using CODOG and ships using COGAG. 

Figure 1 shows several distinct trends in propulsion 
selection. Ships from 220 to 4000 tons displacement are 
basically CODOG systems and ships above 4000 tons (the next 
larger class vessel is a 7800 ton destroyer) are COGAG. 

LM2500 CODOG has been the propulsion system choice 
for patrol/gunboats, corvettes, and frigates where the 
combination of high speed and long endurance, the optimum 
design balance of any naval ship, militates for the use of small 
cruise diesels (e.g., cruising power requirements can be less 
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Fig. 1 LM2500 powered ships 

than 2000 bhp). All of the applications up to 1950 tons use 
single LM2500 propulsion and all over 2000 tons use two 
LM2500's. At 2000 tons displacement one LM2500 gives a 
typical maximum speed of 28 knots, while two LM2500's give 
a typical maximum speed of 36 knots. Thus at approximately 
2000 tons, there has been a significant transition from one to 
two propulsion gas turbines. 

During the 1970s, the alternative system to LM2500 
CODOG for ships to 2000 tons displacement has been the use 
of four high-speed diesels. Generally the lightweight models 
of these diesels were limited to continuous power of less than 
4500 kW (6000 British hp) with time limited overload ratings 
in the order of 5000 kW (7000 bhp). These diesels, in groups 
of four, provided a lower continuous power capability than 
an LM2500 CODOG system at a notably greater propulsion 
machinery weight, both characteristics causing a lower ship 
speed capability. While some high-speed diesel models had 
modestly higher power, these models added substantial ad
ditional weight. 

During 1982, most of the major manufacturers of high
speed marine diesels announced the development of a 
supercharging technique whereby the power output of their 
current models can be substantially increased with little 
additional weight or volume. As a sweeping simplification of 
the various manufacturers' individual techniques, their 
method is to reduce the cylinder pressure ratio and increase 
the supercharger pressure. This produces a larger mass of air 
per stroke and increased mean effective pressure for a simliar 
peak ignition pressure, and results in higher power capability 
per cylinder across the engine output rpm range. Publications 
indicate that these new models, which will be henceforth 
generalized as low compression ratio (LCR) engines, will have 
continuous power capabilities in the order of 6200 kW (8300 
bhp) and time limited overload capabilities up to 7400 kW 
(10,000 bhp) per engine. With the announcement of a method 
which provides a significant increse in diesel engine specific 
power has come various speculations that CODAD could be 
able to match the features of combined diesel-gas turbine 
systems. 

Since a propulsion system's ultimate criterion of merit is 
how well it satisfies propulsion system design requirements 
without unduly burdening the overall ship design, the purpose 
of this paper is to compare CODAD using LCR diesels with 
combined diesel-gas turbine systems for a specific ship. 

Marine practice has demonstrated that 2000 tons has been 

the displacement above which LM2500 CODOG systems 
transition from one to two gas turbines. Thus 2000 tons 
appears the logical displacement for comparing systems where 
the continuous power of four LCR diesel power challenges the 
continuous power of one LM2500. At lower displacements, 
the ship becomes more sensitive to the added weight of the 
CODAD system and at higher displacement the 30,000 kW 
CODAD is competing with 44,000 kW CODOG, and these 
would be ships of different speed cababilities. 

The 2000-Ton Ship Mission Criteria 

The modern 2000-ton ship represents a classic example of 
the trend to achieve multimission capabilities with a smaller 
ship. Such a ship would likely be called upon to operate 
autonomously and be equipped for surface to air, surface to 
surface, and surface to undersea search and attack, as well as 
escort missions requiring long range capability. The following 
are the likely roles called for while maintaining a high degree 
of self protection. 

• Escort—Traveling long distances with a convoy, splitting 
off to perform active sonar searches and sprinting to catch up 
to the convoy 

8 Picket Duty—The off-shore towing at slow speed of 
submerged array passive listening devices at slow speed 

• Coastal and River Patrol—Economic zone protection, 
search and rescue, smuggling interdiction, training exercises 

As a basis for the comparative analysis, the General Electric 
Co., Marine & Industrial Engine Projects Department 
contracted with Yard Ltd., Consulting Engineers, Glasgow, 
Scotland to specify the particulars of a multimission capable 
ship with 30 knots speed capability, a range of 4000 N. miles 
at 18 knots and low detectability signatures. Particulars of the 
baseline ship are 

Displacement-nominal 
Maximum speed 
Range 
Propellers 
Installed power 
Ship service generators 
Nominal electric load 
Structureborne noise 
Infrared radiation 
Airborne noise 

2000 metric tons 
30 knots 
4000 N. miles® 18 knots 
Two C&RP with prairie 
30 MW (40,000 bhp) 
Four 500 kW sets 
900 kW @ 240 kg fuel/hr 
Attenuated for ASW missions 
Cooled stack liners 
Suppressed for ASW purposes 
and crew habitability 
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The Alternative Propulsion Arrangements 

For the CODAD arrangement, four LCR 7.4-MW class 
diesels are used, two driving into each of two combining gear 
boxes. One diesel on each shaft is installed in an acoustically 
treated encosure with double noise isolating mounting to 
strike a balance of quiet ASW capability in the cruise mode 
with minimum installation weight and cost. Based upon MTU 
diesels currently having the most well-defined system features 
of LCR, high power to weight ratio and noise isolating 
mounting and enclosures, MTU engines were chosen to typify 
what may be possible for a 30-MW propulsion system. 

Since the maximum power of the LM2500 can be applied 
continuously through a mission, one LM2500, rated at 22 
MW for this study comes close to matching the 24.5-MW 
total continuous power of the four LCR 7.4 MW diesels. The 
four diesels have a limited overload power capability of 30.0 

MW. To match this power level without going to the expense 
of putting in a second gas turbine, a CODAG system can be 
used which combines the power of cruise diesels with the gas 
turbine when the ship goes to maximum speed. 

By using two cruise diesels rated about 4 MW each in 
conjunction with one LM2500, the 30 MW required for 30 
knots can be achieved as CODAG while affording the benefits 
of a conventional CODOG system. Layout arrangements of 
the two systems are shown in Fig. 2. 

To provide maximum study continuity, MTU conventional 
cycle diesels were selected for the CODAG cruise engines. 
CODAG systems have been used successfully for many years 
in Navy ship applications. Examples listed in Jane's Fighting 
Ships 1979-80 show at least three different classes of CODAG 
ships, introduced into naval service in the late 1950s, the 1960s 
and the late 1970s. 

Based upon the probable mission requirements for a typical 
2000 ton ship, comparative analysis was made betwen 
CODAD and CODAG systems for the following ship 
characteristics: 

• Engine and transmission system characteristics 
• Annual fuel usage 
8 Fuel storage to meet range 
• Space requirements—effects on layout 
• Machinery plus fuel weight 
• Maintenance requirements and manhours 
• Propulsion and related machinery acquisition costs 
• Life cycle costs of fuel, lube oil, and maintenance and 

repair parts 
• Infrared relative detectability 
• Acoustic relative detectability 

In general, the overall results of these analyses would also 
be applicable for a CODOG versus CODAD comparison for 
ship displacement and speed requirements met by 15 MW to 
22 MW installed power. 

A study was also made of a CODAG control system to 
determine the proper matching and sequencing of the loading 
of the diesels and gas turbine. 

Ship Power and Duty Cycle 

The plot of ship shaft power and operating profile as a 
function of ship speed in knots is shown in Fig. 3. Ships 
operating time underway is assumed at 3000 hrs per year. The 
dominant ship operation is in the 15 to 20 knot zone. 
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Engine and Transmission System Characteristics 
CODAD system 

Engines Four MTU 20V1163TB93 
MCR (each) 6120 kW @ 1220 rpm 
Max. sprint power 7400 kW @ 1300 rpm 
Max. two engine 5000 kW @ 990 rpm = 23.5 kts 
Fixed ratio gear 4.64:1 

MTU estimates this diesel TB0 to be 6000 hrs for the power 
duty cycle profile shown in Fig. 3. 

The minimum diesel unlimited duration speed of 500 rpm 
produces a ship speed of 11.5 knots at full propeller pitch. 

CODAG system 

Gas turbine 
Continuous rating 
Cruise diesels 
MCR 
Two ratio gear 

Mode of operation 

One GE LM2500 module 
22 MW at 3600 rpm 
TwoMTU20V1163TB82 
4045 kW@ 1160 rpm 
Diesel only 5.83:1, 
CODAG 4.17:1 
2 diesels to 21.8 knots 
1 LM2500 to 28 knots 
All 3 engines to 30.3 knots 

MTU estimates this diesel TB0 to be 9000 hrs for the power 
duty cycle profile shown in Fig. 3. 

The minimum diesel unlimited duration speed of 500 rpm 
produces a ship speed of 9 knots at full propeller pitch. The 
LM2500 can drive the ship at a minimum speed of 5 knots 
without reducing propeller pitch. 

Annual Fuel Usage 

One of the reactions of those unfamiliar with combined 
diesel-gas turbine systems is concern that the gas turbine will 
cause significant additional fuel operating cost. While the 
diesel engine is known for a relatively flat curve of specific 
fuel consumption across its load range, CODOG-CODAG 
applications allow the cruise mode diesels to be selected for 
the maximum economy in the cruise power range, whereas the 
CODAD application diesels are selected to produce maximum 
ships power and therefore the greatest part of their operating 
time is below peak efficiency. Figure 4 shows the specific fuel 
consumption curves of the engines of the two systems, 
without installation losses or ship service fuel requirements, to 
illustrate this phenomenon. 

Figure 4 shows that 88 percent of the time the ship is 

Item 

Gas turbine 
Diesel engines 
Main gearing 
Shafting and CPP equipment 
Propeller 
Intake air supply system 
Exhaust gas system 
Fuel oil system 
Lube oil system 

Total tons (M) 

CODAG 

26.0 
39.0 
68.5 
28.6 
15.4 
5.75 

17.0 
6.0 
6.25 

212.5 

CODAD 

_ 
138.25 
64.0 
28.6 
15.4 
4.25 

26.5 
5.7 
9.5 

292.2 

operating in the cruise mode, the CODAG plant provides a 
fuel savings shown by Area A which approximately offsets (as 
a function of each operators actual operating profile) the 
CODAG added fuel usage in the boost mode as shown in Area 
B. For the study, plots were developed of total installed fuel 
flow for each system as a function of ship speed. For 3000 hrs 
annual sea time operation (to the Fig. 3 profile), the CODAD 
annual fuel usage is 4030 tons, and the CODAG system is 
4008 tons. If it is assumed that 50 percent of the operation 
below 9 knots were ASW passive mode where minimum noise 
is necessary, using the LM2500 with full propeller pitch would 
increase annual fuel usage by about 25 tons. Many CODOG 
ships today perform quiet operations on gas turbine for 
lowest possible propeller and machinery noise detectability. 

Fuel Storage to Meet Range 

To meet a range requirement of 4000 N. miles at 18 knots 
with a 10 percent margin, the CODAG ship will require 290 
tons fuel storage, and the CODAD ship 310 tons. 

Space Requirements—Effects on Layout 

As seen in Fig 2, the machinery would occupy the same 
length (22.5M) for the two compartments. In each system 
these compartments accommodate the auxiliary machinery 
and two 500-kW ship service generator sets. An additional 7 
m length compartment aft accommodates two additional 500-
kW generator sets. The total deck area above either system 
machinery space including generator room is 325 m2. The 
CODAG system requires about 14.5 m2 more floor area at 
No. 3 deck level for the ducting penetrations, but this 
diminishes to 5.5 m2 area difference at the No. 2 deck to 
accommodate the CODAD engine exhaust silencers. Since 
LM2500 ducting area has been accommodated in 290 ton 
gunboats and 220 ton hydrofoils, it does not present a 
significant inconvenience in a 2000-ton ship. 

Machinery Plus Fuel Weight 

Table 1 below lists the propulsion system comparative 
weights. The machinery plus fuel to make a 4000 mile range at 
18 knots is 502.5 ton for CODAG compared to 602.5 tons for 
CODAD. The weight fractions are CODAG 25 percent, 
CODAD 30 percent. If the CODAG weight savings were used 
for additional fuel, range would increase 35 percent or to 5400 
N. miles. Alternatively, the 100 tons may be used for added 
payload. 

Maintenance Requirements and Manhours 

During a 25-year life cycle, the maintenance manhours for 
engine preventative and corrective maintenance and shoreside 
repair/overhaul is calculated to be 33,700 hrs for CODAG 
and 42,800 for CODAD. During the 25 years there would be 
14 diesel engine removals and one gas turbine removal for the 
CODAG system compared with 24 diesel engine removals for 
the CODAD system, for shoreside overhauls. 
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Acquisition and Through Life Costs 

Budgetary estimates were made for the machinery initial 
cost and for machinery operating costs for 25-year service 
life. The propulsion machinery included in the acquisition 
cost are: 

ANGLE OF 
SIGHT 

Exhaust gas sytems 
Fuel oil systems 
Lube oil systems 

8 Propulsion engines 
• Main gearing 
9 Shafting and propellers 
8 Combustion air systems 

Machinery acquisition costs are in present day values, fuel 
cost is assumed to escalate 5 percent above inflation. Future 
fuel, lube, and parts cost are discounted 5 percent per year to 
assess them at present worth. Present worth equals Future 
Value x (1 + /) "" where / is the discount percent and n is the 
number of years. 

(Millions $ U.S.) 
Initial machinery 
25 year fuel 
25 year lube oil 
Replacement parts 

CODAG 

8.86 
27.72 

.57 
2.31 

CODAD 

8.17 
27.89 

.77 
5.11 

Total 1983 present worth 39.46 41.94 

Replacement parts include: expendables used during 
scheduled preventative maintenance, parts and components 
replaced during unscheduled shipboard corrective main
tenance, and parts used at shoreside repair and overhaul. 

Infrared Relative Detectability 

Periodicals frequently allude to infrared detectability risk 
with gas turbines because they exhaust more and frequently 
higher temperature exhaust gases than diesels for a given 
power level. GE contracted Yard Ltd.[2] to do a comparison 
of the total ship IR detectability for CODOG/CODAG and 
CODAD systems. The study considered the three radiation 
signature components; hull and structure, exhaust gas up
takes, and exhaust gas plumes. 

The study assumed typical or conventional values for: 
water and air temperatures; sunny, cloudy and night 
operation; wind velocity, structure paint finish; uptakes with 
and without uptake cooling; and exhaust from clean burning 
(nonfouled) engines. 

Since atmospheric absorption effectivity limits IR radiation 
transmissions in many frequencies, the two strongest 
wavebands of transmission were compared, 3-5 /mi and 8-14 
/un. Due to security, the conventional spectral radiant in
tensity (SRI) measurements, Watts/Steradian, have been 
converted to arbitrary nondimensional "Spectral Radiant 
Intensity Units." 

The threat of a high IR signature is detection by a heat 
seeking enemy missile. Heat seeking missiles sense differences 
in the infrared radiation of an object from that of its 
surroundings. Countermeasures include: (/) decoys that emit 
high levels of IR radiation and thus lure misisles to false 
targets; (») electric jammers that emit spurious signals to 
confuse the missile and loose lock on; and (Hi) propulsion unit 
suppressors that lower engine exhaust system emissions. 
Typically, these missiles are radar-homing at long range and 
switched to IR seeking at close range. The missile span of 
angle of sight, as shown in Fig. 5, is 0 to 50 deg and believed 
representative of protection limits required by most navies. 
Since most missiles fly low (sea skimmers) to reduce the 
detection of their approach, angle of sight is usually less than 
20 deg. On the basis of study data, it evolves that the total 

DETECTOR 

Fig. 5 Detector angle of sight geometry 

ship signature is greatest at maximum speed, and the greater 
the angle of sight, the greater the signature. Therefore Table 2 
has been compiled to show the radiant intensity for the three 
components of the signature, ship structure, exhaust cavity, 
and exhaust plume. 

Highlighted in Table 2 is the radiation intensity of a typical 
IR decoy. The objective is to project a ship signature less than 
that of the decoy. The standard for evaluating detectability is 
for a cloudy day and thus comparisons are made on this basis. 
As a calibration to the effect of a sunny day, the last line of 
Table 2 shows the ship signature on a sunny day at full speed. 
At lesser ship velocities, the structure signature is slightly 
greater but engine caused signatures are substantially less. The 
standard for evaluating detectability is therefore a cloudy day, 
full speed. The exhaust cavity data are given for two con
ditions, uncooled and cooled cavity. Figure 5 shows the 
exhaust cavity using a method of cooling the stack metal 
sometimes referred to as "Bliss" cooling. 

Table 2 indicates that without exhaust liner metal cooling, 
either propulsion system will greatly exceed the decoy, but 
with cooling the signature is greatly reduced. Exhaust liner 
cooling to achieve the cooled signatures in Table 2 requires a 
totol flow of ambient air of 12.8 m3 /s for a CODAD system 
and 11.6m3/s for a CODAG system. At about 1 in. H 2 0 liner 
pressure drop, such a total flow for all installed engines would 
require less than 10 hp (7.5-kW) fan power. Thus it can be 
seen that cooled exhaust cavity is essential when IR detect
ability is of concern. Once cooling is used, the sum of the 
exhaust cavity and the plume signature are miniscule com
pared to the ship signature. This would still be true at night 
because the total mass of the ship will change temperature 
faster than the sea water and usually produces a signature 
difference from its surroundings only somewhat lower than 
for a cloudy day. Figure 6 is a plot of the total ship signature 
versus angle of sight for the two selected wave bands. From 
Table 2 and Fig. 6 it may be seen that below 30 deg sight 
angle, which are the most prevalent missile homing con
ditions, the CODAG ship has marginally less detectability and 
at the higher angle of sight, the CODAD is marginally less. 

The conclusions are that within the most probable angle of 
sight, with cooled exhaust, neither ship has a significant 
difference and the ship can effectively deploy IR decoys. 
Without cooling, on sunny day conditions, or for extremely 
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3-5 nm 8-14 pan 3-5 pm 8-14 pm 

Table 2 Spectral radiant intensity units (cloudy day-
30 knots) 
Detector angle of sight 20 deg 50deg 

Waveband 

Ship structure 0.6 9.8 0.72 11. 
CODAD uncooled exhaust 18.0 7.2 40.5 15.7 
CODAG uncooled exhaust 19.5 9.3 42.0 21.0 
CODAD cooled exhaust 0.02 .12 0.14 0.75 
CODAG cooled exhaust 0.03 .28 0.25 1.26 
CODAD plume 0.08 .35 0.08 0.35 
CODAG plume 0.03 .16 0.03 0.16 

Typical decoy 3.0 11.25 3.0 11.25 

Ship total (with CODAD 0.7 10.32 0.94 12.89 
cooled exhaust) CODAG 0.66 10.24 1.0 13.22 
Ship structure (sunny day) 6.7 72.0 8.0 85.0 

Table 3 Antinoise installation features 

COMPONENT CODAG CODAD 

LM2500 

CODAG diesels 

CODAD diesels 

Diesel GenSets 

Gearboxes 

Prairie( Agouti) 
Hull mask air 

Speed-knots 

4-11.5 

11.5-23.5 

23.5-28 

28-30 + 

enclosed-mounts 
shaft 

single mount 
bare engines 

-

4 enclosed 
double mount 
Quiet design 
hard mount 

yes 
no 

-

2 enclosed-double mount 
2 - bare - single mount 

Table 4 Machinery modes 

CODAG 

LM2500-CRP 
full pitch 

LM2500-CRP 
full pitch 

LM2500-CRP 
full pitch 

LM2500 + 2 diesels 
full pitch 

same 

same 
yes 
no 

CODAD 

two diesels-CRP 
partial pitch 

two diesels-CRP 
full pitch 

four diesels-CRP 
full pitch 

four diesels-CRP 
full pitch 

high angles of sight (a satellite may view at well over 50 deg) 
the total ship IR signal is so great that the difference between 
propulsion systems become irrelevant. 

Acoustic Relative Detectability 

In order that the acoustic signature of the ship and its 
susceptibility to detection may be compared on a total ship 
basis, GE contracted with Yard Ltd. for a noise detectability 
study comparison of CODAG and CODAD [3]. 

To compare acoustic properties and isolation requirements, 
equipment octaveband vibration levels were compared as 
functions of frequency. Then the extent of this energy con
centrated in tonals was evaluated in order to identify 
frequency ranges that govern isolation system requirements. 

To provide a quiet ASE base within reasonable cost, the 
selected noise attenuating features selected for the machinery 
components are shown in Table 3. 

Table 4 shows the machinery "ASW Quiet" operating 
modes as a function of ship speed for the two propulsion 
systems. 

On a broad band basis, source vibration levels of each 
diesel will exceed that of one LM2500, particularly in cen-
terband frequencies from 250 Hz to 1 kHz. 

LM2500 gas turbine tonals are significant at its rotational 
frequencies, 0-60 Hz for the power turbine and 80-150 Hz for 
the gas generator, depending upon power output. Tonals 
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Fig. 7 Above mounts vibration levels 

associated with interaction of rotor and stator blades are in 
the kHz range. 

Diesel tonals are concentrated at multiples of one-half the 
rotational frequency for four stroke engines. Figure 7 shows 
the typical magnitude levels of vibration above the mounts for 
the LM2500 and a representative diesel. It assumes the highest 
spatially averaged tonal level of diesel vibration is 5 log 
(number of tonals in octave band) dB beneath the octave band 
level. For the gas turbine, the measured levels of vibration in 
the 1/3 octave containing rotational frequencies are assumed 
equal to the tonal levels at these frequencies. 

The LM2500 module has a system of 32 mounts between 
the module base and the ship. For the diesel engines, double 
mounting is required incorporating a two-stage system with 
an intermediate high mass raft system. In addition to 
mounting, design care must be exercised for diesels and 
turbines in isolating noise path via piping connections to the 
engines and via coupling shafts into the hard mounted 
gearboxes. The diesel drive coupling which will not degrade 
the low-frequency isolation of the double mount system is 
considered a difficult and unpredictable design task. The 
LM2500 and the noise quiet diesels have noise isolating en
closures. 
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Two diesels of the CODAD system will provide up to 23.5 
knots. It is estimated that propeller cavitation inception will 
occur by this ship speed and therfore noise isolation is not 
considered a requirement for the other two diesels and they 
are single mounted and unhooded. 

The unlimited operation idle speed of the CODAD diesels 
limits minimum ship -speed to about 11 knots at design 
propeller pitch. To perform ASW quiet tasks at lower speeds 
requires reduction in propeller pitch which reintroduces 
propeller cavitation and considerable increase in underwater 
noise. The LM2500 can realize a continuous minimum ship 
speed of about 5 knots at idle power with propeller design 
pitch. 

Using the noise attenuating systems as described above, and 
on the basis of the mounting transmission radiated noise 
differences between one LM2500 module and two double-
mounted and hooded diesels, and assuming that other noise 
paths and machinery (drive shafts, flex connections for 
cooling water, gas ducting, etc.) are made insignificant 
compared to mounting paths, the comparative ship detec-
tability of the two propulsion systems is assessed as follows: 

• At speeds from minimum to 20 knots, ship service diesel 
generator (DG) sets that are not enclosed and double mounted 
would be more detectable than either propulsion engines. 
Therefore, double mounted and enclosed DG sets were 
selected. 

• Above propeller cavitation speeds, machinery noise 
becomes irrelevant from a detectability point of view. 
Therefore, Prairie is specified to raise the speed of propeller 
cavitation inception. It is estimated that with Prairie, 20 knots 
is achievable before propeller cavitation. 

• Because the CODAG ship can maintain design propeller 
pitch from 5 to 11.5 knots, the CODAG ship has distinctly 
less detectability in this speed range by broad band sonar. 

• At ship speeds from 11.5 to propeller cavitation inception 
(probably about 20 knots), the diesel has a greater noise 
energy in the critical octave bands at 250 Hz, 500 Hz and 1 
kHz, and is thus likely to be more discernible by sonar arrays 
which are designed for high gain in the region. Lower 
frequency noise is generally predominated over by ocean 
background noises and higher frequency noises are rapidly 
diminished by propagation losses. 

CODAG Propulsion System Control 
In order to enhance diesel engine and propeller efficiency, 

two ratio diesel gearboxes were selected. The schematic of the 
transmission is shown in Fig. 8. The inboard friction clutches 
are engaged in the diesel cruise mode and the outboard 
clutches in the CODAG mode. 

To assure proper control of the CODAG, General Electric 
contracted Yard Ltd. to provide a control study [4] defining a 
control system that coordinates, according to demand, the 
diesel engines, gas turbines, and propeller pitch, protects the 
propulsion machinery, and facilitates operating mode 
changeover. 

The CODAG system operates in three modes: diesel-only 
(0-21 knots), gas turbine only (0 to 28 knots), and CODAG 
(28 to 30.3 knots). Two of these modes are identical to 
CODOG control in current use. The control system maintains 
approximately linear ship speed/throttle control lever 
relationship over full range of power range while protecting 
the propulsion machinery under transient conditions and 
transitioning from one drive mode to another. 

In the diesel-only mode, the shafts operate independently 
and a separate speed demand is provided to each engine 
(droop) governor. The control schedules speed demand versus 
lever position, limits speed demand rate, and controls the load 
on the engine by adjusting propeller pitch rate as a function of 
engine speed and fuel rack position. 

C.P. PROPELLER LM 2500 
GAS TURBINE 

N 
X-CONN. GEARBOX 

S.S.S. CLUTCH 

- T j T l - O.D. BOX 

2 SPEED GEARBOX 

Fig. 8 CODAG transmission 

For the gas turbine only mode, lever position is inputted to 
the engine control as an open-loop power demand, with 
closed-loop trim on shaft speed and on overspeed topping 
governor. Average power demand from both levers is used to 
limit power demand under asymmetric loading conditions 
(e.g., sharp ship turn). 

Changeover, as with CODOG, is permitted below full 
diesel power if the shaft throttles are aligned. During drive 
mode changeover from diesel to gas turbine the demand 
signal to the turbine will be increased to the changeover level 
at a slow rate to prevent exceeding the permissible differential 
acceleration for the clutches. Once the clutches have engaged, 
the diesel fuel racks will reduce, and when below about 15 
percent, the diesel clutches will be depressurized. In changing 
from gas turbine to diesel, the diesel speed demand is in
creased to changover demand and the friction clutches are 
engaged and the gas turbine power is then reduced to idle at a 
rate selected to avoid overloading the diesels. 

Transition to CODAG operating mode is always from gas 
turbine only drive to permit the diesel engines to be unloaded 
and the CODAG gear ratio engaged at shaft speeds below the 
equivalent diesel idle speed. In CODAG, an additional 
function is required to ensure that the diesel engines share 
load equally. This is a slow-acting speed demand trim func
tion which will match the diesel fuel racks to an average fuel 
rack value. A revised diesel speed demand schedule is required 
for CODAG to enable the diesels to follow the desired shaft 
speed schedule. 

The gas turbine power trim function for shaft speed control 
is not required as the diesel governors will adjust the con
tribution of diesel power to match the desired shaft speed. 
Diesel load control is required to prevent overloading the 
diesels during maneuvering transients and the greater of the 
two fuel rack signals will be used to reduce pitch on either 
propeller to preclude diesel overload. 

By employing power control (open loop) for the gas turbine 
and speed control with load sharing for the diesel engines, 
distribution of load in the CODAG drive is accomplished. 
The gas turbine will supply power according to its demand 
schedule and the diesel engines operating to a speed demand 
schedule based on the desired shaft speed, will share the 
additional load ensuring operating at that shaft speed. Any 
changes in load (due to transients, turning, broaching etc.) on 
one or both shafts will result in a change in system speed to 
which both diesel governors are designed to respond. 

A reduction in load of a magnitude greater than the current 
diesel power (including power absorption at zero fuel rack of 
roughly 10 percent), will result in a power turbine overspeed 
to which the gas turbine topping governor will respond. Any 
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Fig. 9 CODAG control integration 

increase in load above the available diesel power (or at a rate 
greater than the rate of diesel torque increase) will result in a 
reduction in pitch on both shafts due to diesel load limiting 
control until the overload is removed or the diesel torque has 
increased sufficiently to match the load. 

Selecting gas turbine drive from CODAG mode, the diesel 
speed demand would be set to idle and the diesel clutches 
disengaged. The gas turbine power trim function would be 
restored at the start of the changeover to maintain the 
scheduled shaft speed throughout. 

If, when in CODAG drive, the throttle is reduced below the 
equivalent minimum diesel speed position, the control system 
will automatically depressurize the diesel clutches to prevent 
underspeeding the diesel engine. 

Integration of the system component variables for the 
various modes of operation is shown in Fig. 9. 

The study concludes that the LM2500 CODAG control 
system is similar to that for CODOG and not significantly 
more complex. The differences to accommodate the CODAG 
mode are: CODAG diesel speed demand schedule, diesel load 
sharing function, revised load control settings and additional 
changeover logic. 

With the described system, the gas turbine power, diesel 
engine speed, and propeller pitch are coordinated according to 
demand schedules, thus ensuring correct distribution of load 
throughout the power range. Other functions within the 
control system, such as overspeed governing, propeller pitch 
variation, etc., protect the machinery during transients. 

Reliability and Availability 

During the ASME review procedure for suitability of this 
paper for presentation, several commenters felt the com
parative reliability and availability needed to be addressed. 

The paper fundamentally considers that there is a large, 
established, world population of ships using CODAD with 
conventional supercharged high-speed diesels and a large, 
established, worldwide population of ships using CODOG 
with LM2500 gas turbine(s) and high-speed diesels. Since the 
CODAD has prevailed so long and continues to prevail, a very 
simple but logical conclusion is that they by and large have 
quite acceptable reliability and availability. By the same 
rationale, since the LM2500 CODOG has had a very fast 
acceptance (86 ships in about 10 years with more orders 
impending), their reliability and availability must be key 
qualities of their acceptance. Thus as a baseline, we have two 
established types of propulsion with good reliability-
availability records. 

Next we have a proposed innovation for each of these 
systems. Thus the question would seem to reduce to: "What 
impact does the proposed innovations have on the reliability 
and availability of the basis systems?" 

The CODAD innovation is the replacement of con
ventionally supercharged diesels with LCR diesels. The 
CODOG innovation is to make it CODAG by changing the 
diesel reduction gears to two ratios. In both cases the end 
result is more horsepower for small change in equipment 
weight and volume. 

The question was asked: "Since two ratio gears enhance 
CODAG performance, why were they not considered for the 
CODAD system?" Our reason is that in the long history of 
CODAD, that industry has not considered them to provide 
due benefits and with the increase in low-speed torque 
characteristics of the LCR diesels, this increases the ship 
cruise speed attainable on two of four diesels, thus lessening 
their benefit to CODAD. 

The LCR innovation to CODAD introduces new state-of-
the-art equipment. It includes, typically, five times the 
number of supercharger elements per engine, control of the 
sequencing of the supercharging which includes cylinder bank 
cutout and associated inactivation of that bank of injectors, 
charge air transfer system, and the valving upstream of the 
turbocharger turbines and anti-blow back valves upstream of 
the turbo compressors. 

The CODAG two ratio gear introduces nothing new in 
propulsion systems. Two ratio gears for CODAG are in 
marine service. There are added control functions, but these 
functions can be accommodated in any vintage technology 
propulsion control desired. 

Both LCR CODAD and LM2500 CODAG introduce 
additional control functions but do not introduce any new 
technological requirements to already well-established 
propulsion control systems. The LCR CODAD concept in
troduces technological innovations to the fundamental prime 
mover machinery and unit power levels which have never been 
in a ship. The LM2500 CODAG introduces a gear element 
and clutching, which are simply functions which use existing 
marine propulsion hardware. 

Assuming the new control sequencing dynamics design for 
both systems are of similar magnitude, it would appear that 
the LCR CODAD system will introduce a higher order of 
probable surprise situations to be worked out thru service 
experience than LM2500 CODAG. 

There is an inclination for some people when concerned 
about battle damage to equate high reliability to CODAD due 
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to the number (and presumed redundancy) of diesels. For 
slow speed operation, CODAD offers four options and 
CODOG or CODAG three options of prime movers. 
However, to achieve high speed, a quality probably most 
desired when battle damage is likely, the quantity of engines 
required for CODAD diminishes its probability to perform. 
For example, for the ship to reach a speed between 23 and 28 
knots would require the four CODAD engines or the one 
LM2500 in CODOG or CODAG. If the probability of one 
engine providing rated power is .99, the probability of the 
CODAD system reaching speeds over 23 knots becomes .99 
[4] or .96, while that of the CODOG or CODAG system is .99 
[ l ]or .99. 

Conclusions 

Since 1978, the combination of the LM2500 gas turbine 
and diesel engines have provided highly advantageous 
propulsion systems for commissioned Navy ships from 220 to 
4000 tons displacement. 

This paper summarizes four studies, which conclude that 
the advent of new diesel low compression ratio developments 
will not eclipse the CODOG-CODAG system advantages. The 
comparative advantages of CODAG demonstrated herein for 
a specific 2000 ton ship are generally applicable for other ship 
displacements and are valid for LM2500 CODOG systems, 
the choice between CODOG and CODAG being a function of 
the ship size and speed requirements. 

CODAG benefits compared to CODAD systems include: 

9 Less weight propulsion system, which increases ship 
payload or if used for fuel increases ship range 

8 A lower acquisition plus life cycle total costs 
9 Substantially fewer engine removals with subsequent 

reduction in overhaul and on-board maintenance man hours 
9 Lower ship noise detectability 
9 A propulsion system which contributes very little to IR 

detectability and is comparable or lower than CODAD at 
normal missile angles of sight 

The combination of diesel and gas turbine propulsion 
offers distinct advantages for ship propulsion. LM2500 
CODOG systems have and are currently demonstrating these 
daily. LM2500 CODAG can provide an economical and space 
efficient means to achieve these same operational charac
teristics for ships where 2 to 3 knots more speed are required 
than LM2500 CODOG would provide. 
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Flow Distribution Characteristics 
and Control in Marine Gas Turbine 
Diffusers 
The object of this study was to investigate flow distribution characteristics and 
control in the marine gas turbine diffusers most suitable for waste heat recovery 
systems. The major technical problems associated with nonuniform flow 
distributions in heat-exchanger or flow-equipment systems were reviewed. Various 
means to alleviate or minimize these undesirable problems were evaluated. Four sets 
of candidate flow-distribution data were selected from the measured exhaust 
velocities of typical marine gas turbines for input to the present study. A two-
dimensional turbulent flow model for diffusers was developed and computerized, 
and five diffuser geometries suitable for marine gas turbine waste-heat recovery 
applications were investigated, based on the actual inlet velocity data. The exit flow 
distribution characteristics (velocity, mass-flux, pressure recovery, and tem
perature) and diffuser performance with and without flow-distribution controls 
were analyzed using the computer programs developed. It was found that 
nonuniform flow distribution in the gas turbine exhaust can reduce diffuser ef
ficiency to half of that attainable with uniform flow, and that the diffuser exhaust 
velocities will be more uniform by using guide vanes and/ or flow injection than 
merely using nonsymmetric diffusion angles. The diffuser efficiency can be im
proved 20 to 36 percentage points by using these contort means. 

Introduction 
The successful implementation of open-cycle gas turbines 

(OCGT) as a ship propulsion engine in the United States and 
abroad has stimulated interest in various means for further 
improvements in propulsion efficiency. The OCGT 
propulsion system indeed has many unique advantages, such 
as being lightweight, having a small volume, and responding 
quickly to power variations. However, because of some basic 
design requirements, constraints, and/or inherent per
formance characteristics, the specific fuel consumption (sfc) 
of the current OCGT propulsion systems have been equal to 
or greater than 0.42 lb/shp-hr [1, 2], which may still be too 
high for some advanced naval ship applications. One of the 
inherent performance characteristics is that the sfc of an 
OCGT when operated at part-load increases almost inversely 
proportionally to the power rating. This undesirably high 
part-load sfc is of major concern to the Navy, because most 
naval ships are operated under part-load conditions (such as 
cruise) for most of the time. Therefore, many alternative 
propulsion concepts have been proposed and investigated in 
the past to improve their part-load performance [3]. One of 
these concepts is to use Rankine-Cycle Energy Recovery 
(RACER) system to recover waste-heat from the gas turbine 
exhaust [4]. However, in order to implement this concept in a 

practical propulsion systems the flow distribution charac
teristics of the gas turbine exhaust and their effect on the 
waste-heat exhanger performance must be properly assessed 
before designing and building this altenative propulsion 
system. 

A thorough knowledge of flow distribution problems and 
the necessity of being able to quantitatively analyze problems 
involving flow distribution has become increasingly im
portant in modern fluid flow and heat transfer systems. Of 
particular concern is the impact of flow-distribution 
nonuniformity on thermal performance, component design, 
and the reliability of a flow system. In general, the incentives 
for flow-distribution control studies include: (/) providing a 
better understanding of the flow dynamics; (if) establishing 
guidelines for selecting the design concept and flow system 
geometry; (Hi) predicting the actual (not just idealized) system 
performance; and (iv) defining the research and development 
for the flow system identified. Therefore, the objectives of 
this paper are to discuss the basic understanding of flow-
distribution problems found in many existing COGAS 
components, and also to provide some guidelines for 
designing more reliable and efficient marine gas turbine 
waste-heat recovery systems. 

Contributed by the Gas Turbine Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the 28th International Gas Turbine 
Conference and Exhibit, Phoenix, Arizona, March 27-31, 1983. Manuscript 
received at ASME Headquarters December 20, 1982. Paper No. 83-GT-51. 

Characteristics of Flow Maldistribution 

Flow distribution nonuniformity occurs almost in every 
real flow system. There are several mechanisms which can 
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Fig. 1 Typical flow distribution control methods 

cause maldistribution of fluid flow. These mechanisms which 
can be attributed to single or multiple factors are either 
related to flow properties (such as viscosity or body force 
effects), flow geometry (such as a sharp-edged orifice, square-
shouldered expansion or contraction, nozzle diffuser, bond, 
etc.), or a flow control device (such as a baffle, blockage, flow 
injection or extraction, local heating or cooling, etc.). 

Nonuniform Flow Problems and Control Methods. The 
most important and obvious consequence of flow 
maldistribution is on the pressure loss. Excessive pressure loss 
means that the system will require more pumping power 
otherwise its mass flow rate will be lower than the design 
value. If the flow distribution across a heat transfer matrix is 
nonuniform, it would not only reduce the heat transfer 
performance but also create thermal/mechanical stress 
concentrations and local overheat, dryout, or freezing 
problems [5, 6]. The acute difficulties created by hot spots in 
nuclear reactors and in coal-, oil-, and gas-fired boilers are 
typical examples of the consequences of flow maldistribution 
In addition, the tube fouling and inlet-end erosion problems 
of marine heat exhangers and power plant condenser 
waterboxes represent another type of flow-distribution 
problem. The combined effect of flow rotation and excessive 
turbulence induced by pumps, and poor inlet piping con
figurations or waterbox design can also result in serious 
operating problems [7]. 

The combined effects of abrupt turning, wall friction, and 
the flow-jet swirling from the free turbine often generate a 
highly turbulent and nonuniform flow-distribution inside and 
at the exit of the exhaust elbow (collector box). For gas 
turbines alone, this nonuniform flow has been a critical 
problem in efforts to improve the gas turbine performance, 
particularly at high engine power settings [8]. Experience 
shows that flow maldistribution is always accompanied by 
undesirable high pressure loss, and that a 1 percent increase in 
pressure loss is approximately equivalent to a 1 percent loss in 
engine power. For a combined gas and steam turbine 
(COGAS) system, the severe flow distribution nonuniformity 
at the exit of the collector box not only affects the diffuser 
design and performance but also can significantly impair the 
waste-heat boiler performance and life expectancy [8, 9]. 

Numerous flow-distribution control methods have been 
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Fig. 2 DD963-class destroyer propulsion engine combustion air and 
exhaust ducting system 
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Fig. 3 Exhaust pressure map of DD963-class prototype gas tur
bine— module 2B 

used by various designers in the past to achieve specific goals 
for a given flow system. These methods can be generally 
classified into two categories: one employs internal guiding or 
disturbing mechanisms (such as flow guide vanes, louvers, 
baffles, screens, wedges, buffer plates, or agitators), and the 
other uses external means of control, such as changing the 
flow boundary through variation of flow area, flow injection, 
flow suction, local heating, local cooling and shaking. The 
internal control methods, in general, are more efficient than 
the external methods. The selection of any particular flow 
distribution control method should depend on the charac
teristics of the flow system being investigated. 

The velocity distribution immediately downstream of a 
bend is always irregular due to the flow separation and 
secondary flow inside of the bend (Fig. 1(a)). A typical case is 
seen in the design of wind tunnels. To improve the flow 
distribution, the turning vanes as shown in Fig. 1(b) are 
commonly used. The velocity distribution through a heat 
transfer matrix may be affected by the manner in which fluid 
enters the inlet plenum chambers. If a high-velocity fluid 
stream enters a plenum chamber axially (Fig. 1(c)), it is ap
parent that a high-velocity jet will shoot across the plenum 
chamber and impinge on the center of the heat transfer 
matrix, thus the velocity through the center of the matrix will 
be higher than that through the outer annular zone. Flow 
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Fig. 4 Typical velocity profiles at the exit of gas turbine—FT4 test 
model 

distribution control devices such as those shown in Fig. 1(d) 
can be used to reduce the jet effect before the flow is 
discharged into the plenum. This flow distribution method is 
simple and effective and has been employed widely in the 
design of gas-to-gas recuperators. The apparent disadvantage 
of this arrangement is the creation of a stagnation region in 
the center as well as eddies behind the two outer edges of the 
baffle, with the consequent increase in pressure loss and 
pumping power. If the fluid is brought into the plenum of the 
heat exchanger from the side, significantly different effect 
may occur. The velocity distribution of this configuration is 
depicted in Fig. 1(e). This undesirable flow maldistribution 
can be avoided by redesigning the plenum chamber as shown 
in Fig. 1(/). This method has been successfully used as the 
exchanger head in many air heater designs and other flow 
systems. 

Acquisition of Turbine Exhaust Flow-Distribution Data. 
The study reported here was based on actual flow distribution 
data measured at the exit of the exhaust elbow of two typical 
marine gas turbines (Fig. 2, Points 1 or 2). The flow data 
needed for the study include the velocity profiles, the tem
perature, and the pressure. 

Figure 3 and 4 represent the typical velocity maps obtained 
from two existing marine gas turbines. Figure 3 contains two 
sets of flow distribution data provided by ONR for two 
different power levels of a current marine gas turbine. The 
pressures are presented in terms of inches of water head. The 
gas temperatures were identified to be 837° F (447°C) for full-
load operation and 790° F (421 °C) for part-load operation. 
The dimensions of the diffuser inlet cross section are ap
proximately 5 ft by 7 ft. Figure 4 shows a typical velocity map 
obtained at UTRC from a scale model of exhaust elbow with a 
special shape of inserts inside the collector box. The 
corresponding gas temperature for the flow distribution is 
885° F (474° C). 

The results presented in Figs. 3 and 4 show a unique 
phenomena: the flow distributions at the exit of the exhaust 
elbow are highly irregular and nonuniform. The results also 
show that the majority of the flow was concentrated at the 
rear end of the elbow and that reversed flow was observed in 
the regions near the front end. No two similar velocity-
distribution maps were found. It should also be noticed that 
because the exhaust flow is subsonic, these velocity 
distribution profiles will change when the downstream 
condition changes. The actual flow distribution data with the 

AXIS OF SYMMETRY 

Fig. 5 Orthogonal streamline coordinate system 

RACER installed were not available at the time of this in
vestigation. Therefore, the results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 were 
used as inputs to the diffuser model developed, as described in 
the following section. 

Two-Dimensional Turbulent Flow Model 

The flow-distribution characteristics investigated for a two-
dimensional diffuser include the velocity, the mass flux, the 
pressure, and the temperature. These flow-distribution 
characteristics can be described by a set of governing 
equations derived from conservation of mass, momentum, 
and energy, and the equation of state. The procedure of 
formulating a working model for the present study consists of 
three steps: (/) constructing an orthogonal curvilinear 
coordinate system for two-dimensional diffusers (Fig. 5); (if) 
formulating a two-dimensional turbulent flow model based 
on orthogonal curvilinear coordinate systems; and (Hi) 
manipulating the analytical model to obtain a set of equations 
that can be solved numerically by computer. While detailed 
descriptions of this working model are given in [10], only a 
brief discussion is presented here. 

Let "s" and " « " represent the velocity potential in the 
streamwise direction and the stream function in the normal 
direction, respectively (Fig. 5). Then, the equation of motion 
for a two-dimensional, steady-state compressible flow in the 
(s,n) coordinates can be expressed as 

Continuity equation 

ds \ V J dn \ V I y ' 

s-momentum equation 

T T a d u\ usu„ ] V d (wlP\ 

V2 r d /wa;s\ d /Wff^\ ,w°sn__ wa^l n , 
+ w L ds V V ) dn V V ) + Rs R„ I () 

^-momentum equation 

r d d usun u]-\ V d /wP\ 
L ds dn R„ RSJ w dn \ v ' 

V2 I" d / wasn \ d / wa'nn \ was„ wa'ss 1 

w L ds \ V ) dn \ V ) R„ Rs \ ( ' 

Energy equation 

4„,K- (c,r ) + u„K-,c,r)J = - [ - ( y ) 
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Fig. 6 Calculated exhaust gas velocity profiles for DD963-class 
prototype gas turbine module 2B 

Fig. 7 Calculated velocity distribution in a diffuser without flow 
distribution control 

Equation of state 

IP =plR T (5) 

In equations (1-5), V represents metric scalar coefficient or 
potential flow velocity, w represents the width of diffusers, 
a's and $ are the stress tensors and dissipation functions. This 
set of governing equations are used to solve for five 
unknowns, p, us, w„, P , and t, which stands for density, 
velocity components along the s- and /^-coordinates, static 
pressure and temperature, respectively. Mathematically this 
set of equations is classified as elliptic and can be solved if all 
the boundary conditions at the inlet, the exit, and the walls of 
diffusers are provided. However, the computation procedure 
would require extremely large data storage and computational 
time. Therefore, these equations were parabolized by em
ploying the so-called "thin channel assumption," and the 
parabolized equations were then solved by the numerical 
forward-marching method. The boundary conditions for the 
parabolized equations should reflect that both normal and 
streamwise velocities are zero at the wall, and that the 
velocity, temperature, and pressure distributions are given at 
the diffuser inlet (Fig. 5). 

The turbulent flow models which were used in the com-
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Fig. 8 Comparison of performance characteristics for a two-
dimensional diffuser 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of performances for two-dimensional diffusers 

putation of the Reynolds stress in stress tensors (a's) and 
dissipation function ($), are the same as that used by Smith 
[11], who assumed that the inner layer region of the turbulent 
flow is governed by Prandtl's mixing length theory with a Van 
Driest damping factor, and that the outer layer region is 
governed by an eddy model proposed by Clauser [12]. Based 
on this assumption, the effective viscosity for the inner and 
outer region of the flow fields are given, respectively, as 

Aieff = * t [ l+0 .16^ [ l - exp ( - j - ,Vf , / 26 ) ] 2 - | ^ - ] 

[left =0.008 jiNR pw (ua-u) 

(6) 

(7) 

where ^ represents the molecular viscosity, and «,, y, and r, 
are defined as 

U, = U/\TTW/P 

y,=n4T\^pT\). 

T, = T/T„, 

(8) 

The subscripts oo and w represent the maximum and wall 
values at a given streamline station, respectively, u represents 
the averaged velocity across the diffuser width, w. NR stands 
for Reynolds number which is calculated based on average 
flow properties. The empirical constants, 0.16, 26, and 0.008 
which appear in equations (6) and (7) are the values suggested 
in [13]. 
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Fig. 10 Mass-flux profiles for a typical diffuser with one flow injection 

By using equations (6-8), the parabolized governing 
equations are further reduced to finite-difference form so that 
they can be solved by computer. The finite-difference 
equations were rearranged and expressed in matrix form 
which were solved by standard block-elimination method 
[10]. 

The flow model discussed above has been implemented in 
FORTRAN language on a UNIVAC 1110/80 computer 
system. 

Performance Analysis 

The computer program developed was used in the diffuser 
performance analyses and the results obtained are presented 
herein. The selection of a baseline diffuser configuration is 
essentially based on the geometric configuration of the engine 
exhaust elbow, the type of waste-heat boiler, and the space 
available for installation. Because the current Navy interest in 
recovering the waste-heat is essentially for the main 
propulsion engine, and because most of the marine 
propulsion gas turbines have rectangular exhaust elbows, a 
two-dimensional diffuser with rectangular cross section was 
selected as the baseline configuration. It was found that the 
exhaust collecting box was a 5-ft by 7-ft exit cross section 
which was then used as the inlet dimension of the diffuser. 
The length of the diffusers was assumed to be 18 ft for easy 
installation on the ship. The diffuser angles were varied to 
investigate its impact on diffuser performance using different 
inlet flow distribution data. 

Diffuser Performance. A total of twenty-five cases were 
analyzed, consisting of five different diffusion angles with 
five sets of flow distribution data. The flow distribution 
characteristics investigated are the velocity profiles, the mass 
flux distribution, the pressure-recovery, and the temperature 
profiles. The two typical inlet velocity profiles used in the 
analyses are shown in Fig. 6 and typical results obtained are 
shown in Fig. 7. 

The results shown in Fig. 7 were plotted using the scale 
factor given in the lower left corner. The arrows represent the 
magnitude of the flow-distribution data, and the dash lines 
represent the actual location of the streamline station. It was 
found (Fig. 7) that without implementing an effective flow-
distribution control device, the flow-distribution non-
uniformity remains almost unchanged throughout the flow 
field. Boundary layer separation exists in all the nonuniform 
flow cases and the separation always occurs on the wall of the 
lower velocity side. Figure 7 also shows that the sluggish flow, 
which appears near the centerline region of the diffuser in the 
initial profile, has become more uniform as the fluid flows 

Fig. 11 Mass-flux profiles for a typical flow system with one flow-
distribution vane 

SCALE 
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Fig. 12 Mass-flux profiles for a typical flow system with one flow-
guide vane and one flow injection 

along the diffuser. This is due to the viscosity effect which 
would slow down the fast-moving fluid elements and speed up 
the slow-moving elements. 

Figure 8 shows the velocity ratio and pressure-recovery 
coefficient as a function of diffuser length. The results were 
obtained by integrating the velocity profile and pressure-
recovery profiles along the velocity-potential line at each 
streamline station and then weighted by the mass-flow rate. It 
was found that most kinetic energy has been converted into 
pressure in the first half (approximately 10 ft) of the diffuser 
length. In the second half of the diffuser, because boundary 
layer separation occurred, diffuser efficiency remains con
stant. This phenomenon was seen in all nonuniform flow 
cases. Figure 8 also presents the pressure-recovery coefficient 
calculated from inviscid flow theory and also from the 
Bernoulli theory. The difference between the two curves 
represents the effect of nonuniform flow distribution on the 
diffuser performance. 

Comparisons of two-dimensional diffuser efficiencies for 
different cases are shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, the solid line 
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Fig. 13 Comparison of a diffuser performance for a typical con
figuration with and without flow-distribution control 

and dotted line represent the results obtained based on tur
bulent flow theory and inviscid flow theory, respectively. 
These results can be classified into two groups: the upper 
group is for uniform flow cases; and the lower one is for the 
nonuniform flow cases. For the uniform flow cases the results 
from the inviscid flow models fall on top of each other, and 
the values are found to be almost equal to those obtained 
from the Bernoulli equation. The results obtained from 
turbulent flow models varied among the four diffusers, and 
the values are significantly lower than those from the inviscid 
flow model. 

For the nonuniform flow cases, the performance results of 
the inviscid flow model are computed only up to an area ratio 
of approximately 1.3; beyond that point, reverse flow 
developed in the core region and the governing equations are 
not valid. On the other hand, the turbulent flow model does 
provide performance results up to an area ratio as high as 2.0. 
The results of this study indicated that the diffuser efficiency 
based on the actual flow-distribution data of marine gas 
turbine exhaust is approximately 50 percent lower than that 
based on an assumption of uniform flow. 

Flow Distribution Control. Results of parametric analyses 
for diffuser performance presented above indicate that the 
nonuniform flow distribution at the diffuser inlet would 
remain nonuniform in the absence of flow-distribution 
control as the fluid travels through the diffuser. The 
nonuniform flow distribution would cause as much as a 50 
percent reduction in diffuser efficiency (or the pressure 
recovery coefficient) as compared with the uniform flow case. 
This would definitely offer the incentives for developing and 
implementing suitable flow distribution control devices for 
diffusers. 

Among those flow-distribution control methods mentioned 
earlier, three flow-distribution control methods judged to be 
more effective were investigated: (/) flow injection; (//) flow-
distribution vanes; and (Hi) a combination of methods (;') and 
(«). The injection flow could be the cooling flow from the 
casing of the gas turbine. 

Figure 10 shows the mass flux distribution characteristics 
for the candidate diffuser with one point of flow injection on 
the right sidewall of the diffuser. The flow injection slot was 
located approximately 14 ft from the diffuser inlet, which is 
the location where boundary layer separation occurred. The 
flow rate of injection was approximately 17 lb/s (or 10 
percent of the main stream). It was found that the boundary 
layer separation was completely suppressed, and that the 
diffuser performance improved slightly (to be discussed later 
in conjunction with Fig. 13). However, flow distribution at 
the exit of the diffuser was not improved significantly. 

To use flow-distribution vanes, it was assumed that the 
mass flow rate and the flow area at the diffuser exit were both 
equally divided into two channels. The mass flux profiles at 
three selected streamline stations are shown in Fig. 11. This 

figure also shows the development of boundary layer flow 
separation actually started approximately 4 ft from the 
diffuser inlet. The numerical calculation was continued and 
finally interrupted due to numerical instability at ap
proximately 15 ft from the diffuser inlet. Again, the flow 
distribution at the diffuser exit for this case is still not quite 
sufficiently uniform. 

The last method to control the flow distribution was to 
combine the above two methods, namely, flow injection and a 
flow-guide vane. Results of this study are selectively presented 
in Fig. 12 for the mass flux distribution. The flow injection 
was made on the left-hand wall of the diffuser at ap
proximately 7 ft from the diffuser inlet. The rate of injection 
was approximately 16 lb/s (approximately 9 percent of the 
main stream). Figure 12 clearly shows that the flow 
distribution at the diffuser exit for this case is much more 
uniform as compared with those shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 

Comparisons of diffuser performance with and without 
flow distribution control for the diffuser configuration 
considered are shown in Fig. 13. In this figure, the dotted 
curve represents the diffuser efficiency obtained from a 
uniform flow assumption and has a maximum value of ap
proximately 75 percent, while the bottom curve represents the 
efficiency of the same diffuser based on nonuniform flow at 
the inlet without flow-distribution control. This curve has a 
peak value of approximately 36 percent. The results of dif
fuser performance analysis with three flow-distribution 
control methods fall between the above extremes as expected. 
It was found that with one point of flow injection and one 
flow-distribution guide vane, an improvement of more than 
20 percentage points in diffuser efficiency can be expected as 
compared with the results from the case without flow-
distribution control. 

Conclusions 

The flow distribution in marine gas turbine exhausts is 
highly irregular and nonuniform. This nonuniform flow will 
remain nonuniform through a two-dimensional diffuser 
unless an effective means of flow distribution control is 
implemented. The method of using nonsymmetric diffusion 
angles alone will not improve either the flow distribution or 
the diffuser efficiency. However, this nonuniform flow 
distribution can be made more uniform for waste-heat 
recovery applications by using a specially designed diffuser 
which incorporates appropriate guide vanes and, if necessary, 
additional flow injection methods. Other methods, such as 
internal modifications of the elbow with different shapes of 
inserts, turing vanes or baffling, may also be considered. With 
properly designed flow-distribution control, an improvement 
of approximately 20 to 36 percentage points in diffuser ef
ficiency can be expected. 

The boundary layer separation caused some difficulties in 
analyzing the diffuser performance when using the 
nonuniform velocity distribution data. These difficulties 
disappeared when flow injection was considered for velocity 
distribution control. 
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An Experimental Study of Local 
and Mean Heat Transfer in a 
Triangular-Sectioned Duct Rotating 
in the Orthogonal Mode 
This paper presents a selection of experimental results that examines the influence 
of orthogonal-mode rotation on local and mean heat transfer in a triangular-
sectioned duct with potential application to cooled turbine rotor blades. It is shown 
that Coriolis acceleration can have a beneficial influence on mean heat transfer 
relative to the nonrotating case at the lower range of turbulent pipe flow Reynolds 
numbers studied. Also, rotational buoyancy has been shown to have a noticeable 
effect over this same Reynolds number range in that progressively increasing 
buoyancy brings about an attendant reduction in heat transfer. As the Reynolds 
numbers are increased, say, beyond 30,000, buoyancy effects were found to have 
little influence on mean heat transfer over the speed range covered. Local axial 
variations in heat transfer along the duct were also measured, and severe reductions 
in local heat transfer were detected under certain operating circumstances. 

Introduction 
Recent trends in the design of aero, industrial and marine 

gas turbines have reflected the economic prizes that can be 
realized by improvements to the specific fuel consumption. In 
this respect, the well known thermo-economic advantages of 
utilizing high levels of turbine entry temperature, with the 
inevitable and consequential attendant problems of material 
degradation, necessitates that extremely complex air cooling 
channels are designed into the heavily loaded stator and rotor 
blades. The complexity of these cooling channel geometries is 
typified in Fig. 1, which illustrates the evolution of local 
cooling enhancement methods that are commonly in current 
use inside stator and rotor blades. These enhancements in 
cooling have enabled turbines to operate with gas tem
peratures well in excess of the maximum allowable metal 
temperature as indicated in Fig. 1. In the past, much effort 
was directed at measuring and understanding the gas side heat 
transfer, but only rudimentary studies were carried out on 
internal cooling geometries. This seemed reasonable at the 
time, because the cooling side heat transfer had only a minor 
influence on the heat balance and metal temperatures tended 
toward that of the hot gas. However, as turbine entry tem
peratures increased, the coolant side heat transfer coefficients 
played a significant role in the heat balance (Fig. 1) and the 
lack of understanding in this area is only now being redressed. 
Morris and Ayhan [1, 2] have assessed the influence of 
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rotation on the heat transfer within a circular passage, while 
Clifford et al. [3] have conducted static tests on complex 
passage shapes. 

In addition to the geometrical complexities, the deter
mination of either local or mean heat transfer inside rotor 
blades is further complicated by the fact that the coolant 
passages are themselves rotating. This means that in general 
three additional inertial-type forces may influence the flow 
field and consequently the heat transfer. These are concerned 
with the well-known Coriolis and centripetal components of 
acceleration and, if the rotor speed is unsteady, the rotor's 
angular acceleration. 

The present paper reports the results of some preliminary 
investigations into the overall influence of rotation on heat 
transfer inside a straight triangular-sectioned duct that rotates 
about an orthogonal axis. Channels of triangular section are 
often located in the trailing edge region of the blades. This 
study forms part of a longer term project to systematically 
identify the parameters likely to affect heat transfer per
formance inside turbine rotor blades and relatively simple 
geometries are being considered in the first instance. 

Prior to presenting data for the triangular-sectioned duct, 
previous work with circular-sectioned ducts will be briefly 
reviewed in order to clarify the background material against 
which the present study was planned. 

With orthogonal-mode rotation, Coriolis components of 
acceleration act as a source term for the generation of 
secondary flows that interact, via the energy equation, with 
the wall to fluid convective mechanism. Theoretical studies 
which attempt to account for this effect in the turbulent 
regime of interest to the turbine application have all predicted 
an enhancement in heat transfer, and experimental studies 
have to some extent confirmed that Coriolis acceleration has a 
beneficial effect on heat transfer (see for example Mori et al. 
[4], Skiadaressis and Spalding [5], Lokai and Limanski [6], 
Zysina et al [7]). Figure 2 illustrates the outcome of using the 
recommendations resulting from such studies for quantifying 
the influence of Coriolis acceleration. The data are presented 
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in a form which assumes that the ratio of developed Nusselt 
number for rotating conditions to that obtained when 
stationary, but with the same throughflow Reynolds number 
can be expressed as 

N U Q Q 

Nu0 
= <MRe,7] (1) 

where Nu^ is the developed Nusselt number with rotation, 
Nu0 is the developed Nusselt number when stationary but 
operating with the same pipe flow Reynolds number. Because 
the results given are for air only, no Prandtl number has been 
included. 

Although all proposals (see original texts for precise details) 
imply that heat transfer is enhanced with increases in the 
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Table 1 Range of test variables 

150.0 
111.0 

Length of tes t section (mm) 
Conductivi ty of Test section (W/mK) 
Cross section (Tr iangular) 
Equivalent diameter (mm) 
Mid span eccen t r i c i t y (mm) 
Mid span centr ipeta l accelerat ion 
Air coolant 
Flow rate range (Kg/s) 
Rotational speed range (rev/min) 
Heater power range (W) 
Through f low Reynolds number range 
Rotational Reynolds number range 
Rotational Rayleigh number range 

10 mm base wi th 30 apex angle 
7.67 

250.0 . 
0 - 1.1 x 1(T 

wi th r a d i a l l y outward f low 
1.4 x 10~3 - 1.02 x 10-2 
0 - 2000 nominally 
15.0 - 200.0 
6500 - 45500 , 
2.0 x 102 - 1.23 x 1CT 
5.0 x 104 - 8.0 x 10° 

rotational Reynolds number, there is serious quantitative 
discrepancy in absolute terms. 

The recognition that large fluid density variations would be 
present in the rotor blade application with a simultaneous 
extremely large artificial body force field due to the cen
tripetal accelerations, led Morris and Ayhan [1, 2] to attempt 
a systematic investigation of the complex interaction likely to 
exist between the Coriolis source for secondary flow 
generation and centripetal buoyancy. Further, because the 
influence of centripetal buoyancy is to cause the warmer and, 
consequently, less dense regions of fluid to move towards the 
axis of rotation, the interaction of this effect with the 
customary forced convection mechanisms, owing to the 
throughflow Reynolds number, would be dependent on 
whether the throughflow was radially outward or inward: a 
further complication in an already complex flow field. 
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate the salient features that 
emerged from this earlier study of Morris and Ayhan [1, 2], 
which, it should be noted, was conducted with circular-
sectioned ducts fitted with calming sections to permit some 
degree of flow development prior to the onset of heating. 

In Fig. 3(a), the relative mean Nusselt number variation 
with throughflow Reynolds number for radially outward flow 
has been plotted for one value of the rotational Reynolds 
number, / , but with a variety of values of the representative 
wall to fluid temperature difference. Centripetal buoyancy 
may be characterized by a Rayleigh number that uses the 
centripetal acceleration at the midspan location of the heated 
channel and the average value of the wall to bulk fluid 
temperature differential as the motivating potential for heat 
transfer. For the range of experiments covered two important 
features were highlighted. First, for radially outward flow 
Coriolis acceleration was found to improve heat transfer so 
that, for a given throughflow Reynolds number increasing 
the rotational Reynolds number produced an attendant heat 
transfer enhancement. However, whereas all other available 
information from the technical press tended to propose only 
enhanced heat transfer, it was found that a systematic im
pediment was brought about as the rotational Rayleigh 

number was increased. This is clearly shown in Fig. 3(a) where 
regimes of enhanced or impeded heat transfer may be 
identified dependent upon the combination of operating 
parameters. The important feature from the design viewpoint 
is that prediction of heat transfer using either theoretical or 
empirical data that includes the influence of Coriolis ac
celeration alone could result in severe overestimation of heat 
transfer. When this experimental program was repeated over 
the same range of variables, but with radial inward flow, it 
was found that centripetal buoyancy had a converse effect in 
that a systematic improvement in heat transfer was found 
with increases in the rotational Rayleigh number as depicted 
in Fig. 3(b). It was also found that increasing the rotational 
Reynolds number in this instance impaired the heat transfer. 
This feature has not yet been fully explained. 

We note therefore that information currently available via 
the technical literature for the prediction of heat transfer in 
the complex passages of turbine rotor blades leaves much to 
be desired, for even with the relatively simple circular-
sectioned tube fitted with a settling section and rotating in the 
orthogonal-mode, there is much discrepancy between the 
results of numerous workers. 

In a further attempt to identify the overall influence of 
rotation on heat transfer in channels relevant to turbine rotor 
blades, the present authors have undertaken a repeat of the 
work performed by Morris and Ayhan [1, 2], but with the 
added complexity of a triangular-section duct fitted with a 
"sharp entry" inlet. This was a decision taken on the grounds 
that, in the real engine application, ducts of noncircular 
section would be encountered without the academic luxury of 
a hydrodynamically developed flow. Because of its real engine 
relevance, coolant flows that produced turbulent conditions 
with a stationary duct were considered. 

Apparatus 

A schematic diagram of the test facility is shown in Fig. 4. 
An overhung rotor arm (1) is supported on bearings (2) and 
driven by a controlled electric motor (3) via a toothed pulley. 
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The test section (4) was fabricated from sheet brass 3 mm 
thick, so that the internal cross-sectional dimensions 
corresponded to an isosceles triangle having a base of 10 mm 
with an apex angle of 30 deg. The active heated length of the 
test section was 150 mm. Since the hydraulic or equivalent 
diameter of the test section was 7.67 mm, this gave a nominal 
length/effective diameter ratio of 19.55. The test section was 
mounted so that the 10-mm base was located in the plane of 
rotation. 

The test section was held between two thermal insulating 
blocks, which were themselves bolted to a lightweight base 
plate to form a removable subassembly. The outer surface 
was electrically heated by means of spirally wound resistance 
wire powered via a Variac transformer and power slipring (5) 
mounted on the rotor shaft. This test subassembly was en
cased in a light sheet metal box, with the internal voids filled 
with insulating foam to minimize external heat loss and 
subsequently bolted on to the rotor arm so that the duct axis 
was perpendicular to the shaft axis with a midspan ec
centricity of 250 mm. The temperature of the test section wall 
was measured by means of chrome/alumel thermocouples 
embedded midway along each wall. Eleven equispaced 
thermocouples were used on the leading edge of the section 
and six equispaced thermocouples each on the trailing edge 
and base. Further constructional details of the test section are 
given in Fig. 5. 

Air was used as the test fluid and this was pumped through 
the test section via a rotating seal assembly (6) (see Fig. 4) and 
a plenum cylinder (7) in direct contact with the sharp inlet 
station of the test section. The ratio of the inlet plenum cross-
sectional area to that of the test section was 12:1. 

The air temperature at inlet to and exit from the test section 
was also measured with chrome/alumel thermocouples. A 
single thermocouple centrally located was used for the inlet. 
In the case of the coolant exit temperature, an insulated 
tailpiece (see Fig. 5) was fitted with a pair of staggered grids to 
"mix" the flow prior to venting to atmosphere and the mixed 
temperature checked with two thermocouples. 

All thermocouple signals were taken from the rig to a 
Solatron System 35 computer logger via a silver/silver 
graphite slip ring assembly (8). Raw experimental data were 
written on magnetic disk storage for subsequent processing 
and analysis. 

Rotor speed was measured by means of a digital interval 
meter coupled to a magnetic shaft encoder (9). Thermal 
dissipation in the heated test section was measured with a 
Cambridge Instruments analogue wattmeter and the air flow 
rate by means of a Fisher 2001 rotameter flow meter. 

Dittus-Boelterf193u) 

SS 

10° 10" 
Reynolds Number 

(a) Variation of Mean Nusself Number with 

Reynolds Number 

0 0.2 <K 06 0.8 
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Fig. 6 Mean and local heat transfer variations at zero rotational speed 

Experimental Program and Data Analysis 

Before undertaking the main experimental program, a 
series of tests was undertaken to establish the external heat 
loss characteristics of the test section. For this purpose, the 
interior of the heated tube was filled with insulating material 
to inhibit any internal convection and the wall temperature 
measured over a range of heater power settings and rotational 
speeds. It was found that, in the steady state, the external heat 
loss (defined as the heater power dissipated corrected to allow 
for end conduction effects) could be correlated well as a linear 
function of the difference between the mean temperature of 
the wall and the ambient value. In this respect, it was found 
that there was no significant or systematic variation in 
temperature of the wall material in the girthwise direction. 
Consequently, calibration constants of proportionality 
linking the expected heat loss to the wall temperature history 
were determined for each of the rotational speeds used for 
production tests. 

Actual convection tests were conducted over the range of 
operating conditions depicted in Table 1. By organizing the 
test program into series of tests at fixed throughflow Reynolds 
number and rotational speed, but with varying heater power 
settings, it was possible to systematically vary the rotational 
Rayleigh number while other parameters of a nondimensional 
nature were held to within 2 percent of the stated nominal 
values. For each production test (i.e., with convection) the 
previously determined heat loss calibration constants were 
used to check that the measured exit coolant temperature was 
consistent with that calculated using the measured flow rate 
and wall temperature history. Again it was found that even 
with rotation no significant girthwise variation in wall 
temperature was evident. When the energy accountancy 
check, including axial wall conduction, was deemed 
satisfactory, mean values of theNusselt number, throughflow 
Reynolds number, rotational Reynolds number, and 
rotational Rayleigh number were evaluated. 

Using the heat loss calibration constants on a local basis 
together with local allowance for axial wall conduction 
(obtained numerically via the axial wall temperature history), 
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Table 2 

Legend 

A 
B 
C 
D 

Nominal Reynolds number 

6500 
14500 
24500 
45500 

it was subsequently possible to determine the variation axially 
of local heat flux and hence a local Nusselt number along the 
duct defined in terms of the equivalent diameter and the local 
value of wall to bulk fluid temperature difference. Further 
details of the analysis procedures used are cited in Morris and 
Ayhan [1, 2]. The data reduction and heat balance technique 
provided results which, as presented in this paper, are deemed 
to be within 10 percent uncertainty. 

Results and Discussion 

Previously published experiments aimed at investigating the 
effect of orthogonal-mode rotation on heat transfer have 
tended in the main to be concerned with circular-sectioned 
tubes fitted with calming sections to give a good ap
proximation to developed flow prior to the commencement of 
heating. However, the present investigation has been 
deliberately undertaken with a test section involving a sharp-
edged entry from a plenum chamber, itself directly influenced 
by rotation. Also the duct is severely noncircular in section. 
For these reasons, it is necessary to consider the local and 
mean variations of heat transfer in the ensuing discussion. 

To establish a ground state with which to compare test data 
obtained with orthogonal-mode rotation, an initial series of 
experiments were undertaken at zero rotational speed. Figure 
6(a) shows the variation of mean Nusselt number with 
throughflow Reynolds number for the entire test section. The 
mean Nusselt number is calculated in terms of the mean heat 
flux and the mean value of wall to bulk fluid temperature 
differences with properties evaluated at mean fluid bulk 
temperature. Also shown for comparative purposes in Fig. 
6(a) is the well-known Dittus-Boelter [8] correlation for 
developed pipe flow but based on the effective or hydraulic 
diameter of the triangular sectioned duct used. Typically, the 
mean Nusselt numbers at zero rotational speed were ap
proximately 90 percent of the Dittus-Boelter values. 

The data processing method used permitted local values of 
Nusselt number to be determined along the duct and Fig. 6(b) 
shows these variations for a range of throughflow Reynolds 
number values. The axial location is defined as a fraction of 
the actively heated test section, in other words normalized 
with respect to the length of the test section. The bandwidths 
shown in Fig. 6(b) encompass local data points from a 
number of test runs with different heating levels. It should be 
pointed out again that there was no systematically detectable 
girthwise variation of wall temperature during the rotating or 
nonrotating tests and that the wall temperature values used 
for data processing were those on the leading edge of the 
section. The lack of any girthwise temperature variation is 
probably due to the relatively high thermal conductivity of the 
material from which the test section was manufactured. 

The variations of local Nusselt number were noticeably 
different from those determined by Morris and Ayhan [1] for 
the circular-sectioned tube fitted with a calming section. The 
region of relatively high local Nusselt number in the im
mediate entry region, associated with normal boundary layer 
development, was suppressed with the sharp-edged entry as 
shown in Fig. 6(b). This region of reduced heat transfer, 
which extended for approximately 20 percent of the test 
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— — D e n o t e s zero speed value 
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Fig. 7 Variation of mean Nusselt number with rotational Reynolds 
number 

section, is probably caused by a zone of separated flow. It is 
interesting to note that Mills [9], who tested circular-sectioned 
tubes fitted with sharp-edged entrance conditions, detected 
similar reductions in local heat transfer in the immediate entry 
regions and that an axial distance equivalent to one hydraulic 
diameter was needed for this effect to die away. In the present 
case, an axial distance of approximately 3.5 equivalent 
diameters was needed for this region of reduced heat transfer 
to die away. Ainsworth and Jones [10] conducted tests on a 
stationary duct of triangular cross section (10 deg isosceles 
triangle) fitted with a bell mouth entry. These workers also 
detected a region of reduced heat transfer in the immediate 
entry zone which took approximately 15 equivalent diameters 
of axial length to recover, and this was ascribed to a laminar-
turbulent transition phenomenon. 

The variation of mean Nusselt number with rotational 
Reynolds number for four values of throughflow Reynolds 
number is shown in Fig. 7; the zero speed values of Nusselt 
number obtained with these values of throughflow Reynolds 
numbers are also shown. It should be noted that zero speed 
mean values at a Reynolds number of 45,500 were obtained by 
extrapolation from Fig. 6(a). The data spread indicated 
reflects the point that tests with nominally fixed values of 
throughflow and rotational Reynolds number were conducted 
with various heat flux levels and hence various rotational 
Rayleigh numbers. Even so, the following features are worthy 
of note as regards the influence of Coriolis acceleration. At 
the lowest value of throughflow Reynolds number (i.e., 6550), 
Coriolis acceleration appears to have a significant effect on 
the mean heat transfer in that the mean Nusselt number in
creases with increases in rotor speed. At a throughflow 
Reynolds number value of 14500, rotation had no detectable 
effect on heat transfer over the range of variables covered. 
However, heat transfer reductons relative to the zero speed 
condition were evident at the higher levels of throughflow 
Reynolds numbers. 

In an attempt to separate out the individual influences of 
Coriolis acceleration and centripetal buoyancy, Fig. 8 shows 
the variation of mean Nusselt number with mean rotational 
Rayleigh number for lines of fixed throughflow and 
rotational Reynolds number. This figure shows that 
rotational buoyancy appears to have a small attenuating 
effect on mean heat transfer at the lowest values of 
throughflow studied but no noticeable effect at the higher 
values. Even so, a net reduction of heat transfer was possible 
at these higher values of throughflow Reynolds numbers. 

As regards the influence of orthogonal-mode rotation on 
the present test geometry, it appears that centripetal buoyancy 
does not have such a strong influence on mean heat transfer as 
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Refer to Table-2 for Legend 

Fig. 8 Variation of mean Nusselt number with rotational Rayleigh 
number and rotational Reynolds number 
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Fig. 9 Typical measured distributions of local Nusselt number with 
orthogonal-mode rotation (Re = 14,500, J = 7.4 x 10 ) 

indicated by the circular-sectioned tube work of Morris and 
Ayhan [1, 2]. Also, Coriolis acceleration produced an overall 
increase in mean heat transfer at the lower levels of through-
flow Reynolds number but this trend was seemingly reversed 
at the highest value of throughflow Reynolds number tested. 

Despite care in the control of the experimental program, it 
may be stated that the overall influence of rotation on mean 
heat transfer with the configuration studied is still confused. 
Although the physics of the problem is far from completely 
understood, there exists the possibility of significant 
reductions in mean heat transfer in relation to the zero 
rotational speed base lines. 

Because local behavior is important from the viewpoint of 
rotor blade design, we now look at the distributions of local 
heat transfer obtained with the present investigation. 

Although it may be argued from the mean heat transfer 
data presented that rotational buoyancy did not appear to 
have a large order effect over the range of variables studied, 
this was not found to be true in certain local regions par
ticularly at the lower range of throughflow Reynolds num
bers. Figure 9 typifies some of the more dramatic changes in 
local heat transfer distributions that were noted. In this 
figure, the zero rotational data are shown as the hatched 
band. Although the hatched bandwidth reflects the difficulties 

6 8 2 

105 10" 
Local Rayleigh number 

(a) Normalised axial I ocation = 0.2 

103 " " "10° 
Local Rayleigh number 

lb) Normalised axial location -0.8 

Denotes zero speed mean values 
Refer to Table- 2 for Legend 

Fig. 10 Examples of the Influence of orthogonal-mode rotation on 
local heat transfer 

in the control of heat transfer experiments in that property 
changes are inevitable as heating rates are changed, the band 
is certainly less pronounced than the corresponding 
distributions for the local Nusselt numbers at the rotational 
Reynolds numbers shown suggesting a buoyant-type in
teraction. The individual lines reflect changes in the heating 
rate and consequently the rotational Rayleigh number mean 
values. What is interesting is the unexpected result that in the 
immediate entry region increasing the rotational Rayleigh 
number causes the expected reduction in heat transfer but that 
the trend is reversed in the exit section of the duct. To 
exemplify for the case shown at a normalized axial location of 
0.2, an increase in local heat transfer relative to the zero speed 
mean value of about 59 percent was possible, whereas at a 
corresponding position of 0.8 a reduction of 44 percent was 
possible. This magnitude of local departure from a zero speed 
mean value could be potentially troublesome if design 
predictions are made without taking rotation into account. 
For all the tests undertaken, Fig. 10 typifies the overall trends 
which were noted. In this figure, the local Nusselt number is 
plotted against local rotational Rayleigh number (i.e., the 
local level of wall to fluid temperature difference is used as the 
representative driving potential) for fixed values of nominal 
throughflow and rotational Reynolds numbers. Two 
representative axial locations are shown by way of example 
and the following features are worthy of note. At a nor
malized location of 0.2, see Fig. 10(a), there is a progressive 
tendency of the local heat transfer to be reduced as the 
rotational Rayleigh number increased, and this effect 
progressively diminishes as the throughflow Reynolds number 
is increased. Indeed, at a throughflow Reynolds number of 
45,500, the buoyancy appears to have little effect at this 
location, although a net reduction in heat transfer was 
evident. For each of the nominal throughflow Reynolds 
numbers, local heat transfer tended to increase with 
rotational Reynolds number at a specified value of local 
rotational Rayleigh number, although again this effect 
reduced as the throughflow Reynolds number increased. 

At a normalized axial location of 0.8, Fig. 10(6) demon
strates a converse effect of rotational Rayleigh number and 
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rotational Reynolds number. For example, the local Nusselt 
number increases as the local Rayleigh number increases. 
Even so, the local Nusselt numbers at all values of the 
throughflow Reynolds number tested were noticeably lower 
than that suggested by a mean nonrotating value. 

Closure 

It is evident from the preliminary experiments presented in 
this paper that the mechanisms by which rotation influences 
flow and heat transfer in coolant channels appropriate to 
cooled gas turbine rotor blades are particularly complex and 
interactive. Although full and definitive explanations for all 
the effects detected are, as yet, not possible, it is nevertheless 
possible to identify some features that cause concern in the 
design context, and these are briefly itemized as follows. 

1 The flow conditioning that occurs in the delivery 
ducting prior to the blade passages will itself be influenced by 
the fact that the delivery ducting is rotating. This means that 
the entry plane velocity profile can be different at different 
operational speeds. In the present work, it is evident, with the 
sharp-edged entrance used, that flow separation in the im
mediate entry region produces regions of reduced local heat 
transfer in the rotating as well as the nonrotating case. It is 
interesting to note that computational methods that require 
the entry plane velocity field to be specified in order to solve 
the governing conservation equations for locally prevailing 
flow and heat transfer will strictly need to incorporate the 
influences of upstream flow configurations. 

2 In general terms, rotational buoyancy appears to have 
an adverse effect on local heat transfer in the immediate entry 
with radially outward flow. This is similar to the findings of 
Morris and Ayhan [1] for a circular-sectioned tube fitted with 
a calming section. The severity of this effect is dependent on 
the relative strength of the customary forced convection 
component, characterized by the throughflow Reynolds 
number. For rotational Rayleigh numbers less than ap
proximately 107, the buoyancy effect will probably be in
significant for throughflow Reynolds number greater than 
30,000. 

3 In the exit region of the duct tested, the influence of 
rotational buoyancy was reversed in that increases in local 
Rayleigh number at fixed rotational Reynolds number 
produced attendant increases in the local Nusselt number. 
This feature has not been reported previously as far as the 
present authors are concerned. Indeed the severe rippling of 
local Nusselt number distribution was a notable feature when 
rotation was present and tends to reflect an additional 
complication involved with experimentation in this area which 
can be important in the turbine blade design context. Because 
the test model geometry was fabricated from brass sheet for 
manufacturing convenience, the large material thermal 
conductivity implies that axial conduction in the walls is 

important. This was taken into account by the numerical data 
processing, and the modification to the local heat flux to the 
fluid to some extent reflects this term. In other words the 
experimental model is not one that has the academic con
venience of a uniformly heated wall as a thermal boundary 
condition. It is important, therefore, in the real engine 
situation that computational models should be treated on a 
systems approach which includes the interaction of the fluid 
mechanics on the coolant side with the wall conduction 
mechanism. 

4 Although in many ways the results of this investigation 
have posed more unanswered questions in what is a clearly 
complex problem, it is prudent to note that although rotation 
may appear not to have a great effect on overall heat transfer, 
in some instances there could be regions of severely reduced 
heat transfer on a local basis resulting from the combined and 
interactive effect of upstream flow conditioning, blade wall 
conduction, Coriolis accelerations, and rotational buoyancy. 
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A Horseshoe Vortex in a Duct 

A Rankine half-body is used to model the three-dimensional flow caused by a blunt 
obstruction in a flow passage. The body is located in a duct bounded by two plane 
endwalls and two side walls shaped like potential-flow streamlines. A thick tur
bulent boundary layer on the endwall forms a horseshoe vortex flow as it en
counters the leading edge of the body. Flow measurements are presented showing 
the inlet flow and the three-dimensional flow downstream of the leading edge. 
Sufficient data are presented for this to be a test case for the development of three-
dimensional viscous flow codes. 

Introduction 
Computational methods for three-dimensional viscous flow 

are being developed [1-3] to aid turbomachinery designers in 
their efforts to obtain better performance and durability, and 
an important part of this development process involves 
comparison with well-documented test cases. It is the object 
of this paper to provide a test case for leading-edge horseshoe 
vortex flow. This is a feature of turbomachinery flows, 
especially those in turbine blade rows which must be well 
modeled in order to accurately model the flow in the passage 
downstream. Indeed the calculations of Hah [3] for a linear 
turbine cascade suggest that quite small discrepencies in the 
calculated flow near the leading edge can lead to significant 
differences in the location and size of the passage vortex at the 
exit of the cascade. 

Horseshoe vortices are formed in turbomachines when 
annulus wall boundary layers encounter the blunt leading 
edges of blades and support struts. Vortex lines from the 
boundary layer upstream are convected and stretched around 
the leading edge, forming a vortex that has a characteristic 
horseshoe shape with streamwise vorticity downstream. The 
boundary layer separates from the endwall in a complex three-
dimensional flow, and there is reverse flow upstream of the 
leading edge. 

This flow is known from engine experience [4, 5] to in
fluence the endwall thermal field and to impact on durability 
problems in low aspect ratio vane rows in gas turbines. So it 
has been the subject of many visualization studies [6-9]. But, 
as has been noted recently by Briley and McDonald [10], for 
horseshoe vortex flow "little is available in the way of 
detailed flow measurements . . . particularly downstream of 
separation." There has not been a test case emphasizing 
leading-edge horseshoe vortex flow and suitable for testing 
turbomachinery flow codes. 

The well-defined geometry of inviscid flow around a 
Rankine half-body provides the basis for the present study. 
The Rankine half-body is a thick obstruction with a rounded 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the 29th International Gas Turbine 
Conference and Exhibit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 4-7, 1984. 
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84-GT-202. 

nose which can interact with an endwall boundary layer to 
produce large flow disturbances [11]. The well-known 
potential flow solution provides a primary velocity 
distribution upon which the secondary horseshoe vortex flow 
is imposed. 

The body is placed between the parallel endwalls of a duct 
to model the situation in a turbomachine where struts and 
blades extend over the total passage height. The Rankine half-
body duct then simulates the situation found in tur
bomachinery passages without the complication of cascade 
geometry, which introduces other flow phenomena due to 
curvature, acceleration of the flow, and trailing edges; it 
exhibits three-dimensional flow due solely to the horseshoe 
vortex. 

In this paper, quantitative flow measurements are presented 
to define 

(a) The inlet flow field upstream of the leading edge 
(b) The static pressure distribution on the endwall and on 

the surface of the body 
(c) The three-dimensional flow on two planes just 

downstream of the leading edge 
(d) The exit flow field far downstream 
These measurements are intended to provide experimental 

data in a well-defined flow field for testing calculation 
methods for three-dimensional turbulent flows in tur
bomachinery blade rows. 

Duct Design 

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the Rankine half-body 
duct with overall dimensions. The duct is 1.19 m long with 
endwalls spaced 0.254 m apart. The duct side walls conform 
to potential-flow streamlines with no allowance for 
displacement due to boundary layers; at the inlet, the duct 
width is 0.356 m. The source location, 0.508 m downstream of 
the duct inlet, is at the origin of the cartesian coordinate 
system. 

Rankine Half-Body—Potential Flow 

The potential flow field is defined by the superposition of a 
line source of strength m in a uniform flow with velocity U„. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of Rankine half-body duct showing measurement 
planes and overall dimensions in meters. Coordinate system origin 
located at source position. 

In polar coordinates, the stream function \p, as given by 
Vennard and Street [12] is 

^i-U^r sin e + md/l-w (1) 

Following the development in Vennard and Street, the length 
from the source to the stagnation point on the leading edge of 
the body is determined by 

xs = m/(2-KU„) (2) 

Substituting this into equation (1) gives 

</*/£/„ = r sin 0+x s0 (3) 

which defines the potential-flow streamlines. 
In the Rankine half-body duct, xs = 21.7 mm. Figure 2 

shows streamlines defined by equation (3) above, as well as 
positive values for the cartesian and polar coordinate systems 
located at the source position. The side walls are defined by 
\jy/Ux = 7/2 -KXS = 0.239 m and ^/£/„ = - 3 / 2 irxs = -
0.102 m. The body is defined by \P/U„ = irxs = 0.086 m. 
Four intermediate streamlines defined by \p/U„ = 5/2 irxs, 
yp/Un = 3/2 *xs, i/Ua = 1/2 wxs, and \l//Ux = - 1 / 2 irxs 

are also shown in Fig. 2. 
The velocity components in the axial, x, and transverse, y, 

directions are given by 

and 

f =u"(l+4sT?}) (4) 

dx lxl+yiJ 

and the velocity magnitude is given by 

(5) 

sidewall 

Fig. 2 Potential flow streamlines and geometry of Rankine half-body 
duct 

U=\fu2 + v2 
(6) 

Substituting the relations for u and v into equation (9) gives 
the velocity ratio 

U =vi+24^]+fe 
Static Pressure Distribution—Potential Flow. 

pressure coefficient, Cps, is defined as 

P-Pr 

(7) 

A static 

Cps~Pn-P, 
(8) 

where P is the static pressure at the measurement point, PQ is 
the upstream total pressure, and Pr is a reference static 
pressure. For potential flow, Pr = P„, the static pressure far 
upstream, and 

P0-Pr=
X-pUj (9) 

Thus for the potential flow, the static pressure coefficient may 
be written as 

Cp, = \-(U/Ua,)
1 (10) 

so that Cps may be determined from the velocity distribution. 
The static pressure distribution for potential flow is given by 

v 2 

c = -2x, 
lx2+y2 Lx2+y2 (11) 

Figure 3 shows this theoretical static pressure distribution 
along the duct streamlines. 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

C = 

h = 
H = 

m = 
P = 

1 atm 

Pa = 

Pr = 

p, 
r,e 
R 

1 atm 

u,v,w 

static pressure coefficient, 5 = 
(P-Pr)/(P0-Pr) 
duct height, 0.254 m T„, 
boundary layer shape 
factor, 5]/52 

source strength, 3.29m2/s 
static pressure 
atmospheric pressure 
reference total pressure 
measured at midheight on 
leading edge of body 
reference static pressure 
measured at midheight on 
sidewall where x = —xs/2 
total pressure 
polar coordinates 
ideal gas constant for air, 5 = 
0.287 kJ/kgK 

U 

£/» = 

x,y,z = 
x, = 

length along the body 
surface from leading edge 
atmospheric temperature 
velocity components in 
cartesian coordinate 
directions 
free-stream velocity 
magnitude 
fluctuating component of 
axial turbulent velocity 
uniform velocity far up
stream, 24.1 m/s 
Cartesian coordinates 
length from source to 
leading edge of body, 
m/il-wU^) = 21.7 mm 
boundary-layer thickness, 
u/U= 0.99 

= boundary-layer displace
ment thickness, 

s.» 
52 = boundary-layer momentum 

thickness, 

H = viscosity 
v = kinematic viscosity, p/p 
p = density, PMm/RTalm 

\p = stream function 

Subscripts 
e = exit plane 
i — inlet plane 

m = midheight in the duct 
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Fig. 3 Static pressure distribution for potential flaw (equation (14))
along streamlines shown in Fig. 1

Figure 3 shows that far upstream and far downstream of
the source at x = 0, the static pressure in the duct approaches
P",. The static pressure coefficient on the stagnation and body
streamline, #1, rises to unity at the leading edge of the body
(stagnation point), where x = -Xs ' and then falls around the
nose of the body. The pressure coefficient reaches a minimum
value of -0.59 (a maximum velocity UIU", = 1.26) at x =
22.9 mm before rising to zero far downstream (UIU", = 1).
The static pressures on the other streamlines, #2, #3, and the
sidewall, also fall near the leading edge and rise past the nose
of the body.

One interesting feature of the static pressure distribution
for the potential flow is that at x = -xs l2, P = P", for all
values ofY, i.e., on all streamlines [13]. The existence of this
plane of uniform static pressure allows the upstream value of
static pressure, P"" and velocity, U "" to be measured in the
duct.

Body Construction. The body is made of three 3-mm
thick plexiglass sheets formed to the Rankine half-body
shape. The plexiglass walls are fastened at the top and bottom
to a supporting wood frame. The frame consists of two
plywood forms separated by wood supports near the body
midsection, 0.254 m downstream of the leading edge of the
body, and near the end of the body, 0.686 m downstream of
the leading edge. The vertical seams between the plexiglass
sheets are located at the forward supports, 0.254 m down
stream of the leading edge, so that the nose of the body is a
continuous surface. Further details of the duct and body
construction are given in [13] and [14].

Wind Tunnel and Inlet Duct. The wind tunnel used as the
air supply for the present tests is described by Tavakoli [15]. It
ends with a straight test section 0.356 m wide, 0.254 m high
and 1.24 m long. This test section was used as the inlet duct
for the Rankine half-body duct. Wire screens were placed at
the inlet to this section to thicken the boundary layers on the
top and bottom endwalls in order to produce large horseshoe
vortices at the leading edge of the Rankine half-body.

Flow Symmetry. The boundary layer screens were
positioned in the tunnel to obtain a symmetrical flow at the
inlet to the Rankine half-body duct. With a symmetrical flow,
the amount of data necessary to define the flow are reduced,
since planes of symmetry may be used as boundaries. The
vertical plane along the duct centerline and the horizontal
plane at the duct midheight are planes of symmetry that divide
the duct into four quadrants. Care was taken to establish a
symmetrical inlet flow so that data could be taken in any
quadrant.

6701 Vol. 106, JULY 1984

Fig. 4 Flow visualization of the limiting streamlines on the Rankine
half·body and on the bottom endwall. The white dot on the top of the
body, near the leading edge, is the location of the line source.

Flow Visualization

Before presenting the results of the detailed flow
measurements, it is helpful to consider the overall flow
development as revealed by surface flow visualization. Figure
4 shows oil-flow traces of the limiting streamlines on the
horizontal (bottom) endwall of the duct and on the vertical
surface of the Rankine half-body. The visualization was
achieved by spraying a mixture of diesel oil and titanium
dioxide onto an aluminum sheet on the endwall and onto a
mylar sheet wrapped around the body; these sheets had
previously been sprayed with mat black paint. The flow was
then turned on for about 5 min, giving the picture shown.

The resulting flow patterns on the endwall show a classical
horseshoe vortex flow that sweeps titanium dioxide away
from the body revealing the dark surface beneath. The clearly
defined boundary between the dark and light areas represents
a line of three-dimensional flow separation which follows the
vortex core.

A thin white line marks the stagnation line along the leading
edge of the body. This is clearly seen at midheight, where the
stagnation flow is nearly two-dimensional, but near the end
walls the horseshoe vortices induce flows which sweep the
titanium dioxide towards the endwalls.

At midheight on the body, the titanium dioxide is swept
around the leading edge by an apparently two-dimensional
laminar boundary layer before it accumulates in a wide area
which exhibits streaks vertically downwards. This is probably
a region of laminar flow separation with correspondingly
small shear stresses, where the oil flow is influenced by
gravity. Downstream of this separation region, the oil streaks
are essentially horizontal once more as the flow reattaches
with a nearly two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer.

In the vicinity of the leading edge, the details of the traces
on the endwall can be considered to correspond with the
physical explanation of horseshoe-vortex flow given by Belik
[7] and Baker [9]. In the discussion below, we have followed
their procedure in marking "primary and secondary
separation lines" at locations of accumulation of titanium
dioxide. A close-up picture of the flow visualization in this
region that shows these accumulations is given in [14] and
[16]. In [16], which may be considered a companion paper to
the present one, we present the results of inviscid rotational
flow calculations that show reverse flow due to the horseshoe
vortex upstream of the leading edge.

Flow Measurements

Measurements of the flow in the Rankine half-body duct
are presented on four measurement planes normal to the duct
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atm 

atm 

U 

P 
a x r 

a i r 

Table 1 Standard test conditions 

9 3 . 7 kPA 

295 K 

24.1 m/s 

1.11 kg/m3 

1.9 x 10~5 Ns/m 2 -

Source strength, m 3.29 m /s 

axis (see Fig. 1) and three potential-flow streamlines defined 
below (see Fig. 2). Measurement of the axial flow on the inlet 
plane defines the inlet boundary layers on the duct endwall 
and side wall. Static pressure measurements on the potential-
flow streamlines define the overall duct flow. Three-
dimensional flow measurements on two intermediate planes 
downstream of the leading edge of the body define the 
secondary flow due to the horseshoe vortex. Measurement of 
the axial flow on the exit plane defines the downstream flow 
far from the leading edge. 

Standard Test Conditions. The standard test conditions 
for this steady incompressible air flow and values of the fluid 
properties at the standard conditions are presented in Table 1. 
The reference static pressure, Pr, is defined as the static 
pressure measured on the side wall at the duct midheight 
where x = —xs/2. This location was chosen from the 
potential-flow solution, presented earlier. The reference total 
pressure, P0, is defined as the stagnation pressure measured at 
midheight on the leading edge of the body. 

Measurement Locations. Flow measurements are 
presented on four planes; an inlet plane at x = -0.454 m, 
two intermediate planes at x = 0.025 m and x = 0.152 m, and 
an exit plane at x = 0.670 m. Figure 1 shows the locations of 
the measurement planes. 

The figures with the results of the measurements on the 
four planes show a view, looking upstream, of the 
measurement plane bounded by the duct walls and planes of 
symmetry. The location of the measurement traverses are 
shown as well as the origin of the duct coordinate system. 
Dimensions in the ^-direction are given in meters, while 
dimensions in the z-direction are fractions of the duct height, 
h = 0.254 m. The flow measurements are presented in the 
quadrant of the duct defined by z/h < 0.5 and y > 0, as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Inlet Plane Measurements 

The inlet flow distribution was measured by traversing a 
total pressure probe with a flattened tip on the inlet plane. 
Total pressure, Pn was measured at the probe tip and static 
pressure, P, was measured with a static pressure tap on the 
endwall at the inlet plane. 

Velocity Distribution. Figure 5 shows contours of axial 
velocity ratio, u/Uh on the inlet plane where £/, = 23.3 m/s is 
the measured free-stream velocity. The natural boundary 
layer on the side wall is shown as well as the thickened 
boundary layer on the endwall. The endwall boundary layer is 
uniform over the center half of the duct width where the flow 
interacts with the body. The boundary layer parameters for 
this region are presented in Table 2, together with the 
parameters for the side wall at midheight. Further details are 
given in [14]. 

Turbulence Intensity. The turbulence intensity was ap
proximated by measuring the mean and RMS signals from a 

0.10 

Duct Width, 
0.15 

y ( m ) 

Fig. 5 Contours of axial velocity ratio (u/l/;) on the inlet plane. Free-
stream velocity, U/ = 23.3 m/s. 

Table 2 Inlet boundary layer parameters (endwall over center half of 
the duct width and side wall at duct midheight) 

Thickness 
Displacement thickness 

Momentum thickness 

Shape Factor 

6 

61 
«, 

H 

En< 

46 
9 

6 

1 

Iwall 

.4 mm 
0 mm 

4 mm 

42 

Sic 

19 
2 

2 

1 

lewal 

•H
 

C
O

 

1 mm 

30 

single-wire, hot-wire anemometer that was traversed across 
the inlet plane. The distributions of turbulence intensity (V«'2 

/Uj) in the endwall boundary layer showed little variation 
over the center half of the duct; the shape of the distribution 
in this region was quite similar to that reported by Klebanoff 
[17] for a turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate but the 
values were approximately 15 percent lower. The inlet free 
stream turbulence intensity was 0.5 percent of £/,-. 

Static Pressure Measurements 

The static pressure distribution was measured with an 
inclined, multiple-tube manometer and also with a Statham 
pressure transducer. Multiple data points are shown where 
repeated pressure measurements gave slightly differing 
results. 

Wall static pressure tappings are located along three of the 
potential-flow streamlines shown in Fig. 2. Streamline #1 is 
the stagnation streamline upstream of the body and the body 
streamline. Streamline #2 and streamline #3 are the two in
termediate streamlines defined by \j// U„ = 3/2 irxs and \j// Ux 
= 5/2 irxs. The static pressure taps on the stagnation 
streamline and on streamlines #2 and #3 are located on the 
duct endwall while the pressure taps on the body are located at 
the duct midheight. Pressure tappings are also located around 
the perimeter of the uniform pressure plane at x = —xs/2. 
All of the static pressure tappings are nominally 0.5 mm dia. 

Figure 6 shows the static pressure distribution measured in 
the duct compared with the calculated potential-flow 
distribution. 

Stagnation Streamline. The static pressure on the 
stagnation streamline, measured on the endwall upstream of 
the body, is shown in greater detail in Fig. 7. Far from the 
leading edge, between 0.10 and 0.25 m upstream, the 
measured data deviates little from the potential flow solution. 
Less than 0.10 m upstream, the deviation of the measured 
data becomes larger with decreasing distance from the 
leading edge, ending at a stagnation value of Cps = 0.85. This 
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Fig. 6 Wall static pressure distributions along streamlines shown in 
Fig. 1: — potential flow, equation (14); • , measurements on endwall 
for streamline 1; o , measurements at midheight on body for 
streamline 1; o , measurements on endwall for streamline 2; 0 , 
measurements on endwall for streamline 3 
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Fig. 7 Wall static pressure distribution along stagnation streamline 
(1) on duct endwall: — potential flow, equation (14); mean line 
through data, 0; saddle points of separation 
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Fig. 8 Wall static pressure distribution at midheight on body: 
potential flow, equation (14); 0, measurements 

Fig. 9 Wall static pressure distribution on theoretical uniform-
pressure plane at x = - x s / 2 

low stagnation value may be due to low-velocity, boundary-
layer fluid stagnating at the junction of the leading edge and 
the endwall. 

A local minimum in the measured static pressure occurs 
0.025 m upstream of the leading edge. This minimum has 
been assumed by Belik [7] to be adjacent to the core of the 
horseshoe vortex. From endwall flow visualization, the 
location of the secondary separation line, which according to 
Belik follows the course of the vortex core, was found to be 
0.032 m upstream of the leading edge of the body; primary 
separation occurred 0.057 m upstream of the leading edge; the 
locations of the two corresponding saddle points are marked 
on Fig. 7. It is interesting to note the local peak in static 
pressure between the two saddle points; this is probably 
associated with a nodal point of reattachment [9]. 

Body Streamline. Figure 8 shows the static pressure 
distribution measured at midheight along the body. The 
measurements show the flow accelerating around the nose to a 
minimum of Cps = - 0.54 at x = 0.025 m, which corresponds 
to U/U^ = 1.24. This is compared to the potential flow 
maximum U/Ua = 1.26 at x = 0.023 m. The measured flow 
then decelerates to a relatively constant value of Cps = - 0.12 
for x > 0.3 m; this small variation of static pressure may be 
due to the increasing displacement thickness of the wall 
boundary layers. 

The region between x = 0.10 m and x = 0.30 m is in

teresting. The data points measured in this region suggest 
boundary-layer separation and reattachment, as discussed by 
Schlichting [18]. There is a section of slight pressure rise, 
which is less than for the potential flow solution, instead of 
the constant pressure described by Schlichting. Then there is a 
larger pressure rise that overshoots the potential flow solution 
before returning to the nearly constant downstream static 
pressure. 

The construction of the body prevented measurements 
between x = 0.20 m and x = 0.30 m. The wood supports did 
not allow access to the body surface for a pressure tap, and 
the vertical seam between the plexiglass sheets was located 
here. The static pressure measurements on the body were 
unchanged when the vertical seam was covered with 
cellophane tape, so that the presence of the seam was not a 
probable cause for the flow disturbance. This region of the 
flow will be discussed further in the section that describes the 
calculation of the boundary layer on the body. 

Uniform-Pressure Plane. Figure 9 shows the static 
pressure distribution measured around the perimeter of the 
theoretical uniform-pressure plane at x = —xs/2. The value 
of Cps at midheight on the sidewall is by definition equal to 
zero. The measured Cps is uniform and equal to zero on the 
side wall and on the outer 60 percent of the endwall away 
from the body. Cps decreases to a minimum of approximately 
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-0.05 at y = 0.064 m just inside the separation line at y = 
0.072 m; it then increases to 0.18 at the junction of the body 
and endwall. The measured value of Cps on the body is 
relatively uniform at about -0.05; this does not seem to be 
related to the endwall minimum, since the velocity gradient is 
large here and an error in Cps of ±0.05 corresponds to an 
error in the placement of the static pressure tap on the body of 
only ±0.8 mm measured in the axial direction. 

Secondary Flow Measurements 

The flow distribution just downstream of the leading edge 
was determined by traversing a five-hole pressure probe on 
plane 1, aXx = 0.025 m, and on plane 2, atx = 0.152 m. 

Pressures were measured relative to the reference static 
pressure, Pr, at midheight on the side wall where x = —xs/2. 
The static pressure, P—Pr, total pressure, P,—Pr, pitch 
angle, measured in the vertical plane, and yaw angle, 
measured in the horizontal plane, were obtained from the 
five-hole probe measurements; and from these results, the 
three velocity components u, v, and w in the x-, y-, and z-
directions, respectively, were calculated. 

Method of Presenting Secondary Velocities. The 
secondary velocities and the corresponding velocity vectors 
for planes 1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 10-13. In order to 
present the data alone, the v components of velocity from the 
potential flow are not subtracted from the measured v values. 
This would involve the reader in calculating the local value of 
v for the potential flow and then correcting each point on the 
figures in order to obtain the actual measured values for v. 
Instead, the data are presented as v — v,„, where vm is the 
measured v velocity at midheight {z/h = 0.5) for the par
ticular vertical traverse considered. At each plane there are 
seven vertical traverses, and with this method of plotting the 
data, all the values, v — v,„, go to zero at midheight; the plots 
then show variations in secondary velocity relative to the 
value at midheight. At the endwall, all the velocity com
ponents are zero, and the value of v — vm plotted is simply 
- vln, the negative of the velocity component v,„ for that 
traverse at midheight. 

Velocities at Midheight. The measured velocities at 
midheight were compared with the corresponding values from 
potential flow theory, found using equations (2), (4), and (5), 
with the source strength m and the free stream velocity Ua 
from Table 1. 

At plane 1, the measured axial velocity component «/[/„ 
was slightly higher by 1.1 percent ±0 .5 percent; at plane 2, 
the inner six points were consistently higher in u/U„, 2.3 
percent ± 0.4 percent, while the outer point agreed with the 
potential flow value. 

Apart from one point, the measured values of velocity 
component v at midheight were consistently less than those 
calculated from potential flow theory. At plane 1, all the 
values were smaller by - 0.3 m/s ± 0.2 m/s and at plane 2 the 
outer six values were smaller by -0.4 m/s ± 0.1 m/s. This 
suggests a small secondary flow towards the body at 
midheight. The only point which showed a secondary flow 
away from the body at midheight was the point next to the 
body at plane 2. As discussed in the boundary layer section, 
below, this point was adjacent to a region of laminar flow 
separation on the body which may explain the small positive 
secondary velocity of 0.1 m/s (relative to the potential flow) 
and the significant difference of this point from the others at 
plane 2. 

Secondary Velocities. The y and z components of 
secondary velocity, v — v,„ and w, on plane 1, at* = 0.025 m, 
are shown in Fig. 10. The velocity in the ^-direction shows a 

Duct Width, y (ml 

Fig. 10 Secondary velocities measured on plane 1: vm = component 
of velocity in y-direction measured at midheight. Velocity components: 
0,v-vm; 0 , w ; A,v-vm = - v m a t w a l l . 
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0.2 0.15 
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Fig. 11 Secondary velocity vectors measured on plane 1. v, 
component of velocity In y-direction measured at midheight. 

region near the endwall where v is greater than v,„ then a 
region where v is less than v,„ before reaching the midheight 
value, vm. The secondary flow in the ^-direction extends 
approximately 30 percent of the duct height from the endwall. 
The maximum measured value of v — vm is 4.0 m/s at y = 
0.076 m, z/h - 0.019. At this ̂ -station v„, is 6.1 m/s and u„, 
is 26.4 m/s. 

The velocity in the z-direction shows flow towards the 
endwall near the body. At z/h = 0.025, there is a flow 
reversal between.y = 0.076 m, where w = -0.8 m/s, and>> = 
0.095 m, where w = 1.3 m/s, which indicates the presence of 
the vortex with counterclockwise rotation. This is the 
direction of rotation associated with the boundary-layer 
vortex line stretched around the body. 

Figure 11 shows the corresponding vector plot illustration 
of the secondary velocities on plane 1. Vectors with 
magnitudes less than 0.30 m/s are considered insignificant 
and are not shown. The location of the separation line on the 
endwall, aiy = 0.092 m, is indicated on Fig. 11. 

The secondary velocities, v — vm and w, on plane 2, at x = 
0.152 m, are shown in Fig. 12. The region of secondary flow 
in the ̂ -direction is limited to the 10 percent of the duct height 
near the endwall. Secondary flow away from the body is seen 
in this region. The secondary flow towards the body, seen on 
plane 1, is less significant on this plane. The maximum 
measured value of v — v„, is 4.3 m/s, which occurs at y = 
0.133 m andz/h = 0.025 . At this>>-station, v„, is 1.3 m/s and 
u,„ is 26.6 m/s. 
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Fig. 12 Secondary velocities measured on plane 2. v m = component 
of velocity in y-direction measured at midheight. Velocity components: 
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Fig. 13 Secondary velocity vectors measured on plane 2 

The secondary flow in the z-direction is towards the end-
wall near the body, as seen before. The flow reversal, which 
indicates the presence of the vortex, can be seen at z/h = 
0.05, between .y = 0.114 m, where w = -0.8 m/s, and>> = 
0.133 m, where w = 0.5 m/s. The vector plot in Fig. 13 
illustrates these secondary velocities on plane 2. 

Exit Plane Measurements 
The exit flow distribution was measured as at the inlet by 

traversing the total pressure probe with a flattened tip on the 
exit plane. Total pressure, P,, was measured at the probe tip. 
Static pressure, P, was measured with the static pressure 
portion of a pitot-static tube. The static pressure was 
measured at a single point in the free stream, since the exit 
static pressure was found to be uniform. 

Velocity Distribution. Figure 14 shows the distribution of 
the exit velocity as a fraction of the exit free-stream velocity, 
u/Ue, where Ue = 25.7 m/s. The boundary layer on the body 
is approximately 11 mm thick and is uniform over the center 
60 percent of the duct height. The boundary layer on the 
endwall is thinnest in the region near the junction of the body 
and the endwall. The endwall boundary layer profiles show a 
thin inner layer that reaches a constant velocity less than Ue, 
then an outer layer, that increases in velocity to Ue. Exit 
endwall boundary layer profiles are shown in Fig. 15. The 
dashed line on Fig. 14 shows the location of the edge of the 
inner endwall boundary layer. 

The fluid near the edge of the outer endwall boundary layer 
at the exit plane is most likely from the thickened endwall 
boundary layer at the inlet, while the inner boundary layer 
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Fig. 14 Contours of axial velocity ratio {ulUe) on the exit plane. Free-
stream velocity, Ue = 25.7 m/s. 
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Fig. 15 Axial velocity profiles on the endwall at the exit plane 

originates midway along the duct, possibly downstream of the 
horseshoe vortex, behind the secondary separation line (the 
dark area on the endwall in Fig. 4). This situation is analogous 
to that reported by Langston, Nice, and Hooper [19], where 
the endwall boundary layer in the turbine cascade grows 
downstream of the separation line. 

Boundary-Layer Analysis 

A two-dimensional analysis was performed for the 
boundary layer on the body at duct midheight. The boundary 
layer analysis consists of a numerical laminar calculation 
around the nose of the body, and a flat-plate turbulent ap
proximation after transition. The velocity distribution from 
the static pressure measurements on the body was used as the 
free stream, which must be known for the laminar 
calculation. The assumption of steady, incompressible flow is 
made in this analysis. 

Laminar Integral Calculation 

The laminar boundary layer was calculated using an in
tegral technique [20] similar to that given by Tani [21]. It uses 
the momentum and mechanical-energy integral equations to 
solve for the shape factor, H, and the momentum thickness, 
52, as a function of the distance, s, measured along the body 
surface from the leading edge. 

Turbulent Flat-Plate Calculation 

The well-known relation for the momentum thickness of a 
flat-plate turbulent boundary layer was used for the turbulent 
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Fig. 16 Results of two-dimensional boundary layer calculation at 
midheight on body: — laminar and flat-plate turbulent boundary layer 
calculations to match measured momentum thickness (0) at exit; 
flat-plate calculation from separation line found by flow visualization; 

curve fit of free-stream velocity ratio (from measured wall static 
pressures) used in laminar boundary layer calculation; Ooo = 24.1 m/s 

calculation [22], The exit velocity, Ue = 25.7 m/s, was the 
constant free-stream velocity imposed on the boundary layer. 

The turbulent layer momentum thickness was calculated 
using the measured 82e as a known endpoint. This produced a 
flat-plate distribution which resulted in the measured 52e at 
the exit plane. Another calculation was performed using the 
value of 52 from the laminar calculation as a known initial 
condition at a chosen transition point. 

Calculation Results 

Figure 16 shows the momentum thickness calculated at 
midheight on the body. The measured velocity distribution is 
shown to the same scale for reference. The separated flow 
region, inferred from the measured static pressure 
distribution and flow visualization, is shown between s = 
0.17 m ands = 0.25 m. 

The two-dimensional laminar boundary layer calculation 
shows separation at s = 0.22 m, using H = 4.029 as the 
laminar separation criterion. The calculated laminar 
separation point is downstream of the inferred separation 
point, but upstream of the inferred reattachment point. 

The turbulent flat-plate boundary layer calculation from 
the measured exit value of 52 = 1 -45 mm is shown as the solid 
line in Fig. 16. This calculated curve intersects the laminar 
curve at 5 = 0.15 m, showing an effective transition point 
upstream of the inferred separation region. 

An effective transition point at the inferred separation 
point, at x = 0.17 m, was obtained by matching the 
momentum thickness from the turbulent boundary layer 
calculation to the momentum thickness from the laminar 
boundary layer calculation. The result of this calculation is 
shown as the dashed line in Fig. 16 and gives an exit value of 
52 = 1.40 mm. The difference between this calculated exit 
momentum thickness and the exit momentum thickness from 
the measurements is only 3.5 percent of the measured value. 

Summary 

This paper has presented measurements of the three-

dimensional flow in a duct due to the horseshoe vortex at the 
junction of the duct endwall and a Rankine half-body ob
struction. The inlet boundary layer on the duct endwall was 
artificially thickened to produce a relatively large horseshoe 
vortex. Measurements on four planes normal to the duct axis 
define the flow for comparison with the results of three-
dimensional viscous flow calculation procedures. A sym
metrical flow field was obtained to reduce the amount of 
measurement and subsequent calculation necessary to 
determine the duct flow. 

A two-dimensional potential-flow analysis shows that at an 
axial location halfway between the source and the leading 
edge of the body, the velocity on all streamlines in the duct is 
equal to the uniform velocity upstream. The static pressure 
was measured on the duct walls around the perimeter of the 
plane at this axial location and found to be uniform except 
near the junction of the body and the duct endwall. In this 
corner region, the horseshoe vortex influenced the flow. 

Variations in endwall static pressure upstream of the 
leading edge of the body are related to details of the horseshoe 
vortex flow. A local minimum in static pressure occurs near 
the saddle point on secondary separation, and a local 
maximum occurs between the saddle points of primary and 
secondary separation near a nodal point of reattachment. 

Secondary flow velocities just downstream of the leading 
edge show the streamwise vorticity associated with the horse
shoe vortex. The secondary velocities are largest near the 
endwall where the secondary flow is away from the body; at 
the duct midheight, a small secondary flow is observed 
towards the body. The core of the vortex occurs just inside the 
separation line on the endwall. 

Velocity profiles measured on the exit plane show an inner 
boundary layer on the duct endwall. This result is similar to 
results reported in turbine cascades, where a new endwall 
boundary layer starts downstream of flow separation near the 
leading edges of the blades. 

The two-dimensional laminar boundary layer calculation at 
midheight on the body predicts separation downstream of the 
location where static pressure measurements show charac
teristics of boundary layer separation. The boundary layer 
momentum thickness calculated by the laminar technique at 
the measured separation point was used to start a flat-plate 
turbulent boundary layer calculation. The exit momentum 
thickness calculated in this manner differed from the 
momentum thickness determined from the measured exit 
boundary layer by only 3.5 percent of the measured value. 
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Pressure Loss Through Sharp 180 
Deg Turns in Smooth Rectangular 
Channels 
Measured pressure distributions, pressure loss coefficients, and surface streamline 
visualizations are presented for 180 deg turns in smooth, rectangular cross-section 
channels. The flow geometry models situations that exist in multipass internal 
cooling of gas turbine engine airfoils. The turn geometry is characterized by 
parameters W*, the ratio of upstream and downstream channel widths; D*, the 
nondimensional channel depth; H*, the nondimensional clearance height at the tip 
of the turn; and R*, the nondimensional corner fillet radius. The present results 
cover a range of combinations of geometry parameters and Reynolds numbers to 
aid in prediction of coolant flow rates in present and future cooled airfoil designs. 

Introduction 
Internal cooling passage designs in gas turbine blades and 

vanes frequently employ multiple channels aligned with the 
airfoil spanwise direction. The channels are connected by 180 
deg bends with cooling air thus traversing the inside of the 
airfoil in a multipass arrangement, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Frequently, the channels are roughened with ribs to enhance 
the convective heat transfer. Pin-fin arrays are often used in 
the narrow airfoil trailing edge region for similar heat transfer 
augmentation. 

In a typical cooled airfoil, these different coolant passage 
regions are series-connected to produce a total flow resistance 
that determines the coolant flow rate for a given supply 
pressure. In each region, heat transfer rate is a strong function 
of coolant flow rate. Thus accurate predictions of cooling 
throughout the airfoil depend critically on the designer's 
ability to first accurately predict the passage flow resistance. 
It is well known that relatively large pressure losses are 
associated with flow turning in channel bends and that the 
total passage flow resistance is therefore strongly influenced 
by the turning losses. However, there is currently little in
formation available to aid the designer in accurately 
predicting these turning losses for the range of geometries of 
interest in turbine design. 

Most previous studies aimed specifically at measuring 
turning losses in piping systems consider only 45 and 90 deg 
turns in constant cross-sectional area ducts. References [1] 
and [2] are representative. Also, although the detailed nature 
of the flow, particularly secondary flow, in curved channels 
has been of fundamental interest for many years [3, 4], such 
studies generally provide scant guidance in predicting losses in 
the type of sharp bends depicted in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Turbine airfoil multipass cooling arrangement 

1 / / 

Fig. 2 Present turn geometry 

The general configuration of this family of 180 deg bends is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. The geometry is characterized by four 
parameters, W*, H*, D*, and R*. The narrow dividing rib 
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LOCATION 2 

TURN SECTION ENTRANCE/EXIT SECTION 

Fig. 3 Test rig cross section 

between the upstream and downstream channels dictates that 
the inner radius flow will separate at the tip of the rib, 
creating a recirculation flow zone for some distance on the 
downstream side of the rib. Moreover, the centrifugally 
driven secondary flow creates a strongly three-dimensional 
flow field even in regions without recirculation. Such tur
bulent, three-dimensional separated flows are not yet 
generally predictable with the methods of numerical fluid 
mechanics, so design predictions of turning losses must be 
based on experimentally derived information. 

Pressure loss information now in existence for turn 
geometries like those of Fig. 2 is largely in the form of 
proprietary data obtained from flow testing of actual 
fabricated airfoils or large-scale flow models of such airfoils. 
The geometrical range of such data is usually quite limited, 
which restricts the designer's ability to assess effects of even 
small changes in the cooling passage geometry. Moreover, the 
losses associated with the turns are usually determined in
directly, with considerable uncertainty, from overall passage 
pressure drop, which may include several significant loss 
regions in addition to turning loss. The open literature, to the 
author's knowledge, provides only one value [1] for pressure 
loss in a turn arrangement similar to Fig. 2. The single value is 
restricted to a constant cross-sectional area turn, and channel 
Reynolds number is unspecified. 

In view of this generally unsatisfactory situation, the 
present study was initiated with several objectives in mind. 
The first was to design and fabricate a suitable test rig so that 
turning losses could be isolated and accurately determined 
over a large range of combinations of the geometrical 
parameters. Such information should be immediately useful 
in design for estimating smooth wall turning losses and 
assessing their acceptability. The information should also be 
useful in judging the relative effectiveness of present and 
future schemes (such as turning vanes) employed to reduce 
turning losses. A further objective was to design the test rig so 
that flow visualization studies could be carried out in con
junction with the pressure measurements. Of particular in
terest in this regard is the extent of recirculating flow zones 
which, in general, are undesirable from a heat transfer point 
of view. 

W -0.67 
H*-0.50 
D * • 0.40 
R« " 30,000 

UPSTREAM CHANNEL 1 H ^CORNEIT H ' DOWNSTREAM CHANNEL 

Fig. 4 Typical pressure distribution 

Apparatus and Experimental Methods 

The test rig is designed to be assembled from in
terchangeable component parts in order to allow assemblies 
covering a large range of different combinations of W*, H*, 
D*, and R*. The rig consists of two main sections, the test 
section itself and an entrance/exit section. The main com
ponent parts and their assembled relationship are shown in 
Fig. 3. The parts shown define the flow path and have been 
fabricated in three complete sets corresponding to values of D 
(normal to page) of 1.27, 2.54, and 3.81 cm. The sets are 
interchangeably located between top and bottom cover plates, 
forming the rectangular cross-section channels and turn 
region. 

The dividing rib between the entrance and exit channels is 
of one-piece construction and extends from an attachment 
point in the entrance/exit section into the turn region, 
eliminating any possibility for leakage across the rib at a 
joint. In addition, the top and bottom edges of the divider are 
grooved for O-rings to provide an effective seal at the joint 
between the rib and top and bottom cover plates. All other 
possible leakage routes between mating parts are also O-ring 
sealed. The mating parts are positioned accurately through 
the use of locator pins, so that the resulting geometry is ac
curate and repeatable upon reassembly. The entire assembly is 
secured with machine screws. 

For each channel depth, D, three different length divider 
ribs have been fabricated, corresponding to rib tip clearances 
of 2.54, 3.18, and 3.81 cm. The relative widths of the up
stream and downstream channels is adjusted through the use 
of spacers at the rib divider attachment point. The total width 
between side walls is always 6.99 cm; the rib width is always 
0.64 cm. The present rig allows operation with any com
bination of the following parameter values: W* = 0.67, 1.0, 
1.5; H* = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6; D* = 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. In addition, 

Nomenclature 

A = flow cross-sectional area 
D = channel depth 

Dh = hydraulic diameter 
H = divider tip-to-wall clearance 
L = length of separated flow on 

divider 
m = mass flowrate 
P = pressure 

AP = total pressure loss associated 
with turn 

R = fillet radius 
V = channel mean velocity 

W = channel width 
JX = fluid dynamic viscosity 

P = fluid density 

Subscripts 

1 quantity at location 1, up
stream side of turn region 

2 = quantity at location 2, 
downstream side of turn 
region 

av = average of location 1 and 
location 2 quantities 

Nondimensional Quantities 
D* = D/(W{ + W2) 

H* = HI ( Wx + W2) 
K = pressure loss coefficient, 

2 A P / ( P a v ^ v ) 
Kl = pressure loss coefficient 

based on upstream values of 
pand V 

R* = R/(W{ + W2) 
Re = Reynolds number = pav 

' a v ^ - ^ a v ' Mav 

Re, = Reynolds number based on 
upstream values of p, V, and 
A, 

w* = wx/w2 
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Fig. 5 Typical normalized pressure distribution 
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interchangeable corner fillets have been fabricated for use at 
D* = 0.2, which provided* values of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4. 

Air flow to the test rig is provided by one of several 
laboratory compressors, depending on the desired mass flow 
rate. Compressor output, filtered and dried, is measured in an 
ASME standard orifice installation and supplied to a plenum 
chamber located immediately upstream of the test rig. The 
plenum contains a series of screen sections to settle the flow 
prior to its entry to the channel on the upstream side of the 
turn. 

Flush pressure taps are located at intervals of 2.54 cm along 
both the upstream and downstream side walls, and at 1.27 cm 
intervals on the turn or end wall. The pressure taps are 
connected to a single solenoid activated rotating pressure 
switch for sequential reading on one of several manometers, 
depending on pressure level. 

Figure 4 shows a representative sample static pressure 
distribution to illustrate the procedure used for determining 
loss coefficients associated with the turn region. In general, 
the pressure distribution in the upstream channel is expected 
to be linear. The turn highly disrupts the pressure 
distribution, and the disruption continues downstream of the 
turn as the flow separates from the center divider, reattaches, 
and redevelops. Eventually, a linear pressure drop is restored 
in the downstream channel. The upstream and downstream 
distributions are both extrapolated in the direction toward the 
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Fig. 7 Effect of W* on loss coefficients 

turn to within a distance H of the corner; i.e., to locations 1 
and 2 shown on Fig. 3. In both instances, the extrapolated 
value is the pressure that would have existed at that location if 
well behaved and if essentially fully developed flow was 
present within the entire entrance and exit channels. The 
difference in the two extrapolated pressures is associated with 
(a) the static pressure differential caused by the flow area 
change from upstream to downstream channels (when one 
exists), and (b) pressure losses caused by the turn. The ex
trapolated pressure difference is corrected for pressure dif
ferential caused by area change, yielding a net total pressure 
loss associated with the turn, AP. This total pressure loss is 
the overall combination of all phenomena associated with the 
turn including local accelerations and decelerations, 
separation and attachment, and the development and sub
sequent decay of secondary flows. 

Results and Discussion 

Pressure Distributions. Each turn geometry investigated 
was tested at five flow rates, covering a nominal Reynolds 
number range of 5000 to 80,000. Pressure distributions in all 
cases are typified by the test results shown in Fig. 4. The 
pressure remains nearly constant along the entrance channel, 
then begins to rise in the vicinity of the upstream corner. 
There is a general rise in pressure along the endwall, with the 
magnitude of the rise dependent upon the turn geometry. The 
rise in pressure abruptly ends just beyond the downstream 
corner and drops rapidly to a minimum before increasing to a 
nearly constant downstream value. 

Examination of the individual pressure distributions for 
each test reveals that their shapes are highly independent of 
Reynolds number. If each distribution is normalized with the 
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value of Pt for that test, the normalized distributions are 
virtually identical over the entire Re range for a given 
geometry. This behavior indicates that the flow pattern is 
stable, and that there are no abrupt flow regime transitions to 
be avoided in design. This similarity in pressure distributions 
extends even further, across the entire D* test range. Figure 5 
shows a typical comparison of such normalized pressure 
distributions obtained at the three values of D*, with W* and 
H* held constant. This behavior suggests that turning losses 
also will not be strongly dependent on D*, at least for the 
range of geometries covered. 

Loss Coefficients. Figure 6 shows typical loss coefficients 
measured in the present study as a function of Reynolds 
number. In this presentation, both loss coefficient, A^, and 
Reynolds number, Re!, are defined in terms of characteristic 
lengths, velocities, and properties in the upstream channel. 
These definitions are conventional and correspond, for 

* 9 ^ * p ) M p s * *» • 

' - ' i ' ' r / ' - -

^ \ v • ' • \ • • • 

s r * * ^^ S s S / . s .- S', 

Fig. 11 Surface streamlines, W* = 1.0, H* = 0.6,0* 0.2, Re = 40,000 

example, to those used in [1]. There is good correspondence 
between the single [1] value (for W* = 1.0) and the present 
result at the lowest tested value of Reynolds number. 
However, the present results show that use of the [1] result 
would seriously overpredict pressure loss at higher Reynolds 
number. 

The use of upstream based definitions for loss coefficients 
and Reynolds number can easily lead to the erroneous con
clusion (as might be inferred from Fig. 6) that pressure loss is 
a strong function of W*. Actually, for identical flow rates, 
the three geometrical arrangements covered in Fig. 6 produce 
nearly identical pressure loss. The differences in K mainly 
reflect differences in the location 1 velocity rather than dif
ferences in total pressure loss. 

Figure l{b) shows the same results redefined in terms of loss 
coefficients and Reynolds numbers based on averages of 
location 1 and location 2 quantities. These averaged quantities 
remain essentially constant as the turn geometry is varied for 
a given flow rate through the turn. On this basis, the values of 
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K obtained over the range of W* agree to nearly within ex
perimental uncertainty, which is estimated to be ± 8 percent 
by the methods of [6]. The same conclusion is reached for H* 
= 0.4 and 0.6 at D* = 0.2, as seen in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c). 

Inspection of Fig. 7 reveals that there is a fairly consistent 
effect of H* on the loss coefficients, and Figs. 8(a-c) show 
this trend for D* = 0.2 and W* = 0.67, 1.0, and 1.5, 
respectively. Within the test range 0.4 < H* < 0.6, there is a 
tendency for K to increase as H* is decreased. The generally 
small effect is most pronounced at W* = 0.67 and decreases 
with increasing W*. 

Figure 9 presents additional results for D* values of 0.4 and 
0.6, all at H* = 0.5, combined with the results of Fig. 1(b). 
The D* = 0.4 and 0.6 tests were carried out to larger flow 
rates and thus extend the Reynolds number range over which 
the independent influence of W* can be seen to be small. 

Close inspection of Fig. 9 shows a tendency for loss 
coefficients to be higher at smaller D*, but the effect is minor 
and the present definitions of K and Re collapse all of the 
results for a single value of H* to a relatively narrow band. It 
appears reasonable to expect that the same will hold for the 
other values of H* as well. Therefore, the results of Figs. 7(a) 
and 1(b) are likely also to represent the entire range 0.2 < D* 
< 0 . 6 . 

All of the foregoing results and discussion are based on 
tests conducted with 90 deg sharp corners, both upstream and 
downstream. Figures 10(a-c) present results of similar tests 
conducted with various radii fillets installed in the corners. 
With the exception of a few of the lowest Reynolds number 
tests, the presence of fillets appears to have no significant 
effect on the loss coefficients. 

Flow Visualization. Separate flow visualization tests were 
conducted for a variety of different turn geometries, mostly at 
D* = 0.2, R* = 0 and at intermediate Reynolds numbers of 
around 40,000. A few tests were conducted at other values of 
D*, R*, and Re and confirm that the basic flow pattern is 

essentially independent of these parameters. The method of 
visualization used provides surface streamlines through use of 
an ink-dot matrix and solvent film technique described in [5]. 
Figure 11 is a typical result. The ink from each dot migrates 
downstream under the influence of the wall shear forces, 
leaving a gradually thinning tracer line pointing in the 
direction of the surface flow. Several features of the turn flow 
field are clearly visible: separated flow regions in the up
stream corner and along the downstream side of the divider 
rib, acceleration and convergence of the upstream surface 
flow toward the divider tip, and establishment of a radially 
inward wall surface flow within and downstream of the turn. 

The technique shows quite well the length of the recir
culation region on the downstream side of the rib. The 
downstream extent of this region is indicated in Fig. 11 as the 
point where the surface streamlines immediately adjacent to 
the rib shift from an upstream to downstream direction in 
their streamwise component (marked with an arrow on the 
figure). This point is of special interest, since it has been 
evident from the start of the investigation that the separated 
flow zone attached to the rib has a length which is relatively 
large and sensitive to changes in the turn geometry. 

Figure 12 shows the variation in separation zone length on 
the rib as a function of H* and W* (for D* = 0.2 and R* = 
0). It is probably to be expected that there is a correlation 
between the size of the separated flow zone and the loss 
coefficient, and a comparison of Fig. 12 with Fig. 8 shows the 
correspondence clearly. At W* = 0.67, L has a large sen
sitivity to H*, as does K in Fig. 8(a). As W* increases, the 
sensitivity of both L and K to H* decreases. 

From a heat transfer point of view, the large separated flow 
zone on the downstream side of the rib that is observed at H* 
= 0.4, W* = 0.67 is likely to be undesirable. The flow in 
these zones is often less energetic and less effective in cooling 
than the adjacent unseparated flow. This situation can lead to 
hot spots and high temperature gradients in a cooled airfoil, 
both of which can contribute to early failure of the cooled 
part. Such conclusions are of course speculative, and indicate 
the need for actual heat transfer measurements in similar turn 
geometries. Nevertheless, the results of the present study do 
provide the designer with information that will allow accurate 
prediction of coolant flow rate, a necessary and extremely 
important prerequisite to the estimation of heat transfer rates. 
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odeling of Three-Dimensional 
Flow in Turning Channels 
The structure of developing flows inside curved channels has been investigated 
numerically using the time-averaged Navier Stokes equations in three dimensions. 
The equations are solved in primitive variables using finite difference techniques. 
The solution procedure involves a combination of repeated space-marching in
tegration of the governing equations and correction for elliptic effects between two 
marching sweeps. Type-dependent differencing is used to permit downstream 
marching even in the reverse-flow regions. The procedure is shown to allow efficient 
calculations of turbulent flow inside strongly curved channels as well as laminar 
flow inside a moderately curved passage. Results obtained in both cases indicate 
that the flow structure is strongly controlled by local imbalance between centrifugal 
forces and pressure gradients. Furthermore, distortion of primary flow due to 
migration of low momentum fluid caused by secondary flow is found to be largely 
dependent on the Reynolds number and Dean number. Comparison with ex
perimental data is also included. 

Introduction 

The study of three-dimensional flow in curved channels 
continues to be a subject of significant importance in a large 
number of engineering disciplines. The flow through tur-
bomachine blade passages, aircraft inlets, and interstage 
ducting of integrated propulsion systems are but a few 
examples. Among the important physical phenomena 
characterizing the flow inside these passages is the generation 
of secondary flow due to the turning of the main flow. 
Boundary layer growth, flow separation and reattachment, 
and the appearance of corner vortices represent other flow 
phenomena of practical interest. Besides contributing to the 
losses within a passage, these phenomena can also interact 
with the main flow to cause major distortions within the flow 
field. In multistage turbomachinery applications, the 
distortions become of great concern since variation in fluid 
properties have a direct effect on the performance of suc
ceeding flow passages. Proper knowledge and ability to ac
curately predict or numerically simulate curved channel flows 
thus become of considerable value to the flow system 
designer. Not only is this information essential in optimizing 
the design of one flow component, but it is also needed if the 
overall performance of a multistage flow system is to be 
improved. 

The accuracy and efficiency with which various flow 
phenomena can be simulated depend directly on the choice of 
a mathematical model and on the design of a numerical 
solution procedure. It is generally acknowledged that the 
solution of the full three-dimensional Navier Stokes equations 
(NSE) offers the most complete approach in numerical 
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simulation. These equations are classified as being elliptic and 
can be solved as a boundary value problem. A number of 
algorithms have been recently developed for the numerical 
solution of such problem using different techniques, see for 
example references [1-3]. In general, these direct methods 
require excessive computer storage in addition to being ex
pensive in terms of computation time. They are often used 
when no other viable alternative exists. 

The potential disadvantages of large storage and com
putation time can be circumvented if the physical character of 
the curved channel flow is considered. In this case, the fluid 
exhibits a predominant flow direction even through crossflow 
recirculation may prevail. Accordingly, the NSE can be 
simplified by neglecting the diffusion in the main flow 
direction. The simplification allows the treatment of the NSE 
as an initial value problem in space and forward marching 
techniques can be used for their numerical solution with 
considerable savings in memory storage and computation 
time. However, the forward marching allows the flow con
ditions to be convected in the downstream direction only. 
Therefore, in solving the simplified NSE measures have to be 
taken in order to preserve the overall elliptic influence of the 
flow field. A number of approaches have been devised to 
address this problem. Briley and McDonald [4] developed the 
initial value correction approach based on the primary 
secondary velocity decomposition. The approach has been 
employed in a number of studies [4, 5] where the elliptic 
character of the flow field is accounted for through the im
position of an a priori known inviscid pressure field on the 
governing equations. The equations are then solved as an 
initial value problem using spatial marching techniques. The 
marching is performed only once to correct on the inviscid 
pressure field for viscous and secondary flow effects. 
Although it is computationally efficient to obtain a solution in 
a single sweep, it is not clear whether a single sweep correction 
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would provide satisfactory results for strongly turning flows 
having regions of large velocity gradient variations. 

An alternative approach is to use iterated forward marching 
techniques. Such techniques have been introduced in an at
tempt to account for the elliptic character of the flow field by 
performing repeated marching sweeps. In reference [6], 
Pratap and Spalding start the sweeps by solving the 
momentum equations for a guessed pressure field. The 
resulting velocities for this field do not in general satisfy the 
continuity equation. To remove the imbalance, they introduce 
two pressure corrections. The first involves a one-dimensional 
global correction and the second is a two-dimensional local 
correction. Both corrections are coupled after each sweep so 
as to reflect the effects of downstream conditions and to 
modify the three-dimensional pressure field until the system 
of momentum and continuity equations are satisfied. Moore 
and Moore [7] have also suggested a somewhat related for
ward iterative method. However, unlike the procedures of 
reference [6], Moore and Moore do not couple the pressure 
corrections. Instead, they use the local two-dimensional 
pressure corrections to compute a three-dimensional elliptic 
correction for use in the next sweep. Recently, Fraser et al. [8] 
and Swanson [9] have extended the Pratap and Spalding 
procedures to obtain the flow details inside radial flow im
pellers. 

Dodge [10] has proposed another iterated forward 
marching procedure in which the velocity field is resolved into 
potential and rotational components. The potential com
ponent is used to update the pressure field so as to satisfy the 
continuity requirements. Since the pressure is always obtained 
from a potential solution, the method of Dodge does not 
appear to be suitable for general flow applications having 
regions of rotational secondary flow. 

The method used in the present work for flow simulation is 
an extension of the iterative forward marching procedures of 
reference [6] but differs in the following respects: 

1. Boundary fitted coordinates are used to allow modeling 
of curved channels with arbitrary geometries. 

2. Rigorous procedures are applied to develop and solve 
the pressure correction equations. 

3. Type-dependent difference approximations are im
plemented to allow marching through small regions of 
separated flow. 

4. An alternating direction implicit method is employed for 
numerical efficiency. 

5. A modified two-equation turbulence model which ac
counts for streamline curvature is included. 
The text which follows describes the above features. Ap
plications of the present method to different curved channel 
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constants in turbulence model 
dissipation due to viscosity 
Dean number = Re V~ H/R 
channel height (R0-Rj), mm 
kinetic energy of turbulence J/Kg 
error in continuity equation 
mass flow, Kg/s 
static pressure, Kp/m2 

channel inner, outer radius, mm 
channel mean radius (R0 + Rj)/2, mm 
Reynolds number = p Wm/p. 
source terms 
velocity components in the z, r, 8 
direction, m/sec 
streamwise velocity, m/sec 
dissipation of kinetic energy of tur
bulence, J/Kg 

Physical Domain Transformed Domain 
Fig. 1 Body-fitted coordinate and control volume representation 

flows are then presented and compared to experimental or 
previously published computed results. 

Analysis 

Governing Flow Equations. The governing equations are 
derived from the Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes equations 
expressed in conservative form using cylindrical (z, r, 6) 
coordinates. In order to facilitate the implementation of a 
finite difference solution and the treatment of boundary 
conditions for general curved passages, the independent 
variables (z, r, 6) of these equations are transformed to a 
body-fitted coordinate system (£, y\, f), Fig. 1. The coordinate 
f is taken along the predominant flow direction and £, i\ are 
the cross stream directions. The resulting set of transformed 
equations can be written in the following vectorized form [11, 
12, 13]: 

f^+g„+hf + T=m (1) 

The vectors/, g, h, are related to those defined on cylindrical 
coordinates by means of metrics: 

§ = rizf+Vrg+Vt>h/r (2a) 

The metrics %z, iyr, f9, . . . etc. are nondifferentiable 
transformation parameters relating the body fitted coor
dinates to the cylindrical coordinates. 
The vectors,/, g, h, 1, m, are defined as follows: 

p = static density, Kg/m3 

?;,£ = cross stream coordinate in the trans
formed domain 

I = streamwise coordinate in the trans
formed domain 

<j> = denotes a general flow property 
a,(3,7 = transformation parameters (equation 

(4)) 

Subscripts 

0,N,S,E,W,U,L = denotes node location, Fig. 1 
in = inlet conditions 

^y],i,z,r,d = denotes differentiation with respect to 
these variables 

Superscripts 
c = denotes corrective values 
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Where u, v, w are the velocity components in z, r, 6; p is the 
density and p is the pressure field. The <r's represent the 
regular shear-stress which is expressed in terms of the velocity 
gradients and the viscosity (x. 

For computational economy, the stagnation temperature is 
assumed constant and thus an energy equation is not required. 
The static temperature is obtained from the ideal gas law and 
the constant total temperature assumption. 

For high Reynolds number flows, the diffusion of 
momentum in the predominant flow direction f can be 
neglected. This approximation is consistent with boundary 
layer theory and yet maintains the coupling between the in-
viscid and viscous regions that is critical in simulating in
teractive flows. With this thin layer approximation, the 
momentum equations (1) can be rewritten as [12]: 

(PC/0)5 + ( p K 0 ) , + ( p ^ ) f 

= (« / i * t ) t +(Q^ , ) ,+S+S" (3) 

where </> may represent any dependent flow property such as 
u, v, or w. The contravariant variables U, V, and Ware given 
by: 

U=£zu+£,.v + £gw/r 

V=rjzu + rjrv + T]ew/r 

W={zu+trv+£ew/r (4) 

and 

SP = api+Pp1l+yp!: 

o> = ez + H2
r + ti/r2 

Q = vt + V2r + Ve/r2 

In the foregoing equations, the a, j3, 7, represent the metric 
coefficients £z, i]z, £, when </> = u and represent £r, ijr, ff 
when </> = u and £9, -qe, f„ when 4> = w. The source term 5 
contains first order as well as mixed derivative viscous terms_ 
[12] in addition to the appropriate component of the vector / 
of equation (2b). 

It should be noted at this point that the pressure field in 
equation (3) is the same in all three momentum equations. 
This causes the equations to be coupled and as such, in
fluences from downstream are transmitted upstream through 
the pressure field. 

Turbulent Closure. The foregoing development of the 
governing equations is strictly applicable to laminar flow 

since the practical problem of grid size prevents resolution of 
small scale turbulent eddies. However, an inclusion of a 
turbulent model allows the range of the preceding equations 
to be extended to the fully turbulent regime. The two equation 
model proposed in [14] for the kinetic energy of turbulence k 
and its rate of dissipation e is used in the present study with 
modifications to account for streamline curvature. The 
equations governing the transport of k and e have a general 
form which includes convection, production, diffusion, and 
dissipation terms. These can be written in a form similar to 
that given by equation (3). However, in this case, the dif
fusion coefficient, ix, is replaced by \x.lCk for the ^-equation 
while it is replaced by ju/Ce for the e equation. The source 
term Sp also takes the following form: 

SP=D-pe for ^-equation 

(ClD — C2pe) for e-equation 
(5) 

where D is the dissipation due to viscosity [14]. 
The numerical values of the constants in equation (5) are not 
optimized and are given by: 

C, = 1.44,C2 = 1.92,Ck = 1.0,Ce = 1.3 

The Reynolds stresses are related to the mean flow variables 
using the viscosity coefficient 

/x = /x, + C > £ 2 / e (6) 

where the laminar viscosity /x/ is considered to be uniform and 
known. The curvature modification used in the present study 
is based on the algebraic stress model of Gibson [15]. This 
consists of a set of algebraic equations interrelating the 
Reynolds stress to the strain rates introduced by curvature. 
Solution of these equations results in a curvature dependent 
C„ given by [16]: 

k2 

C, =11.11+6.31-
oW W\ 

+ —- I WIR 
.dN R 

(7) 

where R is the radius of curvature of the streamline; H^is the 
velocity in the streamwise direction, and N is the streamline 
normal. 

Discretization Scheme. Finite difference analogs of the 
governing differential equation (3) are obtained using finite 
volume spatial discretization approach. In this approach, the 
governing equations are integrated over the control volume 
A£A?)Af shown in Fig. 1 in the transformed domain. A fully 
staggered arrangement of control volumes is employed for the 
velocities and pressures. This arrangement is chosen in order 
to avoid the decoupling effect between velocities and 
pressures which is frequently observed with normal grid 
arrangements. In carrying out the necessary integration, 
variables at the control volume boundaries are interpolated 
between adjacent grid points. The nonlinear terms are 
linearized using either upstream values or values from the 
previous iteration. The streamwise convective terms are 
replaced with two point backward differences while three 
point central differences are used for the derivatives in the 
cross stream directions £, -q. With this representation, a finite 
difference analog of the generalized governing equation (3) 
can be written as: 

^4o0o =AN<I)N+AS4>S +AE4>E +A w4>lv 

+ Bu<f>u + (S+Sn^r,M (8) 
where the subscripts 0, TV, S, E, W, and U denote locations as 
shown in Fig. 1. The A coefficients involve contribution due 
to the convective fluxes in £, 17, f directions as well as dif
fusion in the £, 17 directions. The coefficient Bu represents the 
upstream convective contribution. 

When flow reversal occurs, the streamwise convection may 
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be neglected and the coefficient By in equation (8) is set to 
zero. As compared to other techniques [6-9], this type-
dependent approximation should allow the marching sweeps 
to be performed effectively for cases involving the presence of 
small but noticeable streamwise separation zones. It must be 
noted, however, that the approximation does not allow the 
prediction of the zone details to a high degree of accuracy. 
Local elliptic calculations using three-dimensional arrays of 
all flow variables are needed to handle the required details. 
Such refinements are beyond the scope of this study. 

Pressure Correction Equations. An iterative marching 
procedure is used to advance the solution of the finite dif
ference equations (8) toward a converged state. A feature 
directly associated with this procedure is the manner in which 
the pressure field is gradually established. In the present 
study, the pressure field is established by performing three 
levels of pressure adjustments so as to drive the solution of the 
momentum equations toward the one satisfying mass con
servation. 

In the first level, a one-dimensional pressure correction, 
pc(t) is applied uniformly at each cross stream surface (where 
f is constant). The correction is determined iteratively to 
ensure global mass conservation: 

\\pWd£d-q = M 

where M is the total mass flow at the channel inlet, and Wis 
the streamwise velocity component given by equation (4). As 
opposed to previous approaches [6-9] where approximate 
integral expressions are employed, the present iterative 
scheme makes use of the full momentum equations to arrive 
at the required pressure correction pc(Q. Besides being more 
general, this scheme is also found [12] to provide improved 
stability characteristics especially when massive stagnation 
regions exist in the upstream flow. The scheme is implemented 
as follows. The pressure field obtained from previous 
iteration is adjusted using two different sets of guessed values 
°f P\(t)> P^O- The three momentum equations are then 
solved for these two guesses to obtain the corresponding 
values of Wu W2. Two sets of error, ERU ER2, are also 
recorded. These errors are defined as follows: 

ER i = M- \\p Wi d£dT) &n&ER2=M- jjp W2 d£dv (9) 

The third and successive guesses for/?c(f) are obtained from 
the secant iterative formula: 

where q is the iteration parameter. For the flow cases con
sidered here, the procedure converged after only two ap
plications of equation (10) while accelerating the establish
ment of the correct pressure field. 

During the second level of adjustment, two-dimensional 
pressure corrections pc(^,i) are applied on each cross stream 
surface to arrange for the satisfaction of local continuity at 
each grid point. These corrections are determined from the 
solution of a pressure Poisson equation. The further analysis 
required to arrive at an appropriate form of this equation 
involves the use of the momentum and continuity equations. 
Based on the momentum equation (3), the following relations 
are employed to relate the pressure corrections to velocity 
corrections. 

Alu
c = alpl+filp

c
tl+ylp'i: 

A2v
c = *2p\+$2p%+l2p\ (llfl) 

A3w
c = u3p

c
i+l33p

c
tl+y3p

c
t 

Where the A coefficients include contributions due to con
vection and viscous effects, and the superscript c denotes 
corrective values. Application of the continuity equation (1) 
dictates that the correction to the velocity field must satisfy: 

W\[(pUc)( + (PV<-),,+(PW<:)i + pvc/r]dtidr,d{= -m (lib) 

where the integral is carried over the control volume and m is 
the local mass imbalance in the continuity at the current 
iteration level. It is understood here that Uc, Vc, and Wc are 
related to uc, vc, and wc through equation (4). 

The following Poisson equation for pressure is obtained 
after substituting equation (1 la) into (lib) and expressing the 
result in finite difference form. 

A0Po =ANp% +Asp
c
s +AEpc

E +A wpc
w 

+ Bup
c
u + BLpl+S + m (12) 

Where S contains all cross derivative terms. 
It should be noted that equation (12) represents a three-

dimensional pressure correction statement. This equation is 
solved during the second level of adjustment by neglecting the 
upstream and downstream influences; namely, setting Bv and 
BL to zero. This procedure accelerates the establishment of 
the corrected transverse pressuresp'(^,i?) resulting from local 
effects such as local radii of curvature. 

The third level of correction is performed after a complete 
marching sweep has been completed through the flow 
domain. During this level, the pressure field is corrected for 
three dimensional effects. The necessary corrections are 
obtained from the solution of the complete Poisson equation 
(12). It is worthy to mention here that the off diagonal terms 
in the momentum equations are not completely neglected 
while formulating equation (11a). Such consideration was 
found to bring a considerable accuracy improvement during 
the solution of the Poisson equation for problems in which 
continuity cannot be easily satisfied for the initial conditions. 

Boundary Conditions. To initiate the space marching 
procedure, all dependent variables must be specified at the 
inflow boundary. This information is taken from ex
perimental data where possible. At the outflow boundary, 
conditions are needed for the elliptic pressure correction 
equation. A linear extrapolation of pressure correction is used 
for this purpose. Since the other governing equations are 
rendered implicit in space (as a result of neglecting the dif
fusion of momentum in the streamwise direction), no extra 
conditions are required for the remaining flow variables at the 
same boundary. 

Along the channel walls, the no slip conditions are en
forced. For turbulent flow calculations, wall functions based 
on the constant stress layer [14] are applied to grid nodes next 
to the wall to match the interior flow with the imposed no slip 
conditions. This practice precludes the need for fine grids, 
which would otherwise be necessary to resolve steep gradients 
within the wall regions. The numerical procedures used to 
implement the wall function formulation for the velocities, 
turbulent kinetic energy, and dissipation rate are similar to 
those outlined in reference [17]. The remaining boundary 
conditions along the channel walls consist of zero normal 
derivative for the pressure corrections. 

Numerical Solution Procedure. The global solution of the 
system of coupled difference equations (8, 12) is obtained by 
performing repeated sweeps through the flow domain. Each 
sweep consists of an implicit marching integration of the finite 
difference equations (8) followed by the solution of the three-
dimensional elliptic pressure correction equation (12). During 
the marching procedure, the cross-stream surfaces are 
scanned one by one beginning from the upstream station 
where the flow variables are given. An alternating direction 
implicit (ADI) scheme is used to obtain a solution to the 
difference equations at each station during the scanning 
process. This scheme combines the convenience of one-
dimensional easily invertible operators and the unconditional 
stability of implicit methods. Details of the ADI scheme are 
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similar to those given in references [17, 18]. The sequence of 
calculation steps to evaluate the flow variables at each station 
is outlined below. 

1. The three momentum equations are solved 
simultaneously to obtain a tentative velocity distribution. The 
pressure field from an initial guess or a previous iteration is 
used with the momentum equations. 

2. The density field is updated next using the equation of 
state and the total enthalpy definition. 

3. The secant iterative procedure is employed in order to 
conserve the total mass flow at the current station. Global 
adjustments to pressures are enforced accordingly. 

4. The two-dimensional version of the pressure correction 
equation (12) is solved next to arrange for the local 
satisfaction of continuity at each grid point. The pressure 
distribution for the station is then adjusted. 

5. The computations described in Steps 1 to 4 are repeated 
iteratively until satisfactory convergence for the continuity is 
obtained. Typically, no more than 5 iterations were required 
in the present study and this ensured that the final change in 
the velocity components Au/w, Av/w between two con
secutive iterations was less than 0.002. The corresponding 
error in global mass flow was less than 0.003 of the inlet total 
flow. 

6. The finite difference equations for the remaining 
variables k and e are solved. 

The foregoing procedures are repeated for all subsequent 
stations to the exit station. After one sweep of the forward 
marching, the three-dimensional elliptic pressure correction 
equation is solved. The results obtained from this solution 
provide corrections to improve the pressure distribution. The 
improved pressure field is used as input when repeating the 
marching procedure during the following sweep. 

In general, fewer than seven sweeps were necessary to 
achieve convergence for the turbulent flow case studied here. 
The actual criterion used to judge convergence was chosen 
such that the maximum relative change in pressures between 
two sweeps Ap/p was less than 0.0005. 

Remarks on the Computational Method. To obtain useful 
flow prediction, the problem of solving the pressure Poisson 
equation (12) with the imposed derivative boundary con
ditions (Neumann problem) should be properly addressed. 
Careful numerical investigations [19, 20] indicate that unless 
the boundary gradients are compatible with the source term in 
the Poisson equation, the solution of the Neumann problem 
can lead to significant errors. In the present study, these 
errors can easily result in poor satisfaction of continuity and 
hence obscure the prediction of important physical processes. 
To optimize the accuracy and the convergence rate of the 
present numerical procedures, the necessary compatibility 
constraints are enforced by satisfying Green divergence 
theorem. This practice, which was first suggested by Briley 
[20], has apparently been overlooked in other previous studies 
[6-9]. It is implemented here by requiring that the area in
tegral of the velocity field divergence m and the line integral 
of the normal pressure gradient dpc/dN must satisfy the 
following relation: 

E=\[ mdA~\ -^-dL = 0 (13) 
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Where the integrals are evaluated over the cross stream 
surface total area A and its contour L. Numerical im
plementation of the above constraint is achieved iteratively 
using similar procedures as those outliend in reference [20], 

Artificial Dissipation. A major problem associated with the 
central differencing of convective terms for high Reynolds 
number flows is the appearance of spatial oscillations during 

the solution. To suppress these oscillations, some form of 
nonphysical diffusion mechanism must be included in the 
numerical scheme. The mechanism can be included implicitly 
through the use of upwind differencing of the convective 
terms [17] or explicitly through addition of smoothing terms 
[13]. The explicit form of artificial dissipation scheme 
presented in [13] was implemented here. Since the techniques 
add a smoothing term that is proportional to the fourth power 
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of the coordinate spacing, 
accuracy should be minor. 

Results 

its global impact on the solution 

The present method of solution has been tested to illustrate 
its capability in predicting the actual flow behavior within 
different curved passages. The cases investigated include 
laminar flow in a moderately curved channel, turbulent flow 
in a strongly curved channel, and flow inside a turbine volute 
housing. 

Laminar Flow Results. The laminar flow in a circular arc 
channel of square cross section under conditions of low 
Reynolds number and small channel curvature was in
vestigated. The calculations simulated the experimental 
conditions reported by Mori et al. [21] in which the flow 
Reynolds number, Re = pWm HI\i was 205, where H is the 
radial channel height. The corresponding Dean number 
defined as De = Re v^ H/R was 55, where R is the channel 
mean radius of curvature. A 20 x 20 nonuniform grid was 
used at each cross section, and 30 streamwise stations were 
required for the numerical solution which was performed in 
the transformed domain. The grid geometry and trans
formation parameters were generated analytically for this 
simple case. Since no experimental data were available at the 
upstream boundary, all flow properties were assumed to be 
uniform at the inlet station. This is believed to be a reasonable 
assumption since the supply air in the experimental set up was 
fed through a large plenum chamber. An initial guess of the 
pressure field is needed to start the computation and for this 
purpose the pressure field was assumed uniform. The com
putations were run on a Honeywell CP6 machine and the run 
time was ten minutes. 

Computed flow results are presented in Figs. 2-4. Figures 
2(a) and 2(b) show the development of streamwise velocity 
profiles along the horizontal and vertical channel centerlines. 
The profiles in Fig. 2(a) indicate that near the channel inlet, 
curvature has little effect on the streamwise velocities. The 
thick boundary layers in this region generate a rapid and 
strong secondary flow motion similar to the one shown in Fig. 
3. The radial velocities associated with this motion counteract 
the effects of pressure gradients set up by radius changes and 
result in the nearly symmetrical velocity profiles noted at 
inlet. As the flow progresses downstream, the predicted 
profiles become more asymmetric. The asymmetry can be 
directly related to the spatial development of the secondary 
flows which induce a helical flow motion into the fluid as it 
moves downstream. This motion draws low momentum fluid 
from the sidewalls and convects it toward regions adjacent to 
the inner radius. High streamwise velocities existing near the 
channel center are displaced accordingly toward the outer 
radius as indicated in Fig. 2(a). The presence of a hump in the 
calculated symmetric velocity profiles along the channel 
centerline in Fig. 2(b) is also a manifestation of the helical 
motion. 

To assess the accuracy of the present solution, computed 
results for the fully developed streamwise velocity profiles are 
compared with other predictions [5, 19]. The results shown in 
Fig. 4 by Briley were obtained using the primary-secondary 
velocity decomposition method, whereas those of Ghia were 
obtained from the solution of the parabolized Navier Stokes 
equations. In general, the differences observed between the 
three solutions are small and presumably reflect the dif
ferences in the numerical approaches used. Also shown in Fig. 
4 are the experimental measurements of Mori [21] which 
qualitatively agree with the computed results. The discrepancy 
between the measurements and various calculations has not as 
yet been fully explained although some doubt has been cast 
recently regarding the accuracy of measurements [22]. 
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Fig. 5 Flow configuration for the turbulent case 
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Turbulent Flow Results. To further check the predictive 
capability of the present analysis, turbulent flow in a strongly 
curved channel was considered. This case was computed for 
comparison with the experimental measurements of Brunn 
[23]. The channel geometry is shown in Fig. 5. Because of the 
accentuated curvature variation between the straight and 
curved section of the channel, this geometry represents a good 
test case whereby the accuracy of the numerical procedures 
can be assessed. The Reynolds number of the experimental 
flow was 3.0 x 105. The corresponding Dean number was 1.5 
X 105. In the computations, the inflow boundary was located 
at station 4 upstream of the curved section and the outflow 
boundary was at station III downstream. The flow conditions 
obtained from the experimental data at station 4 were used as 
input to start the calculations. The calculations were per
formed using 20 x 30 nonuniform grid at each cross-section 
and 50 streamwise stations were required to scan the whole 
flow domain. As in the laminar flow case, the boundary fitted 
coordinates were generated analytically and consisted of 
Cartesian and cylindrical grids for the straight and curved 
sections, respectively. To remove the discontinuity in coor
dinate curvature at the junction of the two sections, the 
curvature and its derivative with respect to the coordinates 
were smoothed over two streamwise stations. The initial guess 
for the pressure distribution within the domain consisted of 
uniform pressures in the straight sections and pressures 
corresponding to free-vortex flow behavior in the curved 
section. The computer CPU time for this case was ap
proximately 140 min. 

Figures 6 through 9 show comparisons of the predicted flow 
results against the measurements of [23]. In Fig. 6, the 
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Fig. 7 Inlet velocity contours, W/W„ 

Experimental 

Fig. 8(a) Streamwise velocity contours, W/ Win at 30 deg 

Experimental 
Fig. 8(b) Streamwise velocity contours, W/W-m at 60 deg 

Experimental 

Fig. 8(c) Streamwise velocity contours, W/ lV in at 90 deg 

streamwise variation of static pressure coefficient is shown 
along the midchannel width of both the inner and outer 
walls. The results show that the flow rapidly adjusts itself to 
the radial pressure gradients set up by the radius change. The 
adjustment region of the flow field is seen to extend both 
upstream (Station 4 to 6 = 0) and downstream into the curved 
section (6 = 0 to 15 deg). The pressure field at mid-width 
remains virtually constant from (15 deg < 6 < 90 deg) after 
which the flow adjusts itself to the exit conditions. The 

Experimental Predicted 

Fig. 9(a) Radial velocity contours, v/Wm at 30 deg 

Experimental 

Fig. 9(6) Radial velocity contours, v/ Wm at 60 deg 

Experimental Predicted 

Fig. 9(c) Radial velocity contours, v/ Wjn at 90 deg 

variation of the radial pressure gradients between the inner 
and outer walls within the two regions of adjustments con
firms the existence of strong elliptic pressure effects. The 
essentially good level of agreement noted in Fig. 6 between the 
predicted results and experimental data indicates that these 
elliptic effects are accurately resolved. 

The development of streamwise velocity is displayed in Fig. 
8 as contour plots. The inlet velocity profiles used as input are 
shown in Fig. 7. The computed flow structure at 30 deg (Fig. 
8(a)) displays an acceleration of the fluid moving near the 
inner radius in accordance with the initial favorable 
streamwise pressure gradient noted in Fig. 6. Simultaneously, 
the fluid moving near the outer radius is decelerated in 
response to the unfavorable streamwise pressure gradients. 
The patterns are also present in the experimental data and the 
level of agreement at this station is generally good. The 
predicted contours of the 60 deg location (Fig. 8(b)) indicate 
that the locus of maximum streamwise velocity is still located 
near the inner radius although the velocity gradients are not as 
steep as at 30 deg. Accumulation of low momentum fluid near 
the inner radius under the action of secondary flow motion is 
responsible for this as well as in the slight distortion of the 
velocity contours predicted near the inner radius corner. At 
the 90 deg location (Fig. 8(c)), the effects of secondary flow 
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on the distortion of streamwise velocity contours becomes 
more pronounced. The computation also shows that high 
speed flow has been displaced toward the center of the 
channel. On the whole, the present computational results 
correlate well with the experimental data. In fact, the level of 
agreement is perhaps better than might be expected con
sidering that the current turbulent flow calculations were 
performed with no sublayer resolution and with the relatively 
coarse grid of 20 x 30 x 50. 

The predicted radial velocity distribution is plotted in Fig. 9 
giving the magnitude and direction of secondary flows. Note 
that at the inflow boundary, no significant radial velocities 
are present. At the 30 deg station (Fig. 9(a)), the computed 
radial velocities display a very strong inward flow near the 
end walls with peak velocities up to 20 percent of the mean 
streamwise velocities. Near the symmetry plane, the 
corresponding outward flow is diffusive and weak. These two 
distinctive features are also clearly shown by the experimental 
measurements. As the flow moves through the channel (Fig. 
9(b)), the secondary flow grows in strength and region of 
maximum radial velocity remains close to the side walls but 
shifts toward the inner radius. Toward the channel exit at 90 
deg (Fig. 9(c)), the regions of inward radial velocities grow 
into the main flow near the inner radius. In general, the 
computed radial velocities at all three stations seem to be 
predicted well, considering the difficulty of predicting tur
bulent secondary flows. The only significant disagreement 
occurs at the 90 deg station for the predicted velocity contours 
of 0.0 and 0.02. These contours do not duplicate the bulging 
noticed in the measured contours near the inner radius. 
Recent studies suggest that the bulging is a manifestation of a 
weak corner vortex caused by the differences of turbulent 
normal stresses in this region. The standard k-e model used 
here could not predict this vortex motion since the isotropic 
viscosity assumption inherent in the model neglects the 
anisotropy effect of the turbulence. 

Discussion of Curved Channel Results. Comparison 
between the laminar and turbulent flow results indicates that 
the flow patterns for each case have their own distinctive 
features. The laminar flow under the effect of centrifugal 
forces and radial pressure gradients develops secondary flow 
velocities more rapidly near the channel inlet. The interaction 
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Fig. 11 Turbine housing geometry with body-fitted coordinate system 

between these secondary velocities and end wall boundary 
layers displaces regions of maximum streamwise velocities 
toward the outer walls as the flow progresses downstream. On 
the other hand, regions of high streamwise velocities in the 
turbulent flow are predicted to slowly migrate toward the 
channel center under the effects of strengthening secondary 
flow motion. The difference in behavior as compared to the 
laminar flow can be related to the difference in Reynolds 
number, Dean number, inlet boundary layer thickness, and 
length of the flow path. 

An analysis to determine the effects of all the above 
parameters on the varying degrees by which the strength and 
subsequent development of secondary flow influence the flow 
structure is a study by itself. However, one phenomenon 
which can arise under certain combinations of geometry and 
inlet conditions is a reversal of the streamwise flow. In order 
to perform a preliminary check on the validity of the 
numerical procedures to deal with this situation, the geometry 
shown in Fig. 5 was modified by decreasing R/H to 2.2. The 
same passage cross section was preserved. The Reynolds 
number was also reduced to 2000, and fully developed 
laminar velocity profiles were imposed at the passage inlet. 
Under these conditions, the analysis predicted a small but 
noticeable reversed flow region at the duct's outer radius 
corners. This region extended between the channel angular 
coordinates of 5 and 40 deg. Figure 10 shows the predicted 
streamwise velocity profiles at a passage angular coordinate 
of 30 deg. 

The ability to predict this local streamwise flow reversal is 
related to the use of the type-dependent difference ap
proximations discussed earlier. The authors feel that while 
this approximation appears to give satisfactory results for 
small regions of flow reversal, its accuracy cannot be 
determined without careful comparisons to experimental 
data. Nevertheless, the possibility of marching through 
regions of reversed primary flow with the code is promising. 

Turbine Volute Housing Results. The solution techniques 
described have also been used to predict the flow behavior 
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within a radial inflow turbine volute housing. This case was 
chosen to demonstrate the capability of the present method to 
handle arbitrary curved passages with changing cross section. 
Figure 11 shows a computer output simulating the housing 
geometry. The details of the actual housing design may be 
found in [24, 25]. 

The inlet flow conditions to the housing which were used 
for the computation were obtained from experimental 
measurements. The inlet Reynolds number was 4.4 x 105. 
The initial pressure distribution guess was calculated using 
free vortex flow assumptions. To reflect the influence of the 
presence of the turbine impeller along the outflow boundary 
circumference, it is necessary to allow for the variations of 
flow properties along this boundary. This was achieved 
through the incorporation of a simple impeller model. The 
model requires that the centrifugal force produced by the 
impeller is such that the mass efflux along the outflow 
boundary is equal to the mass flow entering the housing. The 
boundary fitted coordinates shown in Fig. 11 and used to map 
the housing geometry into the computational domain were 
generated numerically. A transformation package similar to 
the one described in reference [26] was used for this purpose. 
A total of 48 stations were used in the streamwise direction 
and each station was overlayed with 20 x 30 grid meshes. A 
total of 270 minutes of CPU time was required to obtain a 
solution on a Honeywell CP6 computer. 

The predicted wall static pressures around the housing 
circumference are compared to experimental data in Fig. 12. 
As explained in [24, 25], the housing was designed to produce 
uniform pressure field at its exit. Both the experimental and 
computed results verify this aspect of the design and the level 
of agreement is satisfactory. Although this preliminary result 
suggests that the techniques described can be used successfully 
for generalized geometries, additional detail experimental 
data for the present case are now being obtained for further 
comparison and to fully qualify the analysis accuracy. 

Conclusions 

A numerical method has been presented for the prediction 
of the three dimensional viscous flow in curved channels. The 
field analysis was based on the solution of the Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations. The solution procedure 
involved the use of a combination of repeated space marching 

integration of the governing equations and correction for 
elliptic effects between the two marching sweeps. Numerical 
integration was performed using an alternating direction 
implicit procedure with careful treatment of different 
boundary conditions. A boundary fitted coordinate system 
has been incorporated for the efficient manipulation of 
channels of arbitrary configuration. Effects of turbulence 
were modelled using a two equation closure model with 
provisions to account for streamline curvature. 

Solutions have been presented for laminar flow inside a 
moderately curved passage, turbulent flow in a strongly 
curved channel, and for pressures inside a turbine volute 
housing. Computed results were compared to other 
theoretical solutions and detailed experimental measurements 
to establish the validity and accuracy of the present analysis. 
The essentially fair agreement achieved suggests that the 
analysis can be used to obtain viscous flow details inside 
curved channels with an acceptable degree of accuracy. The 
demonstrated capability cannot be attributed to a single 
element of the analysis but results from the combination of 
many factors. The major one is believed to be the careful 
treatment of the pressure Poisson equation with the Neumann 
boundary condition. Future plans include further checks of 
the model against detailed experimental data to determine its 
accuracy for cases of arbitrarily curved passages and primary 
flow reversals. 
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Turbofan Mixer Nozzle Flow 
Field—A Benchmark Experimental 
Study 
An experimental investigation of the three-dimensional flow field within a 
multilobed model turbofan forced-mixer nozzle was conducted. The objective of 
the study was to provide detailed velocity and thermodynamic state variable data 
for use in assessing the accuracy and assisting the further development of com
putational procedures for predicting the flow field within mixer nozzles. Velocity 
and temperature data suggested that the nozzle mixing process was dominated by 
large-scale secondary circulations that were associated with strong radial velocities 
observed near the lobe exit plane. Flow field similarity for variable inlet tem
perature conditions was also observed, although unanticipated. 

Introduction 

The two important characteristics of mixer nozzles are the 
ability to achieve thrust augmentation as well as a more 
uniform nozzle exit plane velocity profile relative to either 
separate primary and secondary stream discharge con
figurations or common tailpipe configurations having no 
forced-mixing element. Exit velocity profile modification can 
cause a significant reduction in an engine's jet noise signature. 
Because of the lack of a reliable analytical procedure for 
predicting thrust augmentation and the degree of exit velocity 
profile uniformity for arbitrary mixer lobe and downstream 
duct geometries, the mixer nozzle development process, to 
date, has been largely empirical. While this approach has been 
reasonably successful, increased use of computational 
procedures as an adjunct to testing would be expected to 
accelerate the development of improved mixer designs and 
reduce development costs. This is particularly evident when 
one considers the number of free parameters available to a 
mixer designer. Among these are the number of lobes, degree 
of radial penetration, lobe contour, lobe cutback angle, use of 
scalloping and/or vortex generators, plug angle and length, 
tailpipe length, and convergence, etc. The designer's objective 
is to select the combination that maximizes the mixing benefit 
(performance and noise) and minimizes total pressure loss, 
weight, and cost. 

Critical to the code development process is the availability 
of suitable experimental data. Although existing thrust and 
exit plane total pressure and temperature data can be used to 
assess the overall accuracy and hence the usefulness of a given 
mixer code, insufficient detail (such as data at the lobe exit 
used as code input) exists to identify the cause of a failure to 
predict these properties. In the present study, the selection of 
measured parameters and measurement locations, the degree 
of spatial resolution, and the experimental accuracy were 
dictated by code input and assessment requirements. A more 
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detailed report of this experiment (including turbulence 
measurements) is given elsewhere [1], while [2] and [3] provide 
comparisons of the present experimental results with 
prediction. 

Previous Investigations 

In a series of recent publications by NASA Lewis Research 
Center [4-6], results of a joint analtyical and experimental 
mixer research program have been documented. In [4], by 
Povinelli, Anderson, and Gerstenmaier, predictions of a 
three-dimensional, viscous calculation procedure were 
compared to data obtained with an eighteen-lobed, bypass 
ratio four, model mixer. Temperature data indicated the 
existence of large-scale secondary flows in the radial-
azimuthal plane and suggested that such flows contributed 
significantly to the mixing process. Preliminary LDV 
secondary flow data from the present study, obtained at the 
lobe exit plane, were cited as further support for this 
hypothesis regarding the role of large-scale secondary flows in 
determining the degree of mixing. In [5], additional com
parisons between analytical predictions and experiment were 
reported for one mixer configuration. Flow angularity 
measurements obtained at the lobe exit plane were used to 
develop a representation of the lobe exit plane secondary flow 
field. Predictions employing these initial conditions were 
found to yield much better agreement with data than those in 
which lobe exit plane secondary flows were neglected. In [6], 
inclusion of additional lobe exit plane vorticity, associated 
with a "passage vortex" in the primary stream at the base of 
the fan trough, was found to improve agreement with data 
relative to a calculation which included only the larger-scale 
secondary flow field. From these code prediction com
parisons, it was concluded that pressure-driven secondary 
flow patterns within the nozzle play a dominant role in the 
mixing process. The first analytical and experimental study of 
mixer nozzle flows was reported by Paynter, Birch, Spalding, 
and Tatchell in 1977 [7]. A three-dimensional, viscous 
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Axial Mean Velocity Field. The axial velocity field at inlet
station 1, located less than one-half of a primary lobe width
downstream of the mixer lobes is characterized by high and
low velocity regions separated by the lobe interface, as would
be anticipated. This is shown in Fig. 3(a) where the ratio of

NOTE ALL DIMENSIONS IN eM

Fig. 2 Model mixer nozzle

lobes. Downstream of the lobes was a "mixing duct" region
bounded on the outside by the tailpipe and convergent nozzle
and initially on the inside by the nozzle plug, which ter
minated within this duct. The test conditions selected for the
experiment were a primary stream pressure ratio of 2.6, a
primary-to-secondary stream total pressure ratio of 1.04, a
primary-to-secondary temperature ratio of 2.5 for hot flow
testing, and a temperature ratio of unity for cold flow testing.
These pressure ratios and the hot flow temperature ratio are
representative of full-scale engine cruise conditions.

Selection of Measurement Locations. To meet code
requirements, a "benchmark" mixer experiment must, as a
minimum, provide data at a location to start the computation
and at a relevant downstream location to check results. Axial
measurement station 1 (Fig. 2), just downstream of the lobe
exit, was selected to meet the former need and station 3, just
downstream of the nozzle exit was chosen for the latter. A
complete set of data was also obtained at an intermediate
plane (station 2) within the tailpipe region. This provided an
assessment of code accuracy in predicting the initial mixing
out of the lobe-induced velocity gradients. Some data were
also acquired in the plane of the nozzle exit (station 4). At
each of the three principal axial measuring stations (1, 2 and
3), data were acquired over one lobe segment of the nozzle
encompassing one-half of a primary and one-half of a
secondary lobe. Velocity, pressure, and temperature
measurements were obtained along radial lines differing in
circumferential angle, ¢.

Instrumentation. Total pressure and temperature data
were acquired with conventional stagnation probes while
LDV was employed for velocity measurements. The LDV
system consisted of an Argon-ion laser, optical system,
counter-type signal processor and on-line computer. A serious
seed particle lag problem was encountered in the initial stage
of the present study at axial station 3 due to the high ac
celerations in this transonic flow region. This resulted in
velocity measurement errors on the order of 20 percent.
Forward scatter collection in conjunction with seeding system
development efforts were found necessary to eliminate this lag
problem as described in [11].

Results and Discussion

analysis was applied to predict exit plane total temperature
and total velocity distributions. Initial conditions were not
measured although an approximate scheme was applied to
input radial velocities at the lobe exit. Agreement between
predictions and data at the nozzle exit plane was encouraging
given the lack of experimentally determined initial conditions.

In addition to these joint analytical and experimental ef
forts, model mixer parameter variation studies, directed
toward peformance improvement rather than code
development, have recently been reported [8-10].

Description of the Experiment

(a) EXHAUST NOZZLE
INSTALLED

{b} EXHAUST NOZZLE
REMOVED

Fig. 1 Model mixer test arrangement

Approach. Considering the code assessment objective, a
model turbofan forced mixer nozzle having a mixer lobe
geometry representative of those used in current production
low-bypass-ratio commercial engines, was selected as the test
model. The parameters selected for measurement within the
mixer flow field were the three mean velocity and three
turbulent velocity components, two of the three second-order
turbulent component correlations, total pressure, total
temperature, wall static pressures, and primary and secondary
stream mass flow rates. The mean flow field parameters
selected for measurement (U, P T, and TT) were sufficient to
define, uniquely, Mach number and all thermodynamic state
variables.

Experimental Arrangement. Photographs of the test
nozzle installation with and without the convergent nozzle
installed are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 provides a cross
sectional view of the nozzle in a plane passing through the
nozzle centerline. The mixer consisted of twelve primary
stream lobes centered at intervals of 30 deg in the cir
cumferential direction, which projected into the secondary
stream annulus, and a corresponding twelve secondary stream
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Fig. 3 Axial velocity distributions 

axial velocity to a reference velocity in one lobe segment is 
given as a function of circumferential angle 4> and non-
dimensional radius R. Nondimensional radius, as defined 
here, is equivalent to fractional gas path height, that is: R = 
(r-rmmy(rmax ~/'min) for station 1 and r/rmm elsewhere. 

Within the majority of the secondary lobe region, the 
velocity field is relatively uniform. Velocities decrease in the 
tailpipe wall boundary layer at large radius. Within the inner 
half of the primary lobe region, the velocity field is also 
relatively uniform. A significantly lower velocity is observed, 
however, at larger radius (R = 0.78, 0 = 3.75). This is 
believed due to a small clockwise-circulating vortex located in 
the peak region of (this half of) the primary lobe that trans
ported secondary stream fluid into the primary lobe. The 

probable origin of such a vortex is a horseshoe vortex for
mation process as discussed in [l].1 

At the next downstream measuring station (intermediate 
station 2) located approximately seven primary lobe widths 
downstream of the mixer, the two predominant features of 
the axial velocity field are: (/) strong penetration of low axial 
velocity secondary stream fluid into the middle of the primary 
lobe region, and (if) an outward displacement of high axial 
velocity primary stream fluid. Such circumferential and radial 
transport of momentum is indicative of the existence of a 
large scale, secondary flow field. These two features of the 
station 2 measurements are shown in Fig. 3(b). 

From the contour plot, the scale of the secondary flow 
circulation appears to be on the order of the lobe dimensions. 
This circulation, of counterclockwise orientation, divides the 
primary lobe region into two high axial velocity regions, the 
highest velocity region at large radius and a somewhat lower 
one near the nozzle axis. It also appears to be responsible for 
the upward transport of primary stream fluid into the 
secondary lobe region observed for R > 0.55. In summary, 
the interface between high and low velocity regions, which 
followed the lobe trace2 at station 1, has been significantly 
contorted by station 2; this suggests a two-stream mixing 
process dominated by large-scale, radial-circumferential 
convection rather than turbulent diffusion at the interface 
between the two streams. 

At plume-plane station 3, located approximately sixteen 
primary lobe widths downstream of the mixer, the axial 
velocity field has totally mixed out in the circumferential 
direction, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The maximum cir
cumferential variation in axial velocity is listed for each radial 
position above the contour plot; the average circumferential 
variations for hot and cold test conditions were 1.1 and 0.9 
percent, respectively. 

Radial and Circumferential Velocity Field. At inlet 
station I, the predominant featues of the radial-
circumferential velocity field (secondary flow field) are: (/) a 
strong radial velocity field directed inward toward the hub in 
the secondary lobe region, (if) a weaker radial velocity field 
directed toward the tailpipe wall in the primary lobe region, 
and (Hi) circumferential velocity components in the lobe 
interface region suggesting (i) and (if) are linked by a large-
scale, counterclockwise circulation of the type inferred 
previously from axial velocity measurements. This inlet 
station secondary flowfield is shown for hot and cold test 
conditions in Fig. 4, parts (a) and (b), respectively. 

Hot and cold flow results are observed to be generally 
consistent and satisfy symmetry arguments within ex
perimental error bounds. Except for inwardly directed vectors 
at ,R = 0.78, 0 = 3.75 deg in hot and cold flow, a general 
counterclockwise secondary flow field is indicated. This 
exception is believed caused by a clockwise-oriented horse
shoe vortex, the position of which is shown approximately by 
the circled HV symbol. The presence of this vortex was 
previously suggested by axial velocity data and directly 
confirmed by a vorticity meter survey. 

A pair of contrarotating vortices was found in both the peak region of the 
primary lobes and the trough region of the secondary lobes; the strength of the 
secondary stream vortices was weaker, as expected, and observed directions of 
rotation were consistent with a horeshoe vortex hypothesis. 

Mixer lobe traces at stations 2 and 3 are plotted with the same R, <t> coor
dinates as station 1. An alternative procedure would be to plot the trace on the 
basis of constant percent flow area. For fixed <£, this would result in trace R 
coordinates being shifted from values of .1, .3, .5, and .9 at station 1 to values 
of .24, .45, .65, and .93 at stations 2 and 3. The latter method would be clearly 
preferable in a two-dimensional flow without density changes, but both 
methods are somewhat arbitrary here. The high clockwise swirl shown in Fig. 
4(c-e) near the axis, however, is more consistent with an area trace coordinate 
(R = .28) than the linear coordinate shown (R 0.13) at 0 = 15 deg. 
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Also of interest is the relationship between the measured 
radial velocity magnitude and the lobe geometry (lobe 
penetration angle). In the absence of detached flow within the 
lobe, the magnitude of the radial velocity component would 
be expected to be proportional to the slope of the lobe. For the 
secondary stream lobe this is found to be approximately 
correct, since the average value of the ratio of radial-to-axial 
velocity along the center of the secondary lobe (</> = 15 deg) for 
both hot and cold flow is about 0.37. This is close to the 
tangent of the 22-deg lobe penetration angle, which is 0.4. 
Similarly, the ratio of primary lobe radial-to-axial velocity 
along the center of the primary lobe (4> = 0 deg) for both hot 
and cold flow is close to the slope of the primary lobe at the 
trailing edge (outward projection at 5 deg). The only ex
ception to this trend is the inward vector at R = 0JS, 0 = 3.75 
deg, which is believed associated with a horseshoe vortex, as 
previously discussed. 

These oppositely directed radial velocities in the primary 
and secondary streams mean that the dividing surface between 
the two streams at the lobe exit plane constituted a rotational 
flow region possessing axial vorticity of counterclockwise 
orientation. This can be viewed as a vortex layer (or vortex 
sheet when the limit of zero thickness is taken). Vorticity 
components also exist in the R, 4> plane, tangent to the lobe 
trace, due to the discontinuity in axial velocity at the lobe 
trailing edge. The shear layer emanating from the lobe trailing 
edge, therefore, constitutes a complicated rotational flow 
region possessing vorticity components in all three coordinate 
directions. 

In summary, radial and circumferential velocity component 
measurements obtained at station 1 confirm the existence of a 
large scale counterclockwise lobe circulation previously in
ferred from axial velocity measurements at station 2. 

The secondary flow circulation pattern observed at inlet 
station 1 also exists at station 2 as shown in Fig. 4, parts (c) 
and (d) for hot and cold flow test conditions, respectively. 
Both hot and cold flow data indicate that a radially inward 
flow occurs in the center of the secondary lobe (</>= 15 deg) 
and radially inward and downward flow exists at 0 = 7.5 deg. 
At 0 = 0 deg, hot and cold flow data both show outwardly 
directly radial components while the circumferential com
ponents tend to be of opposite sign and violate symmetry 
arguments. This is indicative of measurement error. In ad
dition to this flow pattern, a relatively intense clockwise 
vortex is also indicated near the nozzle axis, presumably 
associated with residual swirl that was not removed by the 
simulated turbine exit guide vanes located upstream of the 
mixer. While the primary mixer lobes would be expected to 
attenuate residual swirl at moderate-to-large radius due to 
their axial orientation, the gap between the hub and the 
trough of the secondary stream lobe provides an unobstructed 
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passage for convection of residual swirl downstream into the 
on-axis region at station 2.3 

At station 3, the secondary flow field is, in the main, 
radially inward, in response to the nozzle convergence. As 
shown in Fig. 4, part (e), the circulatory flow observed at 
stations 1 and 2 is not evident. Some effect of this circulation 
may be present in that inward velocities along 0 = 0 are lower 
than along the other two lines and vectors along 0 = 7.5 deg 
tend to have downward circumferential components. Near the 
axis (R <0.3), a clockwise oriented vortex is evident as was the 
case at station 2. The presence of this vortex was confirmed by 
a vorticity meter survey. 

Nozzle Total Temperature Field. At inlet station 1, the 
temperature field, as expected, consists of a hot primary 
region and cold secondary region with the intervening tem
perature gradient region roughly centered on the lobe 
projection. This is shown in Fig. 5 where part (a) displays 
TT/Top contours4 and part ( b) shows the relationship of the 
contours to the lobe projection. In apparent confirmation of 
velocity data, an upward penetration of hot fluid into the 
secondary stream near R = 0.65 and downward penetration of 
cooler fluid into the primary stream at somewhat larger R 
indicates the presence of a small, clockwise-oriented vortex 
(horseshoe vortex) in the primary lobe. The presence of cold 
fluid within the primary lobe near the trough of the secondary 
stream lobe is the result of inward convection of secondary 
stream fluid by the strong radial velocity field during the time 
interval between leaving the lobe and arriving at station 1. 
This is based on a calculation (using measured axial and 
radial velocities) that predicts an inward penetration of the 
0.48 contour much as shown. 

Intermediate Station 2 Contours. Temperature contours 
at intermediate station 2 unequivocably confirm the existence 
of the large-scale circulation inferred previously from velocity 
data. In Fig. 6, cool fluid is seen to have penetrated the 
primary lobe region, extending all the way to the lobe cen-
terline (0 = 0) between R = 0.3 and 0.5. Consistent with a 
large-scale circulation of counterclockwise orientation, there 
is a corresponding transport of hot primary stream fluid 
outward and upward into the otherwise cool secondary stream 
region. The only station 2 region that is mixed-out cir-
cumferentially is a hot flow area near the axis where the 
previously discussed on-axis vortex as well as the close 
proximity of the segment boundaries (small lobe width) favor 
mixing. 

At the nozzle exit the temperature field is reasonably well 
mixed-out in the circumferential direction as shown in Fig. 7. 
There is some radial stratification; the largest radial tem
perature gradients occur in the vicinity of the axis, where, as 
in the case of station 2, a relatively hot spot exists. A com
parison of station 2 and 3 contours (Figs. 6 and 7) for the 
outer portion of the segment (R > 0.4) suggests that the large-
scale, counterclockwise circulation that exists between 
stations 1 and 2 also plays an important role in the mixing 
occurring downstream of station 2. While the coolest region 
of station 2 is in the upper right corner of the contour, the 
coolest region at station 3 is to the left and downward; 
similarly, the hot region at station 2, contained within the 0.79 
contour, by station 3, has been displaced upward and to the 
right. Temperature data, therefore, provide an indication of 
the continued importance of secondary flow-induced con-

The advisability of providing swirl and simulated turbine exit guide vanes 
can be questioned relative to unnecessary complexity in such a code assessment 
experiment; in this case, however, previous performance data with this vaned 
model were to be used to relate the present detailed measurements to overall 
mixing and thrust performance (see [2]). 

Top is total temperature in the primary stream, the reference value for 
which is 755K. 
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vective mixing downstream of station 2; this could also be 
inferred, but less clearly, from axial velocity data. 

Nozzle Mixing Mechanisms 

A simplified view of mixing in turbulent flow results in the 
following three transport mechanisms: (/) convection by the 
mean velocity field, (if) convection by large-scale turbulent 
motions, and (Hi) gradient-type turbulent diffusion by small-
scale turbulent motions. Velocity and temperature data 
presented in the previous sections strongly indicate that the 
first mechanism, convection by the mean radial-
circumferential velocity field, represents the dominant 
mechanism for nozzle mixing. It provides the rapid transport 
of heat and axial momentum at length scales comparable to 
the nozzle radius and contorts the mixing layer interface. This 
secondary flow field is characterized by a circulatory flow in 
each lobe segment established by oppositely directed radial 
flows in the primary and secondary stream lobes. In a sim
plified view of this field, the interface between the two 
streams can be viewed as a thin vortex layer or sheet and the 
circulation around the contour taken as the sum of the two 
radial velocity components. From Kelvin's theorem, which 
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would be expected to apply approximately to this case, this 
circulation persists downstream of the lobes causing radial-
circumferential mixing of the two streams throughout the 
axial extent of the nozzle. 

This circulation can be considered a pressure-driven 
secondary flow, since the oppositely directed radial com
ponents are established by radial pressure gradients in the 
lobes. Circumferential components are established near the 
hub and tailpipe wall by a stagnation-type flow. The extent of 
nozzle mixing by this circulation would appear to be 
dependent upon the ratio of radial to axial velocity (Ur/Ux) 
rather than on the absolute magnitude of the radial velocity 
component. The greater this ratio, the greater will be the 
radial and circumferential displacement of a fluid element in 
the time required to transit the nozzle, and presumably the 
greater the convective transport (mixing). Since radial velocity 
magnitude would be expected to be proportional to lobe 
penetration angle, in the absence of separation within the 
lobes, penetration angle appears to be an important 
parameter. Effects of other parameters such as the extent of 
radial lobe penetration /, lobe width, and the proximity of the 
hub and tailpipe wall to the lobe trough and peak, respec
tively, would also be expected to be important, since these 
parameters affect the scale of the secondary circulation. These 
conclusions regarding the importance of the lobe exit plane 
secondary flow field are consistent with the study in [5]. In 
that study, analytical predictions employing a representation 
of this secondary field were found to yield much better 
agreement with data than those in which lobe exit secondary 
flows were neglected. 

In this simplified description of the mixing process, con
vection by large-scale turbulent motions (the second mixing 
mechanism listed above) would be expected to be responsible 
for mixing at the next smaller scale. These turbulent motions 
are expected to cause the lateral spreading of the shear layers 
shed at the lobe trailing edge and which are imbedded in the 
larger-scale circulations. These broadened shear layers are 
contorted by the mean velocity field in a complicated three-
dimensional manner. At the smallest scale of mixing, 
gradient-type diffusion by small-scale turbulent motions are 
expected to progressively attenuate remaining gradients. 

While this picture of the mixing process is very simplified, it 
provides some indication of why lobed mixers are efficient. 
The lobed geometry not only produces a circumferentially and 
radially varying flow field from an initially axially symmetric 
field, but sets up large-scale secondary circulations to mix-out 
the resultant axial and radial variations. While the lobed 
geometry also increases the length of the shear layer interface 
between the two streams, resulting in enhanced mixing by 

virtue of shear layer broadening, this study suggests that the 
large-scale circulations play a major role in the mixing 
process. This view is consistent with [4], in which it was 
concluded that large-scale mixing associated with secondary 
flow downstream of the lobe exit is an important nozzle 
mixing mechanism. It also appears to be consistent with 
Shumpert's [8] finding that injection and vortex generator 
mixer configurations (which would not be expected to induce 
strong radial velocities) were less effective than multilobed 
chute configurations (which do induce a radial velocity field). 

Mach Number and Total Pressure Field Similarity 

An observation made in this study and described in detail 
elsewhere [1] was that the vectorial Mach number and total 
pressure distributions throughout the nozzle were effectively 
identical for both the cold and hot flow tests. As noted in [1], 
such behavior would be predicted by the Munk and Prim 
substitution theorem [12, 13], which applies to isentropic 
flows (inviscid, nonheat conducting). Since the mixer flow 
clearly violated these assumptions, an apparent paradox 
existed that could not be explained by present theory. This 
issue is dealt with in [14], where an extended Munk and Prim 
principle is developed. Its basis is a previously unanticipated 
balance of heat transfer and viscous effects that appears to 
exist for a class of flows more genera) than those occurring in 
turbofan forced mixer nozzles. Where applicable, it appears 
to have important implications for the design and scaling of 
experiments involving mixing phenomena. 

Conclusions 

1 The multilobed mixer employed in the present study 
produced a system of adjacent, contrarotating circulatory 
flows at the exit of the mixer lobes. These secondary flows 
were located in the radial-circumferential plane (axially 
oriented vortices) and had a scale on the order of one lobe 
segment. 

2 The large-scale circulations previously discussed 
provided the dominant mechanism by which transport of heat 
and axial momentum occurred at length scales comparable to 
the nozzle radius. This large-scale mixing would be expected 
to control the rate of mixing within the nozzle. In their ab
sence, mixing rate would be expected to be lower, being 
controlled by the small-scale turbulent eddy interactions 
within the shear layers emanating from the trailing edge 
regions of the lobes. If, as suggested here, large-scale cir
culations control the overall mixing rate, it should be possible 
to explain why certain geometry changes (e.g., lobe 
scalloping) have a larger effect on mixing in some mixer 
applications than in others. 

3 Production of the observed large-scale secondary flows 
was dependent upon the existence of radial flows of opposite 
direction in the primary and secondary lobes, which were in 
turn established by radial pressure gradients within the lobes. 
The secondary flow consists of a large-scale irrotational flow 
region within which are embedded smaller rotational regions 
containing vorticity shed at the lobe trailing edge. 

4 Mixer designs which induce no net circulation but 
generate secondary flows having a scale on the order of the 
annular gap between the plug and tailpipe wall would be 
expected to be more effective than mixers having small 
secondary flow patterns or none. For a multilobed mixer, lobe 
penetration angle and depth would be expected to be the 
parameters that most affect secondary flow velocity and scale, 
respectively. 

5 The Mach number and total pressure field similarity 
observed in hot and cold flow testing has potentially im
portant implications for the design and scaling of mixing 
experiments. 
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Cheng-Cycle Implementation on a 
Small Gas Turbine Engine 
The Cheng-Cycle turbine engine is a superheated steam injected gas turbine cycle 
system. This work is based on the Garrett 831 gas turbine. The development effort 
involved the design and manufacture of an experimental heat recovery steam 
generator, a steam injection system, and system controls. Measured performance 
data indicate the 26percent efficiency improvement has been obtained compared to 
that of the basic turbine engine at its continuous power rating. 

1 Introduction 

A couple of decades ago, fuel was cheap and the supply 
seemed so plentiful that incentives were lacking for the 
development of more efficient energy converters. Now as the 
situation has changed, even relatively modest increases in 
efficiency are economically attractive. The Cheng-Cycle 
turbine is an engine recently developed to meet the need for 
greater efficiency. This paper describes the development and 
experimental results of the Cheng-Cycle turbine based on a 
small gas turbine. 

The Cheng Cycle, a patented thermodynamic power cycle 
of International Power Technology, combines the Brayton 
and the Rankine cycles in a unique manner, utilizing the 
exhaust heat in the form of superheated steam at a moderate 
pressure. This unique cycle was applied to the Garrett IE831 
Engine consisting of a 600-kW generator packaged by Onan 
Corporation. 

The Onan 560 Gtu set was attached with an experimental 
(Onan 560 Gtu Set) heat recovery steam generator (HRSG). 
This combination of the Garrett 831 turbine with the HRSG is 
a typical Cheng-Cycle turbine. This paper will show the 
development of Cheng-Cycle turbine involving the per
formance matching of the components, fabrication of the 
HRSG and the system control unit. The development of steam 
injection manifold will also be discussed. The comparison of 
the CC-Turbine performance and Brayton cycle will be 
discussed. 

Water injection is a well-known method of augmenting the 
power output with some penality of inefficiency. The Cheng-
Cycle engine was developed on a patented process by In
ternational Power Technology Inc. [1-4] in the period from 
1976 to 1981. The working fluid in the turbine is thus a 
combination of combustion gases and superheated steam. 
Increasing the mass flow and the specific heat of the working 
fluid increase work output dramatically. 

Contributed by the Gas Turbine Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the 29th International Gas Turbine 
Conference and Exhibit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, June 4-7, 1984. 
Manuscript received at ASME Headquarters January 9, 1984. Paper No. 84-
GT-150. 

Dr. Cheng of International Power Technology, analyzed 
the thermodynamics of the cycle and discovered that an 
optimum occurred in efficiency at large steam to fuel ratios. 
At this optimum ratio, the overall efficiency of the engine 
increased significantly. In this condition, the engine has all the 
advantages of a Rankine-cycle steam turbine operating as a 
topping cycle from the exhaust of a Brayton-cycle turbine. 
The engine has the mechanical simplification of a single shaft 
output and no increase in rotating machinery. 

The improvement in the power output is based on the in
creased mass flow through the turbine when compared with 
the compressor mass flow. The increased mass flow through 
turbine in return would require higher compressor pressure 
ratio. The improvement in the power generated in the turbine 
will more than offset the requirement of the compressor work 
for higher compressor pressure ratio. Thus the steam injected 
gas turbine would produce more power at a higher efficiency 
but would utilize the same rotating machinery. The steam 
injection into the combustion chamber also reduces the 
generation of Nox [5]. 

Additional fuel burned in the combustion chamber to bring 
the superheated steam to the turbine inlet temperature is 
offset by the increase in the power output. For the same fixed 
power output of the basic engine, the addition of the 
superheated steam reduces the turbine inlet temperature and 
thus increases the life of the gas turbine. 

The presence of the superheated steam in the exhaust gas 
flow enables the HRSG to extract more heat for the same 
temperature drop of the exhaust gases. The ratio of the in
jected steam, generated from the exhaust heat, to the com
pressor inlet air flow is coupled to the cycle parameters. The 
HRSG surface area, the turbine exhaust gas temperature, 
along with the evaporator exit temperature pinch have critical 
influence in achieving the peak efficiency of the gas turbine. 

An important economic factor is that the Cheng-Cycle 
engine can be constructed with minor modifications to 
existing gas turbines. The modification consists of a waste 
heat recovery steam generator to provide the superheated 
steam and the modification to the combustion chamber to 
provide for the controlled steam injection at the proper fuel 
and air mixture ratios. 
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Fig. 1 Onan 560 GTU configured as Cheng·Cycle turbine

Fig. 2 Package waste heat boiler module for Onan 560 GTU Cheng
Cycle genset (superheater section in foreground is stainless steel fin
tube, followed by conventional horizontal U·tube evaporator and
economizer sections)

2 Qnan 560-GTU (Garrett 831) Gas Turbine
Generator

The 831 gas turbine is comprised of two radial outflow
compressor stages with a single burner can with dual orifice
atomizer for liquid fuel and a three-stage axial turbine.
Though the 831 can utilize gaseous fuel, current experiments
were conducted with liquid fuel DF-2 only.

The 831 turbine operates at a nominal compressor pressure
ratio of 11 with 7.91 bm/s of inlet air and turbine inlet tem
perature of 1760 OF. The Onan 560/Gtu Generator set
consists of a Garrett IE831-800 gas turbine prime mover
directly coupled to Onan "UV" generator. The gearbox is an
integral part of the engine assembly, and the turbine speed is
reduced to generator speed by double reduction spur gears.
The generator is an Onan type "UV," 12-1ead, 4-pole,
revolving field, brushless unit wired for 277/480 volts, three
phase operation.

The Garrett IE831-800 gas turbine is an open-cycle, single
shaft, constant-speed gas turbine. Nominal rpm of 41,730 is
reduced through the gear box to 1800 rpm as required by the
generator. The Garrett 831 has a nominal shp rating of 800
shp as standby and 690 shp as continuous. With a nominal
efficiency of 94 percent of the gearbox, the Onan-560
generates 560 kW at standby and 490 kW at continuous
operation.

7001 Vol. 106, JULY 1984

The Onan-560 generator set is equipped with relay control
logic to provide basic operational control, fault shutdown of
the gas turbine, and proper sequencing of the engine electrical
system. This control system was utilized as local controller in
the control schematic.

Based on the engine basic characteristics and assumed
matching HRSG performance, the maximum operating
characteristics of Cheng Cycle Turbine of I-MW output at a
thermal efficiency of 34 percent was projected at standard
condition. A comparable thermal efficiency of 22.5 at the
nominal rating of 520 kW was also predicted.

3 Steam Generating and Injection Equipment

3.1 Heat Recovery Steam Generator. The heat recovery
steam generator consists of superheater, evaporator, and
economizer/feed water heater (Fig. 2). City water was fed
through deionizing system before being pumped into the
feedwater heater. The feedwater heater is one bank of cross
flow heat exchanger. The water was then fed into an
evaporator drum through a control valve. The evaporator
consisted of four crossflow heat exchanger banks that were
fed by a common header. The flow from the evaporator
sections was fed into a vertical steam separator. The saturated
steam was then separated into the superheater. The
superheated steam was injected into the combustor can and
the steam flow was measured utilizing an orifice meter and a
vortex shedding meter.

The maximum operating pressure of the drum is about 200
psig. This pressure range was enough to maintain a 20 psi
higher drum pressure than the compressor discharge pressure
at the maximum operating point. The HRSG can generate a
maximum of 3000 lbs/hr steam based on the surface area.

3.2 Steam Injection Manifold. The superheated steam from
the HRSG was injected in the outer annules around the
combustion chamber. The injection was made through eight
steam tube nozzles in the secondary dilution region, with the
nozzle pointing towards the compressor discharge region. The
nozzle set up with the combustion chamber is shown in Fig. 3.
With the steam tubes pointing in circumferential direction,
the compressor discharge air has enhanced mixing of the
injected steam.

4 Test Facility

The experiment was monitored utilizing the HP-9835. The
software required for the data acquisition system was
generated in-house. The software provides the opportunity to
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exhaust temperature is also shown for comparison. The
Cheng-Cycle exhaust flow was 50°F cooler at low loads to
nearly 100of cooler at 400 kW.

For turbines, the crucial factor is generally the fuel cost,
since initial capital cost is not such a large factor as for other
types of energy converters. Figure 6 shows the percentage fuel
saved as a function of load for the Cheng-Cycle operation
compared with the nominal Brayton-cycle operation of the
engine. The fuel saving varies from 10 percent at idle to 28
percent at the rated basic engine full continuous load.

A matched heat exchanger steam generator design would
allow the turbine to operate at still higher load values. Peak
power output could be increased from 560 kW to an estimated
1.1 MW with a thermal efficiency of 34 percent. This means
that capital investment per kW-hour peak load could be
reduced as much as a factor of 2 for this unit, as the
modification costs are modest. The Cheng-Cycle modification
thus renders smaller turbines attractive for higher load
handling duty.
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Fig.3 Steam injection noule arrangement

monitor 80 data channels. In this experiment, only 40
channels were utilized and the collected data were stored on
floppy disks and displayed on a graphic screen showing the
current state of the experiment.

The Onan 560 turbine generator was loaded using a
resistive load bank. The load on the system was changed in 50
kW steps and was increased in a linear fashion. The voltage
and the amperage at the load was monitored.

( b )

5 Experimental Results

The turbine generator was run at a various load and am
bient conditions. It was found that the results were insensitive
to ambient conditions over the range investigated.

Figure 4 shows the generating efficiency of the system as a
function of power output for loads up to 500 kW, and for a
variety of ambient temperatures ranging from 60 to 90 of.
Generating efficiency increased from about 9 percent at the
100-kW load to nearly 27 percent of the 500-kW load. The
results are practically independent of the ambient tem
perature.

For comparison, the nominal engine efficiency operating in
the usual Brayton-cycle mode, is also shown in Fig. 4. The
Cheng-Cycle operation gives a significant increase in ef
ficiency at all loads; for example, at the 400-kW load ef
ficiency has increased from 17.5 percent for the usual
Brayton-cycle operation to about 23 percent in the Cheng
Cycle operation, an increase of 23 percent in the relative
efficiency.

It may be noted that calculations of thermal efficiency,
using 94 percent as the combined gear box/generator ef
ficiency, gives almost the identical curve. Efficiency and
power output are both slightly increased by the correction,
such that the functional relation remains nearly the same.

One of the important characteristics of turbine operation is
exhaust temperature. Figure 5 shows the measured exhaust
temperature for the Cheng-Cycle operation of the test unit as
a function of power output. The nominal Brayton-cycle
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Figure 7 shows the extension of results in Fig. 4 to include a 
waste heat steam generator that would permit operation at 
higher loads. Figure 8 includes the extension of results in Fig. 
5 to show the effect of the matched steam generator on 
exhaust temperature. The limits shown in these figures could 

be achieved for the Garrett IE831-800 turbine when operated 
in the Cheng-Cycle mode. 

Concluding Remarks 

In summary, the test results confirm the efficiency gains 
predicted from thermodynamic analysis of the Cheng Cycle 
when applied to the small turbine. The efficiency increases 
appreciably, fuel need for a given load decreases, exhaust 
temperature decreases and the maximum load capacity of the 
turbine increases markedly. Thus both the capital investment 
and the operating cost per unit of energy are reduced as 
compared with the usual Brayton-cycle mode to turbine 
operation. Thus the Cheng-Cycle engine simultaneously meets 
the need for more efficient and less polluting energy con
verters. 
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A New Generation of Allison
Model 250 Engines

J. A. Byrd
Chief Project Engineer,

Allison Gas Turbine Operations,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46206

Allison is actively developing two new additions to the Model 250 product line, the
C34 and C24 engines, targeted for mid-1980s production. The C34 engine is a
growth version of the Model 250-C30 and will provide a 10 percent power increase
throughout the flight envelope. The C24 engine features decreased fuel con
sumption, one-engine-inoperative (OEI) ratings, and substantial increases in hot
day performance compared to its predecessor, the highly successful C20B. Both
engines incorporate single-stage turbines, digital electronic control units, and new
shafting arrangements and are designed for increased reliability and durability,
reduced complexity and part count, less maintenance, and decreased operating
costs.

Model 250-C34 Engine

The increased-power C34 engine, shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
maintains more than 90 percent individual part commonality
with the parent C30 production engine.

Like the C34 engine, which precedes the C24 into production
by a year, the engine also incorporates a single-stage gasifier
turbine and a new shafting configuration but derives its
reduced fuel consumption from an increased pressure ratio,
increased efficiency axial-centrifugal compressor, and a
decreased pressure loss exhaust system.

Both the C34 and C24 engine designs and development
programs emphasize reduced system complexity, increased
durability and reliability, and decreased operating costs. This
new generation of Model 250 engines represents the conscious
blend of Allison's extensive commercial and U.S. military
engine experience with modest, proven incre<j.ses in
technology.

LOH

"GV
T[8H420

Fig. 1 Model 250 engine series

Utt.,

no_
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Introduction

Allison Gas Turbine Operations has recently announced
two new additions to the Model 250 series of turboshaft
engines, which currently power a wide variety of single and
twin helicopters. As shown in Fig. 1, the Model 250 series of
engines has grown from the original T63 engine for the U.S.
Army's original light observation helicopter (LOH) to a
production base of 20,000 engines selected in some 27 in
stallations and has accrued 29,000,000 flight hrs. The Model
250-C34 engine, at 735 shaft horsepower (shp), will replace
the C30 engine in late 1985 as the largest powerplant of the
series and will be available either as a new engine or through a
turbine conversion kit for the C30 engine. The Model 250-C34
engine derives its increase in power from the increase in
turbine inlet temperature made possible by the replacement of
an uncooled, two-stage gasifier turbine with a single-stage
turbine employing an air-cooled nozzle. The engine also
includes a new shafting arrangement available from damped
bearing technology. This simplifies the mechanical
arrangement of the main shafting configuration, reducing
both part count and maintenance activities while improving
the overall system reliability. The new gasifier turbine, the
hardware necessary to accommodate the shafting
modification, and larger capacity power output gears com
prise the conversion kit.

In addition, Allison has recently committed to the design
and development of a new small turboshaft engine, the Model
250-C24 engine, scheduled for 1986 introduction and designed
for the rapidly expanding light twin helicopter market to
replace the Model 250-C20B engine. Relative to the C20B, the
Model 250-C24 engine features decreased fuel consumption,
sufficient flexibility in thermodynamic power to permit OEI
ratings, and substantial increases in hot day performance.
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Table 1 Comparative ratings - Model 250-C30S versus C34
guaranteed uninstalled engine performance, sea-level stan
dard

Ratings C30S C34

2-112-min OEl
• shp (min) 700 770 +10%
• sfc (max) -Ib/shp-hr 0.588 0.591 +0.5%
• MGT' 1386°F 1502°F + 116°F

Takeoff, 30 min
• shp 650 735 +13%
• sfc 0.592 0.596 + 0.67070
• MGT 1337°F 1468°F + 131°F

Normal cruise
• shp 557 629 +13%
• sfc 0.607 0.611 +0.66%
• MGT 1261°F 1369°F + 108°F

'{_
Weight (lb) 240 255

Fig.3 Model 250·C34 demonstration test engine, July 1982
'Measured rated gas temp (max)

Table 2 C34/C30 gasifier turbine performance

C30 C34

rotor and air-cooled nozzle for the standard Model 250 non
air-cooled two-stage turbine.

Single-Stage Turbine. The Allison single-stage turbine has
been developed from privately funded and U.S. Government
sponsored research on high-work, high-load-coefficient
turbines. In spite of the inherent reduction in realizable
gasifier turbine efficiency, the permitted increase in tem
perature provides for an increase in rated power with only a
V2 percent increase in specific fuel consumption (sfc). As
shown in Table 2, the gasifier turbine efficiency is lower by 1

Particularly, the compressor assembly (comprised of the
front and rear supports, the centrifugal impeller, diffuser,
scroll, mount, and bearings) and, for the most part, the power
and accessory gearbox assembly are identical on the two
engine models. Only the power output gear, torquemeter gear,
and bearings have been redesigned to accommodate the in
creased shaft horsepower available from the C34 engine. The
major component change is the adaptation of a new gasifier
turbine assembly to provide a minimum of 10 percent increase
in output power. The resultant C34 engine preserves the C30
interface connection points and engine mounts and, at 255 Ib,
represents only a 15-lb increase in dry engine weight.

Table 1 compares guaranteed uninstalled performance
ratings between the very recently FAA-certified C30S engine
and the C34. At each of the ratings, the increase in shaft
horsepower available from the C34 engine is a minimum of 10
percent throughout the flight envelope.

In addition, these ratings provide for a margin of 5 percent
in output power, or nominally 35-40°F in engine measured
gas temperature (MGT), against the standard engine rating
specification. The increased engine operating temperature
results from the substitution of a single-stage gasifier turbine

____ Nomenclature

Stages
Efficiency
Takeoff power, shp
Equivalent work/stage
Rotor inlet gas temperature
Relative gas temperature,

rotor
Gas relative temperature

total temperature ratio

2
87.5%
650
16.0 BTU/1 bm
1930°F

1800°F

0.946

1
86.5%
735
31.0BTUll bm
2040of

1760°F

0.881

DCU
LOH
MGT

N 1

digital control unit
light observation helicopter
measured gas temperature
gasifier speed of rotation

power turbine speed of
rotation
one engine inoperative
compressor discharge
pressure

Py
sfc

SFE
shp

T.O.

governor servo pressure
specific fuel consumption
simulated flight endurance
shaft horsepower
takeoff
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Fig. 4 Gasifier turbine wheel metal temperatures

compressor discharge cooling air (1.6 percent) has been added
to the gasifier turbine secondary flow system to permit
cooling of the nozzle. A simple, yet effective, cooling
technology has been employed.

The nozzle has a three-compartment impingement-cooled
vane, as shown in Fig. 5, with cooling air fed from the outer
nozzle band and discharged on the trailing edge pressure
surface of the airfoil. The C30 nozzle reaches a maximum
trailing edge metal temperature equal to the maximum burner
outlet temperature impinging on the nozzle, including the
effects of the circumferential temperature distortion from the
combustor liner. While the C34 nozzle, made from the same
material as the C30 nozzle, operates with an inlet gas tem
perature that is 120°F hotter, the trailing edge of the vane
reaches metal temperatures 10 percent lower than the C30.
Again, a design change improves turbine durability.

Most critical to the concept of a single-stage turbine,
however, is the increased performance sensitivity to
clearances between the rotor tip and the blade track.
Historically, smaller gas turbine engines have experienced
more problems than their larger counterparts with thermal
distortion of ringed structures. Accurately controlling the hot
running tip clearance in any engine is critical, but in a small
engine, because of the relatively large percentage of blade
length that is represented by realistic tip clearances, the
problem becomes more acute. Figure 6 contrasts the increased
loss in gasifier turbine efficiency of the single-stage C34 with
the current C30 for increases in blade tip clearance. The
single-stage turbine loses 50 percent more in gasifier efficiency
than the two-stage turbine for a given increase in hot-running
tip clearance. In terms of typical small engine cycle per
formance sensitivities, each percentage point loss in gasifier
turbine efficiency is at least 2 percent in output shaft hor
sepower (at a constant turbine temperature) and, of course, 1
percent in increased fuel flow.

In the C34 turbine, the increased cooling air necessary to
cool the gasifier nozzle is utilized first to cool the rotor blade
track. This cooling air is impinged directly into the blade track
through a series of circumferential holes, substantially
lowering the maximum operating temperature of the ring. The
radial growth characteristics of the rotor are dictated by its
thermal and mechanical inertia, dependent upon rotational
speed and gas and cooling air temperatures, and are extremely
difficult to change. The most critical engine operational
events determining the clearance are either a slam deceleration
from maximum power or a rapid second acceleration. In both
of these flight conditions, the larger, massive rotor with the
higher thermal inertia reacts slowly, maintaining near
maximum radial deflection. The thin ring, on the other hand,
cools more rapidly, potentially shrinking onto the blade tip.

TE83-4422
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percent in the C34 to account for losses associated with the
air-cooled vane discharge flow and the increased stage loading
coefficient. The real merit of the single-stage turbine,
however, is the reduction in operational metal temperatures.
Although the turbine rotor inlet gas temperature has increased
110°F for the takeoff rating in the C34, the higher blade work
level lowers the relative blade temperature approximately 6
percent and allows increased power while maintaining ac
ceptable airfoil stress rupture life. The C34 turbine design is
matched to the same compressor operating line as the C30,
thereby maintaining the same speed, pressure ratio, and mass
flow relationships.

The reduction in the gas relative temperature translates
directly, of course, to lower metal temperatures. Figure 4
compares the wheel and blade metal temperatures of the first
stage gasifier turbine for the C30 with the single-stage C34.
The C34 turbine operates at a 15°F lower rotor airfoil tem
perature than the C30 at the most critical radial location for
rupture. Similarly, the turbine wheel rim operates at a 40°F
lower temperature, which improves the durability of the rotor
by retarding the rim-cracking induced by thermal cyclic
operations. In addition, substituting a fine-grained nickel
base MARM-247 for the conventional coarse-grained
MARM-246 improves both the fatigue and stress rupture
capacity of the rotor.

An uncooled C34 gasifier nozzle, however, would react
adversely to the increase in turbine inlet temperature required
by the engine cycle for the power increase. Additional

rE83-4423
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Fig.5 Gasifier turbine nozzle temperatures
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Adequately cooling the thinner ring is then paramount to 
controlling the rotor blade tip clearances and thereby ensuring 
maximum aerodynamic efficiency from the single-stage 
turbine. The C34 design provides sufficient cooling to 
minimize the relative increase in blade track temperature, 
thereby retarding the response rate of the ring and providing 
proper clearance control for the single-stage turbine. 

The resultant C34 gasifier turbine has eliminated the 
second-stage wheel and nozzle, a turbine tie bolt, and a curvic 
coupling, along with the attendant assembly and balance 
operations, thereby providing increased power and yet a 
design that is more durable and less expensive. 

New Shafting Arrangement. The basic shafting con
figuration of the Model 250 series of engines was conceived 
during the design of the T63 engine and was modified during 
the C20B engine development to add a spline coupling and 
main shaft bearing that has been retained throughout the 
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Fig. 6 Effects of turbine rotor tip clearance 

development of the C28B and C30 engines. When work was 
begun on the C34 engine with the larger turbine, it became 
apparent that difficulty would be encountered in maintaining 
critical speed margins consistent with Allison's design practice 
with the standard shafting configuration. Studies were 
conducted that revealed the suitability of supercritical 
shafting to the gas generator. It was also recognized that 
many other advantages could be readily realized, provided an 
acceptable supercritical design could be determined. A 
comprehensive analytical and experimental program was 
conducted over a 12-month period. The result of these efforts 
has been a shafting system designed to reduce maintenance of 
the engine as well as the cost of ownership. The new shafting 
system is a simpler configuration than its predecessor, with 
fewer parts and the following features: 

• Part count reduction 
- Gasifier coupling assembly - five parts to two parts 
- Two main shaft bearings eliminated 
- Power turbine oil sump removed 

8 Reduced maintenance 
• Reduced balance requirements 
• Improved alignment characteristics 
• Reduced smoke and carbon formation 
8 Less oil flow and heat rejection 
• Reduced vibration level 
• Performance improvements 

- Exhaust collector pressure drop 
- Balance piston losses 
- Gas-path blockage 

As shown in Fig. 7, the inclusion of the oil-damped bearing 
at the gas producer support provides for a new single-stage 
gasifier shaft assembly that eliminates the gasifier tie bolt, 
spline adapter, spur adapter gear shaft, and the hollow 
compressor-to-turbine coupling shaft. Two bearings are also 
eliminated along with the required routine maintenance 
actions of periodic inspections and cleanings. The modified 
configuration is more tolerant to potential unbalance in the 
turbine module and less restrictive to exacting alignment 
checks during assembly. 

The experimental program conducted on a series of 
development rigs has been extensive. In addition to verifying 
that the first two critical speeds (21 and 42 percent speed) 
occur below the engine idle rotational speed, the test 
evaluation of the configuration considered the impact of a 
variety of potential field-service problems or abuses (Fig. 8). 
After the initial testing to define the detailed geometry of the 
damper configuration and to determine the sensitivity to 
unbalance, tests were conducted with extremely hot and cold 
oils to examine viscosity effects; to examine the ability of the 
damper to operate for periods of time without oil; to simulate 

250-C30 shaft syster 

Power turbine s u m p -
two bearings 

250-C34 shaft syster 

- S p l i n e adopte First-stage wheel —^ 
and shaft assembly TE83~t425 

Fig. 7 Comparison of shafting systems 
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Fig. 9 Model 250·C30l electronic fuel control schematic

testing, and several thousand hours of bench testing have been
completed as part of that effort. Since its initial demon
stration in July 1982, the C34 engine has completed in excess
of 1500 hrs of operation with an electronic control. The C34
engine will be offered with the option of selecting an elec
tronic control or the standard pneumatic system.

The principal components of the Model 250 electronic fuel
control system are shown in Fig. 9, with the digital control
unit (DCU) as the new component in the system. The fuel
control unit is shown in the installed position on the fuel
pump. The remaining components comprising the new
electronic system are the thermocouple harness, gas generator
and power turbine speed pickups, pneumatic control pressure
(P y ) dump solenoid, and the fuel pump and fuel nozzle. The
DCU conditioning circuit is compatible with the standard
temperature indication systems utilizing measured gas
temperature.

The electronic control is airframe~mounted and
microprocessor-based. Off-engine mounting of the electronics
was selected to promote increased system reliability due to
lower ambient temperatures and a more benign vibrational
environment. The digital microprocessor technology
developed for the commercial automotive market is combined
with the use of highly reliable military derived components to
maximize operational reliability, yet minimize cost.

The principal features of the first-generation control for the
C30 engines are shown in Fig. 10. In the start regime, the
control limits engine temperature. This function replaces
manual modulation and eliminates the need to adjust the fuel
control for varying ambient temperature and altitude con
ditions. In the testing to date, the improvement in starts is
noteworthy. Starting times have been consistent with the
preset values, and start temperatures have been topped at the
reference level over a wide range of ambient conditions for
both hot and cold engines and for various battery conditions.
Engine starting performance such as this has a positive impact
on engine hot-section life. The C34 control will abort hot
starts automatically and enable fuel flow only after proper
light-off speed is reached, but manual modulation will be
retained for backup.

The production C28B and C30 engines presently employ a
compressor bleed valve system to provide increased surge
margin during transient operation but operate closed-bleed
under steady-state conditions. The electronic control
eliminates the need for the bleed valve by altitude
compensated fuel scheduling during accelerations. Ac
celerations to date with the electronic control have been not
only surge-free but have been faster than with the standard
system. For safety, the electronic control has two levels of
backup both analog and manual- and contains self
diagnostic circuitry to detect malfunctions of the control, to

TE83-4426
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Fig. 8 C34 shafting development rig

and evaluate a coked damper; to subject the system to landing
shocks up to 17 g's at both sub-idle resonances and at
maximum speeds; and to test the effects of mismanufactured
dampers or dampers that were worn beyond expected limits.
While some of these tests were abusive in nature, the new
shafting configuration proved superior in each instance to the
conventional arrangement.

The predicted third response mode, expected to occur near
134 percent rotational speed, was never encountered for test
speeds routinely as high as 110 percent. Vibratory response
levels were found to be acceptable with unbalance levels up to
30 times normal balance limits at the center of the shaft and in
excess of 130 times balance limits at the turbine. Testing has
also verified that the gas generator shaft could be balanced
using a conventional, low-speed approach. The changes
comprising the new shafting arrangement all serve to reduce
spare parts and maintenance costs and improve reliability.

Digital Electronic Fuel Control. In July 1983, Allison
received FAA certification for a digital electronic fuel control
for operation on the C30L and C30R engines. The C30R
engine is currently undergoing development testing as part of
the U.S. Army's Advanced Helicopter Improvement Program
in the OH58D, the Bell Helicopter Model 406. Certification
was the culmination of an intensive control development
effort that was initiated in 1979 and has proceeded through
three hardware phases - breadboard, prototype, and cer
tification. Over 1200 hrs of flight testing, 1000 hrs of engine
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alert the pilot of failures, and to provide information for 
maintenance purposes. 

In addition to automatic starting, the second-generation 
electronic control for the C34 engine incorporates the im
provements illustrated in Fig. 10. The major added feature is 
the twin engine matching to either torque output or measured 
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Fig. 10 Electronic control system features 

temperature, selected by a cockpit switch. The automatic 
engine matching reduces pilot workload. The second-
generation system also accepts additional input data, both 
rotor speed input and engine compressor inlet temperature. 
Access to helicopter rotor speed data improves the response of 
the control and enhances the overall system decoupled 
stability. The addition of compressor inlet temperature data 
enables the control to perform preflight engine power-
assurance monitoring. Improved system modularity 
facilitates both initial assembly and maintenance of the DCU, 
while the addition of nonvolatile, programmable memory 
such as Electrically-Erasable-Programmable-Read-Only-
Memory (EEPROM) increases the system flexibility to permit 
recording exceedances or control fault codes. 

These three features-the single-stage turbine, the im
proved main shafting system, and the optional electronic fuel 
control - represent the principal changes incorporated in the 
Model 250-C34 engine. 

Model 250-C24 Engine 

The second addition to the Model 250 Series of small 
turboshaft engines is the C24 model. The C24 engine com
bines the simplified shafting system, the single-stage gasifier 
turbine, and the optional electronic fuel control features of 
the C34 engine with a higher-pressure-ratio, increased-
efficiency compressor (compared to C20B) and a low-loss 
exhaust system as shown in Fig. 11. The new engine retains 
the highly successful midengine drive configuration that 
permits both front and rear power splitting from the gearbox 
with a simple fuel delivery system and a single can combustor. 
The engine mount locations are identical to the parent Model 
250-C20B, preserving installation commonality even though 
the turbine assembly has been lengthened by 2 in. While 
substantial increases in performance are the basis for the new 
C24 engine, simplicity and ruggedness of construction and 
increased reliability and durability have been the emphasis of 
the design philosophy. 

The design goals of the C24 engine focus on aspects that 
economically impact the commercial engine and are as 
follows: 

• sfc - 12.5 percent lower than C20B 
8 Reliability-twice current C20B 
8 Durability — double gasifier component lives 
• Maintenance cost - 70 percent of C20B 
8 Specific weight - same as C20B 
8 Performance margin - same as C20B 

NEW INCREASED 
DURABILITY 
COMPRESSOR SINGLE EXHAUST 
8 THICKER AIRFOILS 
9 HARD-COATED CASE 

SINGLE STAGE 
LONGER LIFE TURBINE 

SINGLE 
COMBUSTOR 

SIMPLIFIED SHAFTING 

® SAME MI D E N G I N E DRIVE CONFIGURATION 

® C20B INSTALLATION COMPATIBILITY 
• REDUCED M A I N T E N A N C E TE83-M29 

Fig. 11 Model 250-C24 cross section 
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The parent C20B engine has established a design maturity
and evolved a maintenance philosophy that has made it the
current workhorse of the industry. The Model 250-C24 design
problem list, which resulted in component improvements to
be accommodated in the C24, has been constructed from the
history of service experience logged against the C20B in
worldwide operation in varied climates and environments.
Particular attention has been given to the reduction of
corrosion and erosion damage in the gas path; incorporation
of larger, more durable bearings and gears better able to resist
the wear and distress that activate metal chip detectors; and
new, improved coatings and seal designs. The design process
has been expanded beyond the normal parochial limits,
formally assessing current and future component and future
component processing and quality control, to guard against
unforeseen increases in initial acquisition and spare parts cost
at a future date.

The C24 axial-centrifugal compressor is identical in length
to the C20B (Fig. 12) but achieves a 3 percent increase in
adiabatic compressor efficiency and an additional atmosphere
in pressure ratio.

Rig tests on the new compressor have not only verified the
increases in efficiency and loading but have demonstrated
both adequate surge margin and the predicted broader range.
The good high-speed flow characteristics of the C24 com
pressor, as opposed to the limited-flow characteristic of the
C20B, provide increased cycle flexibility. The resultant engine
enjoys increased hot day power and is more flexible for
potential growth derivatives.

The axial compressor has two fewer stages with thicker,
coated, more erosion-resistant airfoils, which are designed to
meet unprotected ingestion requirements, and a corrosion
resistant case. The compressor disks have been designed to
lower stress values to achieve twice the fatigue life in the C24

Corrected airflow

C24 versus C20 comparison

-Increased pressure ratio. 7.\ to 8.0 Rc
- Fewer stages
- Increased efficiency
- Increased ra"nge
-Increased durability
• Reduced erosion

Fig. 12 C24 compressor features
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Fig. 13 C24 exhaust collector

compressor as currently experienced in the C20B. To
minimize hardware costs in the compressor, all the disks and
compressor case halves are fabricated from castings.

The second major modification to the Model 250-C24
engine is the conversion from the C20B bifurcated exhaust to
a longer, more efficient single exhaust duct. Historically, the
midengine configuration, while a preferred arrangement for
many installations, has prevented significant improvements in
sfc. The mass flow rate in the C24 engine is identical to that in
the C20B, and without a newly configured exhaust collector,
the pressure drop across the collector would be approximately
the same for modest changes in the power turbine flow path.
The new shafting arrangement with the oil-damped bearing in
the gas producer support permits a longer bearing span and
provides for increased length in the exhaust system.

As shown in Fig. 13, the single-duct C24 exhaust collector
reduces the exhaust pressure loss in excess of 42 percent. This
reduction in pressure loss represents nearly a 4 percent gain in
both sfc and power. The previously mentioned increase in
turbine assembly length for the C24 is due primarily to the
improved exhaust system.

While the C24 engine also employs the single-stage turbine,
the available reduction in gas relative temperature is used to
increase stage durability rather than increase power as in the
case of the C34. At the same rotor inlet temperature, the
operating metal temperatures of the critical blade section and
the center of the wheel rim are reduced 145°F and 260°F,
respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 14. Independent of potential
material changes or alternate disk rim construction currently
under consideration for the C24 engine, these temperature
reductions represent significant increases in component life.
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Fig. 16 Model 250-C24 - sea level, standard day 

The Model 250-C24 engine, while designed for the same 
airflow characteristics as the C20B, offers characteristic 
increases in guaranteed uninstalled power (Fig. 15), and the 
thermodynamic cycle is sufficiently flexible to provide for 
either a category A or category B rating philosophy. The 
engine is flat-rated to hot day conditions (90°F), providing 
power in circumstances consistent with typical helicopter 
flight conditions without adding considerable weight penalty 
to the gearbox. Like the C34 ratings, the C24 ratings will 
provide for an additional 5 percent margin in power. The 
increased component efficiencies permit these powers at 
decreased rotational speeds and temperatures, again 
providing the basis for significant improvements in 
durability. 

In addition to potential OEI ratings, the engine provides 
increases of 10-20 percent in hot-day takeoff power compared 
to the C20B. The increased thermodynamic power available 
increases the flexibility for alternate customer ratings and 
derivative models. 

The C24 engine also offers a decrease in fuel consumption 
compared with the C20B (Fig. 16). At a comparable takeoff 
rating of 420 shp, the newer engine provides a decrease of 12.5 
percent in guaranteed maximum fuel consumption, with 
average production engines lower by an additional 4 percent. 
At a cruise rating of perhaps 300 shp, where the most fuel 
would be consumed, the decreases in sfc would be 9.5 and 13 
percent for the respective specifications and average engines. 

These improvements in performance in the C24 engine will 
significantly improve the payload-range characteristics of the 
next generation of helicopters over C20B-powered aircraft, 
particularly under hot-day conditions. From the perspectives 
of increased productivity of the aircraft, decreased fuel 
consumption, and increased reliability of the engine, the 
Model 250-C24 provides the basis for significant reductions in 
direct operating costs to the system owner/operator. 

Engine Development Testing 

While both advanced Model 250 engines, the C34 and C24, 
are scheduled for near-term production, considerable em
phasis has been placed on increasing the amount of in-house 
testing on the engines prior to production. As shown in Fig. 
17, the C34 engine is expected to be certified by the FAA in 
the spring of 1985 and into production later in the year after 
about 7500 hrs of abusive engine testing. The C24 engine, 
because of the similarity of design in the shafting arrangement 
and turbine section, benefits directly from the C34 program 
and will be certified 18 months later than the C34. Of utmost 
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simulated flight endurance (SFE) testing. The in-house test 
evaluation continued after production at increased test 
severity levels and provided a basis for comparison of in-
house testing with field experience. Recent increased C30 
testing has been undertaken to validate design improvements. 
The C34 program schedule accelerates that in-house testing 
profile by a factor of three to four times the number of hours 
to provide for incorporation of improvements prior to 
production. Although the C34 engine (which adopts changes 
released for the C30 engine) involves only a turbine change, 
the increased testing is intended to ensure initial production 
reliability at near maturity levels. The additional scheduled 
test hours provide for more diagnostic testing, an added level 
of SFE testing at increased severity ratios (cyclic content and 
high-temperature operation), and particularly abusive 
thermal cyclic tests in which the engine is rapidly accelerated 
to takeoff power, quickly shut down, and blown cold. This 
combination of tests will determine design inadequacies for a 
variety of failure modes prior to production, identify items 
with high rates of wear, and permit preproduction correction 
actions. 

Summary 

While the new generation of Model 250 engines, the C34 
and C24, are designed for significant increases in per
formance - namely, increased power and decreased fuel 
consumption - the design of these engines reflects a com
mitment to increased durability and reliability, reduced 
complexity and part count, less maintenance, reduced pilot 
work load, and decreased operating costs. This new 
generation of engines represents a deliberate blending of new, 
proven technologies with millions of hours of actual flight 
experience and provides a logical transition between Allison's 
production engines of today and its high-technology engine 
under development for the U.S. Army LHX competition. 

Fig. 18 In-house engine development testing 

priority in both engine programs is to realize drastic increases 
in reliability over predecessor Model 250 engines at all phases 
of their service life - from initial introduction to maturity. 

In terms of program contrasts, the next generation of 
Model 250 engines will feature increased in-house test time 
over their respective parent engines. As shown in Fig. 18, the 
Model 250-C30 engine was certified and released to 
production after some 2400 hrs of diagnostic and preliminary 
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The "throughflow" analysis in compressor design is a two-
dimensional axisymmetric calculation describing the spanwise 
variation of the flow at streamwise locations, both within and 
between blade rows from the inlet of the compressor to its 
discharge. The input required by the analysis includes the 
total pressure loss and the exit flow angle for each blade row 
(or their equivalents: stage pressure ratio, reaction, efficiency, 
and so on). This information is sufficient to completely 
describe the absolute and relative velocity triangles. In the 
design mode, these results are used to define airfoil inlet and 
exit metal angles for optimum performance, and in the off-
design mode, they are used to describe the approach to 
choking or stall. If the flow in a compressor were truely 
axisymmetric this would be the end of the problem. However, 
actual compressor flows are not axisymmetric and this 
nonaxisymmetry must be accounted for in order to describe 
the flow with sufficient accuracy. This is achieved by the 
introduction of "blockage" into the analysis. Errors in 
estimated blockage are one of the primary reasons for 
compressors initially not achieving their design goals of flow, 
pressure rise, and efficiency. 

In the sense that blockage accounts for nonaxisymmetry in 
the flow, the displacement effects of an axisymmetric (gap-
averaged) boundary layer are not included in it. This kind of 
"endwall blockage" [1, 2] does not reflect a departure from 
axisymmetry, but rather it is an item of convenience to ac
count for the use of a relatively small number of com
putational stream tubes in the throughflow analysis to ac
curately account for the endwall boundary layers. This type of 
endwall displacement effect can be accounted for either by 
coupling the throughflow analysis to an endwall boundary 
layer analysis, or by a simultaneous solution of the inviscid 
and viscous portions of the flow as in the method of Anderson 
[3]. 

In the sense that blockage accounts for the nonaxisymmetry 
in the flow, it corresponds to what has been called "tangential 
blockage" [1], that is, the blockage due to blade wakes, 
corner stall, tip leakage, and to the extent that they depart 
from axisymmetry, the endwall boundary layers and 
secondary flows. The essence of the problem is that the 
nonaxisymmetry of the flow causes a significant difference 
between circumferential mass and area averages at any radius. 
For example, the mass-averaged total pressure is usually 
higher than the area-averaged total pressure, since the low 
total pressure region in a wake usually has associated with it a 
low axial velocity, i.e., a low mass flux. 

Throughflow analyses are generally considered to provide 
the distributions of mass averaged quantities, the virtue here 
being that quantities such as work depend on mass averages. 
The mass flow, however, is an area-averaged quantity, i.e., 
the integral of mass flux (pCx) over area. Blockage provides 
the link between these two types of averages. The mass flow 
Mthrough an annulus may be expressed as follows. 

M^licV' pCa
xrdr = 2w\ ' KpCp

x
Trdr 

J rh J rh 

The blockage factor K may be expressed as the ratio of the 
circumferentially area-averaged axial flow speed Cx to the 
axial flow speed based on the circumferentially mass-averaged 
total and static pressures and flow yaw and pitch angles CX

T. 
This is expressed as follows: 

K={C°X/CPT) =/(/•) 

where, for incompressible flow 
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CPT = ^ (Pf - Pf)/ - p Cosd'" Cos4>'" 

Note that K is a function of radius and that when the flow is 
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axisymmetric the mass and area averages are equal, and K is 
equal to unity. 

Normally, a compressor analyst would be hard pressed to 
calculate blockage on this basis. The only measured data at 
his disposal are typically spanwise distributions of total 
pressure, total temperature, and flow angle. Blockage would 
then be inferred by using a throughflow analysis to match the 
known mass flow to measured static pressures on the flow 
path hub and/or tip. This approach provides at best a rough 
indication of blockage and no indication as to its variation 
with span. 

Recently, however, efforts have been underway to obtain 
more exhaustive data from compressor flows. Two examples 
of such efforts are those by Dring, Joslyn, and Hardin [4, 5] 
and by Wagner, Dring, and Joslyn [6] where full-span, radial-
circumferential arrays of total pressure, static pressure, and 
yaw and pitch data have been acquired in the rotating frame 
of reference downstream of a compressor rotor. An example 
of this type of data is shown in Fig. 1. This figure illustrates 
the full-span, blade-to-blade distribution of rotary total 
pressure measured in a plane 30 percent chord downstream of 
the rotor. The profile wake, the hub corner stall, and the 
combined tip boundary layer and leakage flow are evident in 
the figure. Note that the data shown in Fig. 1. covers 1.32 
rotor blade pitches and that the rotor was operating at its 
design incidence. The flow entering this rotor was axial and 
had a constant absolute total pressure. This is the reason for 
the large region of constant rotary total pressure between the 
wakes. Using the foregoing definitions, the spanwise 
distribution of blockage was calculated for these data (30 
percent aft) as well as for three other axial measurement 
planes (located 10, 50, and 110 percent aft of the rotor). The 
major contribution to the blockage was due to the difference 
between the mass and area averages of relative total pressure. 
The mass and area averages of the static pressure, yaw, and 
pitch were very nearly equal. These blockage results are 
presented in Fig. 2. The data show relatively high levels of 
blockage in the hub and tip regions and very low levels in the 
midspan region. There is a rapid decay in blockage in the 
endwall regions with increasing downstream distance. The 
curve for the data 10 percent aft is shown dashed near the 
hub, because the hub corner stall extended into this plane and 
the existence of the backflow region here prevented data 
acquisition in the wake (see [5], Fig. 12). The dashed portion 
of the curve at the 10 percent aft location is based on the 
assumption that the flow velocity is zero in this backflow 
region. Using this assumption, the blockage approaching the 
hub at this axial location was calculated to be 39 percent. 
Recall that the high levels of blockage in the endwall regions 
are not a result of displacement due to endwall boundary layer 

50 100 

SPAN (%) 

Fig. 2 Spanwise distributions of blockage, design incidence 

growth, but rather they represent the departure of the endwall 
flows from axisymmetry. 

The definition of blockage presented here is by no means 
unique. Operational experience in the analysis of compressor 
performance data may lead to a better definition. It is 
noteworthy, however, that the present definition of blockage 
can be rewritten in terms of velocity components. Thus 
blockage can be calculated not only from the type of detailed 
pneumatic probe data presented in [4-6], but it could also be 
calculated from the large amount of hot-wire and laser 
anemometry data presently available in the open literature. 

The objective of this note was to provide a better un
derstanding of the nature of blockage in axial compressors. 
The treatment of the aerodynamic data as described above 
provides a physically meaningful approach to the comparison 
of computed throughflow results with measured data. The 
fact that spanwise distributions of loss, deviation, and 
blockage can be specified provides, at long last, a firm basis 
for the detailed assessment of throughflow calculation 
methods. The present data will also allow one to estimate the 
magnitude of the errors associated with inferring blockage 
and perhaps provide a more sound foundation on which to 
base this inferrence in the future. Finally, it is anticipated that 
the specification of the spanwise distribution of blockage will 
result in more precise predictions of airfoil incidence and that 
through this they will have an impact on the airfoil design. 

Fig. 1 Compressor rotor exit flow field, design incidence 
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